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PREFACE.

This treatise on coast artillery is supposed to deal primarily with
American artillery and to include such data, description, etc., as can
be given in one volume of reasonaole size and ~till cover the hjstory of
development, the design and manufacture of a modern great seacoast
gun and carriage, and detailed descriptions of existing seacoast
weapons to the satisfaction of the casual student of the subject.
Since America is relatively a new country, it is of course necessary
to deal with artillery of any and every country in attempting to
trace the history of the development of ammunition, guns, and
carriages.

Careful survey of Part I will reveal that the history of the devel-
opment of artillery in the years 1400 to 1850 is not a history. of the
development of the science or art of artillery, but simply a history
of the development of the craftman's ability to cast or forge objects
of greater and greater weight or more complicated design as to
shape. The gun of 1850 is merely the gun -of 1400 multiplied one
hundred times or more in weight .. The real development in artillery
has taken place since 1850 and is coincident with the great and rapid
development in every line of mechanical invention.

A discussion of America1l; coast artillery hence .does gi ve a fair
idea of the steps in the development 'of such artillery of all nations,
because coast artillery has acquired its pronounced individual char-
acteristics during this short period of rapid development. Before
1850 the same gun, carriage, and ammunition might be and were
used indiscriminately on ships of war, in coast fortifications, or in
the field for siege purposes.

The o~ject of this treatise is to present to the student of coast
artillery both a mental picture of the development of artillery in
general from the thirteenth century, when it seems to have made
its first appearance, through the various centuries as simply artillery,
und through the past century when it has become sufficiently distinct
to be termed seacoast artillery. In addition, it is desired to present as
complete as practicable a description or outline of the procedure in
determining the requirements of a modern high-power seacoast
weapon, the various steps in design, and the important p~oblems)in-
volved in the manufacture. A third part is devoted to a detailed
description of each distinct type of mechanism found on all of the
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seacoast weapons now in 'u.se in our various fortifications. It is the
policy in discussing guns, carriages, and mechanisms to discuss each
type in detail but once; that is, if a certain type of elevating mecha-
nism is used on a number of carriages it will be discussed in detail
but once. Thereafter merely a refel'encewill be given to the detailed
discussion. .

There is no type of manufacture in America that involves the same
. severity of requirements as that required in the development, design,

and manufacture of our modern seacoast weapons. It is to be hoped
that the.day will come when the Ordnance Departments of the Army
and Navy will be recognized and will take their place as the pace
makers in the art of machine design and will set the standards for
the mechanical engineering world. In no other industry is it re-
quired to machine parts weighing as much as 100 tons to a degr~e
of accuracy represented by a tolerance of only a few thousandths of
an inch; nor is there an industry which deals with problems involv-
ing pressures so great as 40,000 pounds per square inch; or with the
equally difficult problem of providing for the transmission during a
very small fraction of a second of millions of foot-pounds of energy
through parts which must continue to operate day after day with
absolute accuracy into foundations embedded in the earth. 'Vhen it
is remembered that the modern high-power seacoast weapon will
weigh a total of 1,000,000.pounds, must operate with such a speed
as to permit the firing of one projectile weighing 2,400 pounds or
more to a distance of 35 miles with such a degree of accuracy as to
strike with telling effect a modern battleship, some littleapprecia- .
tion of the problems of design and manufacture can be secured.

It is hoped that this presentation on the basis of the general devel-
opment and history of artillery, the determination of requirements,
the design and manufacture of a modern seacoast weapon, and the
detailed description of all distinct types of mechanisms will serve
the purpose of giving to the early as well as the advanced student
such a comprehension of the problems of development, design, and
manufacture of seacoast artillery as will enable him to render more
efficient service in any branch of the Army having to do with any
type of artillery. . '

The information contained herein has been secured from the
sources listed in the bibliography, from inspection of the material
discussed, and from consultation with engineers responsible for vari-
ous requirements and designs or familiar with them. Paragraphs
37 to GO were prepared by Doctor (Colonel) Storm, of the Ammuni-
tion Division, and have been previously published in No. 10, Volume
II, of Army Ordnance.
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PART 1.

HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPl\fENT OF ARTILLERY.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

1. It is intended in this history of the development of artil-
lery and ammunition to point out, at least briefly, the various
steps that have led from the invention of discovery of gunpowder
to the present state of perfection in ammunition, guns, and carriages.
It may.be well to mention in advance a conclusion to which one seems
certain to come in the extended study of this development. All indi-
cations are that practically each step in the development was forced
by circumstances and actually became a recognized advance in the art
many. years, sometimes centuries, after the time when it might have
been adopted to the advantage of all ~oncerned. For example, hand
rifles had been perfected to the point of rather efficient use for
sporting purposes as early as 1800. No soldier nor those responsible
for i~suing them to soldiers would have thought of using an Army
musket for hunting game if he could secure a rifle. In spite of the
known fact that only one in each 450 bullets fired from an Army
musket would find its mark in war, it was used in our wars of 1812,
1845, and even in the great Civil 'Val' of 1860-1864. The rifle had
been introduced into the French ArmY' in 1800, but Napoleon with-
drew it, probably because of the great amount of time required for
loading, and it was not again used by them until 1870. The British .

• did not adopt it until about 1860. And during all of this time it was
the weapon par excellence for sporting purposes. Since this is an
example of the general tendency in the development of the Rrt or
science of artillery one should not he surprised at' even the present
backwardness of it in any particular respect. These comments are
entered as illustrations of. tendencies and not as a criticism of any
organization or jndividuals. It is probable that we will always have
our spurts of development just after a great conflict which points
out tragically our backwardness in any branch of the science. This

, is certainly true at the end of the 'Vorld 'Val'.
2. It has been particularly difficult to trace the earliest develop-

ment in ammunition and likewise the corresponding development in
artillery. There are numerous reference in many more or less
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modern books to apparent records of the invention or discovery of
gunpowder in the fourth to the sixth centuries A. D., and to the
use of this substance in some sort of guns, pots, or mortars in the
sieges of such cities' as ~fecca, Constantinople, etc., during these
same centuries. The' first siege of I~feccaoccurred in 683 A. D., and at
that time the sacred Black Stone was broken by fire. References can
be found to the fact that in this siege the mixture familiarly known
as "'Vildfire" was' used by the besiegers and that these balls of
pitch, naphtha, and sulphur were hurled over the walls by some sort
of mechanical projecting engine. There is no reference, however,'
that one seems warranted in accepting as' indicating the existence
and use of gunpowder at that time or in that siege. In fact, it seemS
certain that all of those references, that have been interpreted as
proving that gunpowder existed before the thirteenth century
actually refer to the various incendiary combinations in more or less
common use, noneof which actually contained saltpeter, a necessary}
ingredient of what we know as gunpowder. Since the most pains-'t
taking research seems to clinch this conclusion, there seems no "
choice but to start with the development of artillery after the proved j
discovery of gunpowder in the thirteenth century. In sho~t, the)
"beginning" for artillery of any description is approximately int
the year 1250 A. D. .

3. As an indication of the development that had taken place prior,
to 1885 we cite the following paragraphs from Edgar S. Maclay's,
" History of the Navy," Volume II: ,

In 1885 the armament of our warships consisted principally of:
9-inch smoothbore guns, 8-inch muzzle-loading rifled guns, and con-I
verted 80- and 60-pounder breech-loading rifled guns. The 8-incl\
guns were 11-inch cast-iron smoothbore Dahlgrens, having a rifled.
wrought-iron tube inserted into the' bore. The 100- and GO-pounder
Parrott guns were converted into breech-loading 80- and
In 1885 there was no plant in the United States capable of making
forgings for guns of more than 6-inchcaliber, while steel shafting,:
torpedoes, armor, and machine guns also had to be purchased abroad .•
With a view of remedying this serious defect the Gun-Foundry.
Board in 1883 visited the principal gun and steel establishments ill
the United' States and abroad, and in the following year recoro-.

I' mended that the Government. maintain gun factories capable at
turning out the largest calibers after the most approved patterns,.
and that private firms be encouraged in making steel forgings and'
material for guns. In January, 1886, the Board of Fortifications,:
composed of civilians and Navy and Army officers, approved the.
report of the Gun-Foundry Board, and in August of that year
four millions were appropriated for a steel-armor plant and
for guns. In ~faYl 1887, contracts were signed with the Bethlehell1
Iron Co. for gun torgings and armor plates. This plant has
developed until it'is one of the best establishments o£.its kind in the
world and can produce forgings for 16-inch guns. The Naval GUlli
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Factory was begun at the 'Vashington Navy Yard in 1887 and has
been constantly enlarged until it is now a most complete estab-
lishment. ..

4. puring the intervening six centuries the development went for-
ward steadily, if somewhat laboriously and at times at only a snail's
pace. It will pe pointed out later that the development during the
first century and a half was almost as spectacular as that of the last
70 years. The significant point to be remembered in connection with
what has just been quoted from :Maclay is that although the develop-
ment in the various elements wl~ichtogether make up the science or "
art of ,artillery took place spasmodically, seldom in concert, some-
times at a rapid rate and sometimes a slow rate, somehow in about
1850 nearly all of the elements were about evenly developed and
the essential principles which had been obscured for so many cen-
turies were clearly recognized. It seems best to take up the develop.
ment of each of the so-called elements separately, hence the method
of treatment that follows:

AMMUNITION •

. INCENDIARY 1tIATEIUALS.

5. Greelc fire.-668 A. D.-There seem to be a great number of
combinations which come under the name of Greek fire. Further, it
seems certain that records of the use of many of these terrifying .
or incendiary combinations have been misconstrued as indicating
the existence and use of what we term black powder many centuries
before saltpeter, the essential ingredient of black powder, had been
collected and purified in sufficient quantities to be known as a dis-
tinct substance with peculiar properties. Strictly speaking, Greek
fire was apparently a liquid which was projected from some sort of

. tube and has an analogy in the liquid fire employed by both sides in
the recent 'Vorld 'Varin connection with the device or Iuachine
known as.u flame projector. In speaking of this subst.ance with the
name correctly applied as counter to the use of the name for all
sorts of incendiary substances, :Marshall says, on page 12, Volume I, .
of his treatise on Explosives:

The one notable ~xception to this is the "Greek fire" or' "sea
fire," the secret of which prevented the conquest of Constantinople
and Europe by the :M:oslemsfor several centuries. About the year
A. D. GG8, some 46 years after the flight of :Mohammed from ~Iecca
to Medina, the Arabs, still at the height of their conquering en-
thusiasm, commenced to beleaguer Constantinople by .land and sea,
w hen an architect named J(allinikos fled from Heliofolis in Syria to
the Imperial City and imparted the secret of the' sea fire." This
repeatedly spread such terror and destruction among the l\foslem
fleet that it was the. principal cause of the siege being eventually
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raised after 7 years. In A. D. 716 'to 718 the Arabs again appeared
before Constantinople with 1,800 ships, but again were defeated by
the fire so effectually that after a stormy passage only 5' galleys re-
entered the port of Alexandria to relate the tale of their various
and almost incredible disasters.

Russian naval forces were similarly defeated in 941 and 1043, and
the Pisans at the end of the eleventh century. What, then, was 'the
nature of this "sea fire?" From the contemporary accounts we
know that it was discharged from tubes or siphons in the bows
of the ships, but its mode of preparation was kept a close secret, and
it was never used successfully by any but the Greek rulers of By-
zantium. There appears to be no doubt that naphtha was the prin-
cipal ingredient, and it may also have contained sulphur and pitch.'
Col. H. 'V'. L. IIime came to the conclusion that it must have been
mixed with quicklime, the slaking of which by the sea water raised
the temperature to the ignition point of the sulphur. I have made
a number of attempts to produce ignition in this way, but although
a fairly high temperature was reached, "the sulphur never caught
fire. The heat set free by the slaking of the lime would be ample
to raise the temperature to the ignition point if there were no losses
of heat, but the reaction is a slow one compared with an explosion,
for instance, and consequently much of the heat is dissipated. It
seems more probable that the naphtha' was simply discharged from
a squirt or fire engine (sipho), and that it was ignited by means of
a flame in front of the orifice,. and that the secret consisted in the
method of constructing the squirt or pump and of using it so as not
to injure the users. '

6.. Wildfire.-It. has been mentioned above' that numerous com-
binations of incendiary materials in more or less solid form were
included under the name of Greek fire. Marshall thinks these com-
binations may more properly come under the name of wildfire.
They included combinations of sulphur, pitch, naphtha, resins, and
other substances that burn quite readily .. Later when saltpeter be-
came known and was available in quantity it was probably added and
had the effect of making the mass burn more fiercely.

7. Such mixtures were much used by the Moslems and probably
were known to all so-called civilized nations who were interested in
conquest or in the defense of cities. The Moors apparently used
combinations containing saltpeter in their various battles and sieges
in Spain around 1250. The use of wildfire is mentioned frequently
also iJl connection with the Crusades, the Moslems being the prin-
cipal users. One combination mentioned under the. heading o:f i
"Flying fire" in a translation of the Liber Ignium of Marcus
Graecus, translated about 1300, contained resin, one part; sulphur,!,
one part; an~ saltpeter, two parts. These were dissolve,d in
oil and put into a hollow reed or piece of wood. There is no mention.
of 'exactly how it was used, but it was apparently an incendiary'
instead of a terrifying agent.

i.
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8. On page 6, Volume III, of Etudes sur Ie Passe et l'Avenir de
L'Artillerie, UF 155-F8-N1, there is a statement to the effect that
" In 969 A. D., the second year of the reign of Tai Tsow, founder of
the dynasty of Song, the prince was presented with a composition
which burned with a flash and carried a long distance." One can
not tell from this statement whether perchance it was actually gun-
powder and was able to project an object from a vessel or whether,
on the other hand, it was simply a more or less solid mass that burned
vigorously as it traveled through the air after being projected by
some mechanical engine. :Marshall thinks that saltpeter was dis-
covered by one of the oriental nations, and it is possible .that the com-
bination referred to was one containing saltpeter. It could hardly
have been gunpowder, however.

9. Oralcersand Roman candles.-In the translation of the Liber
Ignium of Marcus Graecus, mentioned above, there is another formula,
as follows: Sulphur, one part; vine or willow charcoal, two parts;
and saltpeter, six parts. These were to be rubbed down on a marble
slab and the resulting mixture, which may properly be termed gun-
powder, put into a case or vessel in different manners, according to
the effect to be produced. "A case, short and wide, filled half full
and bound with strong wire," was specified for the making of a loud
noise. This was the original of our" firecraker." Another case,
"long and thin, and filled with the mixture well rammed in," served
,either as a rocket or as a Roman candle. It could probably be used
as either. There is nothing to indicate which purpose it served. It is
interesting to note, however, that in the use of these incendiary,
terrifying, and -noise-making combinations containing saltpeter, in
the latter part of the thirteenth century they were gradually coming
to a discovery or recognition of the power of the mixture of sulphur,
charcoal; and saltpeter to project an object from a vessel. It may
be of interest to requote from ~farshall's book several paragraphs
discussing the use of fire _pots:

At that time use was made of the" ho-pao," or fire pao, called
" Tchin-tien-Ioui," or "thunder that shakes the sky." For this pur-
pose an iron pot was used, which was filled with "yo." As soon as
a light was applied, the pao rose and fire spread in every direction.
Its noise resembled that of thunder and could be heard more than 100
lis (33 English miles) ; it could spread fire over more than a third of
an acre. This fire even penetrated the breastplates on which it fell.

The Mongols constructed with oxhides a passag-e which enabled
them to reach right to the foot of the rampart. They commenced

, to sap the walls, and made holes in them in which they could remain
sheltered from the men above. One of the besieged proposed that
they should hang fire paos from iron chains and let them down. the
face of the. wall. 'Then they reached the places that were mmed
the paos burst and shattered the enemies and the oxhides, so as not
to leave a vestige ol!them.r._

-
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In addition, the beseiged had at their disposition some" arrowS
of flying fire" (fei-ho-tang); to an arrow was attached a substance
susceptible of taking fire; the arrow flew suddenly in a straight line
and spread flames over a width of 10 paces. Noone dared approach.
The fire paos and arrows of flying' fire were much feared by the
Mongols.

10. This arrow may have been a squib or a rocket, or merely an
arrow to which a saltpeter mixture was attached. The effects de-
scribed could hardly have been produced without the use of salt-
peter nor the great noise without an explosive, but we need not take
literally the statement that it could be heard 33 miles away. .

11. By A. D. 1250 the Chinese had made a further advance. The
same annals state: ' '

In the first year of the period IChai-IGng was made an appliance
called "tho-ho-tsiang"; that is to say, "lance with. violent fire."
A " nest of grains" was introduced into a long bamboo tube, which
was set" light to." A violent flame came out and then the "nest of
grains" was shot forth with a noise like that of a pao, which could
be heard at a distance of about 500 paces.

This was evidently the device now known as a Roman candle.
12. BlacM po.wder.- The original propellant has, so to speak,

served its period of maximum usefulness and is now used rather
sparingly for very special purposes. There is reason to believe that
the engineers of Chingis, the Mongol conqueror, made use of some.
combination of saltpeter, sulphur, and charcoal in destroying thel
fortifications, walls, etc., of some of the Persian cities. . Several)
writers on the subject of explosives think that the. formulas used}
by the Chinese in making black powder in the thirteenth century,
are identical with the formulas used in compounding the powders
used in the fireworks that have until a very few years ago been im- f

. ported from China. Apparently the ancient formulas were either.
pass.ed down to. these writers in certain ancient scripts, or as men- l.'.
tioned in one instance some of the powder made in the thirteenth.
century was found in some excavations in the last century.

13. It would be safe to assume that black powder has been made
. and used before the dates given in the first descriptions of it.

torians were' not so much interested in the history of development
then as we are now and many descriptions that now assist us in trae-)
ing a development were included only incidentally in the writings.
in which we find them. vVhen saltpeter and black powder were first
made, there were probably no new names invented for them, and it'
is difficult to recognize the substances in the names applied to thern.t

Saltpeter means salt of the rock, nitrum means soda. or any
white efflorescence,gun was originally applied to a mechanical
pelling instruments, and powder has no significance in the matter of
a propellant. It is easy to see, then, how conh'sing references

.•. 
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be and how careful one must be in accepting references, no matter
how apparently definite, as indicating the existence and use of what
we now know as black powder and a gun before certain dates.

14. Although one seems warranted in believiIi.g that the Chinese
were using black powder in 1218, the indications are that it was
being used as a blasting agent instead of as a propellant. In 1249
Roger Bacon wrote the following account in his" De Secretis" and
,~Opus Tertium" : .

From the flashing and flaming of certain igneous mixtures and the
terror ipspired by their noise wonderful consequences ensue. As a
simple example may be mentioned the noise and flame generated by
the powder, known in divers places, composed of saltpeter, charcoal,
and sulphur. When a quantity of this powder no bigger than a
man's finger is wrapped up in a piece of parchment and ignited it
explodes with a blinding flash and a stunning noise. If a larger
quantity were used, or if the case were made of some solid matenal,
the explosion would, of course, be much more viole"nt, and the flash
and din altogether unbearable. . .

If Greek fire, or any fire of the same species, be employed, noth-
ing can resist the intensity of its combustion. .

These compositions may be used at any distance we please, so that
the operators escape all hurt from them while those against whom
they are employed are suddenly filled with confusion.

This indicates that black power was known to him, but again as
a noise-making agent and perhaps as a biasting agent, but not as a
propellant.

15. To summarize, then, it would seem reasonable to accept the
date of 1200, as"discussed later, and recognized as the certain date of
the recognition of the characteristics of saltpeter, as the approxi-
mate date of the earliest use of black powder for any purpose. "The
date of 1250 seems reasonable for the approximate date of its first
use as a propellant, both because of the mention by Roger Bacon of
its ability to produce a great noise when confined in a vessel and
fired, and because there are good records, UF 155 F-S N-1, volume
3, page 28, to indicate its use by the Arabs. in 1295 in some sort of
tube for the propelling of lances, and other records even more reliable
to indicate the rather general use of even so advanced a weapon as
a cannon before 1324. If guns of any description were in use in ,
1295, they were not developed all at once, and the fact that this is
the first date mentioned makes it certain that-they were used before
then. The date 1250 may not be"correct, but it seems to have some
foundation, and for the sake of reference in this treatise, at least, it
will be used as the probable date of the first use of black powder
as a propellant. The references to the use of powder in guns, mor-
tars, and longer cannon are so numerous for the fourteen~h century
that one must believe that there had been an appreciable period be-

734-23-2



fore 1300 for the slower development and spread of the knowledge
throughout Europe and Asia of the properties of powder and meth.
Gdsof constructing guns and cannon.

16. Saltpeter.-:On the discovery of saltpeter, the recognition of
its properties, and the refining of a sufficient quantity to use hinged
the beginning of the development of what we now term artillery.
There could be no such thing as gunpowder without some substance
that would supply the oxygen for the partial or complete cOl~lbustion
of any other constituents of the mixtur:e when confined in a vesseL
Saltpeter was the first known oxygen-supplying agent, hence we need
simply search for information of the date of discovery or isolation
of saltpeter to determine the absolute date before which there could
have been no such substance as gunpowder and no such instrument
as a gun. It is doubtful whether available records will indicate the
exact date of the discovery of saltpeter. As known then the salt.
peter was formed in the decomposition of animal and vegetable mat.
tel's. Under certain conditions it formed an efflorescence on the
ground, sides of buildings, etc., and was called "Chinese snow" by
the Egyptians. .The first clear reference to saltpeter is in the writ.
ings of a Spanish Arab, Abd Allah ibn aI-BaythaI', who died at
Damascus in 1248. It seems probable that it was first known in those
countries which had pronounced wet and dry seasons during which
times the vegetable and animal matters could decompose and later
the resulting saltpeter would appear as the efflorescence. Such coun. '
tries would be Egypt, India, China, Arabia, etc. Since it is still used
in India as an edible salt it is probable that this was itBfirst use. Its \
second probable use was as a medicine. It is significant that Chingis, r
the Mongol conquerer, brought Chinese engineers with him in 1218.
to reduce the fortifications of the cities of Persia, and they made use 1

of combinations employing saltpeter.
17. Marco Polo, the well-known traveler of our early histories,"

was in the Far East from about 1274 to 1291. He says concerning ,
the city of Chan-Glu in Part II, Chapter I, of his book:
. "In this city and the distr~ct surrounding it they make g~eat quanti-I

tIeS of salt,. by the follOWIng process: In the country IS found ac

salsuginous earth; upon this when laid in heaps they pour water,'
which in its passage through the mass imbibes the particles of salt~'
and is then collected in channels from whence.it is conveyed to very I;

wide pans not more than 4 inches deep. In these' it is well boiled and
then left to c~ystallize. The salt thus made is white and good, and'
is exported to various parts." ,

18. There is no indication that the 'salt thus obtained was used
as other than an edible salt, but the soil in this region is rich ill I;

saltpeter, hence whatever its use the salt obtained did cont.ain salt}'
peter and its properties could have become known. It seems

I 
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able that the Arabs and Egyptians knew saltpeter in a fairly pure
stat.e about 1225. If the records giving this information and like-
wise the information with reference to the use of saltpeter by the
engineers of Chingis in 1218 be accepted as reliable, it would seem
reasonable to set up the year of 1200 as the date of the beginning
of the use of salt.peter. It may have been known in 969, as stated
in paragraph 8, but it is not referred to specifically there. On page
20, Volume III, of the reference just mentioned, UF 155 F-8 N-1,
the statement is made that saltpeter was known to the Arabs in
1240, b?t then only as a medicine. It may be of interest to mention
further the development of the processes of securing saltpeter from
the earth and from the atmosphere during the centuries since its
first discovery. Until the middle of the nineteenth century all salt-
peter was obt.ained from earth and deposits in cellars, caves, and
similar places where it had formed naturally. About 200 feet from
Natural Bridge, in Virginia, there is a small cave known as Saltpeter
Cave, from which it is unqerstood a considerable quantity of salt-
peter was secured for making black powder in Revolutionary and
other days. One is told by the French people of Tours, France, that
the portion of the cathedral which has been destroyed on the river
side was so destroyed in the days of the French Revolution for the
purpose of extracting saltpeter from the soft limestone rock. This
saltpeter was used by the revolutionists in the making of gun-
powder~ It is understood, likewise, that the principal reason for
the rapid erosion of the stone used in the construction of so many
French structures, cathedrals, etc., is that the stone contains a high
percentage of saltpeter, which leaches out and causes crumbling of
the' surface under the action of atmospheric moisture, rain, etc.

19. It has been mentioned before that saltpeter was originally
secured in those countries where they have pronounced wet and dry
seasons and where vegetable matters might decompose and the re-
sultant nitrate dry out on the surface of the ground or stone in the
dry season. In Europe there is no such sharp division of seasons.
~he decomposition of animal or vegetable matter continues through-
out the year, and the resultant nitrate seldom if ever appears as in
,dry countries. Since it was of the greatest importance in every
country to have a sufficient supply of saltpeter to supply its needs,
especially in time of war, the measures necessary for its production
required were given the support of numerous royal decrees and
orders. It is understood that in France special officers termed salt-,
peter commissioners were appointed in 1540 to search for and. extract
saltpeter for all sorts of purposes. This decree was renewed in
1572, and at any time thereafter when France was faced by a serious
War. It is interesting to know ,that the men working under this
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decree operated on the earth, stables, sheep pens, cattle sheds, cel-
lars, etc., and on the plaster, stonework, rubbish, etc., of houses
which were demolished. They were given the right to gather ma-
terial everywhere with scrapers and brushes in houses and with any
necessary implement in places not inhabited. If buildings and walls
were to be pulled down, it was necessary to give these saltpeter
workers notice, who then had the opportunity to state which part~
they wished reserved.

20. One can gather some idea of the importance of this industry
during the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries when he
knows that the saltpeter workers were given the pdvilege or setting
up the vats and apparatus practically wherever they thought fit-
in public halls, private yards, etc. The local authorities were -re-
quired to supply fuel for the distillation and were likewise re-
quired to transport the vats and the saltpeter to the refinery. Each
locality was visited. periodically-that is, once in every three or
fours years. Saltpeter was also obtained from artificial nitrate
beds composed of earth, animal and vegetable matter, ashes, miscel-
laneous refuse, lime and soft stone. This was all collected in heaps
and mixed with twigs to permit the access of air. It was necessary
to turn the mass over from time to time to hasten nitration. The
nitrate which was formed in the mass was extracted with water.

21. The state of affairs in France with reference to saltpeter in
the early part of the seventeenth .century is given very well by
MarshaIl in the following paragraph from page 54 of" Explosives":

In the reign of Louis XIII (1610 to 1643) the annual crop of salt.
peter amounted to 3,500,000pounds, but it gradually diminished in
the eighteenth century largely on account of the strong objection the
people naturally had to the presence of saltpeter workers in their
houses and domains. In 1775 the quantity had fallen to 1,800,000
pounds, and half the annual requirement was imported from India.
If it had not been for the many privileges the nitrate workers en-
joyed, the home product could not have competed at all with that
imported from India. In 1789, the year of the fall of the Bastille,
a great effort was made, however, to revive the industry, and 3,000,000
pounds were obtained. In 1791, however, the National Assembly
proposed to abolish the privilege of the saltpeter workers, but war
broke out, the harbors of France were blockaded, and it became
necessary to produce in the country all the saltpeter for the powder
required. The recent increase of chemical knowledge and the hearty
cooperation of the greater part of the population made it possible to
produce 16,000,000pounds in a single year and 5,000,000in the next.
The whole organization was placed under the control of the depart-
ment of "Pondres et saltpetres," which still continues to regulate
matters concerning explosives. ,

When peace was finally reestablished the renewed competition of
Indian saltpeter dealt a severe blow to the industry in France, and
in 1840 the bounties were abolished, but it struggled on until the
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exploitation of the sodium nitrate deposits' in Chile and the potash
deposits in Germany in the second half of the nineteenth century led
to the production of artificial saltpeter. The consequent reduction
of price almost entirely killed the French saltpeter industry, and in
1~70, when a scientific committee was engaged in providing Paris
wIth an stores necessary for its defense, Berthelot could find only one
or two small producers in Champagne.

22. In England practically all of the saltpeter seems to have been
imported until the sixteenth century, much of it coming from Spain.
Regulations similar to those made in France were put into effect in
1515; however, Hans Wolf, obviously a foreigner, was ,appointed to
be one of the royal gunpowder makers in the Tower of London and
elsewhere. As with the French saltpeter commissioners, he was per-
mitted to go from place to place, determine where saltpeter might
be secured, and proceed to operate with royal authority, but with

. the understanding that he was to compensate the owners of the
property. In 1531 Thomas Lee, a royal gunner, was appointed
principal searcher for saltpeter and maker of gunpowder. It is
interesting to note that considerable competition developed between
the saltpeter workers and soap boilers for wood ashes, which were
practically the only source of potash and were required for the .
conversion of sodium nitrate into potassium compound. In 1534
the saltpeter searchers were given preemption of the ashes over the
company of soap boilers by royal decree, on the ground that salt-
peter was a greater necessity to the public than soap.. The monopoly
of saltpeter was abolished in 1641,at the same time that the monopoly
on the manufacture of gunpowder was abolished.

23. Saltpeter was imported from India as early as 1625 and
powder mills set up in "Vindsor Forest about the same time for the
manufacture of gunpowder from the imported saltpeter. In 1693
the importation had gone to the extent of 500 tons and ever since
then the amount annually imported has increased tremendously ... It
is still secured from the earth, refuse, etc., in India by methods as
crude if not more sothan the methods employed in France and Eng-
land in the seventeenth century. Since there is such an excess of
labor of the very low order required for this extraction, these crude
methods will probably persist in India and China for many years
to come. Bihar is the principal source of saltpeter in India, but

_considerable quantities come 'also from the United Provinces and
the Punjab. Most of this is exported. At Calcutta in 1850 the
amount annually exported averaged about 30,000 tons. At present
it is only about 20,000 tons. The crude, bitter, and impure salt is
still used as common eatable salt.

24. The Plain of Tamarugal in Chile is one of nature's gigantic
concentrating vats for the collection of nitrate. It. lies between the

. Andes and low coast hills, at a height of about 3,000 feet above the

-
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sea, within the Tropics. There is comparatively little rain there, but
once in every five to seven years the entire plain, which is 45 miles
wide, is flooded. The plain slopes gently toward the coast hills~ and
since the water can not escape through any natural outlet it must
evaporate. All of the nitrate which the flood water has dissolved
from the entire plain is left deposited in a comparatively small area.
The famous Chile nitrate beds are therefore the concentrating pocket
of a vast area. The nitrate is principally sodium and very little
potassium, in the proportion of approximately 94 per eent sodium
nitrate to 1.5 per cent potassium nitrate, with numerous chlorates.
The nitrate from these beds has been exported since approximately
1830, and the supplying of nitrate from these sources has developed
into a tremendous industry. '

25. The greater part of the saltpeter used in the manufacture of
black powder to-day is secured by the conversion of Chile nitrate,
which is sodium nitrate, into potassium nitrate. One,of the methods
employed in this conservation is to mix potassiuIIl chloride with
sodium nitrate in distilled water; the liquid is boiled for approxi.
mately one-half hOllr. To complete the reaction which results in
the forms of potassium nitrate and sodium chloride this liquid is then
run into cooling tanks; and since potassium chloride is less soluble
at lower temperatures than sodium chloride, it begins to crystallize
out in a satisfactorily pure state when the liquid has cooled to a cer-
tain point. The crystals obtained are redissolved in distilled water
and permitted to recrystallize, in which procedure the 'amount of
sodium and magnesium chloride is reduced to at least 0.05 per cent.
The resulting saltpeter is then fit for use in the manufacture of black
powder. .

26. Camphor.- The first makers of bla'ck powder experien'ced con-
siderable difficulty in rendering the mixture uniform and in ireeping
it so. It seems that on occasions the ingredients were even sent sepa-
rately to the field of operations in war and mixed by the master gun-
ner on the spot.' One would not wonder at the lack of uniformity of
the results even under the most fayorable conditions as to the accu-
racy of the bore of the gun and the fit of the projectile. But if one
combines an irregular gun bore, a stone projectile, and powder mixed
on the spot and loaded under varying conditions, the result can
easily be imagined. And the result was just as one would expect;
that is, that the most effective element of artillery fire of the earlier
centuries was the noise. But some effort was made to render the
mixture uniform and to keep it so. In the Codex Germanicus of the
fourteenth century there appears this formula: "If you want to
make a good, strong powder, take 4 pounds of saltpeter, 1 pound of
sulphur, and 1 pound of charcoal, 1 ounce of sa) praticaand 1 ounce
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of sal ammoniac and one-twelfth part of camphor. Pound it all well

. up together and add spirit of wine and mix it in, and dry in the sun.
Then you have a very strong powder, of which 1 pound will do more
than 3 pounds otherwise, and it wilr keep well and becomes better
with time." In another part of this same reference we find the state-
ment that" 'Vhen there is no camphor, it crumbles and easily spoils.
But the camphor holds all powder together and is also strong an(1
quick in all powder, if one puts it in."

27. The early makers of black powder did not recognize the re-
action that took place on the burning of the three principal ingredi-
ents and 'hence did not know that the elimination of air spaces and
the keeping of particles of saltpeter, charcoal, and sulphur in juxta-
.position were prime requirements. They probably could see, how-
ever, that mixed powders settled out noticeably on being handled and
that this settling out did not occur when some such a gum as camphor
~as mixed in. They had the erroneous idea that the camphor in
Itself. added power, when. in fact it merely cemented the ingredients
more closely together and thereby permitted a greater speed of com-
bustion and consequent greater pressure in the gun. The sal pr:letica
mentioned was an effioresence resulting on the surface of an earthen
vessel from placing in the vesEel a mixture of saltp2ter, camphor, and
sal ammoniac, dissolved in alcohol.

28. Serpentine.-The original ununiform powdery mixture of the
three principal ingredients was termed" s2rpentine," this name being
borrowed from the small cannon in which it ,vas. used. Such glln-
Powder was first made by simply pounding up the constituents :111<1
mixing them in a mortar. It was of very uncertain powder iln<l lwd
~he bad characteristic of seriously fouling the gun. In 1587 BOllrne.
In his Art of Shooting in Great Ordnance, said, "The powder
rammed too hard, and the wad also; it will be long before the piece
goes off. * * * The powder too loose * * * will make the
shotte to come short of the mark. * * * Put up the powder with
the rammer head somewhat close, but beat it not too hard." Such
powder had likewise the disadvantage of absorbing moisture rather
rapidly, andif left in large guns for long periods, as was frequently
the case with the o-reat bombards which were loaded with stone pro-
•• . bJectIles weighino- as much as 700 pounds (Brit. 20, 190, a), it coul(l

.,. be~slly deteriorate to the point of being practically powerless. These
dIsadvantages had to be tolerated, however, until the practice of
cementing the mixture together with such gums as camphor and the
molding of the constituents into cakes when mixed with water had
be~n ad~pted. Even then the fine powder continued in use under ('rr-
talu circumstances as will be mentioned later. . .

29. Oorned ca7c~dand grained powders.-1t is uncertain wheth.er, , .
the forming of the constituents of black powder into grains or cakes
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was accomplished first through the use of camphor or water. At a
very early date, probably before the middle of the fifteenth century, .
cemented and molded powders were in use and their superiority to
the powdered variety known. The earliest known reference to
" corned" or lumped powder is in the "Firebook" of Conrad von
Schongau, under the date of 1425. It was known then that powder
in such form, made from breaking into pieces the cakes formed by
mixing with water after grinding in the mortar, fouled guns less
than the fine powder and had greater power. It mayor may not
have been known why it had greater power. No reference makes this
certain. It is interesting to note here, however, that already the de-
velopment of artillery was waiting on the metallurgist. In 1560
'Vhitehouse, in his Certain Waies for the Ordering of Soldiers in
Battleray, says: "If serpentine powder be occupied in handguns, it
would scant be able to drive their pellets a quoits cast from their
mouths. And if handgun powder (corned powder) should be used
in pieces of ordnance, without great discretion, it would quickly break
or mar them." Here we see that the pressures dev.elopedby the more
rapid burning molded powder had exceeded the 'strength of the
metals used in cannon-at least as they were then designed.
. 30. Since this early beginning of the molding of powder into cakes,
grains, etc., we have passed. through the processes of passing the
grains through sieves and sorting them according to sizes, 1525; the
compressing of the original cake under a hand. press to secure greater
density, 1784; under a screw press in 1789; and under a hydraulic .
press in the nineteenth century .. This compression evidently pro-
duced a very hard cake, which was broken down by wood mallets
and the resultant grains of various size took on a polish on being
tumbled in a revolving cylinder or on being shaken in a pan or
sieve. The powder rubbed or scoured off in the polishing would be.
remodeled into new cakes'. This latter process of manufacturing
black powder is described at considerable length by Louis de Toussard
in his Ancient Ordnance, written at the request of Gen. George Wash-
ington, then President, under whom he had served in the Revolu-
tionary "Val'.

31. Cannon had continued to increase in power from century tQ
century, though they decreased somewhat in size, at least of the bore.
"Ve probably will never see again a cannon of 36-inch bore, such
as the great stone-throwing Russian Mortar of Moscow. The 21-inch
mortar designed and manufactured, but not used, by the French
Government during the 'Vorld "Val' is considered somewhat of a mon-
strosity and may never be used in warfare. In 1850 the American
Army possessed 13-inch mortars and smoothbore howitzers and guns
of as much as 12-inch bore. The requirements in ammunition had
become considerably more severe, and although the shell did not fit
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the bor~s of such guns accurately and very little accuracy of fire
could be expected, some real thinking was being done in bringing the

. black powder up to requirements. General Rodman, of the Ord-
nance Department, conducted a series of experiments in the molding
of ~lack powder into large grains and in the producing of perforated
g.ralns of such powder between 1857 and 1869. Grains of specific
SIzeswere adopted for guns of the various diameters, and the pow-
ders of the various sizes were termed " pebble" "mammoth" "per-
f' "orated prismatic," and" perforated cylindrical."

32. A further step was taken in the attempt to regulate the rate
o~ ?urning of black powder by varying its composition. The great
dIfficulty that had been experienced with cannon in the last century
or two before 1850 was the bursting under the pressures developed
f!,om the use of grained black powders. Some advance had. been
made in the design of cannon and perhaps in the composition of
the materials. Iron cannon were not in great favor; at least they
Were not so popular as bronze cannon. And even between 1850
and 1870 many interesting and promising experiments in the rifling
?f cannon left unfavorable impressions because the cannon persisted
In bursting after so few rounds under the higher pressures de-
~elo'ped under the more perfect ob~uration of. the experimental pro-
JectIles. The further development in black powder was in the
modification of the charcoal constituent. It was always recognized
that the charcoal used in the manufacture of black powder should
be made from soft woods, e. g., alder, willow, aspen, hazel, poplar,
oleander, yew, as well as straw, hemp stems, vines, etc. The final de-
velopment, .however, was in the partial burning of the charcoal,
thereby producing a brown charcoal and a powder known as " cocoa"
powder which burned more slowly.and with greater uniformity.
The result was less pressure in the gun without loss of projecting
power. This was probably the final step in the development of such
powder, for close on its heels came the successful development of
the now almost universally used" smokeless powder," in 1886, which
put black powder out of business as a propellant .
. ~3. Manufacture.-The methods of m~nufacture and the compo-

SItIon of black powder have passed through many.interesting stages.
An early formula as given by :Marcus Graecus in 1300 calls for 11
p:r cent sulphur, 1 part (by weight probably) ; 22 per cent vine or
WIllowC., 2 parts; 66 per cent saltpeter, 6 parts. The formula com-
monly used in America as well as in many other countries at pres-
ent calls for sulphur 10 per cent; charcoal (brown), 15 per cent;
saltpeter, 75 per cent.'

The original powder comprised a loose mixture of the three in-
g-redients. The closest approximation to this at the present time is
the powder used in the cheapest of fireworks. Even this, however,

, .
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is generally a dust resulting from the pulverizing of a partially
caked mixture. For other purposes-blasting, small rifle charges",
schrapnel, cannon ignition, etc.-the powder is elaborately mixed,:
formed into cakes under great pressure, broken into fragments, and
rolled on belts till the fragments are polished. These fragments or "
grains are then sorted according to size and used for the purpose fori
which their size best fits them. The processes of manufacture in I
1800 are well described by de Toussard. The common procedure of I
to-day is likewise well described by Marshall in his" Explosives." oJ

34. According to :Marshall the pre:3ent procedure involves the I
grinding or pulverizing of each of the three ingredients separately i
in ball mills, bronze balls being used. The materials are then sifted,
mixed in proper proportions, and put into a woodcombining cylin-
der with wood balls. Another form of combining or mixing cylin-
der is made of copper and has through its center a shaft carrying
a number of arms. The cylinder rotates in one direction and the
shaft and arms in the other. Five minutes' rotation serves to mix
the ingredients thoroughly. The mixture is then sifted and trans-
ferred to an incorporating mill in lots of from 60 to 80 pounds.
From,3' to 6 per cent of moisture is maintained by adding distilled
water from time to time. A popular type of incorporating mill
comprises a flat bed with a vertical post around which two very
heavy rollers rotate, being supported in such a way that they can
not quite touch the bed of the machine and therefore can not roll the
mixture to a less than a certain thickn2~s of film, and at the same time
they can rise if either encounters a large ma8S or lump of the mix-
ture. The powder is rolled in such a mill for from one-half hour for
mining powder (density 1.57) to five hours for small rifle powder
(density 1.8). vVherevcr the powder is not pressed after milling
the time of milling is greater than in processes where pressing fol-
lows. Some processes involve pressing in a hydraulic press under
a pressure of about 400 pounds per square inch. The powder is
built up in layers in the press, each about three-fourths inch in
thickness while unpressed, and separated by sheets of copper, bronze.
or ebonite. A column of such layers is compressed for a period of
from one to two hours until a density of about i.7 is secure,].

35. The cakes so secured are then broken up and passed through
rough gun-metal rolls and a series of sieves. The small fragments or
grains are then glazed by tumbling in wood drums for about 30
minutes, with perhaps the addition of a small amount of graphite.
The powder is then dried by means of a stream of warm dry air
and given a final polish by being tumbled in a canvas-lined drum or
cylinder.

36. Testing.-The earliest te~ts of gunpowder were simply to feel
it to ascertain whether it was moist and to burn a little to see if much I
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PLATE 1.

BALLISTIC PENDULUM.
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37. The importance of smokeless powder is often overlooked, even
by those who are interested in the development of new types of
artillery and small arms. 'Vhen an improved type of gun is de-
signed and constructed,; it is naturally expected that a suitable pro-
pellant will be ready" to meet its particular ballistic. requirements.
For example, it is decided to construct a new caliber .50 machine.
gun, with a bullet six times as heavy as the service caliber .30 bullet,
and with a velocity such as. to enable it to penetrate tank armor. J
The volume of the cartridge case which must hold the propelling,
charge is decided upon, and the powder manufacturer is expected to
:produce a powder which will meet these requirements and not pro-
duce pressure in the gun greater than that prescribed by the de-1
signers. Furthermore, the allowable variation in pressure and
velocity_are very small, in order that the greatest possible accuracy
may be oLtained; there must be a minimum' of smoke visible by day
and of flash visible by' night in order that the position of the piece
may ;notbe revealed; the powder must be chemically stable to insure'
its keeping qualities, nonhydroscopic to insure ballistic stability,
and must have a sufficiently low temperature of combustion so that
it may not cause excessive erosion of the gun. A brief review of
the history of the development of smokeless powder may be of inter-
est as serving tosho,,:" how it has been possible to meet such require-
~~&

38. From the date of the earliest records of the use of firearms' up
to the middle of the nineteenth century, a period of about 600 years,
black powder stood alone as the universal propellant with practically
no change in. its composition. .Schoenbein discovered' in 1845 that
when ordinary cotton'was treated with a mixture of nitric and sul-
phuric acids a striking change occurred in' the properties. of .the
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cotton without any appreciable change in its physical appearance.
It had been converted into a highly inflammable material which
offered promise as a substitute for black powder in firearms.

39. This discovery started experimental work in various countries,
and within a short time attempts to manufacture the so-called gun~
cotton on a large scale were made in England and France. An ex-
plosion of the still unfinished factory at Faversham in 1847 stopped
the English investigation and two explosions in France the following
year had a like effect in that country. The German commission re-
ported unfavorably, pronouncing guncotton unstable, of Ullcertain
force, and too expensive.

40. All investigations were discontinued except that of Von Lenk
in Austria. He concluded that previous failures had been due to
lack of stability resulting from incomplete purification, and his
improved process included purification of the raw cotton by boiling
in dilute caustic potash and washing and drying. His nitration
product was washed in running water from three to'six weeks in
order to free it from excess acid. Attempts were made to use this
improved guncotton in firearms in the form of loose fibers or spun
into strings or cords, but the results were disastrous owing to the
bursting of the barrels from the rapid rise of pressure. In 1862 and
1865 two magazine explosions in Austria, ascribed to spontaneous
ignition of guncotton, stopped further manufacture in that country.

41. In 1864,however, Abel, in England, revolutionized the process
of purifying guncotton by pulping the nitrated product, or cutting
it up into such short lengths and fragments that the acid lodged in
the cellular interior of the hollow tubular cotton fibers could be easily
removed by washing. Abel's object in pulping his product was,
however, widely different from the result obtained. He had hoped
by compressing the pulped material into compact masses of uniform
size and shape to control i~s speed of combustion and render it suit-
able for use in guns. Compression failed, however, to produce the

.' desired result of regulating the rate of burning. Abel then went a
step further by granulating his pulped guncotton by means of solv-
ents, but although he patented this process he failed to carry it to
practical success.

42. 'There was ample reason for the determined efforts that were
being made to produce a satisfactory propellant from nitrocellulose.
1t burned with practically no smoke or residue' and possessed about
three times the energy of black powder. The improvements made in
firearms at this time demanded a better propellant than black powder.
Rapid-fire weapons could not give the best results without greater
freedom from smoke and from residue in the bore. The reduction in
«aliber and increase in rifling necessary for greater range required
pow'der of greater energy. ~:fagazine small arms and machine and
rapid-fire guns demanded a less bulky propellant t~lan black powder.
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43. Attempts to meet some of these requirements with black powder
consisted in compressing it into larger grains of greater density an<l
definite shape. The experiments conducted by General Rodman, of
the Army Ordnance Department, in 1857 to 1869, resulted in the adopt-
tion of definite sized grains for each size of gun, some of which were
perforated to give increased burning surface. These black powder
grains were much larger than had been used, Plate 2, and the various'
types were styled "pebble," "mammoth," "perforated prismatic,'"
and" perforated cylindrical." Further efforts were made to regulate
the combustion of black powder by changes in its composition. For
example, partially burned, brown charcoal was substituted for black
charcoal, producing the brown prismatic or "cocoa" powder. This
gave better results for large guns because larger charges could be used
giving higher velocities without excessive pressures.'

PLATE 2.

PERFORATED GRAINS OF BLACK OR BROWN POWDER.

44. It had been assumed that black powder burned under pressure
in the gun in parallel concentric layers, just as it did in open air, ex-
cept at a higher rate. Sarrau later showed this hypothesis to be in
error. Vieille in 1884-85 also showed that even the brown prismatic
powders were quickly disintegrated under the rapid rise in pressure,
so that there was no longer any relation between the rate of burning
and the original form of grain. lIe was the first to point out that
gelatinized nitrocellulose burned with great regularity in parallel
layers, even under the influence of sudden increase in pressure, thus
indicating a means of definitely controlling the rate of combustion of
propellants.

45. Somewhat prior to Vieille's work, however, Edward Schultze, a
Prussian captain of infantry, invented a partly colloided smokeless
powder made from a mixture of nitrated wood, nitrohydrocarbons,
metallic nitrates, and sulphur granulated and superficially gelatinized
by spraying with acetic ether .. About the same time Reid and Johnson
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in England patented E. C. pm;der, made in a similar manner from
nitrocellulose pulp. These powders were particularly adapted for
shotguns and small arms of low velocity. Their rate of burning was
rapid and only partly controlled, rendering them unsatisfactory for
Use in rifles. .

,46. About 1886 Vieille placed the art of smokeless powder manu-
facture on a real foundation by producing the first thoroughly col-
loided nitrocellulose powder in the form of square flakes of uniform
size and thickness. In 1889 Noble invented his "ballistite," com-
posed of equal parts of nitroglycerin, capable of being rolled and cut
in flake form. In the following year Abel and Dewar patented
"cordite," a mixture of guncotton and nitroglycerin, colloided' with
acetone and containing a small amount of vaseline. This plastic
mass was pressed through dies in the form of cords of suitable
diameter. '

47. In 1890 Mendeleef'-in Russia, followed up the work of Vieille
by pointing out a definite procedure by means of which a nitrocellu-
lose of approximately uniform nitrogen content could invariably be
obtained which produced a maximum gas volume on combustion and
which, when thoroughly colloided with ether and alcohol in accord-
ance with Vieille's procedure, could be graduated to form a satisfac-
tory smokeless powder. He gave his nitrocellulose the name pyro-
cellulose, or " pyro " as it is called to-day. As early as 1893 ~1:ende-
leers pyro powder was being manufactured on a large scale in
Russia. .

48. In the meantime a laboratory was established in the United
States Navy. In 1893 Munroe patented for the United States a
powder called" indurite," consisting of guncotton freed from lower
nitrates by washing with methyl aIc.ohol and colloided with nitro-
benzene. The colloid was rolled into strips and dried or" indurated"
by the action of steam or hot water, converting it into a hard, tough
material. Following Munroe's resignation, in 1894, Lieut. John B.
Bernadou, United States Navy, took up the work and in 1897 he
patented a powder composed of nniformly nitrated nitrocellulose
(about 12.45 per cent nitrogen) colloided with ether alcohol. This
is substantially the service powder of the United States at the present
time and is' also idectical with that produced by ~Iendeleef in
Russia. .

49. About 1893 Hudson ~1:aximand Robert Schupphaus developed
:l perforated black powder grain ~lnclthe suhsequent perforated pris.
lllatic cocoa powder. This type of grain was patented by l\faxim in
England in 1894. His powder was composed of 90 per cent of nitro-
glycerin and 1 per cent of urea, acetone being used as a solvent for
the guncotton. This powder was much less erosive than previous

i nitroglycerin powders containing 50 per cent or more nitro-
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glycerili, and the development of pres,':iure was more snstained, since
as the grains burned the size of the perforations increased, maintain-
ing a more nearly constant burning surface. rhis type of powder
was termed" progressive." It was made in grains and tubes of
various lengths containing from 1 to 19 axial perforations sym-
metrically arranged. Further development of perforated powder
grains was carried on by F. G. du Pont and others in the United
States, and the American rights to the Maxim-Schupphaus powder
were acquired by the Du Pont company.

50. Subsequent to the highly satisfactory tests of the Maxim-
Schupphaus powder in various guns at Sandy Hook in 1895, this
type of double-base powder was adopteel by the Army, while the
Navy adhered to the nitrocellulose single-bnse powder. This en-
abled a close comparison of the relative merits of the two types, and
in about 1900 the single-base powder was adopted by the Army.

51. The use of double-base powder for small arms was continued,
however, for a number of years, as difficulty was encountered in se-
curing with nitrocellulose powder the desired regularity of burning
at low pressure. Inn-bout lD09 the Army adopted It single-base .30-
caliber powder developed by the DuPont company, which contained a
small amount of graphite added for the purpose of reducing tempera-
ture of combustion anc1lubricating the bore. In a service ri11e this
powder gave an accuracy life to 4,800 rounds, as compared with 1,500
rounds for double-base powder. This powder has a single perforated
cylindrical grain, and is still in use.

52. The nitrocellulose. cannon powder used by both the Army and
the Navy of the United States was manufactured by the process
originally patented by Bernadou, the American rights for which
were sold by him to the Du Pont company. Briefly, the process of
manufacture is as follows: Cotton, freed from oily materials and
other impurities .by boiling with dilute alkaline solution, followed'
by bleaching, washing, and drying, is nitrated by immersion in a
mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids, converting it into nitrocellu-
lose of the grade known as pyrocellulose or "pyro." This product is j

freed from the spent acid, first by centrifuging, then by washing ,
and boiling with water, then pulped to reduce it to very short fibers.j
The pulp is further purified by final boilingsand washings to re- .
move the last traces of acid and unst.able products, and is then sepa-
rated from most of the water by centrifuging. It is then put in a
dehydrating press, blocked, and alcohol forced through the block.,
The alcohol displaces the water and the block is left with a suffi-j
cient content of alcohol for the next process. The blocks are now
broken up, ether '~dded, and the mixture incorporated in a dough
mixer. Upo~ subsequent compressio? in. a press this. mi~ture be- J
comes a collOId or translucent, gelatme-hke mass, whlCh IS finally 1 
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pressed through dies in the form of long, perforated strands, and
cut by mechanical cutters into grains whose length is about two and
one-half times their diameter. These are now subjected to a drying
process, in the first stages of which a large part of the volatile
solvent is recovered. During the drying the colloid hardens to a
horn-like mass and undergoes considerable shrinkage. The dried
grains still retain a small content of solvent varying from 1 per cent
to 5 per cent, depending on the granulation. This residual solvent
content must be kept constant by means of. airtight containers in
order t.o insure uniform ballistic results.

53. For a number of years smokeless powder for the United States
Government was made almost entirely in private plants, the small
Navy plant at the torpedo station being regarded only as an experi-
Inental project. In 1900,however, the Navy began the manufacture
of smokeless powder on a large scale in its plant at Indianhead,
Md., which was gradually enlarged in a few years to a, c.apacity of
about 10,000pounds per day. In 1907 the Army completed a plant
at Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N. J., with a capacity of several thou-
sand pounds per day. The manufacturer of even as little as 25 per
cent of the peace-time requirement of powder in these two plants
placed the Government in a position to thoroughly investigate the
details of the process and stimulated similar action by private manu-
facturers. Improvements in the methods of purification and sta-
bilization were made which improved the quality of the powder and
greatly reduc.ed its cost.

54.N 0 matter how thoroughly purified, nitrocellulose has an inher-
ent tendency to undergo a gradual decomposition, so that after a
period of some years its ballistic qualities may have deteriorated to
Such an extent that the powder is no longer fit for service. To avoid
the necessity for destroying such powders, a process of reworking
\Vasdeveloped, whereby the powder was finely ground, reestablished,
and made into new grains. This process has saved much. deteri-
orated powder from destruction.

55. To counteract the tendency toward decomposition, various
substances have been incorporated in the powder to' serve as
"stabilizers" by combining chemically with the gaseous "acid"
products of decomposition as they are generated, thereby arresting
decomposition in its incipit'ncy.After exhaustive experiments, di-
Phenylamine was adopted as the stabilizer in United States powder
and is still used in' an amount of about 0.4 per cent of the powder.
Its use is claimed to have practic.ally doubled the life of the powder.
The. 5,per cent of vaseline used in cordite exerts a similar influence.

5G.-An improvement in the drying process was developed in
France which greatly reduced the time required for elimination of
the solvent. By the air-drying method at 35° to 40° C. several

734-23--3
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months were required for drying the larger sizes of grains. The
new process accomplished this result in a relatively few days by
immersing the powder in tanks of water, in which the solvent is
soluble. \Vhen the water has absorbed the solvent it is. drained off
and the powder given a final drying in a circulation of warm air,
which readily eliminates the remaining water. This process was
largely used during the 'V orId vVar.

57. The Nash process of drying, devised by Mr. Nash, of the
Hercules Powder Co., consists in immersion in alcohol for removal
of the ether from the grains, then immersion in wa,ter for absorp-
tion of the alcohol. In less than 48 hours' treatment the powder is
ready for the final air-drying for removal of the adhering water.
This process was tried on a large scale with gratifying results, but
has not been generally adopted. .,

58. Pri,or to the war much experimental work had been conducted
in Germany to develop processes for the preparation of eellulose
from wood pulp as a s.ubstitute for the cotton used in powder manu-
facture. The success of this work is indicated by the fact that prac-
tically all of Germany's war supply of smokeless.powder was neces-
sarily made from wood pulp, there being no available supply of
cotton. ~fethods have also been developed in this country for the
purification of wood cellulose and sufficient smokeless.powder mann-
factured from such material to insure the practicability of its use in
case of necessity.

59. It has always been found necessary to use an igniting charge
of black powder with a propelling charge of smokeless powder, be-
cause of the difficulty of securing uniform ignition of the .latter by
the flash from the primer alone. Theoretically, every grain of
powder in a cp.arge should be ignited simultaneously and be com-
pletely burned at the same instant. In fixed ammunition an ignition
charge of 21, 49, or 110 grains of black powder is combined with a
percussion cap in the form of a "primer," but in separate loading
ammunition, where the charge is made up in a number of bags, a
larger ignition charge is necessary. This varies from 3 ounces to 6
pounds, depending on the size of the gun, and is at present used
largely in the form of a single pad at the base of the rear section.
Much experimental work has been done to determine the most suitable
arrangement of the ignition charge. The" core" system, in which a
small cylindrical core of black powder extends through the center of
each bag, has many advocates, as has also the use of a separate pad
at the base of each section. The latter system is the one used by the
United States Navy, various forms of readily ignited fine-grained
smokeless powder as an ignition charge have been proposed and tried
out as a possible solution of the ignition problem. :Muchdevelopment
work has been done' and is still in' progress to eliminate the muzzle.

o 
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flash, which is visible at a great distance, especially at night, and
serves to disclose the location of a battery. This flash is characteris-
tic of both single and double base types of pO'Yder. This flash is due
to the ignition of inflammable gases (carbon monoxide and hydrogen)
as they issue from the muzzle at a high temperature and mix .with
the oxygen of the air. The addition to the charge of substances which
lower the temperature of the gases or dilute them may result in pre-
venting their ignition. Thus, the Germans added potassium chloride
or common salt to the powder charge and the French incorporated a
SInall percentage of vaseline or other carbonaceous material, with the
result that some reduction of flash was obtained. Experiments made
in this country have resulted in the development of powder for various
field guns and howitzers which in night firings show only a small
dark-red muzzle glow. Simultaneously with this development efforts
have been made to reduce the tendency of the nitrocellulose powders
to absorb moisture, a property which they possess to a greater degree
than double-base powders. This work has been so successful that
the Ordnance Department is hopeful of being able to produce a
flashless, nonhydrogroscopic smokeless powder for practically all
except larger caliber of guns, and even for the latter tne problem is
not regarded as impossible. .

POWDER-CHARGE CONTAINERS.

61. From the time' of the earliest use of black powder in cannon in
about 1250 to perhaps 1600, or ever later, it was the .common prac-
tice to shovel the serpentine and corned powders into the cannon
with a shovel or special scoop. As early as 1500 apparently there
Were attempts at the use of a container and the powder charge was
occasionally put in a paper cartridge. It is not known why, but this
practice apparently did not meet with universal favor. By the
period of 1812 we find it the common practice to make up the powder
charge in wool cloth or paper containers, as shown in Plate 3. Note
the sabot included in the cartridge. Paper was the more commonly
Used for the heavy guns. This practice of handling the powder in
paper containers continued until late in the century, when cloth was
SUbstituted. Even in uur Civil vVar it was not uncommon to have
the powder shoveled into the cannon, especially in the case of the
large mortars~ . .

62. Metal cartridges.-In 1866 a committee of the British Gov-
ernment selected a rifle presented by a Mr. Jacob Snyder, an Ameri-
c~n, as the best model for use in the British Army. At the sugges-
bon of a Colonel Boxer, however, a metal cartridge was substituted
for the thin paper cartridge. This is perhaps the forerunner of the
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metal container that apparently has always been used in connection
with our cannon of 3-inch caliber and less. Since the cartridge,
powder charge, and the projectile of the 3-inch gun are of a total
weight that can be handled at a satisfactory speed by one man, they
have been assembled into a single unit by practically all countries.
'Vhen made up in such units the ammunition is termed" fixed."

63. The earliest types of breech mechanisms used involved the USe
of a we.dge. 11""01'reasons that all agree now are very good, the Ger-
mans have for a great number of years used the sliding-wedge type
of breech mechanism that is commonly called, the 1Crupp breech ..

PLATE 3.

SMALL LA RG E"

EARLY FORM OF CLOTH POWDER CONTAINERS.

'Vith this type, and in fact with a,ny wedge type,. it is necessary to
obtain proper obturation against the escape of. the gases to the rear
through'the use of a metal powder container ?r at least a metal ob-
turating cup. One finds therefore that metal containers or obtu-
rating' cups are provided for all calibers of German guns and for
guns in any country that have a similar breech mechanism. The
bra's8 cartridge cases used with the, famou~,German42-centimeter
(17-inch) mortars look like metal tubs, an,d.pne can easily imagine
the inconvenience of transporting. and handling them. They have an
ud\rantage, however, in that since the primer is pressed into the cen-
ter of the'b~se and the front edge of the case ,wedges tightly into a
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cone machined in the powder chamber, little or no difficulty is ex-
perienced with the firing mechanisms and correspondingly little diffi-
culty is experienced with securing proper obturation. In fact, there
seem to be such advantages in this system that General St. Clair
de Ville, inspector general of the French Armies during the World
War, recommended that it be adopted for use with French guns. It
is doubtful whether we will ever make any such general change,
although we found in our field.service in 1918 that we were having
great difficulties with the 'obturator pads used with the screw breech
and correspondingly great difficulties with the separate primer and
firing mechanism.

64. Oloth containers.-As soon as breech-loading cannon were
adopted 'and put into general use in about 1860 the containers used'
for the powder. charges received more attention than before. The
method of making up charges began to receive much more attention

PLATE 4.
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VARIOUS FORMS OF LARGE GUN CHARGES.

likewise. After conside~able experimentation, silk has been decided
upon as the best material that can be used as a powder container;
principally because it seems to be more perfectly consumed on firing
than any other material that will stand the handling that is nec-
essary.

65.. The silk cloth used for this purpose is, of course, very coarsely
woven, resembling a fine weave of burlap, and raw silk is used, hav-
ing the appearance of unbleached muslin. In our own artillery
the igniting pads and cores of black powder are incorporated in or
fastened to the sections of the charge, as shown in Plate 4. Since'
mul~iple charges are frequently desired, especially with howitzers'
and mortars, it is necessary to provide a means of quickly subtract-
ing. a fourth, fifth, or sixth, etc., of a charge. This also is shown in
Plate 4. This reduction of chatgcs is on the theory that no greater
charge should be used than is required to reach the target in order
that the wear on the gun may be reduced to a minimum.

~ 
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66. Oelluloid.-During the 'Vorld 'Val' it seemed necessary to find

a substitute for silk for powder bags, especially for use in the field.
Not only was the demand for silk excessive, but there seemed a need
for some material that would serve as a waterproof covering for
powder in France, where the excessive moisture and continual driz-
zling rain made it very difficult to keep the powder charges per-
fectly dry.. A celluloid envelope was developed, but was not put into
service before the signing of the armistice. Such a material, if it

PLATE 5.

could be rendered sufficiently tough to stand reasonably rough h~n-
dling, would be very desirable. It is possible, however, that such
materials will be used only in those times when silk becomes diffi-
cult to procure or the field conditions are unusually severe.

67. ~Iultiple-charge containers.-The use of multiple. charges for
howitzers and mortars has been mentioned under cloth containers.
This does not apply so much to seacoast artillery as to the use of

PLATE 6.

heavy howitzers and mortars in the field. Since in the recent war
the heaviest artillery in the field was manned by coast artillerymen~
it may be of interest to mention here a scheme of making up mul.
tiple charges observed in the British Army. The British service
uses the double-base powder cordite in the form of tubes about three-
sixteenths of an inch in diameter. This form of powder made it
possible to adopt a very convenient way of making up multiple
charges, as shown in Plate 5.. Each subdivision of the charges ob-
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served was wrapped loosely in a bag made apparently of cotton
flannel. These part charges were carried in a spool the core of
which was a heavy fiber tube and the ends heavy fiber disks of a
diameter to fit in the powder chamber. Each part charge was fas-
tened to the end disks by a light cloth tape in such a way that a
simple pull of the tape released it and it could be withdrawn from
the spool and thrown away. A pad of black powder was fastened
to one end of the spool.

68. In the French service, where the powder is in strip form, the
part charges were simply tied in bundles like so many strips of
cardboard and the. smaller parts tied about the largest as a core,
Plate 6, each separately, so that any single part could be removed
without disturbing the remaining parts. In this case also a core of .
black powder is attached to the one end of the rear charge if it be
very large or to one end of the bundle if it be in a single bundle.
In some cases these .bundles of strips are left uncovered and in other
cases observed in the field the bundles were covered with cloth. In
the case of their railway artillery the powder charges were trans-
ferred from the ammunition car to the gun in leather pouches to
prevent too great a change in temperature as well as to protect it
against moisture in damp weather.

FUSES AND PRIl\fERS.

69. The first guns used from the approximate period of 1250 were
of the crudest construction, used the crudest of projectiles, were
served with the crudest of powder, and were ignited in a crude man-
ner. It is difficult to determine whether the first guns were the
shallow pots or mortars of the type shown in Plate 7, or whether
they were made of rods of metal bound together into a tube. If
the former, it is probable that the first method of igniting a charge
was merely through a train of powder leading around the projectile
to some point where it might be touched by a match of smouldering
tinder or cloth bound to the end of a stick. In the case of the tube
it is probable that the need of a vent was immediately seen and pro-
vided in some manner. Although iron was not then known in very
great masses and was not melted in large 'masses, fine steel was
known and drills of a sort were in use. Thus at a very early date
the metal pots, mortars, and tubes were supplied with vents for the
firing of the charge. Until 1850 at least, most cannon were fired
simply by touching a light to the powder in the pan over the vent.
Numerous difficulties were experienced and one wonders that some
of these were tolerated since improve.ments are so obvious. For ex-
ample, in the case of the great bombards, the cannon were frequently
kept. loaded for months. Great care was taken to keep the firing
charge dry. In spite of all precautions, however, the charge would
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frequently become moist and refuse to ignite. Further, the vents
fouled badly with the earlier powders and had to be bored out.

70. Reed tube juse.-Apparently the first type of fuse used for
the firing of the crude earthenware shell invented in about 1450
was made by filling a hollow reed with serpentine powder. Since
powder had been used for blasting purposes since at least 1200, fuses
must certainly have been devised for that purpose. Paper was not then
in use, but reed tubes were available, and since such tubes were used
in the first earthen shell it seems likely that they were already known
for blasting. To return to the priming and igniting of cannon
charges, one finds that even the muzzle-loading cannon made and
used in the nineteenth century still depended on the use of a train

PLATE 7.

CRUDE VA.SE-SHAPED MORTAR IN PLANK FOUNDATION.

of powder in a vent and a further igniting charge in the pan cast in
the cannon at the end of the vent. The curious part is that during
at least the period 1450-1850 the same reed tubes and later paper
tubes or even soft metal if desired might have been used, could have
been introduced in the larger bombards whenever desired, would
have eliminated the difficulty resulting from the wind blowing away
th'e igniting charge, and would have prevented fouling of the vents.
At this time the principal aim with the sheIl was to produce a fuse
that would ignite the bursting charge, and the element of time was
not so important. Later-that is, after 1674-when watches had
been invented, it was possible to time fuses, and from that time it
was possible to regulate approximately the time of the burst by
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cutting the fuse to the proper length. In the middle of the eight-
eenth century fuses were made of wood tubes (Plate 8), beech wood
being the principal wood used. At the siege of Gibraltar in 1779 the
lengths of such fuses were so nicely regulated as to cause the shell '
to burst over the heads of the Spanish working parties.

71. Metal tube fU8e.-At the sieges of 'Varchtendonck and Bergen-
op-Zoom .in 1588 an Italian refugee in the employ of the Dutch
introduced the use of metal tube fuses in connection with metal
shell. This tube was filled with a slow-burning powder, and the
burning periods of the fuses were from 14 to 20 seconds, corre-
sponding to. ranges of from 1,000 to 2,000 yards with the mortars

PLATE 8.

HOLE FOH POWOER THAIN.

SCOHEO rO" CVTTING Or;: TOoeSI/f'l'[) LENGTH.

EARLY TYPE OF WOODEN FUSE FOR SHELLS.

from which shell were at that time always fired. These metal tubes
. were driven into the 'fuse hole of the shell and were probably sup-

plied in graduated lengths and driven into the shell on the field on
approximate determination of the range.' Fuses such as these were
in use till after our Civil1Var. The shell fired from the very popular
13-inch mortars throughout that war were equipped with both'
metal and string fuses. The string fuses could be introduced be-
fore sending to the field and cut to the desired length there. At
the present time the only survivor of the long-used reed, wood
tube, metal tube, and flexible tube fuses is the black powder train
in the highly refined time fuses of shrapnel and certain high-

) explosive shell. No very satisfactory substitute for this combination
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has yet been found. Clockwork fuses have been used and are used,
but they do not seem as satisfactory as the powder-train type.

72. Detonat01' primers.-A Reverend Forsyth, who was acquainted
with the detonating powers of potassium chlorate and likewise with
the urgent need for a more satisfactory method of firing a gun or
rifle. charge than by means of a match, flint, or wheel lock, in-
vented a detonator lock in 1805 which he applied to small arms,
particularly sporting rifles. This device comprised a cylinder at-
tached to the gun and in which was carried the detonating mixture
of potassium chlorate, sulphur, and charcoal. .On rotating this
cylinder a small quantity of the mixture was fed into a chamber or
hole leading to the vent. Another movement of rotation of the
cylinder placed this small detonating charge in such position as to
be under the hammer. The fall of the hammer then caused the mix-
ture to detonate and fire the powder in the vent. It was. thought
for a time that this invention could be applied to artillery, and
Forsyth spent considerable time in attempting an adaptation. He
claimed to have succeeded, but his invention was not adopted, at
least for any type of cannon.

73. FuZminate cap and primer.-The fulminates of gold and silver
have probably been known since 1600. The credit for their dis-
covery IS generally given to a Cornelius Drebbel, a Dutchman.
Neither was ever put to any practical use in artillery, however,
because of the fact that they are so extremely sensitive as to mak~
them dangerous of manufacture as well as use. During the seven-
teenth century these fulminates were frequently made by traveling
entertainers and small quantities detonated for the amusement of
the spectators, and it is not improbable that the knowledge of these
led to the experiments which developed the fulminate which we now
use. The fulminate of meroury. was described in a paper presented
before the Royal Society in England in 1800 by a Mr. Edward
Howard. In 1814 an inventor by the name of J. Shaw, of Ph.ila-'
delphia, devised a st~el cap or cup filled with fulminate .of mercury
which he used as a primer: In the next year he produced a pewter
cap and in 1816 the copper cap that came to qe used so generally and
which was obtainable at most any hardware or sporting goods store
even as late as 1906. It is possible that such caps can be procured
even now for the few muzzle-loading small arms that one occasionally
finds in use even at the present day. Such primers rapidly super-
seded the flintlock because of their obvious convenience and greater
efficiency. '

74~The development of the breech-loading small gun introduced
a requirement which led to. certain modifications in the primer as
developed in 1814. It was desired to incorporate into one unit the
shot, powder, and primer or cap. This merely called for a modi-
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fication of the cup cap or primer, but, of course, difficulties were
experienced before it was successfully. developed. In 1836 a pin-
fire breech-loading shotgun was introduced in France, and in 1841
the needle gun was adopted as the infantry weapon by the Prussians.
In each case the primer was placed in the middle of the base of the
cartridge. The needle gun used a cartridge, however, in which the
base was solid, and the disk of fulminate was placed on the inside. It
was necessary then to drive the needle through the base of the car-

PLATE 9.
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FRICTION AND ELECTRICAL PRIMER TYPES.

tridge into the fulminate. This was not a successful scheme, because
the gas escaped to the rear and fouled the needle as well as endan-
gered the eyes of the user. The development nectssary to perfect
these small weapons; however, made it readily. possible to construct
the neceSsary cartridgelike primers for breech-loading cannon, which.
came into use rather generally in 1880. 1Ve.say 1880 because in the
Franco-Prussian vVar there were still in use great numbers of muzzle-
loading cannon, and a large percentage of the .cannon on our ships
and in our forts were likewise muzzle-loaders, even though we had
been constructing breech-loading cannon for at .least 40 years. pre-
vious to that date. .
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75. The primers that we know to-day are not essentially different
from those of 30 years ago. Three varieties are in use-friction, per-
eussion, and elec:tric,
Plate 9, a,nd these va- =

,riations have been
made possible by the
fact that fulminate ot
mercury will detonate
from a blow, from
friction, and from
he at. Percussion
primers have the ad-
vantage of a voiding
the escape of gases' to
the rear and do not re-
quire the electric firing
mechanism. It has not
been so easy, however,
to develop perfectly
satisfactory mechanical,
firing mechanisms, 'and
many of those used by
us during the vVorld
'Var were not by any
means sa tisfactory.
The fire from the
primer fouls the vent,
and unless the opera-
tors are careful the. ob-
turating cone in the
spindle 11ecomes so
fouled as to make it
difficult to turn the
primer holder up to
the locking point, and
a premature firing may'
result. If the cone is
-cleaned carelessly it
may be so enlarged as
to prevent obturation;
the result is then a back
fire. We see, therefore,
that primers are not
yet perfect. Les~ dif-
ficulty is experienced
with those which are pressed into the bases of the metal cartridge
cases, such as are used with fixed ammunition, or as,with all German
guns which have wedge breechblocks.

~ 
~ 
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76. Percussion and concussion fuses.-In 1846 the original of our

present percussion time fuse was invented by an English quarter-

PLATE 12.

PERCUSSION FUSE WITH PIN ARMED FOR FIRING.

master, Freeburn. This fuse, as those used to-day, Plate 10, depended
upon the inertia of a free cylinder of metal, pointed at the rear end,

PLATE 12A.

SUPER-SENSITIVE AND DELAY-ACTION FUSES.

sliding in an axial hole in the fuse proper. 1Vhile at rest this hammer
is kept forward by a light spring. When the gun is fired t.he projec-
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tile moves forward, while the hammer tends to remain at rest until
it strikes the pellet of fulminate at the other end of the axial hole.
The detonation of this pellet starts the burning of the train of pow-
der, the length of which can be regulated to correspond to the range.

76. The concussion fuse, Plates 11 and 12, acts or is supposed to
act only on the sudden stopping of the projectile. In this case the
hammer is to the rear and the pellet of fulminate forward. As the
projectile starts a locking pin sliding in a hole radial to the axis of
the"proejctile is slung out by centrifugal force resulting from the"

. rotation of the projectile. This locking pin is still out of the way
when the projectile suddenly stops, thereby permitting the hamme.r
to continue moving forward till it strikes and detonates the pellet
of cap.' The essential principles involved in"the construction of both
percussion ~nd concussion fuses are the same now as when they were
first devised. We are using different explosives and incorporate with
the primary. detonating mechanism such adjuncts as boosters com-
posed of small charges of an explosive which is a little more sensitive
than the main charge, but this may be considered an adjunct in the
matter of power. -Supersensitive and delay shell fuses, Plate 12A, are
likewise merely the fundamental fuse with minor modifications.

HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

77. Olassification.-It has already been mentioned that explosives
burn or detonate at rates varying from 200 to 7,000meters per second
when formed into a column approximately 1.25 inches in diameter
arid at a density 'of approximately 1.45. It may be necessary to con-
fine this column in a tube in the case of some explosives.. Explosives
detonating at rates of 2,000IIl~ters or more per second are generaily
classed as high explosives. In this class are the following, with their
rates of detonation. There are many other explosives, of course, but
since they are not in common use in connection with artillery they
are omitted. .

Table of high explosives.

Explosive.

I=~~~~~~~~ZE;pio~iv;;"D;;i:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
T~~trotoluene (~ •.• T:; troty~):•.••... .....•••..•••.••.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•..•••••.•..•..••.•
Tnmtrophenol (plene aCid;melimte; lyddite) .••••••.•••.•••.•.•.•••• .
Trinitrophenylmethylnitramine (tetryl) .

Rate of
detonation
(meters per

second).

In connection with artillery, high explosives are divided into.
the three main classes: (1) Initiators-mercury fulminate; (2)

, boosters-tetryl; and (3) bursting charges-To N. T.,picric acid,
and Explosive" D." The relation of these to each other is seen in

_ 
' 
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Plate Ii). The properties of explosi ,'cs that are of prillie illlpor-
tance are: Power, sensitiveness, velocity of explosion, stability, and
temperature of explosion. The last property is one that is of greater
moment in low explosi,'es than in high.

78. Ful1ninate of mel'cu1'y.-Th is explosi vc has already been dis-
cussed quite fully (pars. 73-74). It has not been practicablc to use
it for any purpose in artillery other than as an initiator. It is an
explosivc 1'01' "which 011e must ha \"e unceasing regard and respect.
It is only safe when used in such small quantities as to barely make
a noise on detonation. Since one seldom has occasion to use it in
such minute quantities, the inference is that \Ye must always Le
careful of it, whether in the caps of small-arms cartridges, in primers,
or in projectile fuses. It is quite simple of manufacture, being
made by first dissohing mercury in nitric acid, then pouring this
combination into grain alcohol. Gray crystalS of mercury fulminate
settle out which are removed and washed. A microphotograph of
these crystals is shown in Plate 14.

PLATE 13.

79. P.ic1'lcacid.-This cxplosi "c has been known since about 1771,
at which time it was obscn'c 1 by the' chcmist 'Voul Fe as the result
of the action of nitric acid on silk. From that date until about
1871 it ,,'as known principally as a dye, although it was added to
certain explosives as a combustion constituent. In J871 the chemist
Sprengel demonstrated that picric acid could be detonated by means
of mercury fulminate. It was not until about 1885 that its advan-
tages as a shell explosi ,'e ,,'ere pointed out by Mr. E. TUl'pill, a
French chemist, the adnlntages being its stability, insensiti vencss)
and violence. It was adopted by the French Government for use in
shells under the name of melinite, and was in use by them as well as
by the British, undcr the name of lydc1itc, at Lbe beginning and ([111'-

ing the carly part of the 'Yodd 'Yar. It is nearly as insensitive as
black powdcr and for armor-piercing projectiles is f]uite a satisfac-
tory cxp]osi,"c from this standpoint. It has the Jisac1vantagc, how-
ever, of forming morc sensitive picrates if it comes into contact
with metal and its melting point is rather high. At about 112°
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c. it melts to a brownish oil. It was the practice in the American
manufacture of picric acid high-explosive shell to pour the melted
acid into the shell after the walls of the cavity had been coated
with shellac 01' lacquer to prevent direct contact with the metal. The
latest Germnn practice was to pour it into vulcanized fiber containers
of a shape to fit very snugly into the shell cavity. These charges
could then be removed if desired and another chnrge substituted.
This seems a better practice. Early in the ,V odd 'Val' the British
Government found it necessary to discontinue the use of picric acid
as their st anllarcl high explosive because of their inability to produce
it in sufliciently large qunntities.

MICROPHOTOGRAPHS OF EXPLOSIVE CRYSTALS.

80. Ammoniu17~ picTate.-This explosive, which goes also under
the nnme of Explosive" D," is made by treating picric acid with
ammonia. In the ratio of 54 parts to 4G parts of saltpeter, am-
monium picrate was used by the chemist, Brugere, as a powder for
the Clwssepot rifle, which came into use in about 1865. It is as
insensitive as picric acid itself, nnd having less tendency to form
more sensitive compounds on contact with metals, it is considered
superior for armor-piercing shell. The use of this explosive in
Americnn artillery began in about 1901. It melts at about 90° C.
Even under the tenific shock that results from the impact of an
armor-piercing projectile with 12-inch hardened armor plate this

734-~3--4
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explosive performs satisfactorily, and does not detonate until com-
pelled to do so by the detonation of the b~oster charge of tetryl,
which does not come about until after the projectile has passed \
through the armor.

S1. Trinitrotoluene, T. N. T., trotyl, tritolo.-This explosive was
first made in about 1880 by the chemist IIepp, and in about 1891 its
manufacture was taken up in Germany for use as a commercial
explosive. It w~s taken under consideration by the German mili-
tary authorities in about 1890, and in 1902 was adopted for filling

. shell and for other military uses. Italy adopted it in 1907, Hussia
shortly thereafter, and America in 1904. England apparently did
not make any very great use of it until after the beginning of the
WorId 1Var.. T. N: T. results from the nitrating action of mixed
nitric and sulphuric acids on toluene. Toluene is obtained from
the by-product of"coke ovens, from the'manufacture of artificial gas,
and also by a special breaking-up process applied to oils, preferably
of an asphaltic base. It resembles a light-brown sugar, has a specific
gravity of 1.65, melts at about 80° C., is one of the most stable of
high explosives, and does not ignite below a temperature of about
i~OOO. A microphotograph of its crystals is shown in Plate 14. It
is in general use for filling all high-explosive shells except armor
piercing, has replaced' guncotton and picric acid for filling sub-
.marine mines and torpedo war heads, and is also used in the manu- }
facture of detonating fuse and composite detonators.

82. Tetryl.-This explosive, which has the unusually formidable
name of trinitrophelymethylnitramine, was first made in about 1880.
Its manufacture involves a very tedious process. Benzene is first
treated with nitric acid to form nitrobenzene or oil of mirbane. This
is reduced by iron filings and hydrochloric acid to give aniline. The
aniline is mixed with sulphuric acid, wood alcohol, and a little
iodine to serve as a catalyst or lubricator. This mixture is cooked
in enamel-lined closed vessels under high pressure. The resultant
product is dimethylaniline, which on final nitration with a mixture
of strong nitric and sulphuric acid yields a .substance which on
drying resembles corn meal or yellow flour. A microphotograph of
the crystals of tetryl is shown in Plate 14. It is a more powerful
explosive than T. N. T., picric acid, or Explosive" D," as one would
infer from its rate of detonation; but it is also somewhat more
sensitive, without, however, being dangerously so with ordinary
precautions. This combination of great power and slightly greater
sensitiveness makes it suitable for an intermediate detonating agent.
It is used in conjunction with fulminate as a filling for detonators
and as a primer for high-explosive shell. Both the fulminate and
the tetryl are protected against shock by the mechanical design of
the fuse and the booster systems. In Plate 13 it is the booster
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charge B. The melting point is about 1270 C. It is somewhat
poisonous and is liable to set up a skin irritation ifhandled:,too!
lauch. It has been in use in America as a booster-:,explosive since,
about 1902. '-:::,',

PROJECTILES.

83. It is interesting to note that whenever we fa~e a developmtmt
in mechanical invention along a line that has been known in some
form for a time, if suddenly diverted into a new channel by an
unusual discovery, the development in the new channel follows o~
retains the characteristics of the old for a considerable time. Be-
fore the adyent of gunpowder the missiles used by man in offensive
and defensive warfare were arrows and stones. 'The evidence is
that the first projectiles fired from tubes by means"'of gunpowder'
were arrows or javelins, the tips of which were frequently cov-
ered with some incendiary material. The next projectiles were
stones, sometimes covered with incendiary materials, and stones con-

PI,ATE 15.

AlET/lL d/l IYtltlD SH#FT

EARLY ARROW PROJECTILE.

tinued to be the standard projectile for several ce~turies.' The in-
teresting parallels to this development are in the first railway coaches
which were in effect merely the conventional road coach on railway
wheels, electric locomotives which first resembled steam locomotives,
and automobiles which first were merely motorized conventional road
vehicles.

84. Arrows.-In Plate 15 we see a type of arrow used from 1250
. to at least 1300 as the conventional projectiles for such tube guns' as
were then in use. These arrows had metal feathers and points and
were of a weight much greater than' the arrows used in hand bows,
but perhaps not heavier than those shot by the heavie:- engines. The
counterpart of such missiles to-day is the rocket, which is projected
from a tube of the order of a trench mortar, and the feathered cylin-
drical bomb used rather commonly in the WorId War. It is probable
that we will always have some specialized branch of warfare in which
this original projectile and gun will be reflected.

85. Stones.-The use of stones as projectiles continued at least
until 1520 ; not because it was difficult at that time to cast metal into
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the desired shape, but rather because there was not a sufficient
supply of the various refined metals to permit their use in such
quantities as we're necessary in those days when a hit was the ex-
ception rather than the rule. Further, the first cannon of the va-
rious sizes, especially the mortars and cannon of the larger calibers,
were used more in the destruction of such objects as could be crushed
or crumbled by objects of great weight. The great bombards were
trussed up to a certain elevation in front of a wall and left at that ele-
vation until the desired breech had been made in the wall. In the
case of the siege of Constantinople in 1807 the bombards were used
by the Turks against the besieging ships, and the great stones did
more damage in crashing timbers, jarring loose beams, crushing men,
etc., than any small projectiles of metal could ever have done under
the limits of accuracy and probability' of hits possible at that time.
There is a record to the effect that in 14G9stones were being used in
connection with incendiary projectiles. Stones somewhat smaller
than the bores of the guns were smeared with incendiary materials,
pitch, sulphur, etc., and then wrapped with cloth soaked in similar
materials. Such projectiles were used in the siege of'Veissenburg in
the year mentioned above-that is, 1469. The large stone projectiles
used in the great 36-inch Russian gun, the 25-inch :MonsMeg, and a
similar 25-inch Turkish gun weighed as much as 2,200, 670, and 400
pounds, respectively. There is no record, apparently, to tell us to
what degree of accuracy such stones were fashioned to approximate
a sphere. Probably calipers were used to make certain that the great-
est diameter did not exceed the bore of the gun, but it is not very
probable that the" windage" or clearance ever was less than one-half
inch.

86. Oast solid projectiles.-Solid shot came into use 'almost as soon
as metal cannon of any description were made. They could not have
been of cast iron, however, for assuming that cannon were made in
1250 it was nearly 100 years before the method of securing casting
iron from the ore was discovered. Before then all iron as treated in
the crude forges came out as wrought iron or as steel. For this
reason the first metal guns were of wrought bars bound or welded
together and the first mortars of bronz~. The tin and copper neces-,
sary for the making of the bronze were not so plentiful any place as '
to permit very general use for projectiles. Early in the fourteenth
century the methods of converting iron ore into free iron had been
developed to the point of permitting the production of casting iron
in at least small quantities and a few iron projectiles were made.
There was not a sufficient supply of such iron available at that time
to permit any very extensive use of it in heavy projectiles. It was not
until the sixteenth century that cannon weighing as much as 3 tons
were cast, partially because: as mentioned above, iron was not
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available in sufficiently large quantities to permit its use in such
heavy articles; and, further, furnaces had not yet been developed to
the point of permitting the melting and handling of so great a weight
of metal. It can be understood,. then, that as long as gUns were so
crude and iron continued to be relatively scarce and rather diffi-
cult to work, stone projectiles continued in use. In the sixteenth
century the equipment required for the production of casting iron
had been developed to the point and production had reached such a
scale that measures had to be taken in some countries to prevent the
excessive use of wood from the forests for the necessary charcoal.
Furnaces had increased in size, more improved blast machinery had
been devised, and iron was becoming available in quantity at reason-

PLATE 16.

SABOT

10-INCH COLUMBIAD SHOT WITH WOOD SABOT.

able costs. Round shot and shell continued to be used until the rifle
supplanted the smoothbore cannon.

87. Hot shot.-It is probable that from the time that cast-iron shot
were made it was realized that they would make an excellent in-
cendiary projectile if heated red hot before being put into the gun.
The mention of the use of hot shot is so frequent in the accounts of
sieges and naval engagements prior to 1880 that one almost takes it
for granted that its use began with the making of iron shot. The
earliest record of the use of hot shot, however, gives the credit to
Stephen I3athory, King of Poland, who in 1579 proposed the use of
a thick, wet pad to prevent the hot shot fr'om firing the charge pre-
maturely. 1Iot shot have been especially effective against wood
ships and against forts where there was a possibility of reaching the
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powder magazine with them. The accounts of the bombardment of
Fort Sumter in the first engagement of the Civil ""Val'mention the
use by the Confederates of hot shot. In the siege of Gibraltar in 1782
the English used hot shot against .the French ships to great effect.
They filled sheli with melted cast iron and quickly fired them. On
striking, the shell burst and the red-hot iron scattered and fired the
wood of the ships.

88. In the use of spherical shot, which, by the way, were used
almost exclusively as late as the Crimean ""Val'of 1853, the. Civil War
of 1861-1865, and the Franco-Prussian ""Val'of 1870, there are nu-
merous interesting adjuncts. In Plate 16 are shown spherical shot

PLATE 17.

RETAINING
BANDS

POWDER CHA RGE
LACED ON

WOODEN
SABOT

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR SMOOTH BORE GUNS.

SHElL

with wood sabot either strapped with two thin metal straps or riv-
eted fast. In Plate .17 the shot is shown wIth po'wder charge made
up into. a unit.

. 89. A cylindrical shot had been tried in smoothbore cannon, but
! it had been found that they tumbled as soon as they left the cannon

and would not travel either as faroI' as accurately as the spherical
shot. The scheme of producing rotation of the projectile by means

. of spiral grooves in the bore of the gun and the effect of such
rotation on the travel of the projectile was' apparently discovered
accidentally in about' 1520. ~rom that date on we find numerous
schemes tried and ~umerous variations in th.e design of the cylindri-
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cal projectile were made in the search for the proper scheme, or per-
haps' m~re properly the design, to produce the desired rotation satis-
factorily, and to check the. escape of gasses past the projectile. Plate
18 illustrates some of the designs in the development from the first
projectiles, fitted with lugs or covered with such a soft metal as lead,
to the most modern projectiles, Plate 19, with a single copper band
near the. base ~or ordinary muz,zle velocities (not exceeding 3,600
feet per second) and grooves and lands on the body of the projectile~
Plate 20, for the higher velocities (3,600 to 5,500 feet per second).

PLATE 18•.

TYPES OF ROTATING DEVICES FOR THE RIFLED MUZZLE LOADERS.

90. The first' rifled arms using cylindrical projectiles were the
small hand rifle used for sporting purposes. These rifles were muzzle~
loaders, and the necessity for ramming the' bullet slowly down the

, barrel made loading rather laborious. If the bullet were rammed'
down too rapidly the lands produced on it might be sheared and the
bullet ~ould then get no rotation. The natural parallel in' cannon
was to coat cast-iron shot with lead and ram this in from the muzzle
with a heavy ram. It can be realized easily what ~ifficulties would
be encountered in this procedure, and it is not surprising that it did
not meet with favor. The next step with the small arms was to make
a bullet, Plate 21, of such diameter as to drop down the bore without
any resistance, but having a coned-out base with ed,ges sufficiently
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thin as to be forced out into the grooves by the force of the powder
gases on firing. This was not at all bad for small arms, and a similar

PLATE 20•
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scheme, Plate 22, was tried with some success on cannon shot. The
shot was cast with a rabbetted groove in the base, into which was
cast a lead gas-check pad. The edges of this pad expanded into the

PLATE 21.

BULLET WITH BASE CONED OUT FOR EXPANDING.

grooves of the cannon on firing and produced the desired rotation .
. In Plate 23 another scheme of expanding soft metal into the grooves
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on firing is illustrated. This involved a construction too elaborate
to find favor beyond the experimental stage, and it would not be a
satisfactory design in any but relatively crude rifles. As pressure
was suddenly exerted on the base of the projectile the rear section
was forced forward, wedging out the lead ring into the grooves.
This scheme has the merit of continuing to force the metal into the

PLATE 22.

CtJPPE/ll1tJT/lTI/y19 LEGS
LEAD OBTURATING CUP ON BASE OF PROJECTILE.

grooves as long as the force of the powder gases continues to ac-
celerate the projectile and produces a better seal against the escape
of gases. It is known as the IIotchkiss design and was invented
in 1865.

91. The next scheme tried with small arms is illustrated in Plate
24. Here the bullet is in two parts, the base section being composed
of a disk of the diameter of the bullet with a truncated cone in

PLATE 23.

PROJECTILE WITH EXPANDING ROTATION BAND.

the center of it. This base cone was of such size as to fit only par-
tially into the recess in the bullet proper. It was dropped into the
rifle. The bullet was of such diameter as. to slide down the bore of
the rifle without ramming. .After it had reached the powder wad
it was rammed hard, thereby forcing the cone of the base up into
the recess and the sides of the bullet. out into the grooves. Bullets
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of this description can still be found on the fields of various battles
of the Civil 'Var; this is especially true at Antietam and Gettys-
burg. In the period of the four years of the Civil 'Var there were
used round lead bullets with smoothbore muzzle-loading muskets.
"Minie" base cone re- PLATE 24•

.cessed lead bullets with
muzzle-loading rifles,
double expanding lead
bullets wi th muzzle-
loading rifles, and solid
lead bullets with breech- A?I9HLl/AI'G?L~.~. LE##
loa din g rifles. There ""S
does not seem to be an exact parallel in cannon shot to the double
expanding bullet' shown in Plate 24.

92. For a time proj ectiles, particularly shell, were provided with
_two, three, four, six, or eight copper lugs set into recesses in the

PLATE 25.

THREE TYPES OF SHELLS WITH INSERTED ROTATING LUGS.

sides of the shell and arranged in one or two rings of two, three,:
or four each, Plate 25, depending on whether the gun, usually a
muzzle-loader, had two, three, or four grooves. This scheme had
the di.sadvantage of weakening the shell and required a reduction

~
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of the cavity to withstand the stresses set up by the forces operating
as the proj ectile traveled through the bore of the gun. In this
scheme it was necessary to use either a soft metal base or copper disk
on the base to secure proper obturation.

93. In addition to types of shot already described for the early
rifled cannon there are two interesting designs that did not involve
either copper or lead rings or lugs. These are illustrated in Plates
26 and 27. The design illustrated in Plate 26 comes first, apparently,
having been designed in 1854, and a number of guns were altered to
give it a trial in the Crimean campaign. A section of the bore of
the cannon at any point showed an ellipse or oval, and the shot was
a cylinder of corresponding oval section twisted to fit the bore of the
gun. The guns modified to tryout this design were of cast iron

and of a quality typical' of that
time, hence most of them burst.
Cast-iron cannon of that time could
not be depended upon to stand very
grea t pressures. They worked
fairly well wi th spherical shot
w here the pressures remained rela-
tively low, but with cylindrical shot
provided with gas checks and rifled
they invariably burst on compara-
tivelyfew rounds. It is a sad com-
mentary on those concerned that
for many years rifled cannon were
condemned for general use, because

CROSS SECTION OF CANNON WITH they so frequently burst in the
ELIPTICAL BORE.

trials. The judges were so stupid
as to assume that the cannon were all right, and that rifling was all
wrong, simply because it developed such pressures and stresses as to
burst the guns. The oval section guns just mentioned really worked.
They were difficult to machine, of course, and as we understand the
art at this time we would not think of using such a design. One can
nevertheless appreciate the merit of the idea. The other design, in-
volving a bore of hexagonal section, was used by Mr. Whitworth in
the various experiments conducted by him on both hand rifles and

. rifled cannon between 1855 and 1860. They were a success, and his
results were excellent. He, too, had to contend with the cast-iron.
cannon, and frequently the success of his public demonstrations was
completely overshadowed by the fact that the guns burst.. In con-
uection with this design of bore he and Sir 'Villiam Armstrong were
the first men apparently to do any really intelligent work in deter-
mining the proper twist for the rifling. 'Vhitworth had constructed
an inclosed range and tried small rifles of various degrees of twist
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for the pressures and velocities that he could attain. The twisted
hexagonal prismatic projectile can only be considered an incident in
the general development, however, for it was never used to any con-
siderable extent.

94. The work of Armstrong in the years'1850 to 1865 really de-
veloped the rifled cannon to the point where they put the smoothbore
variety out of business forever. He saw that the first difficulty that
had to be solved was in the material of the cannon itself. There was

PLATE 27.

HEXAGONAL BORE GUN AND ITS PROJECTILE.

no use in trying to develop a principle with the aid of a machine
that broke down every time one used it. He saw that if rifled guns
developed pressures and stresses that cast iron could not stand there
was no use in wasting time on the principle of rifling till the cannon
could be made of better material. He therefore proceeded to de- I

velop .the already understood scheme. of building up a cannon by
shrinking a series of hoops over a wrought-iron or steel tube. This
proced,:re will be elaborated upon later. The result of his work,
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however, was that he developed a saw-tooth groovefl ~teel tube, built
up a gun that was capable of standing the pressures developed, and
then brought into use the forerunner of the projectile that we know
to-day-that is, the cylinder of cast iron or steel with a band of soft
metal about it which is forced into the grooves of the gun as it
travels up the bore of the gun. These bands were sometimes double,.
one forward and one at the rear, Plate 28, sometimes single and near

PLATE 28.

DOUBLE-BANDED PROJECTILE.

the middle of the shot, Plate 29, and later at the base, as we know it
now. Since the period of about 1880 one can not say that there has
been anything unusual in projectile developments until the begin-
ning of the use of false caps, hard steel armor-piercing points, non-
ricocheting points, etc., Plate 19. During thevVorld War it was
realized that considerable work might be done in the refinement of
projectile design as to shape of the point, location of the center of
gravity, and design of shape for various velocities and purposes.

PLATE 29.

SINGLE BAND NEAR MIDDLE OF PROJECTILE.

A seri~s of designs that have been under trial during the past two
years is shown in PlatB 30.• Capt. R. H. I(ent, of the Ordnance
Department, is responsible for some excellent work in this refinement
of design, and it is believed that through his efforts the design of
projectiles has been advanced beyond the design of gun rifling. .

95. Rifled projectiles.-The most spectacular example of a'rifled
projectile is the projectile used with the famous German long-range
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gun in the bombardment of Paris from March 23 to August 9, 1918.
The approximate design of this projectile is shown in Plate 20. It
should be noted in this case that the copper bands serve only as gas
checks, the steel lands serving to rotate the projectile. The erosion
from friction between the lands of the projectile and the lands of
the gun was so great that the guns were worn out in about 50 rounds
thereby. This means, of course, that one would not use such a design

PLATE 31.

SPHERICAL CLAY SHELL.

except where the. velocities are above about 3,600 feet per second in
projectiles of small size, or where one wishes to develop the ordinary
velocities of about 2,400 feet per second for a very heavy proj ectile
in a short travelin the gun and under an unusual powder pressure.
In either case the stresses tending to shear the band are 'so great as
to make the copper band impracticable. Either of these cases are so
unusual, however, that one is willing to pay the price of short life

PLATE 32.

TYPES OF FORGED WROUGHT IRON SHELLS.

in order to attain some very much desired or necessary end. The
Germans wanted a range of 72 miles. This required a muzzle velocity
of about 5,200 feet per second, and the price was a very short life
for a very expensive gun. . .

96. Earthen shell.-The first shell used during the fourteenth and
fifteenth centnries were of a variety that must have limited their use
very much. They were hard-burned hollow earthen or clay spheres,
Plate 31, filled with an incendiary material and occasionally with
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black powder. They must have been used principally for incendiary
purposes, containing chiefly pitch, sulphur, and naphtha, with just
enough of a charge of black powder to scatter the incendiary mate-
rials. When filled entirely with black powder the effect would
largely be to terrify instead of to destroy.

97. F~rged wrought shell.-Since the first iron available in quan-
tity was wrought iron or a soft steel the only way in which shell
could be made of iron was to forge two cups or hemispheres and

PLATE 33.

SHELL OF CAST IRON FOR WOOD OR WICK FUSE.

weld. them together, Plate' 32. These sh~lls made during the fif- .
teenth century were filled with a slow-burning powder well rammed.
in and provided with a fuse that was ignited by the fire of the cannon
charge.

98. 0ast 8pherical 8hell.~As soon as casting iron became available
in the fifteenth century shell could be made of this material, and we
find spherical cast-iron shell, Plate 33, used from then until after our
Civil War. A great quantity of cast-iron shell cast during and after
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the Civil 'Var and stored in various places since' were shipped to
'Vatertown Arsenal even as late as the closing year of the World
'Var, HHS and 1919,to be melted and cast into something more mod.
ern. The 13-inch mortars used rather generally in the Civil War
used a cast-iron shell weighing about 220 pounds and filled with
black powder, Plate 34. As long as smoothbore cannon were used
the projectiles were, of course, spherical, because the cylindrical
projectile would tumble, since it had no motion of rotation. The

PLATE 34.

13-INCH SHELL FOR MUZZLE.LOADING MORTAR.

first Rodman guns, therefore, and even the large 15-inch gun cast
. under his direction in 1860 'used spherical shell because they were
. smoothbore. The smoothbore cannon mentioned by Macklay as
being still in use by the Navy in 18S0were used to fire chain and hot
shot principally, and their existence at that time does not imply the
use of spherical shell at so late a date in our service.

99. Oylindricalshell.-As soon as some of the Dahlgren and Rod.
man guns had been modified to the extent of the insertion of a rifled
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wrought-iron tube in 1870 cylindrical shell made their appearance
in our service. Cast-iron shell would be of no service now, but they
were at that time, since most of the ships were still of wood. The
first of these shell were pl~ovided with studs, as shown in Plate 25,
and the 'guns were rifled with two and four grooves, respectively.
These cast-iron shell were still filled with black powder, which
charge, however, was fired by a concussion fuse instead of the crude
type used with the spherical shell.

100. As soon as forging facilities were available to permit of
the forging of masses of steel of a size to use for gun tubes and
hoops, the multigrooved type of rifling could be used, and the shell
were made of steel and provided with a copper band instead of the
lugs. Such shell came into use in our service in about" 1880. By
1890 the metallurgy" of steels had been developed to the point of
permitting us to make armor-piercing shell of a design shown in
Plate 19 which were filled with picric acid. "Since that time one can

PLATE 35.

ffllt/LE vlltJT
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TYPES OF CHAIN SHOT.

not notice from examination of drawings of typical shells that we
have made any great advance. There has been an advance, but it
has been a refinement of the design and does not show so boldly in
the "drawings with which we must represent them. There has been
a continual struggle between the designers and makers of armor-
piercing projectiles and arII!0r plate. For a time the manufacturer.
of armor plate merely continued to thicken his plate and improve
its quality and composition, to the end of making it more difficult
to pierce. When the weight of armor became so great as to be about
at its limit, the designers of ships started to slope the sides of their \
ships in from the top down, thereby presenting an inclined"surface
to the projectile. The sides" of the ships' have been inclined at
angles as great as 15°. During the past year tests have been con-
ducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground in which 14-inch steel ar~or-
piercing projectiles successfully pierced 14-inch armor plate on
striking it at an angle of 25° from the perpendicular. This was an
extremely severe test and numerous projectiles broke when par-
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tially through the armor as a result of the te~rific bending stress
developed. Perhaps we are at the limit of this sort of development,
at least temporarily, as the result of the work of the recent Limita-
tion of Armament Conference. .

CASE OR CANISTER SHOT.

MULTIPLE SHOT.

101. Ohain shot.-Chain ~hot,which consisted of two solid spherical
shot connected by a chain or two solid hemispheres connected by a

PLATE 37•

.RETA\NING BANDS
HANDLING ROPE

GRAPE SHOT.

chain, Plate 35, are said to have been invented by. a Dutchman by
the name of DeWitt in 1666. Such shot were used against the rigging
of ships and continued in use as long as sailing vessels were used as '
men-of-war. This means at least as late as 1880.

\ . 
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102. Oase or canister shot and grape.-Case or canister shot was
1Jsedagainst troops at short range. It was first used in the early part
of the fifteenth century and consisted then as since of a metal case or
cylinder called a canister filled with small missiles of a weight at least
Equal to the average small rifle bullet, Plate 36, but greater in weight
if desired. "Grape" shot implied larger balls arranged and held as ,
in Plate 37 and were in general use in the Navy as well as in the Army.
The metal case in which the small bullets or missiles were contained
broke usually in the bore of the gun and the great number of missiles

PLATE '38•

• BURSTING CHARGE.
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BULL£:TS
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SPHERICAL SHRAPNEL.

scattered like the shot from a shotgun. Such shot were usually re-
served until the enemy had approached quite close to a batterY',when
fearful execution could be accomplished. One can easily imagine that
some little courage was required to approach" to the mouth of the
cannon," as one so frequently reads in the descriptions of numerouS
battles of the fifteenth to the nineteenth centuries, when the soldier
knew quite well that there was probably a charge of canister shot
awaiting his near approach. It equals the feat of taking a modern
machine-gun nest. It was not uncommon to use large charges of small
missiles loose, as in a shotgun, even as late as our Civil War. After a
heavy wad had been rammed against the powder a shovelful of iron
punchings or lead or iron bullets were thrown in and likewise wadded.

_ 
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There was practically no difference between this and the canister in-
closed shot. '

103. Shrapnel.-Shrapnel shell were invented in about 1784 by a
Lieutenant Schrapnel and it was intended to accomplish at long range
what case shot 'Wouldaccomplish at short range. The first shell were
spherical cast iron, Plate 38, and with a cavity that 'would permit
only a small charge of black powder. This charge was intended
merely to burst the shell and was purposeiy small because it was
desired that the fragments continue to travel in the direction of
the shell and with very little loss in velocity. They were officially
adopted by the British Army in 1803. After the introduction and
general adoption of rifle cannon, shrapnel shell gradually de-'
veloped into the type that we know to-day, Plate 19. This con-
sists of a shell having a charge of black powder in its base', a core
of black powder reaching to the point time fuse, and the remainder
of the space is filled with lead bullets about which rosin or some

'other relatively brittle substance is poured. vVhen shrapnel shell
were originally devised they were used in cannon larger than 3
inches. The standard shrapnel shell of all countries now is ap-
proximately of 3-inch caliber and comes under the head of " fixed"
mnmunition. All shrapnel shell are provided with time fuse, upon
tlm accuracy of operation of which their efficiency depends. They
are tremendously effective against troops in the open, but have little
or no power against troops well intrenched or protected by adequate
overhead shelter.

CANNON.

CANNON TUBES.

104. In the period from about 1250 to the present date cannon (L.
canna, a tube) have been developed from a' crude tube made by
binding or welding together a number ofwrought-il>ori rods, or
from a crude pot cast of bronze or forged or wrought iron, Plate 7,
to the mammoth cannon of to-day of which the limit of development
is our recently finished 16-inch 50-caliber seacoast gun (0. N.
Gunnilde, gunnethilde, war), Plate 159. To the best of our knowl-
edge no other nation is using a gun that develops equal muzzle
energy, so' that from a nation that began its existence on an in-
dependent basis only 146 years ago we have developed to the point
in the science of artillery where we are building and using the
greatest weapons in existence, in spite of the fact that most, of
the development of which our weapons are the present limit began
in '~ountries of Europe before this country became an independent
nation. The probable muzzle energy developed in the original gun
or cannon of 1250 did not exceed 500 foot-pounds. The muzzle
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energy of the 16-inch gun mentioned aboyc 1<::: 8,500,000. This rep-
resents a 17,000 fold increase in powder.

105. In dealing with the development of cannon tubes one finds
it convenlcnt to divide the total span of years from 12;")0to the pres-
ent date into three periods. The first extends from 1250 to about
1520, during which time the projectiles \yere first arrO\ys and later
stones, the weight of which finally reached the formidable figure of
2,200 pounds and thc diamcter of the bore of the largest gun 36
inches. The second period extended from 1;")20to about 1850, during
which time smoothborc cannon continued in use, but the projectiles
werc spherical metal shot and shell instead of stones. During this
pcriod some progress was made in the casting of cannon of iron, but
thcy wcre not vcry reliable, and whcn madc heavy cnough to stand
thc pressurcs they attained trcmendous proportions, con idering the

PLATE 39.

THE DULLE GRIETE OF GAUD.

weight of thc projcctile uscd in them and the range attained. Bronze
cannon were much preferred because the metal was more homogene~
ous and more reliable. The third period began in 1850 and is still
with us. This period began \yith the rather general acceptance of
the necessity Jor rifling in cannon as \yell as in small arms, the use
of elongated or cylindrical projectiles, the use of steel instead of cast
or wrought iron, and the adoption of the built-up type of construc-
tion instead of a single-piece gun. The progress made during this
short pcriod is nothing lcs than rcmarkable and is a most striking
contrast to that of the preYious 4:50 years-that is, from 1400 to
18:")0. The pcriod from 1300 to 1400 is in some respccts nearly as
remarkablc, for from the crude pot or equally crude tubes used at
thc beginning of the fourteenth centur~r the gunmaking craftsmen
had progressed in 100 years to the point of making a wrought-iron
gun, the Dulle Gride. of Gaud. Platc 39. weighing 13 tons, of a
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bUilt-up design, with a bore of 25 inches, and capable of firing a
stone proj ectile weighing 700 pounds.

106. Thirteenth century cannon.-In Plate 40 the cannon of various
descriptions made and used from 1250 to 1300 are shown. Some of
these guns are of Arabic origin and some perhaps of Chinese, Indian~
and Egyptian. It is interesting to observe the fantastic designs that
prevailed for so many centuries. Some of these original guns were
quite highly ornamented cast-metal pots; and, in the case of guns, it
seems to have been a common desire or tendency of the cannon de-
signers and founders to represent some animal or a dragon in the act
of spitting flame, smoke, noise, and venom in the form of a missile.
Guns cast even as late as 1750 show such fantastic designs. It is in-

PLATE 40.

THIRTEENTH CENTURY CANNON.

t.eresting to speculate how the knowledge of artillery spread so rap-
idly over almost the whole of Europe. In 1313 it seems that practically
all countries were casting and using cannon. Some have given 1313
as the date of the earliest use of artillery. It would be obviously im-
possible, however, for the art to be discovered, developed, as it ape
pears to have been in 1313, and spread over the whole of Europe and
a large part of Asia in even a decade, at a time when the methods
of travel and communication ~ere so laborious. It would be simply
impossible. The earliest English record of the use of cannon has
the date of 1326 and describes a knight in armor firing a 'weapon
shaped as a vase and loaded with an incendiary arrow. This
weapon has a vent at the breech end where the match was ap-
plied. Some of the weapons' shown in Plate 40 would seem to
come under the heading of small arms r~ther than cannon. It is
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doubtful, however, whether there was any such weapon as a hand
, gun until about 1350. There is a record in the Proceedings of the
Royal Artillery Institute, England, Volume IV, page 291, to the
effect that in 1338 there were both iron and brass cannon of small
size and that some of these were breechloaders, for which 2 pounds
of serpentine powder was allowed for 48 arrows. This would make
a very small charge per arrow-about seven-eighths of an ounce.
The guns would apparently be classed as small cannon, however.
Such: as these and the fantastic pots and crude tubes' would con-
stitute the accomplishment to 1300.

107. Fourteenth centur1J cannon.-The beginning of the four-
teenth century finds cannon as pots of brass and wrought iron, or
tubes of relat.ively small weight and of the same materials. Dur-
ing this century remarkable progress was made. It is thought that
the great Dulle Griet, which was used by the people of Ghent in
1411, was made in about 1382. This gun, Plate 39, weighs about
13 tons, has a total length of 197 inches, a diameter of bore of 25
inches, and a powder chamber tapering from 10 inches diameter
to 6 inches, which is thought to be screwed to the muzzle portion.
It fired a granite ball weighing about 700 pounds. The lining or
inner tube of the gun is formed of a'series of longjtudinal'wrought-
iron bars welded together. This is surrounded and reinforced by
a series ,of rings, likewise of wrought iron, and either driven or
shrunk on. The existence of this type of construction at this early
date should not be interpreted as indicating a recognition of the
superiority of the multipiece or built-up gun over the one-piece or
cast gun. They simply developed what might almost be termed a
craze for large-caliber guns. They were able to make them of
wrought iron by this method and proceeded to do so. Probably if
they had been able to cast them of iron to such a size they would
at least have tried it. It is certain that cast-iron guns of such size
would have burst had they made them.

108. Two wrought-iron guns of about the same period of con-
struction, the larger of which has a bore of 19 inches, were left by
the British when they were compelled to raise their siege of St.
Michel, in France, in 1423. "~1:ons ~Ieg," the great wrought-iron
gun which is at Edinburgh Castle is approximately of this period,
at least in type of construction, though made a little later. This
gun, Plate 41, has a caliber of 20 inches and fired a granite ball ,veigh-
ing 330 pounds., These huge guns were termed bombardes, from
the special service for which they were used. They had a relatively
short range, not more than several hundred yards, and it was the
custom to truss them. up to a certain elevation on 'a simple wood
platform or cradle and let them stay at that elevation until the
wall against which they were being served, had been breeched.
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Similar guns used in coast fortifications were trussed up to a fixed
elevation and were served against ships coming under the forts
by timing the firing to the position of the ship. They were so heavy
as to be unadaptable to ready training in either elevation or azimuth
by the mechanisms that were available at that time, and indeed
'for many centuries thereafter.

109. The cannon of the fourteenth century represent a tremendous
advance in the art for so short a time and at a time when the
methods of working metals were so crude and so little was lmown
of the metallurgy of iron and the alloys of copper. At the be-
ginning of the century the science of artillery was hardly known.
Guns or cannons were simply pots or crude tubes. At the end of
the century nearly every nation in Europe was using iron cannon
of a caliber so great as to be considered quite out of the 'question
for either manufacture or use to-day. It is interesting to contrast
this development with that of the sixteenth century when small
high-power guns shooting metal projectiles came into use and within
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a century practically supplanted the great stone-throwing guns.
The early fourteenth century guns were very feeble and it is probably
true that their noise produced greater results than the projectiles.
The great guns of the end of the century were in a way equally
feeble, for the powder was still the ununiform, slow-burning serpen-
tine powder. But they apparently felt a need for guns that would
assist in breeching heavy walls or in defending ports against be-
sieging fleets,' and finding themselves. able to _weld wrough:"iron
bars into a tube of 25 inches diameter they developed, such guns
as the Dulle Griet, !Ions ~Ieg, etc. There is no evidence of the
casting of guns of very great weight either from iron or bronze
during this century. In fact on this very point lies the great dif-
ference between the, development of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries as will be explained later. Plates 39 and 41 serve to
represent the scope of the fourteenth' century development.

110. This discussion on the cannon of the fourteenth, century
would not be complete without mention of the breech-loading can-
non developed relatively late in the century. Plate 42 represents
a cannon used particularly in the defense of fortifications. This
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cannon might he termed the earliest distinct type of seacoast or
fort gun. It was termed a "wall" gun and seems to have been
supported in a metal fork fastened into the wall. It apparently had
a wrought-iron trunnion band shrunk or driven on. This, by the
way, is also the first known appearance of the scheme of supporting
a gun by means of trunnions. The particular merit of this gun
was in the provision of a number of breech blocks or cups which
might be loaded while others were being inserted or the gun fired.

PLATE 42.

BREECH-LOADING WALL CANNON.

Since this part of our discussion is primarily on gun tubes, it is
sufficient to mention merely the existence of a tube open at both
ends, in this century of muzzle-loading guns. Another type of
breech-loading gun used perhaps before this is shown in Plate 43.
This open tube was fastened to a heavy timber or cradle, at the rear
end of which a stop of some variety was provided. The breech
blocks or 'cups were then simply wedged between this stop and the

. gun tube. It is probable that the accidents that resulted from thi~
type of construction resulted in the development of the type de-
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scribed above. Neither design proved satisfactory because the crude
workmanship made it impossible to secure any satisfactory degree
of obturation and the gasses must have annoyed the gunners ex-
ceedingly. Open-tube guns appeared periodically from that time
on, but were not adopted. permanently until about 1850.

111. Following are comments on references to the construction and
use of cannon in the fourteenth century. These comments serve to
give one a proper appreciation of the status of the art of making
cannon as well as of the science of artillery.

A. The Chronicles of ~fetz mention in 1324 that powder, pro-
jectiles, and cannon are being used in the service oI'the city and does
not seem to consider them in any way extraordinary.

B. An act of the Government of the Republic of Florence of the.,
of the' date of 1326 authorizes the casting of balls and eannon for
use in the defense of camps and land of the Republic.

C. In 1338 there existed in the Arsenal of the Royal Marine at
Rouen, France, a cannon" qui lancait de grosses fleches appelees

PLATE 43.

PORTABLE BREECH LOADER FOR WOOD PARAPETS.

carreauz avec Ie poudre a. canon." The powder was made 'of 1
poundof saltpeter and one-half pound of "soufre de melanges." ,
, D. In 1375 a cannon was made at Caen, France, of 2,110 pounds

of iron and 200 pounds of steel. The steel was probably a tube made
by welding together a number of rods and was cast into the gun as
the powder chamber. .

E. A manuscript that' was in the Asiatic museum in Petrograd
at the beginning of the WorId vVar and probably compiled by
Shems ed Din :Mohammed in about 1320 shows tubes'for firing both
arrows and balls by means of powder.

F. A manuscript preserved in Christ Church Library, OXford,
shows a crude gun shaped like a bottle and used to discharge a dart ..

, G. Two frescoes in the church of the former monastery of St.
Leonardo, in Lecetto; near Siena, which were painted by Paolo sel

.~faestro Neri in 1340, show a large cylindrieal cannon discharging
a spherical proj ectile, and some hand guns.

H. In 1331 cannon were used by the l\'Ioors in the siege of Ali-
cante. In 1342 cannon were. used again by the Moors in the de- .
fense of Al~eciras against Alphonso XI of Castile.
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1. Guns were used by the English in the battle of Crecy in 1346.
J. Two bombardes on wheeled carriages were used by the Vene-

tians in the siege of Inero in 1376.
112. Fifteenth century cannon.-The fifteenth century opens with

the British, Belgians, and French in the possession of small open-
tube or breech-loading" wall" cannon, of wrought iron and bronze,
small muzzle-loading bronze mortars cast integral with the base, and
at the elevations of 45°, bronze and wrought-iron field guns of rela-
tively small caliber, and the great wrought-iron" bombardes" such
as the'Dulle Griet, of 25-inch caliber, some of which at least were
mounted on wheeled carriages. Practically all nations had gotten
as far as they could in the development of wrought-iron guns and

PLATE 44.

LARGE CALIBER CANNON OF EARLY BREECH-LOADING TYPE.

little further was done. There are no records at hand that indicate
further development in the use of this metal until about 1850, when
the' practice of coiling long rods of wrought iron about a mandril
and then welding the coil into a cylinder was adopted. Considerable
progress was made, however, in the art of casting in bronze, and in,
1468a great" bombard" was cast, apparently by the Turks, of bronze
in Constantinople. This" bombard" is in two pieces; Plate 44. It
has a bore of 2'5 inches diameter and a powder chamber with inside
diameter of 10 inches. The two pieces are screwed together. One of
the proj ectiles used was a granite shot weighing 672 pounds. The
~run complete weighs 181 tons. These guns were made to serve as
" coast defense" guns and were so placed as to prevent the passage of
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PLATE 45.

CAST CANNON OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY'.
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the Dardanelles. They were in use even as late as 1807,when a Brit-
ish squadron under Sir ;John Duckworth forced the straits. In this
engagement 6 men-of-war, (wood) were more or less damaged and
126 men killed or wounded by these massive stone projectiles. Other
cannon typical of this period are shown in Plate 45. '

'113. Sixteenth century cannon.-At the beginning of the century
we find' the great 'cast-bronze and forged wrought-iron bombardes '
still popular. The art of casting in bronze had been developed during
the previous century' to' the point of casting the great tubes weighing
as much as 18 tons. Early in this century the greatest gull;that prob-

. ably was ever made was cast in }foscow. This was the great so-called
Mortar 'of Moscow, having a bore of 36 inches and a powder chamber
tapering from 19 to 18 inches. Its total length was 18 feet. The
wrought-iron grin Dulle Griet was 197 inches, as compared with the

. 216 inches of this cast gun. This gun or mortar was, of course, used
to throw stone projectiles. A sphere of gramte 36 inches in diameter
would weigh about 2,200 pounds. No' records are available to indi.
cate the weight of this gun nor the methods of, handling it. It is
assumed that it waS simply trussed up as the other. bombardes and
kept at one elevation at least during anyone engagement.

114. Early in this century one finds th~ use of metal projectiles
becoming more common as a consequence of the more general produc-
tion and use' of casting iron. The introduction and more general use

. of metal projectiles had the effect of putting into disuse the great
bombardes by, the middle of the century and the substitution of long
cast-bronze and forged wrought-iron cannon of much smaller caliber ..
In 1544 a bronze cannon of 4.75-inch caliber and of the even at
present unusual length of 58 calibers was 'c~st at Utrecht and pre- ,
sented by Charles V to IIenry VIII. This cannon i~ now in Dover
Castle and has acquired the facetious name of "Queen Elizabeth's

..Pocket Pistol.". (The small hand gun termed it "pistol" is said to
have gotten its name from the fact that such arms were first made in
Pistoia, Italy.) The longer high-powered cast and forged cannon
using the metal projectiles were really as powerful as the rather
feeble large-caliber bombardes. The mobility of the smaller cannon

. caused them to supplant the great unwieldy type.' . I . :

, 115. In this development of the art of casting both in bronze and
iron we see also the appearance of trunnions more/generally, and
in fact guns of' this century came generally to be supported on
their' crude carriages by means of, trunnions. , The mortars were
cast with trunnions practically flush 'with the breach end, Plate 46,
and were mounted on heavy timber platforms with, grooves in .
which the trunnions rested' and wedges. in front for changing the
elevation. Iron founders were introduced into. En~land for the

-
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PLATE 46.

SIXTEENTH CENTURY MORTARS AND MOUNTS.
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purpose of casting cannon in about 1540. The art of casting in
iron was more highly developed on the Continent than in England.
As the art of casting and forging became more highly developed
during this century and guns were made in relatively larger num-
bers, there was some attempt at the establishment of standard cali-
bers. This did not get very far, but the sixteenth century must
be given the credit for starting it. Some little work was done also
in developing schemes for preventing the escape of gases past the
projectiles. Round and cylindrical projectiles were coated with
lead and rammed laboriously down the bores of the guns.

116. Probably the most notable discovery for which the century
should be remembered is that of rifling. Rifles, presumably hand,
are said to have been invented by August J(otter, of Nuremberg, in
1520. Since the evidence is good, one may accept this statement
as a fact, or as at least indicating the earliest knowledge of the
principle of rifling early in this century. The unexplained question
is how it was discovered. One theory' is that the first rifled hand-
guns had straight grooves which were introduced in an attempt
to secure better obturation with a lead bullet than had been secured
with a smoothbore gun~ A modification of the straight grooves to
curved, still with the desire of securing better obturation, brought
about results in the stabilizing of a cylindrical bullet that had not
been expected. This really seems a tenable theory. The only other
on which one could work would be a recognition of the principle
of the gyroscope and its application to gun projectiles. Since the,
princi pIe of the gyroscope does not seem to have been recognized
until nearly 1750, it does not seem reasonable to connect a recog-
nition of this principle with the spiral grooving of the first .guns.
Further, cannon were being developed by men of the trade guilds
and not by the mathematicians or so-called scientists, and though
highly skilled these tradesmen rarely had any education of. letters
or appreciation of the application of the various principles of me-
chanics. It appears, therefore, that the discovery of the merits
of rifling must have been through accident, and one should not
consider this so surprising, for many more wonderful principles have
been discovered through stranger acciden1s.

117. The principle of rifling was not generally adopted during
the sixteenth century nor in fact for several centuries afterwards.
Rifles. were introduced into several continental armies during the
seventeenth century, but in each case were withdrawn, principally
because of the excessive time required to load them. In those few
cannon that were rifled during this century two, three; or four
grooves were provided and the projectiles, solid, were fitted with
soft metal lugs to fit into the grooves. The guns were relatively

734-23-6
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weak and did not stand the pressures developed, and rifling did not
meet with tremendous favor.
, 118. The sixteenth century developments may be summarized as.

covering the casting of the largest caliber bombard ever made and
the gradual abandonment of the bombard as a type t.oo unwieldy
to retain, the development of extremely long cast-bronze and forged
wrought-iron small-caliber cannon, the introduction of metal pro-
jectiles, and the discovery of the principle of rifling. The use' of
trunnions to support guns 'on their carriages. became more com-
mon, and some little progress was made in the standardizing or the
calibers of cannon. Metal projectiles were also coated with lead
to secure better obturation. .
.' 119. Seventeenth century cannon.-During this century relatively,
little was done in the development of cannon. Some progress was
made in the art of casting, some little improvement was made in
the accuracy with which cannon were cast, cannon. beca~e some-
what more ornate, and quit.e a little was done in the standardizing
of sizes of cannon both as to bore and length. During this century
cannon were classified in England as cannon royal or double. cannon,
weighing about 8,000 pounds and shooting solid shot of 60, 62, and
63 .pound~; whole cannon, weight 7,000 pounds, shooting solid shot
of 38, 39, and 40 pounds; and demi cannon,weight 6,000 pounds,
.and firing shot of 28 or 30 pounds. These cannon were also styled
cannon 'or 6, 7, and 8.. Incidentally the earliest use of the word
"cannon" (L~ canna, tube) to indicate a piece or artillery seems
to have been in 1474. qannon or a weight less than 6,000 pounds
were called culverin, saker, ralcon, 24 pounds, 4-pounders, etc., re-
spectively. There is a record that (jromwell took with him to
Ireland two cannon of 8, two cannon of 7, two. demi cannon, and
two 24-pounders. . .' .

120. The indications are that by the beginning or the seventeenth
century cannon tubes had gotten considerably ahead or carriages,
ammunition, projectiles,. and the science or artillery in general.
This may account for the lack or development in design of cannon

.tubes during both this and most of the next century. It will be
remembered that the first shell were used late in the sixteenth cen-
tury and were developed to a higher degree during the seventeenth.
Fuses received more attention, and multiple. shot, "chain" and
~'case," were first employed. Coast, or. fort guns were mounted on
wood carriages such as is illustrated in Plate. 47. These guns were
generally supplied with trunnions and were capable or bein~ elevated
a rew degrees by means or the wedge under the breech end. Iron
breech-loading guns were also in use, but chiefly on ships in restricted
places where it would be ne~rly imp?ssible to load them rrom the
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muzzle. Such guns were without trunnions and were mounted on
,- the original type of wood cradle, which was in this case grooved on
. the underside to permit it to slide on the traversing or directing bar
pivoted at its front end. Both the bronze and iron cannon were cast
heavier during this century, Plate 48, because of the greater strength
of the grained or corned powder that came into use. The larger
cannon were of course made of cast iron, while the smaller field guns
were made of bronze. .

121. Eighteenth century cannon.-This century,' as the last, is
marked largely by refinement in design, increase in weight of guns,
improvement in the quality of materials used, and improvement in
the methods employed in casting and machining cannon tubes. The
breech-loading gun was still more. of a curiosity than otherwise;
cast iron and steel were both looked upon with disfavor, more be-

PLATE 47.
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cause of ignorance of the proper principles of the design of guns
than from any fault of the metal. Bronze was considered the best
material available. Little further improvement had been made in
powder. It is true, however, that rifled muzzle-loading cannon
were coming gradually more into favor, and considerable improve-
ment was made in the design of carriages.. This will be discussed
later under that heading ..

122. Some quotations from the book written by Louis de Toussard
at the end of this century' on the methods employed in the casting
of cannon will be of interest. It has been mentioned that de Tous-
sard was an officer in the army of General Washington and wrote
this book at the request of the general. He describes in great de-
tail the methods and formulas for the' making of powder and the
furnaces and machinery used in manufacturing cannon. Following
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are some extracts from this book with copies of some of his
illustrations:

SECTION III.-ToUSSARD'S ARTILLERIST.

ON THE CASTING OF CANNON AND MORTARS.

Cannon were formerly cast. with a core, for .which purpose a
shaft of iron, covered with clay and supported at the breech by
an iron frame with three legs, was placed In the center of the mould.
But, notwithstanding all the precautions taken to place this core
with precision, the bore was never perfectly straight,nor was the
thickness uniform, because the core could not sustain the fall and,
heat of so great a quantity of metal without bending and warping
considerably. Chambers or cavities were also occasioned by the
air contained in the clay. round the shaft, which the heat expands,
and which lodges in the piece, finding no ,issue when the metal has
passed it. To. obviate these defects, guns are now cast solid, by,
which method the bores are always straight, and the chambers very
rare.1. Yet even this method of casting is said to be attended with de- "-
fects. The tin, which cools last (because the heat of the copper
keeps it a long time in fusion), escapes in great quantity as the .
copper assumes a certain' consistency, and the ,parts nearest the
mould always cool first. The tin then runs towards the center in
a greater proportion than is necessary to make brass of the best
quality; so that, after havin~ taken out with the cutters a cylinder
of met.al sufficient to form the bore of the piece, the remainder of
the mass of metal has no longer a well-proportioned mixture. "

The custom of turning the pieces, that the bore may be concen.tric
with the exterior surface, has also its inconveniences; it takes away
a great part or the whole of the exterior crust, which is extremely
hard, because the parts of the metal nearest the mould, cooling first,
have retained the tin, which is there divided in the due proportion.
These reasons have induced those who do not wish to attribute the
destruction of the guns to the concussions of the balls in the bore to
think that they are ruined. because only the softest part remains.
But, even were this satisfactorily proved, still the straightness of
the bore, and their greater accuracy in firIng, fully counterbalances
the diminution in the duration of the cannon.2

1In the method of casting with a core, as well I\S in that of casting solid, the air in-
closed in the mould and expanded by the heat occasions chambers. It is thought that
this would be avoided if the melted metal, instead of falling from the top of the mould,
were to enter below; the air would then easily escape as fast as the metal would rise in
the mOUld.

1I It is a fact well known, that in almost all substances which are cast in moulds,
passing from a state of fluidity to that of solIdity, their mass varies in hardness,
becoming more porous as it approaches the axis of the mass; and this increases in pro-
,portion to the bulk. Cannon cast soUd ought then, according to this rule, to have more
density and force at their exterior surface than on the sides of the bores which are
nearer the axis of the mass; and this diminution of density and force should be greater
in proportion in the larger than in the smaller calibers, on account of the increase of
bulk. It follOWS,therefore, that with an equal pressure of the elastic fluid, the sinking
of the metal under the projectile, or by its concussions, must be greater in the larger
than in the smaller calibers. To conclude, it should be added to this, 1st, -..hat with
an equal density of the mixture, the lodgment of the ball, the pernicious effect of this
inevitable force of pressure, must be more speedy in proportion to the size of the piece;
2d, that with an equal velocity, the concussions are proportioned to the weights of the
projectiles; they must, therefore, be more violent and destructive in the 24 than in the
16 pounders, and more in these last than in the 12 pounders, etc.;, 3d, the concussions
are not only more violent in the large g"Uns,as has just been shown, but they also hegin
sooner and are more frequent. (Martill1ere.)

' 
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Cores do not cause the same inconveniences in mortars; therefore
it appears that it would be advantageous to cast them all in this
manner, and to take off as little as possible of the sides of the bore
in smoothing them. It is certain that mortars, by this method, would
have a_greater power of resistance, and consequently a longer dura-
tion. However, 10-inch mortars for short ranges, those of 8 inches,
and howitzers, are cast solid and afterwards bored. There are, there-
fore, only the 12-inch mortars, those of 10 inches for great ranges,
and stone mortars, that are cast with a core. For this operation the
~ould is suspended above the core, which is introduced into it in
such a manner that no part of it' remains after the casting, as was
sometimes practised in the casting of cannon when the base of the
core remained sunk in the metal. This method, the reverse of that
formerly employed in the fabrication of cannon with the core, re-

,quires much care and art to execute it with .accuracy. The excess of
metal is taken off with the last cutter after its axis has been deter-
mined, and the piece is turned in the same manner as other firearms.

In the field 12, 8, and 4 pounders the axis of the trunnions passes
through the center of the bore. Some affirm that if the upper line
of those trunnions passed through the center of the bore, as in the
24 and 16 'pounders, they would be more solid; because in casting,
the metal, having reached the height of the trunnions, is obliged to
divide or separate to supply the dolphins and trunnions, and the
mixture being altered in cooling, this part of the reinforcement not
having sufficient thickness, and not beIng capable of being supplied
like the rest from the metal above, is therefore less dense than the
breech and chace. Besides, if the trunnions were placed as they
propose, the cannon would be more elevated above the cheeks of the
carriage, which could not but be advantageous for their service in
the field.

It has long been an object of attention to discdver some method
of ameliorating the castings, and of giving to the brass such a power
of resistance as to make it capable of longer service. There have
been firearms cast according to the processes of able founders, who
had exercised' their art 20 years in Austria, which had very great
power of resistance; among others some field 4 pounders which
were fired 5,000 times without being injured.,

These proofs were renewed in 1786, and the 4 and 8 pounders of
the same founders were superior to those of the ancient casting,
having, with the others, been fired 3,000 times, with less injury.
The 12 pounders had not the, same advantage over those, of the
ancient casting; 916 discharges entirely ruined the former, while
the latter were yet serviceable after having been fired 2,400 times.

All these fieldpieces wer~ proved with the same kind of fixed
shot used in war. ' This method preserves the guns very much.
The ball with the shoe forms,a cylinder which slides along the bore, ,
and, which not being liable to any rotatory motion, does 'not.produce
those violent concussions which very soon destroy the gun. The
shoe does not separate from, the ball'till it has left the piece; an'
evidence of this is that in these proofs the greatest part of the shoes
were found, either whole or broken, at 50, 60, and 100 yards from
the butt, whereas by themselves they could not have gone 30 yards
from the piece, owing to the resistance of the air. In this case reason
agrees with experience, since a 4 pounder (one of those' which were
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fired 3,000 times with fixed shot) was destroyed in 576 discharges
(without the shoe).

The proof of this is more evident in the 24 and 16 J?ounders, some
of which were destroyed in 37 shots, others in 50, one In 150, another
in 720, one in 825, another of the same casting as the last, and as
that which was destroyed in 37 discharges, was fired 3,400 times.
It would be wrong, therefore, to attribute their rapid destruction.
merely to the quality of the metal. There are manv cannon' of
large calibers, and of ancient casting, which have been used a long
time, and which may be serviceable much longer.

Let us examine the proceedings previous to the fusion of the metal
in the furnace.

OF THE PROCEEDIl"GS IN THE FABRICATION.

The princiJ?al operations in the casting of artillery consist, 1st,
in the modellIng; 2d, in'the fusing and casting of the metal; 3d, in
the boring; 4th, in the piercing of the' vent and repair of imper-
fections in the casting; and 5thly, in the proof and visits which
insure the quality of the same guns.

We will treat these parts separately, but as succinctly as the limits
of this publication will allow. "\;Vithout speaking of the moulds
in earth, which are sufficiently known in this country, we will begin
with the moulds in sand. .

M01..TLDSIN SAND.

When the moulds are made in sand, the model of the piece, with
the spruce, is of copper or iron.3 The first of these metals is prefer-
able, because its surface is smoother, and it is more easily drawn
from the sand. The model is divided into pieces, which are moulded
separately, and the division is such that each piece may easily be
drawn out. Each piece has a flask of cast iron, nearly of the same
height as itself, and composed of two parts which 'are joined length-
wise and fastened together with pins and keys. The model is placed
in the center of the flask, and the interval filled with sand, tempered
with clay, which is well rammed to give it a sufficient hardness. '

The brass model is hollow, as well to diminish its weight as for the
convenience of working. If the piece is to have some projecting
parts, as the trunnions or astragal, etc., the models of these objects
are applied to that of the cannon, and fastened there with screws
which are turned in the interior of the' model. 'Vhen the 'piece is
moulded the screws are unfixed and the models withdrawn. The
different parts of the mould are then dried in a stove, after which a
coat of coal dust, diluted with water, is spread over the interior. In
this state the parts of the mould are let down successively into the
pit, where they are placed upon each other and fastened together
with pins and keys; the mould is then ready to receive the metal.

ThIS slight description is far from being sufficient for those who
wish to put into execution the moulding in sand. 'Ve will, therefore,
enter into the details respecting each part that- we may deem neces-
sary.

8 In the French national foundries the modelS are of pewtp.r.

-

-
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COi\"STHCCTlO.' OF THE Jo"IASKS.

The cast-iron flask of a cannon mould is composed of as many
parts, or particular flasks, as thcre arc picces in the model. Each of
these flasks is divided into two parts lengthwise of the cannon, that
the cannon may be easily cleared of the sand which envelops it when
it is cast; and round each of the parts there are projecting edges, by
means of which the whole may be put together and fastened with pins
and keys. The longitudinal and straight edges serve to unite the two
hal yes of one flask. and the circular edges conned two adj acent flasks.
It is evident that these edges must be pierced with holes in which the

PLATE 49.

CAST CANNON AND MOLD.

corresponding pins must enter, and that the edges, which are to be
in contact, must exactly correspond, Plate 49.

1'0 cast the parts of the flasks, a demicylinder, of the same diameter
and exterior form of the part to be cast, and some inches longer than
this J?art, is made in plaster or wood. The ends should be rounded
that It may easily be drawn from the sand. At each of these ends is
made a groove from six to nine lines in breadth, and as much in
depth, according to the caliber of the piece for which the flask is
designed; for instance, for a 30 pounder nine lines are given to these
grooves, and somewhat less for smaller calibers. In these grooves are
placed circular pieces of wood, 3 or 4 inches broad, which form the
connecting edges of two adjacent flasks. The whole being placed
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upon a wooden platform, a straight piece of board (of the _same
dimensions as the circular pieces) IS put on each side, and forms the
connecting edge of the parts of the same flask. A frame of wood, or
of cast iron, is then put o~ and the sand rammed into the intervals
in the ordinary manner. '.1he casting funnel is placed on the flask,
and the air holes made on the most elevated parts of the edges.

When this part of the mould is made, it IS raised up and turned.
The demicylinder of plaster or wood remains upon the platform,
and the straight as well as the circular pieces of wood remain in
the sand. The circular pieces form a projection equal to the part
that was in the groove of the demicylinder. The space between
these projections is filled with small straight pieces of wood of the
same thickness as the projection. The second part of the frame is
put on, the sand is rammed as usual and the mould turned over. It
is then opened, all the little pieces of board (which readily quit the
sand) are drawn out, and the mould is finished.

These parts of the flask are cast without drying the moulds.
Care should be taken not to ram the sand too much.

To avoid the trouble of piercing holes for the handles and for
the pins, which serve to unite the parts of the flask after the iron
is cold, small parcels of earth are used, which will produce holes in
the casting; but then great attention should be paid that these par-
cels of earth may be so placed that the holes shall exactly correspond.

The flask, which corresponds to that part of the model in which
the trunnions are to be formed, must have two arms, one on each
half of the flask, in which the trunnions should. be moulded. To'
mould these arms, it is necessary to adjust to the demicylinder an
octagonal box, and to make it pretty large in order that the two
parts of the mould (that of the interior and that of the exterior)
may be easily drawn out. '

The flask of the breech cannot be cast in this manner; it should
have nearly the same profile as this part of the cannon; it is turned
with patterns made with two boards in which the profile is cut, one
for the interior and the other for the exterior.

The handles of each part of the flask, .and the connecting pins and
keys, are riveted while hot.4

OF THE MODELS.

The surfaces of the several pieces of the model should be very
smooth and straight. If .there are any cavities in the middle, the
model cannot be drawn from the mould.

Each piece should, be a little longer than the corresponding part
of the cannon, on '1c'countof the contraction of the metal in cooling.
This contraction, which is not exactly the same in all cast iron, is
estimated at three-quarters of a line to a foot of the length. Its
effect on the diameter is too inconsiderable to deserve much attention.

The points of division of the model or pieces are, 1st, at the
breech; 2d, at the first reinforce; 3d, at the second reinforce;
4th, at the chace; 5th, at the tulip or swelling of the muzzle; and
all these pieces, placed in their proper order upon each other,

'Tbe explanations wbicb are annexed to tbe eigbt additi()nal plates render it unneces-
sary to multIply references in tbis cbapter.
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should represent the complete model with its sprucehead. To pre-
:vent the different pieces from experiencing any derangement in the
ope,ration of moulding, they are joined to each other by a gorge and
groove nearly in the manner of the two parts of a snuffbox. This
gorge and groove should be some lines in depth, and that part of
the piece which is to be introduced into the contiguous piece, should
be in addition to the length of the first, so that the two pieces, when
united, may both be of the determined length.

'Ve have already mentioned how the models of the projecting parts
are adjusted; a few additional observations, however, must be made
on the astragal. If the model of the astra gal was a circle in one
piece, with the necessary moulding, after having drawn from the
mould the model of the part of the cannon to which the astragal
belongs, this circle would remain in the sand, and it would be im-
possible to take it out. This circle then must be divided into several
parts, which are taken out separately. It is generally divided into
three parts; but this division should not be made in cuts directed
from the circumference- to the center because the different parts'
would then be joined like the stakes of an arch, and it would be
impossible to take them out. They should be cut in an eccentric
and slanting direction, that the pieces may then be taken out with
ease. It is evident that each part must be screwed separately on
the body of the model.

OF THE SAND.

Nature seldom produces a sand perfectly proper for moulding;
but when the qualities which sand ought to have are known it is
never difficult to compose one which may have every requisite.

1. The sand must not be of such a nature as to be melted by the
great heat which it experiences from the melted metal; for it then
vitrifies at the surface, forms protuberances, of which it is difficult to
clear the metal.

2. There should not be too much clay in it, because it would con-
tract too much in drying. .

3. It should be rough and angular; for if its particles were
round they. could not unite, and they would not hold together in the
moulding.

4. The sand should not be pure, because there would be no ad-
herence in it, and it would not preserve the form given to it. .

Therefore, to compose a sand which may possess all the necessary
qualities, we must choose that which is. quartzy, angular, rather
coarse, and very refractory; that is, which will not vitrify even
with the greatest heat; then moisten it with water in which some
clay has been diluted, and mix it well. .There. is clay enough in the
composition, when, if we take a handful while it is yet moist, squeeze
it, and then open the hand, the mass retains the form given to it
by the compression. . ,. '

'Vhen the baking which it is necessary to give the moulds, and.
the heat of the metal, have hardened the clay and deprived it of

. its adhesive quality, it is moistened with water in which a little clay
. is diluted. By this means the same sand will last a long time. But
if sand is not to be procured, sifted cement may be used in following
the preceding process, provided the burnt earth (of which the
cement is made) is sufficiently refractory not to vitrify by the heat
of the metal in fusion.

-
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OF THE MOULDING.

The moulding of a cannon. is begun by taking the model of
the breech, which is placed on a wooden platform; the model, with
the part of the flask that is to envelop it, is then covered, and the
sand rammed between them. When that is done, the whole is
turned over, and the surface of the sand compressed between the
model and the flask is sprinkled with pulverized charcoal, in order
that the sand of the succeeding piece may not adhere to it when
it is necessary to separate them to draw the parts of the model
from the interior of the mould.

Then, by means of a crane, Plate 50, which is placed in a con-
venient situation for this purpose, the model of the first reinforce
is put gently on that of the breech, so that the gorge of the one
may enter exactly into the groove of the other. The flask of the

PLATE 50.

----,

M.Nilj- ;,• ,- .. I

en rF'Et..i'i'~

TYPES OF CRANES USED IN GUN FACTORY.

first reinforce is afterwards raised with the crane, so as to pass over
its model and let down gently until it rests upon the flask of the
breech, taking care to turn it so that the holes in its lower edge'
may correspond with those in the edge of the flask of the breech.

That being done, the sand. is rammed in between the' model and
the flask with wooden rammel's. The sand must be put in gradually;
if too much is thrown in at once, only the upper part will. "be
rammed; the low~r part will not be sufficiently hardened, and will
not be able to resist the pressure of the metal in fusion, which
will cause considerable inequalities in the surface of the gun. .The
rammel'S should be so small as not to strike upon too great a surface,
in order that the moulding may be more complete. When one
piece is entirely moulded, the model and flask of the contiguous
piece is put upon it, for which the same means are used, and thus
in succession until the sprucehead is moulded. . ,

The trunnions are moulded at the side, and this part of the flask
is then closed by a plate at each end which is fastened with pin~
to the"other parts of the mould. .

-
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The iron guns cast for the Navy have no. other projecting
parts but the trunnions and astra gals ; those of brass for the land
service have dolphins. The most convenient. manner of moulding
them is to screw the models of the dolphins, full and without any
void, on the models of the piece; for this purpose the flask must have
a swelling in this part which affords the necessary space. Small
pieces are then moulded separately, which have exactly the form
of the void of the dolphins; and when the models of the piece and of
the full dolphins are drawn from the mould, these small pieces are
introduced into the place which they are to occupy. They should
enter, like a drawer, into spaces made for that purpose by the models
of the full dolphins. By this simple process we may dispense with
a series of operations which require much attention and address.

When a flask is put upon another which has just been filled with
sand, care must be taken to place between the two flasks three small
wooden wedges half a line in thickness, to prevent the two parts of
the flask from touching; because the sand withdraws a little in dry-
ing, and when the mould is' afterwards placed for casting, there
might be, without this precaution, an interval between the sand of
the two parts of the flask, through which the metal might run out.
Besides the piece would run the risk of not being perfectly straight.
These wedges also serve to dress the flasks in such a manner that the
model may always be in the center.

The moulding being finished, the mould is taken to pieces in
order to draw out the different parts of the model. For this purpose
all flasks are successively raised with the crane, which carry with
them the sand and models which they contain; they, are let down
upon the ground and turned so that the large end may be uppermost.
The screws which fasten the proj eeting parts to the model are then
taken from the interior, if there are any; the model is then struck
with a wooden mallet in order to detach it from the sand. It is
raised gently with the crane, and care taken that it does not oscillate
against the sand, the form of which it would spoil. If this accident
happens, it must be repaired by putting in sand with a small trowel;
this additional part must be made to adhere to the first by means of
long pins of iron wire. .

The flasks, after the models have been taken out~ are carried to
the stove to be dried.

OF THE STOVE.

The stove is a room 10 or 12 feet square, lined on the inside with
brick work, if possible, and arched. There is a hole in the arch to
let the smoke out. In the middle of this chamber is an iron grate, in
the form of a millhopper, 5 feet square at the top, diminished towards
the bottom, and composed of iron bars an inch square in which wood
or stonecoal is burned.

rhe moulds are ranged round this grate. There may be several
rows on the top. of each other; but they must be supported by iron
bars, the ends of which are fastened in the walls.

It requires about 15 hours to dry the moulds with a pretty
strong heat. They must not, however, be made red hot, because that
would strain the flasks and soon destroy them.

I
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\Vhen the moulds are taken' out of the stove, and before they are
put together, it is necessary to give them the coat of pulverized
charcoal, diluted with clayed water, for which purpose a long-
haired brush is used. As this mixture dries as fast as it is put on,
care should be taken not to pass the brush several times over the
same spot., because it would occasion unequal'thicknesses ...

OF .'THE CRANE.

(Plate 50.)

. The pieces of the model of a cannon, and the' parts of the flask
corresponding to them, are very heavy. They must be placed upon
each other with care, and without violence. In a cannon furnace
it is therefore indispensable to establish a crane to facilitate the
work as ,well as to save the number of hands which would other-
wise be wanted at some moments, and which at other times would
have nothing to do.

This crane should have an arm at least 10 feet long and should
be about 15 or 16 feet high. There should be at the end of the
arm a pulley, the rope of which should wind. round an horizontal
windlass, fixed to the vertical shaft of the crane. It is also neces-
sary to adjust a cogwheel to the axis of this windlass and a small
pinion to the handle by which it is turned.

The crane should serve not only to move the pieces of the models
and the flasks for the operation' of moulding, but also to place the
parts of the mould in the pit, and to draw out the cannon when
cast. The vertical shaft ought to be placed in such a manner that,
in turning, the end of the arm may be placed over the pit, and over
every part of the space in which they work.

SECTION v.
OF FURNACES, AND FUSIN'G OF IRON METAL.

The mould being placed in the pit, if the piece is small, or if the
crucible of the furnace contains metal enough for the casting, a
canal is formed to conduct the metal from the hole into the crucible
of the furnace to the mouth of the mould, and which is so lengthened
that the metal may fall vertically' into the mould. . The earth of
this gutter should not be too~ry because the metal would carry' it
into the mould; neither ought:it to be too wet, as this would occa-
sion explosions which might cause the' casting to fail; it has the
proper moisture when it can be beaten and smoothed at the surface.
The gutter is traversed by a thin piece of board, which, sinking a
little into the stream of the metal, stops the scoria which float on
the surface, and suffer only the pure metal to pass. vVhen the
mould is full to the top of. the spruce, the stream is stopped by
dri ving the dam into the ground. .. .

The crucibles of blast furna~es do not contain metal enough for
large pieces, each of which requires a casting of ten or eleven
thousand pounds. This is remedied by building. near the blast
furnace one or more air furnaces fourneaux a reverbere, which are
only intended to reflux the metal coming from other founderies, .
and. to supply the quantity required for the casting. The gutters
of these furnaces are unIted to that of the blast furnace. Thp.
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crucibles of the air furnaces are first pierced, because the metal,
acquiring more tenacity at the second smelting, is better calculated
for the breech of the piece, which should be capable of the great.est
resistance. The crucible of the blast furnace is then pierced in
order to finish the chace and the spruce; in such manner, however,
that there may be no interval between the flowing of the two streams.

Air furnaces are heated with a combustible matter which pro-
duces flame. The fire is not animated by bellows; its activity is
excited by the draught of air, which is the greater in proportion
to the height of the chimney. To reach the chimney, the flame is
obliged to strike the metal, which is placed on an inclined hearth,
and as it melts, runs and collects in the crucible of the furnace.

The art of smelting iron in an air furnace consists principally
in the quickness with which it is put in fusion. This metal easily
loses the coal which it has absorbed in the blast furnace, and, if it
is kept long in the fire before the degree of heat is sufficient to
melt it, it loses its fusibility; it is, therefore, requisite that the fur-
nace, should have a form which may receive, in the shortest time,
the greatest degree of heat .

. The name of reverberatory, given to these furnaces, arose fI'om
the opinion that the vault of this furnace reflected the flame upon
the metal, and increased the temperature, and hence great im-
portance was attached to the form of the vaillt. .This form should be
such as to be firm and last a long time; but it has no effect on the
temperature. 'Vhat chiefly contributes to give a very high degree
of heat is the smallness of capacity of the furnace. It is much more
difficult to raise a large space than to raise a small one to a given
temperature. The principal attention, therefore, in the construction
of air furnaces is to suppress all useless capacity and to avoid
all cavities which are not absolutely necessary. It must also be ob-
served that the volume of the flame, diminishing in proportion to the
distance from the body in combustion, the dimensions of the in-
terior arch of the furnace should also diminish from the grate to the
chimney. ,

The furnace, exclusive of the chimney, is composed of three'
principal parts-the fireplace, the hearth, and the crucible.

The grate of the fireplace is very broad, and should have a.
greater surface than the interior arch of the furnace, even at the
broadest part; it should be placed 8 inches below the level of the
hearth. If the coals be small, the grate must be raised 5 inches; for
this purpose, the two lintels, which support the bars of the grate,
should be set in a groove made in the brick work, that they may
be raised or lowered at pleasure, in order that as little a weight
at the other end, by means of which it is easily raised or lowered.
The third door is placed at the back part of the furnace about the
crucible; through this door the metal is stirred when in fusion to
mix it and render its quality uniform throughout. Through this
door they also take out the metal in ladles for some small castings.
This door is closed by a square' of burnt earth, in the middle of
which a hole is formed, by means of which the interior of the
furnace may be viewed and the state of the fusion ascertained.
This hole is also closed with earth. The crevices at the sides of
the two last doors are closed' with mould sand.
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When the smelting is to take place, the furnace is heated till.
the interior is white hot and till the sand of the hearth begins to
vitrify, which is known by striking upon it with an. iron bar. This
precaution is necessary to prevent the metal from sinking into the
sand. .

When the furnace is heated to this' degree, it is charged with as
much as 5,000 weight of metal in pieces. The charge is put in with
the utmost expedition, that the interior of the furnace may not
be too much cooled during the operation.

To facilitate the operation of charging, it is advantageous to
have the pigs cast in the blast furnace of about 100 weight; how-
ever, much larger pieces may be put in, as fragments of old cannon
and the spruces of those which have been previously cast. The
furnace being charged, the crevices of the doors are stopped up, and
in two or three hours the metal should be entirely fused and collected
in the bath of the crucible.

'''hen the broken pieces which compose the charge are rusty, which
is generally the case, the oxygen of this oxyd attached itself to the
coat contaIned in the metal and burns it; the metal purifies at the
surface, and having lost part of the coal which rendered it fusible,
it assumes only the clammy form, and the outside of the pieces remain
in a lump upon the hearth. In this case, a moment before the cast-
ing, the door is a little opened and this mass is raised with a bar to
facilitate the running of the parts which are in fusion into the bath
of the crucible. .

The name of carcas is given to the masses which thus resist the
fusion. This iron, which has undergone the purification to a cer-
tain degree, should be carried to the forge to be wrought into bars.

Several castings may be made successively by taking the precau-
tion to clean the floor of the furnaces, and to remove all the scoria
which may remain there. In this case some sand must be spread
over the hearth, the door of which is then shut in order to heat it
before it is charged.

In what has been said, we have supposed that the air furnaces
ought to be heated with stone coal. As the activity of this combus-
tible is very great (because it contains a great quantity of inflam-
mable matter in a small bulk) the fusion is more rapid, and the metal
.in fusion experiences less alteration; therefore, whenever it can be
procured, stone coal should be preferred. But in countries where it
can not be had, air furnaces may be heated with wood. For this
purpose the grate of the fireplace must be placed lower, so that
between it and the wall of the hearth there may be the length of one
stick. The sticks are placed upright on the grate that their inflam-
mation may be more rapid and the action of the fire more powerful.
The wood is put in from above by means of an air opening made in
the furnace over the fireplace, which opening is shut with a lid as
soon as the wood is thrown in. Small wood only should be used,
so that the combustion may be more rapid.'

The casting being finished, the mould remains in the pit about 10
or 12 hours to give it time to cool and that it may be moved without
injury. .It is then raised from the pit, the flasks are taken off, and
the pie'ce is cleared of the sand which adheres to it. The piece is
then ready to be carried to the 1;>oringmill.

'.
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SECTION VI.

PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASTING OF BRASS CANNON.

The charge of the furnace consists commonly of old pieces of
cannon unfit for service, of metals remaining from preceding cast-
ings, and of new copper. The size of this charge is proportioned to
the moulds which are to be filled. The founder ought to know how
much is necessary for the casting, including the waste.

The metals should be so placed in an air furnace that the most
easy to melt may be least exposed to the fire and so that none may
fall in a lump before the furnace is sufficiently heated to receive
them without their hardening; otherwise the whole will form a cake
in such a manner that it will be impossible to discover the bricks
of the furnace to place them better; it then forms a thick crust
which no fire can penetrate; the casting then fails. This accident
should be more particularly avoided, as, besides the loss of the
moulds, that of the furnace is also a consequence, of which there are
many examples. But the founder ought to be acquainted with
every part of his profession, and should also be able to construct his
furnace with proper refractory earth for this purpose.

Everything being thus prepared the furnace is lighted, the fire
of which should be carufelly attended; for too much activity in this
element would produce the bad effects just mentioned.

The large pieces being in fusion, the new copper is put in. The
founder attends to the proper time of putting in the fresh charges,
and when the whole is melted the fire IS increased to such a degree
that all the heterogeneous particles are evaporated, which can only
take place after an entire fusion. .

A short time before the tin is put" in the fused metal is scummed
to clear it of the vitrified earths which float on the top. The pro-
portion is 11. pounds of tin to 100 of copper; this completes the
purification of the metal. .

The floating vitrified particles are nothing but a metallic calx,
which occasions loss by the particles of copper which it carries with
it and which are afterwards detached from it.

In order to give a clearer idea of a casting, we will give an ac-
count of. the operation.

Forty-four or forty-five thousand pounds of metal were put into
an air furnace; of this about 40,000 pounds were old castings, and
the rest new rosettes. II

The metal remained 20 or 21 hours in the furnace to acquire the
quality proper for the casting.6

Half an hour before casting the pure tin of Cornwall was put in,
and stirred with a long, stick the better to mix it with the copper.
Borings of brass guns were also used, and put in about three-quarters
of an hour before casting.

15 The rosettes are masses obtained by cooling the surface of the melted copper by the
application of a wet broom. The copper suddenly cooled hardens at the surface, and
forms a broad thin cake, which is taken off. The broken surface of the rosettes is
rough and the metal has not all the purity of which it is susceptible.

8 A casting was made the 23rd of June, 1786, under the dIrection of Messrs. Poitevln
and Douay. The charge of the furnace consisted of 33,130 pounds of old metal, 1,200
pounds of new copper, and 1,300 pounds of pure tin. The furnace was lit 25 hours
before the casting, a time which appeared nf'cessary. according- to the principles of tbe
founders, to obtain the best possible fusion of those metals.
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The quantity of metal put into the furnace ought to be double the'
weight of the guns when completed. For example, these forty-four
or forty-five thousand pounds were to make five 16 and two 8 pound-
ers, which when completed were to weigh from bventy to twenty-
three thousand; but it is necessary to consider the waste and the
heavy spruces which are afterwards melted again inother castings.
. vVhen the metals were sufficiently melted, the casting was begun.
For this purpose was suspended by its center a large wooden pole,
with a long piece of iron at the end which was made red hot; this
end entered a canal made at the bottom of the furnace. vVith this
pole they drove in an iron stopper which closed the. furnace at this
place; the metal then ran through brick canals to the moulds. These
canals were kept as hot as possible with coals till the moment of
casting. .

vVhen several pieces are to be cast, all these canals communicate
with each other; but the metal runs into but two moulds' at a time.
When the moulds are full, an iron plate, moved with a hook, is
lowered. The metal then runs into new canals to fill other moulds,
into which it. fulls as soon as two iron rods are raised, at the end of
which an iron stopper closes the orifice by which the metal enters.
The moulds are generally filled in four or five minutes.

The eart~ is ~emoved from about the casting the day following.
The mould IS raIsed, the cannon and spruce cut off, and the cannon
prepared for boring. .

SECTION VII.

OF BORING CANNON.

Cannon were formerly cast hollow by means of a core covered with
clay, which was placed in the middle of the mould, and kept in the
center of the gun, at the bottom, by means of three iron rods which
remained in the metal of the breech, so that when the core was taken
off, there was nothing further necessary than to cleanse the bore of
the gun with allezer. For this operation the gun was fixed vertically
in a grooved frame, with its mouth downwards; the allezer's rod
served as an axis to the machinery, which was made to turn by means
of two horses, or other power, and the weight of the gun torced it
down as fast as the allezer ,,'orked itself into the bore.' The pressure
occasioned by the weight of heavy pieces was modified by a ~ounter-
poise, as it would have been too powerful.

But the core
2

which formed the bore of the piece, was liable to
become excentnc, and would frequently occasion fissures, soufl\ures,
by restraining the arrangement of the metal, so as to. render the gun
defective; cannon is, therefore, now generally cast solid, afterwards
bored, and moulds are made without a core.

'~Iarit.z, an eminent founder at Strasbourg, is the first who thought
of boring guns horizontally, and to give them a circular motion,
instead of causing the cutters, forets, to turn. By this method
cannon are easily bored to their axis, and you can ascertain that
the bore is cent.ral when the rod of the cutter does not participate
in the motion of the piece; whereas if the cutter was made to t~lI'n,
and its direction not to coincide exactly with the axis of the pIece,
the gun might be bored off its center.

734-23--7
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Formerly, and even now, in the ancient foundries, the operation

was performed by using several cutters in succession until the gun
was bored to its caliber; each cutter increasing the diameter of six
or eight lines, after which the bore was cleansed and complet.ed with
the allezer. In the new foundries only one cutter is used. The'
bore is cut at first to its caliber, and then cleansed with the allezer.

The Plate 51 and their explanations are sufficient to indicate an
the proceedings which are made use of in the new horizontal horing
machine which is established at Chaillot, near Paris. It is put in
motion by means of a steam engine; but there is nothing in the com-
position of the machine but what will also answer with any other
mover, provided it is sufficiently powerful.7

'Vhile inspector of the artillery the author had an opportunity
of witnessing the exertions made at Cecil furnace by Col. Samuel
Hughes; at 1Vashington by Henry Foxall; in Philadelphia; at
Hope Furnace, in Providence, R. I.; Hanover Furnace, in Jersey,
et.c., by the persons who superintend these works, to improve even
upon the European machines. It is but justice to declare that these
horizontal boring machines have been carried by these gentlemen to
great degree of perfection in the United States, and that. out of
upwards of 2,000 cannon of different calibers, which, in the dis-
charge of his duty as inspector, he never was compelled to reject
a gun on account of a defect in the bore, which was bored in their
horizontal boring machines. . (The Author.)

123. In summarizing the accomplishments of this century we
find quite heavy guns being used for coast defense, most of them
being muzzle-loading and smoothbore, however. A few were breech-
loaders and a few were rifled. Plate 52 illustrates the advance made
in the carriages. And this, after all, is the one and perhaps only
significant respect in which one can expect to find coast artillery
distinctive. The fact that one should notice even at this compara-
tively late date is that ships and fort carriages were still practically
if not entirely the same. The real development that brought about
such sharp distinctions comes in the following century, when events
move so rapidly that one can hardly follow and determine the
sources of the inspirations resulting in new designs, applications
of new principles, etc.

124. Nineteenth century cannon, 1800-1850.-The quotation from
Toussard's book on Artillery above gives a fair conception of the
state of both the science of artillery and the art of making guns
in 1800. During the following 50 years there is little indication
of material advancement discernible in concrete results. The evi-
dence is, however, that as with an individual who is preparing a
treatise on any elaborate and complicated technical subject, every-
one who had any concern with guns, gun carriages, and all forms
or parts of equipment having to do with artillery was doing a tre-

'1 This new machine was first invented at Strasbourg and greatly improved by Mr.
Verbruggen, a Dutchman, who was chief founder at the royal foundry at 'Woolwich,
where probably the best horizontal boring machine, in Europe, has been lately estab-
lished: it bores both the inside, turns and polishes the outside at once. (eh. James.)
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mendous amount of thinking, putting together all or the discoveries
and inventions of the past centuries, with the hopeful and deter-
mined desire to finally cease dabbling with the science and art and
bring about a state wherein artillery might without stretching the
imagination be considered a science, amI the making of guns, car-
riages, etc., an art. During this period we produced in America
two types of guns known as Dahlgrens and Columbiads that indi-
cated some thinking in the proper direction. They represent merely
a tendency and have but little merit in themselves. During our

PLATE 52.

SEACOAST CARRIAGE OF THE LATE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Civil 'Val' we were using four types of guns on our boats and in our
fortifications. Perhaps it is not proper to call them all types. They
at least had distinctive names. These were the Dahlgrens, Colum-
biads, Parrots, and Armstrongs. A letter from General Lee to the
chief of ordnance in Hichmond in lSG2 is very interesting in this
respect:
Col. J. GORGAS,

Ohief of Ordnance Dept.
COLOXEL:Is there a possibility of constructing an iron-plateu.

battery, mounting a heavy gun on trucks, the whole covered with
iron, to move along the York River Hailroad? Please see what can
be done. See the Navy Department and. oflicers. If a proper one
can be got up at once, it will be of immense advantage to us. IIave"
you got any mortars that we could put at some point on the railroad?

Very respectfully, REI .E G 11£ l• • ..E, e ra.
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12!). The Columbiad, Plate 33, was a heasy cast-iron smoothllore

cannon of a form introduced by Co!. George Bombord, and used in
the war of 1812. Columbiads were made of 8 and 10-inch caliber
and vvere 11s('d for proj('cting both soli<l shot and shell. They ,,'en'
equally suited to the defense of narrow channels and distant road-
steads. In 18GOGeneral Rodman, of the United States Ordnance
Department, devised a 15-inch Columbiad which was cast hollow
aIHl cooled from the interior, thus increasing the hardne8s and
density of the metal next the bore. In this process of cooling Gen-
eral Rodman kept the exterior of the gun hot by special methods

PLATE 53.

lO-INCH COLUMBIAD.

of heating and insulation to prevent radiation of heat. Both this
and the Dahlg'ren were usually muzzle-loading although some few
were modified to be breechloaders. The Parrot and Armstrong guns
belong to the next period and will be described there.

12G. The Dahlgren ,,-as a smoothbore cast-ir~n gun invented by
Lieut. (afterwards Head Admiral) J. A. Dahlgren (born 180!), died
1870), of the United States K avy. Its principal peculiarities are
the unbroken smoothness of its surface and the relation of its thick-
ness at all points to the pressure in firing (determined by experi-

lnentation) .
127. Following is some evidence indicating that at last designers

and builders had come to the conclusion that smoothbore cannon
and spherical shot must go forever: In 1845 ~Iajor Cavalli, a Sanlin-
ian oflicer, invented a new breech mechanism for a rifled gun of the
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type shown in Pla"te 54. This mechanism was sufficiently.successful
to establish the rifled gun for good. To this was added the ""Vah-
rendorff gun, Plate 55, in 1846, and the results obtained from the
two types were so promising, even though the weak cast iron of the
gun gave way at the breech in several cases after the firing of only a
few rounds, that experimenters and engineers of merit decided that
the rifled cannon was the only weapon to consider.

128. In connection with the above it is interesting to quote from
pages 7~78 of Sir James Emerson Tennent's book, The Story of
the Guns:

It became evident that the imparting of new qualities to small .
arms must be fatal to the previous ascendency of cannon, and that

PLATE 54.

TIlE CAVALL! BREECH MECHANISM.

"unless the' power of the latter. could be augmented .in a like pro-
portion, artillery would cease to exert its accustomed influence in'.
deciding the fate of the battles. Out of this rational conviction
arose the rifled guns of Lancaster and others in England,. and in
France the cannons rayees, whose powers of destruction, developed
too late to be displayed against the Russians in the Crimea or the
Baltic, were manifested with fearful effect at ~Iagenta and Solferino.

The idea of rifling artillery was far from being new; it had been
tried in Germany more than a century before our time, and Robins,
the accomplished inventor of the" ballistic pendulum" fordetermin-
ing the relative velocity of projectiles, experimented on rifled field
pieces in England so far back as 1745. ~I. Ponchara at Paris in
1819, and ~Iontigny at Brussels in 1836, and again at St. Peters-
burg in 1836, had in succession renewed the attempt. Colonel
Cavalli in Sardinia, and Baron 'Vahrendorf in Sweden~each carrieo.

" 
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on experiments in rifling, and combined with it inventions for
breech-loading; but the measure of their success was not attested
by the practical adoption of any of their plans.

Colonel Treuille de Beaulieu made more than one effort between
1840 and 1852 to revive the subject in France, and at length, in
1854, Napoleon III, himself an authority on artillery, convinced by
the protraction of the operations before Sebastopol of the insuffi-
ciency of smoothbore siege guns to meet the requirements of modern
warfare, directed the resumption of experiments on rifled cannon.
Uniting in one piece various suggestions of previous inventors,
amongst others of Baron 'Vahrendorf and Lieutenant Engstroem,
some brass guns were grooved under the direction of Colonel Treuille
de Beaulieu, and sent for immediate service to Algeria. 'Vith fur-
ther improvements, suggested by their trial there, and afterwards in
Cochin China, France was the first to possess herself of rifled field

PLATE 55•
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BREECH MECHANISM OF THE WAHRENDORFF TYPE.

guns, and the earliest opportunity for the display of their destructive
forces was afforded by the Italian campaign in 1856. The guns
there employed were rifled with six rounded grooves, and being cap-
able of firing ordinary ammunition as well as elongated projectiles
from long distances, they scattered the reserves of the Austrians,

.rolled back the charges of cavalry, and ploughed through squadrons
at close quarters with case shot and canister.

This result was the signal for a reconstruction of all the artillery
of Europe. Impressed with its importance, England was the first
of the great powers to follow the lead of France, and so rapid was
her advance upon it that specimens of her newly developed skill
in the manufactory of rifled cannon, displayed at the Great Exhibi-
tion in London in 1862, called forth the unrestrained admiration of
:M.Treuille de Beaulieu, who acted as the commissioner of France.
Fascinated by the beauty of the English guns, and passing the mo~t
cordial eulogium on the surpassing quality and splendor of theIr
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workmanship, "un luxe et une puissance d'outillage merveilleux,"
he accompanied his phrase by the consoling reflection that although
no examples of French artillery were exhibited in competition with
those of Armstrong and 'Vhitworth, still its paramount influence
,vas apparent in these magnificent productions of its rivals. .

129. In addition to' the recognition of the merit of the principle
of rifling, a most important and vital principle of the construction
of cannon had been recognized rather early in the century. Cast
cannon insisted on bursting no matter what precautions were taken.
The full power of even the black powder that was then in use could
not be utilized for fear of the failure of the guns. In America we
adopted'the pi'inciple of constructing our large guns in rather mas-
sive proportions, Columbiads, and of cast iron rather than of any
malleable material. In 1854 Professor Treadwell, of IIarvard Uni-
versity, presented a paper which was printed by the American
Academy showing that a gun made of solid material soon reaches a
limit of thic1tness beyond which additional thickness is practically
useless in giving strength to resist tangential or circumferential
stress. IIere it is interesting to quote again from Tennent's book,
pages 89-92: .

Professor Tread,,'ell, of the IIarvard University in !fassachu-
setts, working out the physical principles of the same problem as
applied to artillery, has shown that it is impossible to increase the
strength of cast-iron cannon, in any useful degree, by any increase
to their thickness beyond that. usually given to them, which, as a
general rule, may be assumed to be equal to the calibre. To over-
come this difficulty, Treadwell recommended that cast-iron guns
should be encased with hoops of wrought iron, in layers placed one
above the other, each with an increasing strain, so that. the entire
mass might oppose a combined resistance to the expansion occasioned
by the explosive force of the gunpowder.s Like almost every other
process recently applied to the improvement of orunance, the idea
of reinforcing guns by outward layers of wrought. iron was not
new. Colonel Treuille de Beaulieu states that it was proposed to
the French Government by ~L Goupil in 1833,'and tried by Colonel
Frederick shortly after in Belgium. The principle has also been
applied in this country by Captain Blakely, of the Royal Artillery,
who, in 1855, took out a patent for a "method of forming guns

8 Treadwell's process Is thus described by himself in a papPI' pl'lnted by the Amprican
Academy .. On the practicability of constructing cannon of great calibre, capable of
endul'Ing long-continued use under full cbarges," page 19: .. Now, to obviate the great
cam;e of weakness arising from the conditions before recited, and to obtain as far as
may be the strength of wrought Iron instead of tha t of cast iron for CHnnon, I propose
the following mode of constl'uction. I propose to form a l){)dy for the !,'1.l1l. containing
the calibre and breech as now formed of cast irt.n. but with walls of only about half the
thickness of the diameter of tbe bore. upon this body I place rings 01' hoops of wrought
iron in one. two. or more layers. Every hoop is formed with a scrpw or tllJ'ead upon its
in~ide to fit to a corresponding screw or thread formed upon th!' body of tlw gUll first,
and afterwards upon each layer tbat is embraced by another Illyer. 'l'llPse hoops are
made a little, say 1/1000th part of tbeir dianwtprs, less upon tlwir insides than the
parts that tbey enclose. Tbey are then expanded by heat. and being turned on to tbeir
places, sul'l'ere<l to cool whl'n they sbrink and compress, first the lJody of the gUll, and
afterwards each successive layer all that it ~ncI08Ps. This compressIOn must be made
E.uch, that when the gun is subjected to tbe greatpst force, the body of the gun and the
several layers of rings will be distended to the fracturing points at the sume time, and
thus take a portion of the strain up to its be3rlng capacity.'
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with an internal tube of cast iron or st('el inclosed in a case of
wrought iron or steel, heated and shrunk upon the cylinder." His
specification explained that the substance of the' patent consisted
in rendering the internal diameters of the outer collars so much
smaller than the external diameters of the inner ones that, after
being cooled, the former maintain a uniform tension or permanent
strain upon the latter. Captain Blakely's plan presents a remark-
able analogy to the process of Treadwell, described in a previous
page; but the l)atentee has stated before the ordnance committee
of the IIouse of Commons that bet,,'een the two there is neither
relation nor resemblance.

The first gun, however, which Captain Blakely produced in 1854
underwent a competitive trial ";vitha cast-iron gun and a brass one,
both in use in the service, in the course of which the cast-iron one
gave way after 351 rounds, and the brass one after 479, whilst the
Blakely stood 3,380 shots. Upwards of 400 guns on his plan have
since been made in England, and "thousands," as the patentee
states, in other countries, chiefly in France and the United States,
where they were used in repelling the I,"ederal attack upon Charles-
town in"the spring of 1863.

130. 'Ye see recognized finally in these 50 years the two prin-
ciples which have permitted such amazing progress during the past
70 years; that is, from 1850 to 1920. Guns can not be made in one
piece, and they must be rifled.

131. Nineteenth centur?/ cannon, 1850-1900.-'Yith the two prin-
ciples noted abo,,~erecognized as fundamental, the stage was all
set in 1850 for the most spectacular progress that the' science of
artillery and art of building guns have seen in their six and a half
c('nturies of existence. At about this time Sir 'Yilliam Armstrong,
who had deserted the profession of law for that of engineering,
took up at his establishment experimental 'work on the development
of rifled, built-up, steel and wrought iron, muzzle and breech load-
ing cannon. In 1854 the British Government applied to a :Mr.
Joseph 'Yhitworth, a precision instrument manufacturer of ~fan-
chester, for assistance in improving the Enfield rifle. In the course
of his experiments to this end he worked likewise on cannon and
developed a very unique if not entirely satisfactory system of
rifling-that is, twisted oval and hexagonal bores.

lVoolwich gun.-A built-up muzzle-loading cannon used in the
British service. The tube was made of solid cast steel drawn out
by heating and hammering (forged). After boring, turning, and
chambering, the tube is heated to a uniform temperature and plunged
into a covered tank of rape oil to harden and temper it. 'Yrought-
iron coils are shrunk on over the tube to complete the structure.
The breech coil is formed of a triple coil, a trunnion ring, and a
double coil welded together. The muzzle coil is composed of two
single coils united by an end weld. The breech piece is screwed
into the breech coil so as to abut against the tube. The gun is

-
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assembled by heating the coils, and these when expanded are slipped
over the tube and allowed to contract. The tube is kept cool during
this operation by forcing a stream of cold water through the bore.
These guns have from 7 to 10 grooves semicircular in cross section
'with curved edges and with a uniformly increasing twist., It was a
practice to heat the tubes to a red heat and immerse them in rape

, oil without any subsequent tempering. The natural result in many
instances was the bursting of the gun. This caused a distrust of steel
until the proper methods of working such metal were developed in
about 1880. The steel barrels of the muzzle-loading rifles were forged
solid, while the tubes of the breech-loading guns were forged either
solid or over a mandril. In building on the hoops the scheme was
developed of locking them together, Plate 56. This scheme is still
followed by some countries, by ourselves to a certain extent, but is
avoided entirely by others who prefer to let the hoops part if the
tube lengthens.

(.t,. ,
•. l

II i~ ___.. .., .._.---.l
METHOD OF LOCKING TOGETHER THE HOOPS OF A BUILT-UP GUN.

133. In 1863 England conducted an investigation, of the various
guns that had been developed, and adopted as the approved piece
of ordnance the built-up steel and wrought-iron muzzle-loading rifle
rifled with a number of wide, deep 'grooves. This was for them 'an
unfortunate step backward, and they did not reverse this decision
until about 1880. ~Ieanwhile Armstrong continued to manufacture
breech as well as muzzle-loading rifles, and sold many of both
kinds to both the Union and Confederate Governments in America
during the Civil 'Val'. The muzzle-loading rifles required a projec-
tile provided with studs, or in some cases with gas-check pads of.
copper cut to fit the rifling. Such projectiles were lound to fly
more accurately and to a greater range.

134. During the years 1850-1870 General Rodman, of the Ord-
nance Department, was experimenting on the production of a cast-
iron gun by the method of chilling the surface of the bore by means
of water in a hollow core, while the outside was kept hot both by
heating and by insulating. This procedure produced a gun whose

~
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inner layers were under considerable contraction and they were
much superior to the unchilled cast guns. A large number of cast
guns were made over this procedure, one with a caliber as great as
20 inches. The qualit.y of the iron was quite superior and this may
have had a little to do with the quality of the gun: ~lost of the
guns were muzzle-loading and smoothbore, but a number were tubed
with wrought-iron tubes which were afterwards rifled. Some were
rifled with two or four broad, deep grooves, and some were converted
into breech-loading rifles. Rodman guns were of the Columbiad
design, but were cast over Hodman's scheme of chilling. " This was
merely a temporary development, however, and could not endure
because, although it produced a gun in which the inner layers were
under compression, the material used had not sufficient strength to
withst.and the pressures developed in a high-power rifle.

135. vVe do not have any such guns in service in America to-day.
During the vVorld 'Var, however, the French used many guns of
large caliber which were made of cast iron and either tubed with
steel throughout their length or for a short distance from the powder
chamber. Among these are the 190, 240, 270, 293, 305, and 320
millimeter howitzers and mort.ars mounted on railway carriages.
:Many of these guns were used by American artillerymen, and al-
though several of the guns burst, in general they rendered most
excellent service. One 320-millimeter howitzer examined had fired
1,500 rounds and the rifling was" still in such good condition as to
indicate a probable remaining life of 500 rounds. This information
is not given as a recommendat.ion for the manufacture and use of
cast guns, but to make a matter of record the fact that such guns
took their part along with the more modern steel built-up and wire-
wound guns in the greatest struggle the world has known. lV hen .
a war overtakes any 7ULtionit is too late to build large guns. They
must get along on the large caliber guns they possess, or can buy;
hence the use by the French of every large gun they could find.

136. In about 1880 commercial steel manufacturers in America
began to acquire forging facilities that permitted them to manufac-
ture the parts for guns of large caliber. At the present time our
facilities of this description are second to" those of no other nation.
In fact, we are the great iron producers and fabricators of the world
now and whatever we wish can be made with relative "ease. By the
year 1900 all of the principles over which the guns of to-day are con-
structed were rather well known. "Assoon as the art of constructing
guns of a number of pieces had been well developed, the metallurgist
was called upon for stjll better materials. Thus, in 1900 we had
built-up and wire-wound guns of alloy steel that were capable of
withstanding pressure as great as 40,000 pounds per square inch.
All of these guns were breech-loading, using a screw breechblock
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having an interrupted thread that permitted it to be locked or re-
leased by rotating through from 30 degrees to 45 degrees, and were
rifled with a large number of comparatively shallow grooves-that
is, not more than one-eighth of an inch deep, and not more than one-
quarter of an inch wide. Both uniform and increasing twist rifling
was used, and even to-day we find both systems used.

137. During the past few years the Ordnance Department has de-
veloped a 50-caliber 16-inch gun for American coast defences that is
probably the most powerful weapon of its kind now in existence. It
therefore represents the limit of the development begun in about 1250.
This gun is made partially over the built-up principle, is wire wound,
is made of the finest of alloy steels, and the parts were forged in the
ordnance department of our Bethlehem and ~Iidvale Steel Co.'s mills.
The machine work has been done at our 'Vatervliet Arsenal. Some of
the guns have been proved and found quite satisfactory and are now
being installed. This gun and its carriage will be described in detail
in the next section. This gun is capable of firing a 2,400-pounclpro-
jectile to a range of 29 miles. It is the temporary conclusion that this
gun is probably of the economic maximum size. Experimental guns
of 18-inch caliber are being considered, but it is not yet certain that
there is a definite need for them. As far as the construction of the
guns is concerned, the principles evolved from 1850 to 18GOare still
being followed. ~Iethods of manufacture have been tremendously
refined. There is yet considerable work to be done in developing the
proper rifling, and in studying the form and _proportions of the
powder chamber and main bore much research work is also necessary.

138. The achievements of the .nineteenth century, in summary,
comprise a recognition of the two fundamental principles of rifling

. and multiple piece construction, and the development of the art of
constructing rifles of wrought iron, carbon steel, and finally of alloy
steel. Rifling was modified from several wide and deep grooves to
many narrow, shallow groov~s. Breech mechanisms were perfected to
the point of actually preventing the e8cape of gases to the rear.
Dahlgren, Columbiad, Parrot, 'Yhitworth, and Rodman guns were
developed, served for a time, and passed from favor and service.
The weight of guns increased from a maximum of 15 tons to 100
tons. ~Iuzzle velocities increased from 1,500 to 3,000 feet per sec-
ond. Black powder passed. and smokeless powder came into use.
High-explosive and armor-piercing projectiles were developed, and
finally the methods of rotating projectiles were so improved through
the final adoption of wide copper bands at the rear of the projectile
as to secure real accuracy of fire. .

139. Twentieth century cannon.-The only cannon that will be
mentioned under this heading is the long-range gun, Plate 57, de-
veloped by the Germans and used by them in shelling Paris in
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1918. This cannon had the characteristics of abnormal length and
used a projectile grooved to fit the rifling of the gun. They were
probably made by retubing worn 381-millimeter 45-caliber naval guns
to a diameter of 210 millimeters and length .of about 140 calibers. It.
is not yet known what powder was used nor in what form the powder
charge was made up. A muzzle velocity of about 5,200 feet per
second was developed which carried a 264':'poundprojectile, Plate 20,
to a range of 76 miles. The elevation of the gun for this firing was
about 54 degrees and the projectile mounted to a maximum height of

.about 24 miles in traversing the trajectory of 90 miles between the
gun located in the Forest of St. Gobain, near Laon, France, and
Paris, the target. About three minutes were required for the pro-
jectile to travel this distance.

140. It is believed that the gun tube was made of unusually good
alloy steel. It was necessary to use a grooved or rifled projectile
because the shearing strength of copper is not such as to permit its
use for rotating bands. The use of a grooved projectile resulted in
such tremendous friction and rapid wear that the life of the gun
was about 50 rounds. The firing of a projectile at such a tremen-
dous velocity required the accurate balancing of the projectiles on
a dynamic balancing machine, because unbalanced projectiles would
have deviated widely from the mark in so great a distance.

141. This development comprises the construction of a 140-caliber
gun, the use of a rifled projectile, the attainment of a muzzle velocity
of 5,200 feet per second, and the discovery that maximum ranges
are attained at elevations as high as 55 degrees. Other discoveries
were made with ;reference to the regulation of the' rate of burning of
powder that have not yet been revealed.

142. Unsolved problems.-Among the known unsolved problems
with which we are confronted to-day are the four very important'
ones concerning the causes, character, rate, and effect of the wear
of guns. If we knew all of the causes we might avoid injurious
practices and improve. construction. If we knew more about the
character, the various types, we might the more easily run down
the causes. If we knew more of the rate, we would be the better
able to determine what practice to follow in determining replace-
ments and the materials that might more properly be used. If we
knew the effects of the various characters of wear, we would then
be able to judge from examination in the field as well as in our
fortifications just when a gun becomes practically useless.

GUN CARRIAGES ..

143. 'Vhen guns were first made, between 1250 and 1300, it was
not uncommon 1.0 find them used in the field by simply placing them
on a mound of earth with a stake at the rear to check the recoil.

-
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Later in the thirteenth century the practice of strapping the smaller
guns to beams of wood was started, and in such cases a stop was
provided at the rear of the beam to prevent the gun from slipping
from the straps. This beam on which the guns were first mounted
received the name of a cradle, and ever since that time we have
been using the term cradle to indicate that part of a gun carriage
which supports the gun tube. During the fourteenth century-
that is, from 1300 to 1400-we find the crudely shaped mortars
which in some cases were provided with a screw at the rear, or per-
haps merely a projecting spike which was screwed or driven into
a hole chiseled in a heavy beam of wood. Such a mortar mount-.

PLATE 58.

EPROUVETTE MORTAR.

ing is shown in Plate 7. The term mortar used strictly implies a
very short cannon cast integral with its base, Plate 58, and set at an
elevation of 45 degrees with the base. The range was varied by vary-
ing the powder charge. In other cases. the' mortar was simply
shaped like a sphere and was set in a spherical hole in a wood beam.
This shape was later modified in the case of mortars to include
trunnions, one element of the surface of which was tangent to the
rear of the spherical breech of the mortar. The mortar shown in
Plate 59, although cast in 1724, is of this fourteenth and fifteenth
century design, and the trunnions represent appro.ximately a cylinder,
a given portion of which is to the rear of the spherical breech of
the mortar. The carriage of such mortars was still simply a built-up
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platform or tim\lpr rpinfoJ'('pd IH'rhaps with rods or I)olts or wrought
iroll alld pro\'idl'd with the Ile('essary rings, ('lips, and hooks for
manipulatioll of the ropes.

I-H, TI}(. hl'a \'y gUlls dpn' !oppd bet wpcn I ;WO a lid lA-OO, among'
\\,hidl an' till' ~;)-il\('h ~aliber \\Tought-iron guns that ha\'e I)ecn
clisc\l.'sN1 ill paragraph 107. wprc of such \Yl'ight that in gpTH'l'al thcy
\\'pre simpl.\' llIollltted Oil platfol'llls of plallks or 011 IllOlllllis or ('adh.
Latcr wlH'plcd carriages: stich as i. shO\rll in Figlln~ G, Plate 40,
\ycn' dpn'!oppd for S(Hlle of thcse gUlls. TLc guns wpre not orig-,
inally prO\'idpd with trunnions. howp\'pr. and they did not lend thelll-
seln's to mOllnting on carriagps of this type. Tn this same cen-
tury w1l('('lpd ~arriages sll~h as aJ'(' showll in Figlll'l's 1 and 2, Plate

PLATE 59.

BRO. 'ZE MOlnAR OF 'I HE SL'TEE:-':TII CENTURY .

.J(); wpn' l!p\'('!op(.d: it i-- intllrl'~tillg to llotl' ho\\' ('los('ly UII'SP ('ar!y
d('sigll('r-- of (';IITia;!'(':-- approxinwl('d t hI' d('sigll thaL WI' lilld ill
g('Il('ralllS(' to-da,\'. For lipId u--p th(' typi(,;ll (':ll'l'iagl' was that shown
ill Plat(. (iD, The ('arl'i:J;!'(':-; lil':-it d('n.lop(~d for ship alld fort ili('atioll
U:-:I',,"('re pith('r t\\'O or fldlr whn.jpd trll('ks silllilar to that showll ill
Pl:ltp .J7.

1_1.-,. ('al'riag(':-: for U:-:I' ()Il s!lip:-i :Jnd ill fOl'tili('ations \VPI'I~ ('onl-
IlIon in dl'sign llntil t!}(, llilH'tp('llth ('('lltlll',\'. \rlll'n th(~ illl'l'('asing
a('('lll'a('y of :-;1II a II al'lll:-: alld till' slightly it\(,l'I'as(.d aC('IIl':l('y of thp
call1lOll thl'llI:-:l'!n's ('()mpel!('d thl' ('Ollstrl,l'lioll of good plaC(~lltellts
with protpdillg \ud!:-i in frollt with ('lnlJra:-;III'I'S throllgh which thc



guns might be fired. TIH' caniagps for IIse in the field as well as
for use in fOJ'tifications had undergoIw .'UI1ll' changes to the ex-
tent of lJeing Illadc partially of iron and being pl'()\'ided with a
screw lIllll('r the brpec11 ('nd of the gun to elc\.:ttc and depress it
instcad of tll(' original wedge: but in the Illatter of dpsign as to

PLATE 60.

CRUDE CAHHlAGE OF THE FOURTEE:'\TII CEo "TUnY.

shape :IIHI I'(.f)nenl('nt little had 1>pen donc, In the niJl(.teenth ('cn-
tury wc find furthcr dc\'elopl1lenb in caniage design such a~ an'
shown in Plate Gl. 'I'hesl' pmb()(lie<1 thc 1110untillg of the glln car-
riage in slIch a way as to he pinltcd al'OIIll<l a ccnter lInd('r the
apex of thl' l'lllhl'asul'(' in tlw \\':ill. In other cases tll(' glln was

PLATE 61.

)tl------~

°3

PIVOTED COAST 1\10 • 'TS WITH

Illm/llted on a double ('al'J'iage. the lower caniagc heing carril'd on
fOllr whl'l'l:-; rolling on t\\'o ('ircular tl':\ck" H) p1nl'ed :\s to uring
the Ill'l'l'ch of thc glln within thl' \\'alls :\Ill1 the gun pal':dll'l to the
walls wlll'n turnl'd entirely to one, idl'. The top carried in such
<'as('s was sinlply t II(' carriage ~h()\\'1l in Plate -l-l rdilH'd a:-; to l'Jp\'at-
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ing -mechanism, perhaps, and made partially of iron .. The tendency
toward double carriages became more pronounced as the necessity
for protecting the gunners was appreciated, and we soon see the
evidence of a search for a satisfactory type of disappearing car-
riage. In general we find in the case of a double carriage that the
top carriage rolls up an incline and returns to its normal position
by force of gravity. .

i46. It seems that the conception of the idea of a disappearing
carriage. came about durin~ the time when the range and accuracy of
small arms was such as to be of prime concern to the gunners of even
large cannon. As long as small arms could be used to pick off the
crew of a battery, some steps had to be taken to protect these men.
The scheme of firing through an embrasure in a wall was not alto-
gether satisfactory, although we find forts designed and built even
as late as our Civil 'Val' arranged in a series of floors with the cannon
as close together as possible on each floor. Thus Fort Sumter, which
was the first to be taken in the Civil 'Val', was a masonry structure
several stories high and bristled with cannon projecting from em-
brasures quite close together and on all floors. Old fortifications of
this type which are out of date during only the last 60 years can be
found in almost any port of any size in America or in Europe.

147. A large number of metal carriages of various types llsed
principally in fortifications and on board ships are illustrated
in Plates 62, 63, 64, and 65. These are of relatively early
construction as compared with the types that we are now
using, but most of them were developed after the middle of
the nineteenth century. Plate, 62 illustrates quite well an un-
usually heavy type of the double carriage in which the lower
carriage rotates on two tracks in such a way as to bring the gun
parallel to the walls when rotated to one or the other extreme. On
firing, the gun merely rolled up the incline and then returned to its
normal position by force of gravity. Plate 62, Figures 2 and 4, illus-
trate the types which are provided with only two wheels. These illus-
trations are perhaps the more crude in that 'there was no provision
for rotating about an axis with reference to the embrasure. Some
of the other carriages illustrated in Plate 62 rotate about a center
which is approximately at the apex of the embrasure. The idea of
providing a mechanism for permitting the gun to disappear behind
the parapet is not embodied in these types.

148. The accuracy of fire of the hand rifle brought about a search
for some satisfactory mechanism that would permit the gun to dis-
appear behind the parapet and be loaded by the men ina protected
position. Plate 63 represents the earlier models or' designs for the
accomplishment of this aim. Some of these were for use in the field
and others for use in fortifications. It would appear that they were
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satisfactory for use at the time when they were constructed, although
they seem quite crude now.

149. Disappearing car1'iages.-The construction shown in Plates 63
and 64 is the forerunner of the scheme developed so elaborately for
use in American fortifications between 1880 ancl1914. It will be seen
in Figure 5, Plate 63, that the gun is here mounted on a double car-
riage, the lower of which can be rotated to place the gun in azimuth.
As the gun is fired from a carriage of this type the force of recoil
raises the weight in the well at the front. 'Vhen the gun or top
carriage is at its lowest position, it is automatically locked by a latch
BO that the gun may be loaded in a protected position. 1Vhen the gun

PLATE 66.

DIACRAM SHOWING PRINCIPLE OF THE EARLY HYDRAULIC BRAKE.

has been loaded and is ready to fire, the latch is released and the
weight pulls the carriage up to the firing position. The use of such
a weight as this to elevate the gun into its firing position is char-
acteristic of the American Buffington-Crozier disappearing carriage;
other types shown in these plates check the recoil of the gun or top
carriage. by the use of levers, friction or springs.

150. The next feature to be added to the disappearing carriage
was the relatively crude hydraulic brake of a design shown in' Plate
66. This brake is a forerunner of a recuperator now used on many
British, French, and American field carriages. 'Vith the British
c.arriages the liquid comes directly into contact with the air, while in
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most American and French types a piston is interposed between the
liquid and the air.

151. The Crozier disappearing carriage, which has been Jeveloped
in America to such a high degree, is illustrated in Plate 1G8. This is
perhaps the limit of development in disappearing carriages, -and
it is now passing into disuse because of the impossibility of providing
the gun with sufficient elevation with this type of mechanism. The
"eight shown in the well is attached to the lower end of the gun
lever which support the gun. These gun levers are pivoted on a top
carriage which rolls on horizontal surfaces or guides. The lower end
of the gun levers are compelled to move in vertical guides so that as
the gun recoils the central pivots move in a horizontal line, while
the connection between the lower end of the levers and the weight
move in a vertical line. The top carriage to which the central pivots
of the ]e,-ers are attached is provided ,,'ith hydraulic brake cylimlers,
the purpose of which is to check the recoil of the gun. 'Vhen the
horizontal top carriage has reached its rear position the gun has
dropped to the position ~hown by the dotted line and is in a con-
venient loading position as well as being entirely behind the parapet.
The two levers seen at the rear of the gun are known as the elevating
arms, and are attached at their lower end to a nut on a screw
by which the elevating arms and the rear of the gun can be moved
up or down.

152. Since we would not think of constructing a carriage to-day with
:m elevation of less than 45 degrees, such carriages have necessarily
been discarded. An elevation of as much as 30 degrees has been
secured recently in one such carriage especially redesigned for one
of our latest 1G-inch 50-caliber guns. To a certain extent the mount.-
ing of such a gun on this limited elevat.ion carriage may be consid-
ered a waste of the possibilities of the gun, because its range can be
eonsiderably increased between 30 degrees and 50 degrees. A com-
parison of this carriage with the other characteristic type of car-
riage-that is, the barbette-shown in Plate 1G2, gives one a realiza-
tion of the vast difference in the sizes and the probable llifficultics in
maintenance. 'Yhen this c~rriage was first made, the maximum ele-
vation provided for the gun was 15 degrees, because at this elevation
it was thought that the maximum practicable range was being se-
('ured. This sounds rather absunl now, because elevations of 45 de-
grees are quite the rule. Since at the time of the construction of such.
carriages guns were in general in quite plain view of the ships
r.gainst which they were firing, it was considered most desirable to
protect the gun carriage and crew against shell fire from sea. The
carriages were therefore mounted behind parapets, and when the
bTUnwas at its lowest position in recoil it ,vas supposed to be below
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a 7-degree depression angle over the edge of the parapet. Any
object under this line was supposed to be safe from fire from sea.

153. Barbette carriages.-At the same time that so much atten-
tion was being put to the devising of carriages that would permit
of the disappearance of the gun behind a parapet, the development
was continuing on other types that permitted the gun to remain
always in sight over the parapet. Those designs of carriages shown
in Plate 64 which maintain the gun always in view over the parapet
were and are' still termed barbette carriages. Under. this heading
come the pedestal carriages, Plate 64, very commonly used on board
ship as well as in fortifications, especially for small and medium
caliber guns. For larger caliber guns a modification of this type
is used, .which has been developed between the period of 1860 and
the present time.to the carriage that has just been complett.'d for
the 16-inch 50-caliber gun. This carriage presupposes the mounting
of the glin in a cylinder which in turn is carried by means of its
trunnions on the side frames of the chassis of the main carriage.
The gun is thus free to slide in the direction of its axis in the
cylinder or cradle, the cradle is free to rotate about a horizontal
llXis,and the chassis is free to rotate on a base about a vertical axis.
'Vhen the gun "is fired the recoil of the gun in the cylinder or cradle
is brought to a stop through the use of a h):draulic recoil mechanism
and is returned to its original position either by means of springs or
a pneumatic recuperator. In the case of such carriages it is necessary
to lower the gun from its firing position to some predetermined load'"
ing angle and then elevate it"again to the firing position with each
charge. This is distinctive of this type of carriage as against the
scheme of the disappearing carriage, where the gun recoils to its
loading position and as soon as it is loaded and released returns
automatically to the firing position.

154. 1Ilortar carriages.-A third type of carriage, if we may call it
a distinctive type, is that for mortars, Plate 210. Since mortars have
generally been mounted in pits, it probably is improper to style the
carriages on which they are. mounted barbette carriages, although
they do not differ materially from barbette carriages in construction.
The carriage shown in Plate 210 is one.of the earliest provided for our
own 12-inch mortars, and as the gun is fired it re'2oils about the axis
of the elevating arms pivoted to the racer under the muzzle of the
gun. The recoil cylinder is mounted between the elevating arms in a.
manner similar to those first used, Plate 66, and serves to check the
recoil of the gun while springs under the forward arms return the
gun to its normal position. . .

155. Railway carriages.-In our Civil 'Varin 1862 General Lee
found it desirable to mount some guns on railway flat cars. This
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design is shown in Plate G7. In all wars it has been found that
the heavier guns have been so difficult to move that until the recent
war the heavier guns employed on our ships and in our fortifica-
tions were very little used in any field warfare. Between 1862 and
1914 the British, French, German, and American Governments had
done a little in the development of railway carriages for the heavier
guns, but in comparison with the progress that has been made since
1914, one would say that little had been accomplished. In 1914 the
French Government concluded that the guns in their fortifications
as well as those on some of their ships would render better service
if mounted in some way so as to be useful in the field. During the
period 1914-1918, therefore, the four principal countries involved
in the conflict spent a great deal of their energy in the development
of carriages that would enable them to use even their 15-inch and
16-inch guns in the field. 'Vhen such carriages were first made
the possibility of their use for coast defenses was seen, but the press-
ing need was for use in the field, and their use in coast defense was
purely incidental. Under the pressure of shortage of manufacturing
facilities some types of railway carriages have been developed which
are not of the maximum universal usefulness and their value in
coast defenses is perhaps questionable. The types developed are
shown in Plate 68. These include the "sliding" type carriage,
where the gun is mounted simply by means of its own trunnions
on the side girders of an extremely heavy steel railway carriage.
The" emplacement" type involves the mounting of the gun in a
cradle, which in turn is suspended by its trunnions on the"side
girders of a railway carriage. The sliding type just mentioned is
fired directly from the track on which the gun is transported. \Vhen
the gun is fired heavy beams-mounted in the bottom of the carriage
slide on steel eyebeams attached to the railway ties. For the em-
placement type of carriage a pit is dug and a heavy timber or steel'
foundation or firing platform is placed under the track. The mount
is then placed on this position and the trucks removed. \Vhen the
gun' is fired the force of recoil is transmitted directly through the
emplacement into the ground. A third type, known as the out-
rigger type, does not involve any subtrack foundation, but trans-
mits the force of recoil through the struts' of the outriggers into the
heavy timber pads and thence into the earth. The last type, which
is quite similar to the sliding type, involves the mounting of the
gun in a cradle, which in turn is supported by means of its own
trunnions on' the side girder of the carriage. \Vhen the gun is
fired the entire carriage rolls back on its wheels and is stopped by the
friction of the brakes. This is termed a " rolling" carriage. The
railway carriages of the subtrack and simple track platform types
have been considered of value for coast defense purposes and are in-

-
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cluded among our coast defense weapons. It is not certain whether
the sliding and rolling types can be used to advantage.

156. The latest carriage of these types that has been designed
takes a 14-inch 50-caliber gun and apparently embodies all of the
requirements which usually govern the design of a barbette car-
riage. It is thought, therefore, that it will prove as satisfactory as
the barbette carriage, and it has the advantage of making the gun
mounted on it available at any place along the coast where the simple
type of platform required has been installed. This type of carriage
seems to offer considerable promise of development, if we may con-
sider the 14-inch 50-caliber an adequate weapon for our coast de-
fense. Unfortunately railway clearances are so limited by tunnels,
bridges, platforms, etc., already constructed that it does not seem
possible' to mount satisfactorily a 16-inch gun on such a carriage.
For further discussion of railway carriages the reader is referred to
Railway Artillery, particulaly Volume I.

157. In summary of carriages we have seen the development pro-
ceed from the crude plank cradle through the wheeled mounts of
the fourteenth century, the truck mounts of the period from 1500
to 1800, the double carriage and pivoted mounts of the early nine-
teenth century, the cTIldewheeled and fixed disappearing: carriages,
some depending upon the use of weights and others upon springs,
to the present state of perfection in "disappearing," "bar-
bette" and "railway" carriages. Disappearing carriages appar-
ently have reached the limit of their usefulness, and it seems probable
now. that no more will be constructed for our service. The idea of
protecting such a gun from the view of the enemy by means of a
parapet seems to have lost its value, partially through the great
increase in the range of guns and partially through the introduc-
tion of airplanes. Such guns can, if desired, be mounted several
miles back of the coast, because generally they must depend upon
either airplane observation or observation from shore-line observa-
tion stations for their operation. The barbette carriage shown for
the 16-inch 50-caliber gun is probably typical of the type of car-
riage that will be of maximum service for any type of gun in coast
fortifications. This carriage provides for ~n elevation of _65degrees,
which is quite ample for mortars as well as guns. It is therefore

.the present limit in. development.

ELEVA TING MECHANISMS.

158. lVedge.-The mo~nting for the heavy ,,,rought-iron guns of
the fourteenth century is shown in Plate 69. It has already been
explained that in using such guns they were br~ught to an ad-

. vantageous point before a fortification and were trussed up to the
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desired elevation by means of timbers, stone, dirt, etc., and left
in that position until the wall had been breeched. Some of the
early field guns of heavy caliber, two of which are mentioned as
having been used in 1376 in the siege of Quero by the Venetians,
were mounted in a wooel cradle which was capable of slight rotation
in a vertical plane on the carriage. This general scheme of elevation
and the elevating mechanism is shown in Plate 60.. As soon as
guns were provided with trunnions in the next century it was the
custom to use wedges, Plate 47, under the muzzle or breech, to give
the gun the proper elevation. Elevations of 10 degrees were about
the maximum for guns carried on trunnions, and the wedges easily
sufficed. In the eighteenth century we find the use of a screw under
the breech end of the gun becoming rather common for field cannon
especially, and this mechanism has continued in use with ,consider-
able refinement even to the present day. 'V edges were used in con-

PLATE 69.

WROUGHT-IRON GUN ON' CRUDE PLANK CARRIAGE •. .

nection with the elevation of guns probably. as late as our own
Civil 'Val', and by other countries even later. There has been little
possibility of developing the wedge in practical form for extreme
ranges in elevation, and this device has therefore passed from use.

159. Scretv.-The screw has lent it.self with considerable ease to
the extremes of elevation, and one finds it used rather generally
on the carriages of both large and small guns on board ship, in
fortifications, and in railway carriages. Numerous cases of the use
of the screw are seen in Plates 62-66.

160. Gears.-It is not known definitely just when gears were first
introduced for the purpose of elevating guns, but the carriage shown
in Figure 1, Plate 63, shows the use of a rather unique double elevat-
ing rack. This scheme of elevation involved the attaching to the gun
of either a circular or straight rack which meshes with a pinion which
is the end of a train of gears leading to the elevating handle. One
finds numerous modifications of this type of mechanism, some of
which involve the attaching of a single circular rack to the bottom
of the gun, some a double circular rack to the bottom of the gun,
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others a single circular rack on one side of the gun, or on each side of
the gun. The straight rack designs involve the pivoting of a straIght
rack to the bottom of the breech of the gun, Plate 70, or the connect-
ing of the bottom of the breech of the gun by means of two connecting
rods to a rack moving in a fixed plane in the bottom of the carriage,
Plate 71. In the 16-inch barbette carriage which has just been
finished, the circular rack has been used to considerable advantage in
a combination that results' practically in automatic elevation and de-
pression. 1Vhen a release lever in the elevating mechanism is pressed,
the gun, if loaded, rises slowly to its firing position because of its
breech preponderance. If the lever is pressed when the gun is ele-
va,ted and empty, it slowly descends to its loading position because
of a muzzle preponderance.

161. TVQ1'mgears.-In many elevating mechanisms involving the
use of gears it was the practice during past years to incorporate a
worm and worm wheel, Plates 63-66. These were introduced largely
for the purpose of providing an automatic lock in the mechanism.
It has been found that the introducing of the worm in the mechanism
involves so much friction and consequent loss of power that during
the last few years all mechanisms comprise spur gears only and a
band-brake mechanism similar to that used on automobiles is intro-
duced to serve as a partial lock as well as slip friction safety devices.

,162. Elevating mechanisms may then be summarized as having
been developed from the original crude scheme of mounting the gun

, with its wood platform on' a mound of earth at the proper elevation,
through the single and multiple wedge to the simple and compound
screws and the combinations of gears and racks as we find them
to-day.

RECOIL AND RECUPERATOR MECHANISMS.

163. The original scheme for preventing a gun from sliding to the
rear on firing is shown in Plate 69. The gun merely rested on the
wood platform or cradle that was provided and the recoil mechanism
then comprised merely heavy timber stops that were driven into the
ground. The next developmenet in recoil mechanisms comprised the
mounting of the guns on two-wheeled field carriages and two or four
wheeled truck carriages, Plates 47 and 60.- In the case of the former,
when the gun was fired the carriage rolled and slid to the rear and
was stopped by the friction of the trail' against the ground and the
effort required to roll the wheels up a constant slight inclin~ caused
by the heavy wheels and carriage making a depression in the ground.
In the case of the truck carriage, it was quite common to pass ropes ,

I from hooks on the side of the carriage over pegs in the ground or
through eyes attached to walls in the front and then either around
the rear of the carriage or to some post about which it might be tied.

734-23-' 9
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In such cases the rope, being slightly elastic, would transmit rather
easily the shock of recoil into the wall or. peg about whi~h the rope
was passed. On shipboard it was quite common to put coils of rope,
grass mats, loose bundles of canvas, bundles of hemp, etc., on the
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deck behind the carriage. As the carriage rolled over these oustruc-
tions it was gradually brought to a rest. It was the practice later
on shipboard to use .the training ropes for the purpose of checking
recoil.
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164. Inclined plane.-It seems probable that the scheme of com-

pelling the carriage to roll up an inclined plane must have been
used at a very early time, because the recognition of the possibilities
of this scheme would not involve any technical skill or knowledge.
It would seem, therefore, that this scheme of checking recoil must
have been used almost simultaneously with the mounting of guns
on wheeled carriages in the fourteenth century. The scheme of
checking recoil by requiring a carriage to roll up an inclined plane
has been tremendously elaborated upon and is in common use even
now. Plate 72 shows an example of present-day uses of this scheme.
~10st of the designs of this type that we find now in use remain over
from a period of 30 to 50 years ago when it was considered a good
design. As the power of guns has increased it has been neces~;ary
to add so many other mechanisms to the inclined plane that we have
come to the conclusion that the work done by the top carriage in
climbing the inclined plane is so small a percentage of the total .
work required to be done that it is not profitable to use it.

165. Counterweight.-The next step in the development of recoil
mechanisms involves the harnessing of a weight moving vertically
to the carriage in such a way that when the gun recoils it is com-
pelled to raise the weight. The combination of this together with a
more recent development in mechanisms is still in use in our dis-
appearing carriages; the weight in this case weighs as much as
600,000 pounds. In all of the mechanisms mentioned so far no
cases have arisen where any effort has been required to return the
gun to its firing position. In each case the force of gravity returned
the gun to its normal position either through the pull of the weight
or through the running of the carriage down the inclined plane.

166. HydrauU,c brake.-Early in the nineteenth century the hy-
draulic mechanism, which has been developed to such a high degree
at the present time, was introduced in the form shown in Plate 70.
This was exceedingly crude, but modifications of this form persist
even. to the present day, as has been mentioned before. The merit
of this particular form of the mechanism is that it serves both to
check the recoil and to return the gun to its original position, which
was particularly to be desired on the disappearing carriage on which
it was first used. This mechanism might be considered a hydro-
pneumatic mechanism and may be considered a forerunner of one
of the present rather sharply divided mechanisms which come under
the head of hydropneumatic recoil mechanisms. But little further
was done in the development of mechanisms involving only weights
or the use only of inclined planes. The plates that have already
been mentioned serve to illustrate the5,ein their final form.



, 167. Graduated orifices.-Since the power of guns continued to
increase very rapidly from the middle of the ninete'enth century it
was necessary to modify the hydropneumat.ic recoil mechanism just
mentioned. The first modification that we find is in the use of a
cylinder filled with oil which was compelled to pass through an
orifice in the piston when the gun was fired. This mechanism is
almost identical with the common stop that we find on the doors of
buildings to-day. In connection with this type of mechanism,
springs or weights were used to return the gun to its normal posi-
tion. Such combinations are in use to-day. The hydraulic cylinder
has been tremendously refined and we find in Plate 73 that the orifice
'through which the oil is required to pass, instead of being simply
a round hole in the piston, is now so graduated as to correspond at
all times to the force being exerted by the gun. For this purpose
we find in some cases that grooves of a uniform width but varying

.depth are cut in the walls of the cylinder, in other cases slots 01
PLATE 73.
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RECOIL CYLINDER WITH VARIABLE ORIFICE.

uniform widths and depths are cut in the piston, and bars of uniform
.widths but varying'depths are attached to the walls of the cylinder.
The third variation involves holes of uniform diameter in the pis-
ton and round rods of varying cross section passing through these
holes and attached to the ends of the cylinder. The piston rod is
always attached to a lug or band on the gun, and as the gun recoils
the piston is compelled to move with it and the oil is compelled to
pass through the orifices. Since we are in' the habit of combining
with this s.ome mechanism which pulls the gun back into its firing
position, it has been necessary to provide some form of what is
known as a count.er-recoil buffer which will prevent the gun from
coming back into b~ttery with too great a shock. There are various
forms of such buffers, two of which are illustrated in Plates 123 and
235. In the one case the recoil piston rod is merely continued into a
head which fills with oil as the gun recoils. When the gun is
brought back into battery the oil is forced out of this pocket rather
slowly and prevents the gun from returning too violently. The
most refined form of buffer is that shown in Plate 123, which has
been developed for the 16-inch gun on its barbette carriage. This
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involves a floating valve which opens quite freely when the gun
recoils but closes when the gun is being returned to battery and
prevents the oil from passing from one end of the cylinder to the
other except quite slowly. The first type mentioned was not found
satisfactory for heavy guns which must operate between the ranges
of zero and 650 or even 450

• ThIS new mechanism has been found
entirely satisfactory for the operation of even so heavy a gun as
the 50-caliber at the extremes of elevation of zero and 650

•

168. Spring recuperators.-The earliest type of recuperators that
followed the use of weights comprised helical springs, Plate 217,
upper. view. Such recuperator mechanisms were in. use in our
service from. at least 1870 and are still in use on some of our guns.
The German service very distinctly prefers spring recuperators, and
practically all of their field carriages as well as their heavier
coast and naval carriages use this type. The British service seems
to prefer this type likewise for their heavier guns. We have had

. sufficient experience with the pneumatic recuperator during the past
war to induce us to practically abandon springs for future field and
coast carriages.

169. Pneumatio recuperator.-Between 1880 and 1890 Colonel
Duport, of the French Army, developed the' famous French 75-
millimeter gun involving a hydropneumatic recoil mechanism in
which' a pneumatic recuperator involving a metal piston between
the. air and the liquid replaced the usual springs. It is possible
that this type of mechanism may have been proposed by some one
else, but this seems to be one of the earliest cases of its being suc-
cessfully used on a field carriage. This combination had the ad-
vantage of permitting a very long easy recoil ahd the result was
an unusually steady carriage. This distinctly pneumatic recuper-
ator has been developed for a field carriage carrying a 6-inch gun
and for heavier coast and railway carriages carrying guns as large
as 21 inches. In Plate 125, the design used on several of our railway
carriages as well as on the 16-inch 50-caliber barbette carriage is
shown in detail. It will be observed here that the mechanism in-
volved a floating piston and that a liquid seal is provided against the
escape of the air in the air chamber. Thus, if there is any leaking
from the recuperator. it is oil that is lost, and as this oil leaks ont
the rod of the floating piston projects slowly from the end of the
main piston, indicating clearly the' extent of the loss of oil. This
(ype of recuperator has been found from. quite sufficient trial to be
so satisfactory and efficient that it has been rather generally adopted
for use in our seacoast carriages. The form of pneumatic recuper-
ator which is being used by the British service on its field carriages
is simply a develop~ent of the original type of the hydropneumatic
recoil mechanism shown in Plate 74. This refined mechanism in-
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volves a double cylinder, the one of which is principally an air
reservoir. As the gun recoils the oil in the recuperator cylinder
is forced into the air cylinder; thereby compressing the air still
further. 'Vhen the end of the recoil has been reached, the air ,forces
the liquid out into the recuperator cylinder and returns the gun to
battery. .

170. Recoil and recuperator mechanisms may then be summarized
as having developed from the original back stop of timbers, Plate.
69, through the wheeled carriage stopped by friction, the truck
carriage stopped by obstacles and by means of ropes, the inclined
plane, the weight, the early combined hydropneumatic mechanism,
Plate 66, to the combination of weights and hydraulic mechanism
on the disappearing carriage, Plate 176, the hydraulic cylinder and
springs,' Plate 217, and the hydraulic cylinder and pneumatic re-
cuperator of the two types shown in Plates 74 and 12'5. It is pos-
sible that one should add to this the sliding friction scheme of the
sliding railway mount and the rolling friction scheme of the roll-
ing railway mount, Plate 68.

BREECH MECHANISMS.

171. lVedge.-From the time that guns were first made in 1250,
it is probable that the advantages of being able to load a gun from
the rear ,vere seen. Crude open-tube or breech-loading guns were
made early' in the fourteenth century; that is, about 1325. Prac-
tically all of these early breech mechanisms involved the use of a
wedge. Among the first mechanisms we find the breech-loading
scheme of the so-called" wall" gun, in which the breech served as
the powder chamber and was held in place by means of a metal
wedge, Plate 43. These mechanisms were so crude, however, that
they did not find great favor. In the heavier guns, which were of
cast metal, .the use of such a mechanism generally weakened the
breech to such an extent as to result frequently in the failure of
the gun. From 1325 until the early part of the nineteenth century
breech-loading guns wer~ constantly in existence and in occasional
use. Practically all of the breech mechanisms of those centuries,
however, involved the use of a wedge in some form.

172. In 1845 :Major Cavalli, a Sardinian officer, devised the
wedge scheme shown in Plate 54, and in the next year the 'Vahren-
dorff breech was devised, involving again the use of a wedge to-
gether with a simple locking screw. It 'was so difficult to obtain
absolute obturation with these wedge mechanisms, however, that
they did not meet with a great deal of favor. .

173. Screw.-In 1854 Sir 'Villiam Armstrong in his experiments
on breech-loading guns developed a screw breech mechanism, Plate
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75, which though somewhat elaborate gave more satisfactory re-
sults than any of the wedge mechanisms so far used. From. this
time on the breech-loading gun was firmly intrenched, and the
various breech mechanisms operated with a relative degree of satis-
faction. In England, France, and America the screw breech has
been developed from the types shown in Plate 43 to the modern type
of mechanism, Plate 121, which is being used on our 16-inch gun,
.where we find the breechblock hinged at the bottom of the gun
closed automatically by means of air pressure in the closing cylin-
ders under the gun, and locked. by a one-sixteenth revolution of the
block. In coming to this type of screw, which is known as the
Welin stepped-thread screw, we have passed through the simple in-

PLATE 75.

ARMSTRONG (BRITISH) BREECH.

terrupted screw with three or four alternate sections of thread on
the block, Plate 209, to the present scheme of machining the block
to 4 diameters and dividing the circumference into 16 parts, 12 of
which are threaded and 4 are recessed. By this last scheme we
secure contact between a much greater percentage of the block and
the gun than formerly and the block is released and locked by a
very slight rotation. .

174. Obturator pads.-The screw breech mechanisms involved the
use of some form of gasket or gas-check pad which bears heavily
against a cone machined in the breech of the gun. This scheme of
preventing the escape of gases is only relatively satisfactory. Under
hard service in the field these pads insist on swelling when new and
on permitting the escape of gases and the scoring of the cone when
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old. The pads are made of asbestos soaked in tallow, covered with
wire cloth, and compressed under terrific pressure. The steel mush-
room head in front of the pad protects it against the heat of the
powder gases to a 'eertain degree.

175. Krupp breech..-The wedge mechanism that we saw in the
Cavaili and Wahrendorff guns has. been developed by the German
Army in the !{rupp Ordnance 'Yorks to the perfection shown in
Plate 76. Apparently "they have used it on all of their ordnance,
even the .famous 42-centimeter guns which were used in the destruc-
tion of the forts of Liege in 1914. The use of this type of mechanism
compels the use likewise of metal powder cases, because there is rio
other practical means of preventing the eseape of gases to the rear.
The introduction of the expandable metal powder cases in France in
1846 opened the way for the" development of the wedge breech
mechanism as we find it now in Germany. In the 3-inch caliber

PLATE 76•.

KRUPP SLIDING-WEDGE BREECH MECHANISM.

guns the ammunition is "fixed" ; that is, the projectile is fastened
into the metal powder case. Above this caliber the ammunition is
generally separate. In some instances the entire powder charge is
contained in a metal case, while in others only the base charge is
contained in a metal case beeause it would require a case of too great
weight and size to contain the whole charge. The principal purpose
of the case is to prevent the escape of the gases to the rear. After
the projectile is rammed, the powder charge is ente"red either sep-
arate or in the case and the case slid into the breech until its rim
strikes the breech end of the gun. The powder case varies in thick-
ness from the base to the forward end, and the forward end is forced
against a cone machined in the powder chamber of the gun. The
closing of the screw breech forces the front edge of the case very
hard against the cone and the rim of the case against the breech of
the gun. In this system the primer is always provided in the base

' 
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of the powder case. 'Vhen the explosion takes place, the pressure
of the powder forces the thin edge of the powder case tight against
the cone and prevents the escape of the gases to the rear. This
type of mechanism has a few advantages. First, no difficulty is ex-
perienced with swelling of obturator pads. Second, there are no
serious difficulties with firing mechanisms such as one experien'ces in
the case of the screw breech~ Third, it seems a simpler type of
mechanism to manufacture and maintain. 'Ve have made use of this

PLATE 77.
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THOMPSON BREECH MECHANISM.

mechanism on our antiaircraft and newly designed 3-inch field guns.
In some cases the wedge is made to slide crosswise and in others up
and down.

176. In summarizing breech mechanisms, we find that although
the development has continued from 1325 to the present day, we
have been working'on only hvo types, the one involving the wedge
and the other the screw, which, after all, is a wedge also. The
earliest mechanism employed a separate powder chamber and the
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intermediate mechanisms are illustrated by the Cavalli and 'V ahren-
dorff types. One other distinct type, Pi'ate 77; has been proposed
which is neither a wedge nor a screw. This type, unfortunately, does
not possess any very satisfactory means of closing it tightly and
~ould not serve for guns of modern design.

FIRING l\lECHA~ISl\lS.

177. J,Iatoll" wheel, and flint.-The earliest scheme employed for
discharging a gun was to apply a cotton or hemp match to the bit of

PLATE 78.

'c;7W,-;a I
EARLY MUSKET WITH MATCH LOCK.

powder about the Yent or in the pan oyer the Yent of the muzzle-
loading gun. This scheme was in common use until after our own
Civil 'Val'. ' In the sixteenth century hand rifles were developed hav-
ing a more or less automatic scheme of firing, where the match of
cotton or hemp was carried by a hamm'er which dropped to the firing

PLATE 79.

COIL SI'h'IIYG

SMALL FIRING MECHANISM WITH WHEEL LOCK.

pan on its release by the trigger, Plate 78. In this same century the
wheel lock, Plate 79, was devised. where we find a small hard-steel
wheel with roughened filelike circumference bein~ rotated rapidly
against a small piece of iron pyrites. This lock included a coil spring
which was wound, and on the release of the trigger the spring would
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spin the wheel, which would cause a shower of sparks to fall into
the powder pan and fire the gun. This mechanism was superseded
by the flintlock, where the hammer of the gun carried a chip of flint
which on the fall of the hammer struck a small plate of steel, causing
several sparks to drop into the powder pan and fire the gun. It IS
understood that both the wheel lock and the flintlock were employeri
on some large guns. One British man-of-war had several of its guns
IJrovided with flintlocks.

178. Detonator loc7c.-In 1805 a Reverend Forsyth devised a deto-
nator lock which comprised a magazine shaped like a bottle and
attached to the lock of the gun. This bottle contained a detonating
mixture of potassium chloride, charcoal, and sulphur. A rotation of
the magazine caused a small quantity of this mixture to fall into a

'PLATE 80.

RVSSIIIN PR/MER THAT
IS .sCREWED INTQ HOLDER.

small hole in a plug communicating with the touchhole of the gun.
A second rotation of the magazine brought this detonator charge
into such a position that it could be set off by the fall of a hammer.
Forsyth developed this mechanism to the point where it was more
or less satisfactory for sporting rifles, and serious attempts were
made to develop it for cannon. IIis experiments were followed so
closely, however, by the invention of the fulminate cap by :Mr.
J. Shaw, of Philadelphia, in 1814 that it was not developed to any
great extent.

179. Fulminate cap and primers.-In 1814 the fulminate cap, first
of iron, then uf pewter, and finally of copper, was developed and
came into general use for small arms. Relatively small use was made
of the fulminate which was employed in these caps until about 1850,

. when a friction primer was developed in England that could be
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introduced into the vent of either a breech or muzzle loading gun.
This primer was in itself a firing mechanism in that it was complete.
The operation of this mechanism probably needs no explanation,
since it is so similar to the primers we are using to-day. This type
of primer is in use even to-day. Plate 80 shows another form of
this primer in the shape of a threaded cylinder which is screwed into
the breech of the gun. It is a friction primer and was in rather
general use by the Russian Army on their 105-millimeter guns. A
large number of these primers were found with the 105-millimeter
nonrecoil guns which were captured by the Germans and then re-
captured by the Americans from the Germans at Margut, Belgium,
in 1918..

180. Firing mechanisms of to-day comprise simply various designs
of holders for cartridgelike primers fired by friction or electricity
and other holders for other" cartridge-shaped primers fired by the
blow of a hammer. The designs are legion, while the principle of
serving as a holder with or without a hammer is common. Difficul-
ties experienced with some mechanisms have been discussed under
fuses and primers.

181. Firing mechanisms have then been developed from the match,
through the wheel, flint, and detonator locks, and the fulminate cap
with hammer lock to the primer holder of to-day, in which the primer
is fired by fric~ion, electricity, or the blow of a spring-driven hammer.

SIGHTS.

182. Quadrant.-For several centuries there was little or no need
for sights of any description in connection"with the laying of guns.
During the period from 1250 to 1550, when the projectiles were
stones, the target was generally a wall or a ship, and the gun had
a range of only a few hundred yards. 'Vhen firing at a wall the
gun could easily be pointed in the direction of the point to be
breached without the aid of sights. It was early learned, however,
that with a certain weight of powder and size of proj ectile the gun
should be elevated to an approximate number of degrees to hurl
the rock projectile to the desired distance. To facilitate this laying
or placing in elevation a crude form of our present gunner's quad-
rant was devised by Tartaglia in 1540-1550. The original and pres-
ent quadrants are shown in Plates 81 and 82. This original quadrant
comprised two legs at 900

, the one leg being longer than the other in
order that it might be inserted into the bore of the gun. The arc
connecting the two legs was divided into 12 parts, and projected past
the one leg some degrees to provide for laying the' smaller guns in
depression. A plumb line was suspended from the vertex of the
angle. This instrument served for the high as well as -low ang~es
of el~vation and depression.

-

-
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1 ;3. lJispaJ't and tal/flent sight8.-Early in the sevcntcenth cen-

tury the praetiee W~L introdll('(>(l of provi(lillg g"llIlS with what wen'

PLATE 81.

GR/lIlV/lTED /lH6LES

TARTAGLIA'S GU. 'XER QUADHANT.

known as "di 'part:' sjuhts. ~\ notch was Illade Oil tile Lop of the
breech or ba e rineY, and on the mllzzle 1'1Ilg a notched fore sight
(termcd the rlispal't si !fht) ,,'as placed i II the sallle verti<:al plane as

PLATE 82.

the urcpeh Hotel! and tile a.'is uf the (rUII, and at such a height that
a Jilll' from the breech-rillg" note'h to tl)(, dispart-sight Iloteh was.
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parallel" to the axis o£ the gun. Such sights served well for short-
range firing, but assisted only in laying the gun in direction. For
more distant firing the quadrant was still necessary. The next de-
velopment took the form o£ a: gunner's rule or tangent sight ar-

PLATE 83.

ORIGINAL TANGENT SIGHT.

ranged as shown in Plate 83. In this case a brass rule was used
having a slit in the center and graduated into divisions proportional
to the" tangents o£ angles, with a base equal to the distance from
the rule to the dispart notch. A metal rider was provided aCI:oss

PLATE 84.

AI£T/IL SLIIlE

StlCKET (J/r' (;t//y

EARLY AMERICAN TANGENT SIGHT.

which a thread with a bead in the center could be stretched. 'Vhen
the thread o£ this rider was set at any desired elevation according
to the graduations on the rule, the gunner could lay his gun both
in elevation and azimuth by sighting from the bead over the dispart
sight. Similar designs o£ tangent sights were introduced by General

A-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~:_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-G 
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Gribouval in about 1775, and were in general use in America by
1812. They were not generally adopted in the British Navy, how-
ever, until about 1850. The American tangent scale comprised a
brass scale, Plate 84, that fitted into a socket in the breech ring

PLATE 85.

TANGENT SIGHT WITH GRADUATED PLATE FOR INDEXING ELEVATION.

of the gun, and it could easily be removed when desired. This
brass scale provided for elevations up to 5 degrees. For elevations
up to 10 degrees a wood scale was substituted.

184. Since sights of this design were so easily liable to injury
both in firing and handling the gun, another form of the tangent

PLATE 86.

TANGENT SIGHT WITH ADJUSTABLE DRIFT SCALE.

sight was devised. This, Plate 85, comprised a series of notches
on the side of the breech ring and a single notch on the side of the
muzzle ring. These notches were high enough that a line from the
lowest rear notch to the muzzle notch passed over the trunnion and
was parallel to the axis of the gun. Such sights provided for an

.~~. '-

-




l.lcvation or a!H)tl1 :~dl'gTcl's. ~ot infl'eqll\'1111.\' tIlt' di:-parL sight was
placcd just over tile trunnion.

] Sf), Dr'ilt s('n!p-Te7('s('oJJi(' si!Jld.--The fu rther de\'clopmcnt 0 t
thc scheme or design employed ,,'ith .\merican tangent sights was
to provide separatc dispart sights a;;: "'ell a~ scales. both of which
fittcd into holl>s or sockets in the hod.v of the gun. Thr dispart or
forward sight was genl'rally place(l ahout at tl1<' trunnions. ot

PLATE 87,

LEF'T ELEVATION

"'ANGE SCAL.! K"'08

"'GHT EL.EVATION

TELESCOPIC SIGHT.

inl'!'(~qllcntly sights wcrc !)J'o\'ided on both. ill (,I' tIJ(' glln. and in
thc ('asc of rifled guns the tangl'nt bar or scale waS inclincd to the
right or left of thc Y dieal to compen;;:ate for the drift of the pro-
jectile. Sincp the drift anglr varies with the llluzzl Y('locity. the
tangent scalc of howitzers ,,'as set vertical and provided with un
:tdjustaLlp slid(> at its top, Plat<. G. ~o that \'ariation might be
made in tlte ojfseL for the various \'('locitic. fechanical sights' or
still further relin('(l in COJlstruction. hut in gl'nel'al followed the
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principle of those just described as long as the scheme was con-
tinued of laying a gun both in direction and elevation with the
same mechanism. Since 1880 the range of guns has been such as to
require telescopic sights, P.late 87, to permit accurate following of
the target.

186. Pan()ramic sight.-In 1855 Sir 'Villi am Armstrong devised
what may be termed a crude type of the now commonly known and
used panoramic sight. lIe ,vas conducting sonie night tests of
some experimental guns and pointed them in elev'ation by means
of a refined quadrant similar to that shown in Plate 88. lIis tar-
get was not visible, however, and so he proceeded to lay the gun in
direction by what is known as indirect sighting. The geometry of
this procedure is illustrated ill Plate 8~. T is the target, G the

. PLATE 88.

DIRECT/tiN tJF GUN

/1TT/lCHEd TO
C/lRIl/!?(;E

TIJ A'/Af/IYG ..Pc?/HT

VA//YEHSI?L JtJ/HT

EARLY TYPE OF PA1\ORAMIC SIGHT.

gun, and A an arbitrarily chosen or located aiming point .. In the
day this aiming point may be a point on a. distant object, or a
stake driven vertically at some convenient place. It is necessary to
determine by means of some type of sur'veying instrument the angle
TG A. The sight used on the gun for the purpose of laying in
direction is provided with an element, containing the object lens,
which is capable of rotation about a vertical axis to any desired
extent and the angles are measured 011 a horizontal circle. )Vhen'
angle TGA is given, the "rotating element of the sight is turned till
the indicator is at the given angle. Tlw gun to which the sight is
attached either directly or indirectly is then rotated till the vertical
line of the sight is on the object or point selected as the aiming
point. A vertical plane through the axis of the gun then passes
through the target. Sir 'Villiam Armstrong employed a crude form
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of' this pallo)'amic sight and llsed a lantern ,,-ith a ycrti('a] slit in it
for Ow aiming point in his e."IWrimental ,,'ork in L 55. "As the
effpd i \"l' rangc of guns increased: the nee(1 for a ' ig-ht that ,,"(mld

PLATE 119.

T TIII1GET (;VflT tlS/BL£ r!?fl!11 Gt/II)

ifiLL

/?/bt/IY& ,PtJ/IYT
(ST/l/rE, L/li¥TE/lA{ ETe)

.?/1E-IlETEI1A1//YEfl h'/YGLE
tJr LlEfiECT/1J1V

TilE (;EOl\IETl{Y OF I. -DIRECT FInI. "G,
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pendent line of sight, it being the function of this sight to enable the
operator merely to lay the gun in direction, in which case, of course,
the line of sight has nothing to do with the elevation of the gun. The
operation of laying the gun for elevation is another and' distinctly'
separate operation. 'Ve have therefore at the present time practi-
cally a dual sighting mechanism, part of which comprises a telescope

.capahle of being adjusted so that its axis is vertical and provided
with a graduated horizontal circle for laying off the desire<l hori-
zontal angles. The gun is provided with some modification of the
quadrant with a graduated vertical circle for the laying off of verti-
cal angles of elevation. This quadrant may be either separate and
used in connection with a machined pad on some part of the gun, or
rigidly attached to some convenient part, like the trunnions.

PLATE 93.

t?V'..?Oh'..?tYTdtY LIJIf'ER HA'Lr
,.,./.¥'&;. RM"G /?d7;PTcS T/LL.
.PLV'H8 L/h'E JI/ST Tdl/C#E~

EARLY TRUNNION SLOPE COMPENSATOR.

187. The latest forms of the elevation and indicator sights for sea-
coast guns are those in use on the .H)-inch barbette carriage, Plates
91 and 92. It will be observed that for laying in elevation a series
of gears connect the gun with the dial registering the elevation'
angles. The base ring of the carriage is provided with an azimuth
circle, graduated to degrees. An indicator attached to the racer,
Plate 149, rotates with the gun and indicates an indirect deflection
from a fixed aiming or reference point. The oIwrator located in
the azimuth observer's cab rotates the carriage until the indicator is
at a point on the azimuth corresponding to the deflection angle
determined and telephoned from the observing stntions. For direct
fire at a stationary target or for following a moving one azimuth
is obtained with a telescopic sight having deflection adjustments for
target speed, wind, etc.
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188. It was parIy l'p(;ognizl.d that if the a."is of the tl'lllmions is

lwt horizontal tlw angle laid off on the tangpnt sight docs not rep-
rcsent tlJ(' :lngle of elcyaticJIl of the axis of thc gun. It was for this
)'eason that tangent sights weJ'(~ so long in coming into general use
in the ~~av'y. This condition docs not apply in the cases of {i,'cel
sea(;oast ca I'riage. : uec:luse the carriage is set so as to place tIlC axis
of the trunnions horizontal. It docs apply, however, with gllllS on
railway and wh0e10d field carl'lagps. One early form of mechanism

PLATE 95.

RAILWAY MO ."T Tit '.' '10." 'LOP' COMPE.NSATOIt WITH PANOUAMIC SIGHT.

~)/'o\'id('d to cOnJpl'llsatl' for the slopc' of tltc trunniolls is sllown in
Plate 0:3. 111 this ca..,e lou:-:\ rings \\'C'J'(' pro\'idpcl on tlte l))'cec!J and
muzzle 0 f the gun to t alce the tangcllt and d ispart sights. Each was
pro\'ic1ed ,\,ith a hingc'd plate and pllllllh lillp on tlte bottoll\ and
could l)l' rotated until thl' plumb line coineidpd with a linc seratdlCd
on Ow hingpd platC'. The sights ,,'pre UH'lI in the vcrtical plane
through the lL'is of the gun. This nwc!Janislll has l)('en rcfined to
that shown in Plate at for field guns and to tllat shown in Plate a;')
for railway mounts. III this IaUpr ('asp tIll' sight is nlollnh.d Oil a
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holder that is carried by a cross, which in turn is carried in a fork on
the end of a shaft that is always parallel to the gun trunnions. The
gun trunnion is connected by a link with this fork. One leg of the
cross corresponds to the axis of the gun and is always parallel to it.
The gun is elevated to the approximate degree, and the sight holder
then leveled so that the cross leg of the cross is horizontal. The sight
is then in a vertical plane that is parallel to a vertical plane through

. the axis of the gun, and a deflection laid off by means of the sight will
point the axis of the gun in the proper direction. The reader is
referred to section 6 of Volume I of Railway Artillery for further
information on sights and the use of the device known as an aiming
rule.
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same time carry sufficient explosive to do serious damage after it
has pierced the plate. Since we had had the opportunity to test
the effect of a 2,400-pound projectile for piercing and destruction,
and had found it satisfactory, this same weight was somewhat ar-
bitrarily chosen for use with the new gun.

'193. Gun length.~In determining the range to be secured the
maximum attainable was of course desired. This depends upon the
initial velocity and elevation, hence the immediate consideration of
the maximum possible and practicable length for the gun and the
maximum safe powder pressure. The maximum safe powder pressure
with the type of powder that we have been using-that is, a single-
base nitrocellulose-is approximately 40,000 pounds per square inch.
Greater pressures have been secured without detonation of the
powder, but it has not seemed wise either from the consideration of
the strength of the gun or the risk of detonation of the powder to go
higher than the 40,000. Turning to the matter. of the length of the
gun, it was found that the largest forgings that could be handled
easily with available facilities and then machined at Watervliet
Arsenal with present machine tools would be those of approximately'
a 50-caliber gun. It might have been made 51 or 49, but caliber
lengths have generally been set in increments of 5, hence our guns
of 40, 45, and 50 caliber lengths. The factors of powder pressure
and gun lengths were decided then more by limitations than by de-
sires. The range that seemed possible from this maximum pressure
and length was 52,000 yards. Test has since proved this attainable.

194. Type of gun.-The next point for decision in the gun was
whether it should be built up entirely of tubes and hoops of steel or
be wound with wire as a substitute for some of the hoops. IIere
again limitations played a deciding part. The weight of a 50-caliber
built-up gun would be so great as to require an unusually heavy
carriage and would force upon the carriage designers problems that
might in the end prove very difficult of solution. The recoil and
recuperator mechanism, elevating mechanism, and traversing mecha-
nism would all be seriously loaded by so heavy a gun. If, on the
other hand, it were possible to construct the gun on the principle of
winding it with wire, it would be lighter and the loads imposed on
the above mechanism would be materially less. Investigation seemed
to indicate that the guns could be made with the use of wire, and
t.his type was therefore selected.

195. Breech mechanism.-Study of the several breech mechanism
in use lead quickly to the conclusion that the mechanism in use on the
Navy 14-inch guns, comprising a stepped-thread block swinging
down practically in a vertically plane, would be the best that could
be used. The block of the 14-inch gun swings to the side of the ver-
tical because of limitations 'in ship's turrets. There was no reason
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,,'hy it cOllld not swing yertically down in this case, so this design
was selected. The stepped-thread screw is opened or locked through
so small degree of rotation and at the same time has a greater
percentage of contact than the interrupted thread screw. It has
served with entire satisfaction in the Navy, hence there was no
doubt of its service on these proposed guns.

196. This practically completes the initial requirements. They
comprise a 2,400-pound projectile, a gun length of 50 calibers, the
wire-wound type of construction, and the 'Velin stepped-thread
drop-breech mechanism. The initial velocity that is attainable
with a maximum powder pressure of 38,000 pounds is 2,700 feet per
second. This gives a maximum range of about 52,000 yards at an
elevation of 53 degrees.

CARRIAGE.

197. Type.-In deciding upon the type and characteristics of the
carriage one assumes that the question for decision was between the
disappearing and barbette type and the extent of elevation that
should be provided for the gun. It has been mentioned that a
program had been initiated in 1916 for the construction of a num-
ber of disappearing carriages for guns of the design under discus-
sion. These carriages, Plate 176, are of the typical Buffington-
Crozier design, but a modification was made in the elevating mecha-
nism to provide for a maximum eleyation of 30 degrees. Experi-
ence of the war, well under way at that time, showed very dearly
that such a gun as this is to a certain extent wasted on a carriage
which docs not provide greater elevation than 30 degrees. One of
the 14-inch guns used on a British railway mount in 1918 gained
an extra 100 yards in range between 46 degrees and 47 degrees
elevation, the maximum range attainable at the service muzzle velo-
city being at the elevation of 47 degrees. It is plain to see, then, that
the limitations of the disappearing carriage, in which extreme diffi-
culty was experienced in providing even 30 degrees, so legislated
against it as to practically rule it out of existence. The program of
construction of the disappearing carriages was therefore cliscon-
tinued and the barbette carriage was the natural conclusion as the
(lnly alternate. The .decision to use this type of carriage instead of
the disappearing carriage was reached in 1918,blAtone of the require-
ments of prime importance-that is, the extent of elevation to be
provided for in this carriage-was not decided until the spring
of 1920. .

198.Elevation.-A discussion of the arguments considered which
resulted in the provision of so extreme an elevation as 65 llegrecs for a
gun of 50-caliber length may be of interest. It has been commonly
understood that cannon of mortar and howitzer length-that is,
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uncleI' approximately 25 calibers-were generally to bG' used for
high-angle fire-that is, at target~ against which a maximum plung-
ing fire is desired; and, on the, other hand, that cannon of greater
length than from 25 to 30 calibers were to be used as the low-angle
or direct-fire cannon where the chief desire was to reach the target.
The only consideration in this latter case was to use for each par-
ticular target the minimum powder charge that would permit reach-
ing that target with the maximum elevation computed for that
pmnler charge. Operation on this plan wouhl reduce the wear of
the gun to the minimum. This scheme of operation, perhaps, ap-
plies to service in land warfare rather than to service in seacoast
fortifications. In the case of seacoast fortifications, one of two
things is desired. Either the projectile is to be dropped vertically
on the deck of the boat with as great a velocity as possible, or it is
to be projected against the side of the boat with sufficient velocity
to piece the armor. The question that came up for decision in con-
nection with this very long gun then was: Is it profitable and
feasible to use a long gun for high-angle fire It was certainly de-
sirable to provide sufficient elevation in the carriage to attain the
maximum range of the gun at the muzzle velocity according to
which the gun had been designed. Since so many unusual things
ha ve taken place during the war and so many practices that had
been thought either unwise or impossible have been proved both
desirable and efficient, it was decided that if no particular disad-
vantages would result and it were fouml possible, this gun and car-
riage should be provided with mortar elenltion-that is, f)5 degrees.
It was not certain when this was decided upon that it could be at-
tained, but at least it was passeci on to the designers as a goal to be
attained if possible.

HH). Further than the above, it was (liflicult to make any specifica-
tions except of a general character. Experience with hydropneu-
matic recoil mechanisms had shown that this was probaLly the only
type of mechanism that would function with satisfaction. A de-
cision to make use of this mechanism therefOl'e dOl'Snot involve any
arguments pro and con. The decision with l'eference to the type of
traversing mechanism again did not involve much argnment. Be-
fore the designers had set to work on this part of the mechanism
it had been learned that the carriage of the long-range gun 1Vhich
the Germans used in shelling Paris had been mounted on a ball
bearing using 112 8-inch steel balls, the bearing being 'about 28 feet
in diameter. All of our larger seacoast guns us well as the turrets
on Lattleships hud been mounted on conical roller Learings, und
since these bearings had been found entirely satisfuctory so far as
functioning was concerned,. it ""HS thought Lest not to risk un ex-

~
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periment with so yaluable a gun as this in trying the ball bearing,
which is in common use in German coast carriages and ships' turrets.

200. 'Ve may now add to the requirements set up for the gun as
mentioneu in paragraphs 193-194: the requirements just outlineu for
the carriage-that is, by the process of elimination, the carriage was to
be of the barbette type, for the sake of experiment the eleyation was to
be G5 degrees, and to follow precedent the trayersing mechanism was
to be of the roller type and the recoil mechanism of the hydropneu-
matic type. In the case of the elevating and traversing mechanisms,
it was decidetl that ".orm gears should not be used and that provision
should be made for operation both by hand and power, the question
as to how the power was to he applied being left to inYestigation on
the part of the designing department. .

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE.

201. Pl'ojectile.-The processes inyolyed in the designing and
manufacturing of the projectile, which, by the way, had already
been in use and therefore was not a problem necessarily considered in
the design and construction of this distinct piece of ordnance, are
perhaps relatively simple compared with those of the gun and the
carriage. It was understooll that this projectile was to haye the
capacity for piercing the thickest armor in use on battleships and
was to contain sufficient explosiye to do effective damage after it
hau passed through the ar~or. Experiments with proJectiles made
of all the yarious alloys of st('el had shown that those composed of
chrome-nick('l have the gr('atest power to penetrate the haJ'(lened
steel armor as well as to carry the maximum of explosin', approxi-
mately 2.5 p('r cent of the total weight. This means that steel of this
alloy poss('SS{'Ssllch a tensile strength when properly heat treat('(l and
har<lness of the point on special treatment as to ('nahle the projectile
to be made with the maximum caYity or the minimum thickness of
wall awl safely withstand the stressps resulting from the pr('ssure on
the hasp of the projectile tending to accelerate its linear velocity, the
tangential force operating on its circumference through the copper
ban(l tending to accelerate its Yelocity of rotation, and last and most
important, the t('rrific stresses den'loped on impact ,,'ith the armor.

202. Should the stren:.,rth or the proj('etile not be sufficient to
withstan<1 the stresses set up by these forees, it woul<1 break in the
~nn or swell, an<l cause a prematnre explosion or other sericlls
damage to the gun, or shatter on impact with the armor. The
projectile of this material and <1esigned to withstand the stresses
mentione<l is shmyn in Plate ['G. It was provided with u single cop-
per rotating band at the rear~ because experiments COlHluetell through
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a period of the last 40 ..:
years have shown this Q>

r.'l
to be the best design, e-.jand the profile of the llo<

copper band. was de-
signed likewise to con-
form to that found most
efficient by experiments.
It will be observed that
the rear of the copper
band is so designed as
to serve both for the
purpose of rotating as
well as checking the
powder gas2S. In such
a projectile it is neces-
sary, of course, to place
the fuse in a plug
screwed into the base
of the projectile itself.
The cavity has been
nlaue of the maximum
size compatible with the
stresses that will be set
up, and has likewise
been so shapeu anu
placed as to give to all
parts of the projectile
sufficient strength to
stand all of the stresses
that will be set up in it,
either in the gun or in
piercing the armor.

203.Alanufa'cturing.-
Steel of the desired al-
loy is cast in ingot form
and forged under a hy-
draulic press until it
hfls attaineu the desired
homogeneity. It is then
heflted and pierced by
simply pushing into it
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a mandril of hard steel, Plate 97. The resulting forging with
the pierced cavity is then machined on a lathe with the exterior

. and cavity conforming to the mathematical design shown in the
finished projectile, Plate 96. The forging, by the way, is given
sufficient heat treating before machining to insure that there are no
serious internal stresses that will deform the projectile during the
machining processes. 'Vhen the machine work has been finished, the
point is then hardened in oil and the copper rotating band placed
nround it and pressed into the groove machined for it by means of a
hydraulic press. A.fter the copper.band has been machined the pro-
jectile is shipped to the ammunition arsenal, where it is filled with
the desired high explosive and the base plug and the fuse inserted.
It might be well to mention here a common practice with projectiles
of this size in use in German coast defenses. 'Vithus it is the habit
to pour the melted explosive into the cavity after the metal has been
coated with lacquer to prevent contact between the explosive and the
steel. This makes it difficult to remove the explosive and there is
always the possibility of a chemical reaction between the explosive
and the steel if the separating film should break down. It is the
common practice in Germany to pour the explosive into a vulcanized
fiber container of the exact shape of the shell cavity. The walls of
this' container are about one-sixteenth of an inch thick. The pro-
jectile and the explosivo are then sent to the fortification separately,
and if desired the explosive can be removed and other explosive in-
serted at any time.

204. Gun.-Before beginning with a description of the detailed
procedure in the design of this gun, it may be well to mention a
few of the principles involved in the construction of any multipiece
gun and of the wire-wound type of multipiece gun. It has already
been mentioned that in 183G it was demonstrated that a..homogeneous I

gun-that is, a gun made of solid material-soon reaches a limit
of thickness beyond which additional thickness fails to give addi- .
tional strength to resist tangential stress. Until that time it was
.the practice to increase the diameter of the cast guns to such pro-
portions that the guns became very unwieldly. The metallurgist
was likewise called upon for materials of high tensile strength, but
when the metallurgist had reached the limit of his resources and
cannon had become unwieldly in weight, it was necessary to have
recourse to some other priniciple. Shortly afterwards it was aem-
onstrated that dependence could not be placed in solid guns. A prac-
tice started in the fourteenth century with the great wrought-iron
guns, which were made by first welding together a series of wrought-
iron bars into a tube and then driving or shrinking onto this tube a
series of rings, likewise of wrought iron, was revived in the form
of shrinking over the breech end of the gun or of casting inside
of the breech end, a wrought-iron or steel cylinder formed by coiling
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a long wrought-iron bar of square section about a mandril and weld-
ing it into the cylinder. This served to increase the strength of the
guns beyond that of the cast guns.

205. Between 1850 and 18GO Sir 'Villiam Armstrong further de-
veloped the principle of constructing guns of steel or wrought-iron
tubes and hoops shrunk on, and at 'Voolwich Arsenal the practice
of constructing a gun by winding wire about the tube was started
and developed to quite a degree. It will be remembered that Pro-
fessor Treadwell, an American, claimed credit for. having disCGv-

"ered the principle of winding the tube with an envelope of wir~,
although there were several other claimants to the original concep-
tion. It was in about 1850 that the theory of this construction was
worked out to a fairly accurate degree. The greatest handicap
nnder which the designers and manufacturers labored, prior to
the discovery of the weakness of the monopiece gun, was that they
could depend only upon the strength of the metal between the
limits of no stress and the elastic limit in tension. The constructioll
of a gun either under the principle of shrinking a series of hoops
over the tube or of winding many layers of wire about it, has for
its merit the practical doubling of the capacity of the gUll for
standing an internal pressure tending to rupture the inner l:tyers
of the tube. If we take, for example, the case of the gun wound with
wire, the tube initially is under no stress, either tension or com-
pression, if it has received proper heat treatment. The wire is
wound on either at a constant tension or at an increasing tension,
with the purpose of compressing the metal of the tube practically
to its elastic limit. IIoops are then shrunk on, and the resulting
gun has a, strength to resist the tendency of an internal pressure to
burst the tube equal now to the range between the elastic limit in
compression and the elastic limit in tension. IIaving evolved this
principle, it seems that in terms of construction at least we have
reached a limit in capacity to withstand pressure, and we can
make progress in the construction of guns to withstand greater pres-
sure only through the assistance of the metallurgist in furnishing
n8 with materials having greater tensile strength. The alloy steels
which are drawn into the wire for winding these guns has a higher
tensile strength than the large forgings used in making tubes,
jackets, and hoops. As other alloys of greater strength are discovered
we can either reduce the diameter of our guns-that is, reduce the
thickness of the walls-or we can leave the walls as they are and
increase the pmvder pressure and the velocity of the projectile.
There may be some promise for advanceme"nt of this character in
the rather new zirconium alloy of steel. Zirconium steel has not
yet been produced in sufficiently large quantities to permit of
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that exhaustive testing that is desirable before being used in guns
of such caliber. 'It seems to promise well, both in increased tensile
strength and increased hardness. Some specimens of this alloy
that have just been tested are reported to have shown a tensile
strength of 400,000 ,pounds per square inch. Another report on
a hardness test of a plate 12 inches square heat treated with ap-
parent uniformity, gives variations in hardness of as much as 60 '
and 100, Brinnel test.

206. Since the mathematical discussion of the principles of design
of the various parts of a gun of this character are so thoroughly and
elaborately worked out in "Ordnance and Gunnery" by Lissack,
and" Stresses in 'Vire 'Vrapped Guns" by Ruggles, no such dis-
cussion will be given here. Instead the space will be devoted to a
more general discussion of procedure in designing and 'a, discussion
of the procedure in manufacturing' and assembling. The student
is referred to the above texts for the mathematical discussions. '
,207. Design--Gun.-Starting with the requirements already enu-

merated for the gun a designer develops the following additional
elements which are to be used in developing the various curves of
pressure, velocity, etc., which will determine the thickness of the
various elements of his gun at their various points:

Elements ot the gun.

Length of gun in calibers 1__________________________________________ 50
Weight of projectile 1 pounds-- 2,400
Weight of powder charge do____ 850

Travel of the projectile-------------------------------'------inches-- 684. 6
Volume of the powder chamber :.. ('Ublclnches__ 40,000
Density of loading -- O.5882
Maximum pressure 1 pounds per square lnch__ 38,000
Muzzle velocity 1 -feet per second__ 2, 700
~Iuzzle energy foot-tons~_ 121,430

208. It has been the common practice in the construction of this
type of gun to use two tubes, the inner termed an A tube and the

, next a B tube. In assembling, the jacket is shrunk on over the B .
tube at the rear. Over the length of this unit of tube and jacket,
from the locking ring at the breech to the P ring at the muzzle, is
wound an envelope of wire. This envelope is composed of a larger
number of layers at the breech than at the muzzle, l"llate 99. The
wire, approximately one-tenth of an inch square or one one-hundredth
of a square inch in area, is wound with a pull of 5,000 pounds, .as
indicated by the gauge on the winding machine; thus maintaining
a uniform tension stress in the wire of 50,000 pounds per square inch.
Over this envelope of wire the outside hoops C, D, and E, with the
various filler and locking .-rings are shrunk on. The gun, together

I Frevlously determined.

~ 
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e.'trcmcly lOllg gUlls of thi type is a serious fault. The first of
thcse guns showed a droop of approximately 0.6 inch. On firing,
the muzzlc vibrate' approximately a inchcs, and it can readily be
imagincd that the tcrrific strcsses set up in all members, cxcept pos-
sibly the wi reo by thi yibration 'will playa cOllsidcrable part in the

PLATE 100.

BILLET FOR T RES. 1I001'S. A () HlNGS.

1'a1(' of tl)(. \\"par of tll(' gun. (;UII' wpar 1lI0St, rapidly at, the origin
of rif1illg alld at the ll1uzzll'. Thc \'ibration of ('OllrSC has Ilothing
to do with tl)(. ratl' of ,,'par at the ffiUZZ]P, and pcrhaps since thc
wcar at tll' origin is uSlIally t!Jp factor which condelllns the gUll,
tll(' la(.k of rigidity and ('x<:('s~i\'(~"illration llIay not be a fatal fault.

PLATE 101.

HELATlVE SIZES OF TWO 16-1, 'ell GU, INGO'I •.

Plat<.' 9D gi\'e.~ a '('ction of tllt' gun a..;'('mblpd aJl(l SIIOWS the dinwn-
~i()IIS 0 f th<.' nll'iou. parts.

~11. (/011 .t,'udio/t-Hi7Iet.'.-TI)(, total lIullIbcr of parts eompos-
ing the dcsign that ha. ju. t bp n discllsc;('(l is :~8. The parts involv-
ing the grpat('. t diflil'ulty in manufacturc :In' tIlC A and B tnbcs.
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the jacket, and hoops C; D, antI E. The principal difficulties are
experienced of course "'ith thc ~\ and n tubcs. These tubes origi-
nate in cast-stecl billct.. Plate 100 and 101, of such n. length that it is
possible to cut from paeh pnd a considcrable portion to avoid the pos-
sibility of blowholes or other faults in the steel. The original billet
from which th(' A t llbe is made ""eighctl approximately] 94,000 ponnds.
The billet from which the n tube was made wcighed 27G,000 pounds.
Belo,," is a table shmying the weights of the billcts from which the

PLATE 103.

J!OHGL"G OVER A MA. "DUlL WITH HYI>RAULIC PRESS.

\'arious larger componcnt were made. It js necpssary of coul'se to
pro\"ide a ."pparate billet for the .\ and B tllhcs, the jacket, hoops
C, D, und E, and the trunnion hoop. Tn the ease of the locking
ri ng.". (.te., i \lust ra((.d on Plat e 10:2, wh iell gi V<'S the fi Ilal climensions
of ('ach of the :) part. e.'ccpt the breech, it is not necessary to
supply it separate billet and forging for ea.h of these rings. Quite
a numbcl' of ring can be cut from the same forging originating in
a single biIIt'!. Th total numbrr of ingots required is 10, assnm-
ing that a nllllllH'r of ring. can be made from one ingot.
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II'dyM", or rurfling", (Illd il/flOts.

;\ 1.111>1' ..
13 tlllle ..
C hoop .
D hoop .
E hoop .
.Jal'knL .
BreCl'hl>l(wk ,.

Part.

. .

...............................................

Ingot.

]'Olll/ds.
I\H,II:!
'27.'" ~t~I'2

:\i',!,:~:~
II\:!,;,O"
1')'\ '\""Ill; :,;;"

Forging.

l'Olll1d,~.
'l",52Sti", ()<J8
:!:!,~S4
7~,8S.1
,IO,o:!7
:\0" :12

:!,6!J2

PLATE 104.

1I0T 11001' BILLET 0,' 1\1A.-DIU L FOR FOl,l;1. '(;.

212. Fm'yil/(J.-Ht'tlll'ning' to tile ~\.. tube. for exalllpl('. tl\(' portion
of the hillet J'('lIlaining a fipl' thl' end.' al'l' n'llIo\'('d \\"pighl'd appl'oxi-
matdy I~G,()()() pOllllds. This rcmaining IJilll,t is tlu'n fOl'gt'd IIndcr
a llydralllie PI'l'SS, Platps 10;~ 104.10.-,. lOG. and 107. jo a jotal ]('ngth
gr('ut('l' than that ),t'(l'lil'l'tl fol' th(' gun and th(' ('n(1. n'Il1I)\'('d (0 insllr
the pl'o<1I1('(ioll o( t1llll', \YltllOlIt 1'a1l1(s. Hpfol'(, Iwillg' mal'hin(.d till'

" 
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tube is gi\"cn: thorough lleat trcatllH'nt to relie,'c Ihe strains set lip
in the forging, Platc..'3 10 : 109, 110, and Ill.

213. 11!acILining.-The tubc is then placed in a gun lathe similar
to that shown in Platp 112 and tlll'll<'(l at ,'al'iolls points in its lcngth
for thc placillg of IlIachille n.'sts alld the ('Iltire ('xt:erior turncd to
approximately its final dimcllsions. After thc ('xtcrior is tllrne(l so
that it lweomps a truc eylindcr it can 1)(\ supported at nl1l11CrOllS plaees
on its length by Ill<' proppr llJachinp ]'('5t5. Plale 11:1, thc inside is

PLATE 105.

JACKI~T BILLET I," I'IWCESS OF FOU(;!. 1(;,

IJol'cd out. Plat(' lH. through till' use of a boring !Jar ('al'l'.YlI1g
.. packed" bit. 1n the boring olH'l'at ion till' tool or bOl'ing bar Illay

lW"e a telltl('lIey to dC"iate fl'oIll the trll \ axis of the tllbe, alUlOlIgh
thi~ i' not :-;0 lik(.ly as a (;Oll:-'('lju('n('e of the s('ilplI}(~ of pa('killg the
IJite;, Thc pa('ked bits are ('ylinuel" of hardwood Ol\ frames carryillg
two or IlIon' too!.', The wood is a fcw tlwusalldtlls of all illch lal'ger
ill dialll .tpr than the hole to bc Cllt, so that by its forcing tile tools
al" held rigidly and ll(,('urately. FI'l'qlll'nt in~..q)('dion is n('('('ssal'.)'
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PLATE 106.

I{OLLl:\(; A STEEL nILLET FOR ,\ (;U .• PAIlT.
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PLATE 107.

FI. 'ISIIED FOHGL 'G OF JACJO';'T.

PLATE 108.

HNED STATE.

PLATI~ 109.

(;0. 'VEYI. 'G HALF-FI. 'I 'liED PIECE L'TO TilE OVE . AT HIGIIT FOH ANNEALlN(;.
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during the boring to see that the hole is true. An indicator similar
to that shown in Plate 115 is used for this purpo r and an eccentricity

PLATE llO.

snows ENDS OF TUBE A 'I) JACKET WITH SPECIME. T HEMOVED FOR TESTIl 'G
THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STEEL.

of olle-thousandth of an inch is en 'ily (leteeted. Liners or thin metal
are put between the stem of the cutting bit anJ the socket in the end

PLATE 111.

ROUGH-TUIt. 'ED TUBE.

of the bar until the bit are so placed a to eliminate eccentricities in
boring. The tube is likewise fn'qllclltl~' star gauged. Platr 11G, to

PLATE 112.

I. 'GOT O. T LATH E.

detel'llline whether the hole is perfectly cylindrical and of the propl'r
nnd IIniforlll dialll 'tel'. lt i:-; 'wtomary to IIlake fro/ll thl'l'(\ to four
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cuts through the bore so that ec<.:cntriciti(\s app(~aring in thc first cut
may be elimina ted at least by the final cut. It is 1Isual to make two

PLATE 113.

FI:-';ISH TUIL -I. 'G THE TUBE ON ENGINE LATHE.

rough ('uts alld two slllOothino- <':1Its. "Vhen the diallleter of the bore
nlrips, as is thl' case with Ilcarly all or thc tubcs and hoops, the
!)orillg is of ('oursl' d()IlP fro!ll the large elld. First the initial ulli form

PLATE 11,1.

BOIU, 'G THE I'OWDEH CIIAMBElt WITII PACI(-B1T,

cut throughout tll(' lul)l' i", Illadl' alld tll('l1 t111~ r()ugh cut through the
en!arg('d sl.('ti()11. 'I'll(' 1a rgl'l' diallll'll'r is t \\('1\ accuratply !)on~d out.
...\ pa('k('d Ilit is IIl'xt pl'l'parl'd \\,jth the f()rward ('lid alld tool sl't at
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the diameter of the smallcr hole to be cut. ",hill' thc rear en(] is lcft
at the larger (Iianwtcr, This sen'es to ccntcr thc smaller holc with
thc larger. In all of this horing- the hits are kept \Yell luhricatpd hy
oil forced into thc bore.

214. Assemblill(J.-The first step in thc a~ cmhling- of t!)('SP lin-
islw(l parts lnyol\"('s thc expanding of tll<' jacket in all plpdl'ie
furnace 01' l\('atel". Plat(' 117. and tlw slipping of it 0\"('1' t hr H tubc
to its proppr position. During thi, operatiol1 the B tuhe is kept
('001 by forcing- "\Yater throug-h it. ,rhen th(' jarket is in plnce on'r
tlw H tllue it is cooled from thc hreech en(] for\Yard b:' spraying
\Yith water. This is to insnrt' its propel' eating on n. On cooling-

PLATE 115.

BonE CEo 'TEl{ I. 'UICATOIL

it gl'ips tl)(. B tulH' tightly. ('olll])I'essillg it Ilearly to its plastic limit.
Tllcsc {",o assl'lldded parts art' thl'l1 plal'pd in the' \yinding- lath
and (1I1P s{.l'tioll after allother is \Yound "'jth thp squan' \Yire coming
1'1'0111 a t('nsioll dnllll or JIICchani~nl "'hid. kppps it :--tn'sspd ('OIl-

stantly to the dpsin'd appl'oxilllate .-,().\H)(l pounds !wr sqll a l'l' inch.
:\ grcatpr Ilulld)('r of la.'"pl's of \Yirp an' I'l'qllin'd at the hreech than
at tllp lIIuzzlp lH'call~p gl'l'atel' pn's,'ul'l', an' dp\'t,lo!H.d at tllp hreech.
tlwn'l'ol'l' gn'atpr thi('kIH'ss or tuhe alld 11\'I1l'p ilion' "'in' to com-
pn'ss t.Ilis g'IT:t!('1' thi('kll('sS to its plastic lilllit. "'11\'11 till' dl'sired
1l1l1ll1H'r or la\'el's or \yin' han' \)('('n ,,'ollnd on ill p:\ch sl,c{ion of
tl\(. I(.ng-th. tl:(' "'in' is I(wked ill a special !(wking gTO()\'P in tIll'
!(wking I'ing- anti th(. \\"iI'P thl'ollgllout tllp {'l1tin' ll'ngth or th(' gun

7:: I :!::- I:!
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surJacecl by g'rinclilw just uliicicntly to prO\'ide shrinkage surfaces.
It may be found nece~sary to \':ll'y the inside (liameter of the vari-
ous hoops aftcl' the wire has becn wound and surfaccd, sincc it is
practically illlpos ible to predict what the exad diameter of any
JllllJllH'l' of layers of ",ire will be. Jloops C, D, alld E are then
'hnlllk on. an(l thr .whole gun heatc(l, slipped ovpr, and ,hrunk
(Into the .\ tube. Platp:-: 11 and 110. Any IlPccssal'Y surfaeing or

PLATE 116.

'1 AR (;A{;GI. '(; FOR A('('UI{ACY OF BOmN(;.

turllillg of Ihp (','t('rior of III<' :ls~(,IJlbl('<1 glln is IlO\\' dOII<'. alld Oil tll(~
('olllplrt ion of t hi" machining t 1\(, :,!:Ull is f'('ady to b(~ riflp(1.

:21 :"). Hiflill(J,- I II thl' urigi na I 111:\ thema tical design () I' the call lion
11 has bpcll det('l'Ininl'd fro/ll till' muzzlc vclocity alld Lll(~ wpig-ht of
the projPctilc what velo'ity of rotat ion tlw projectile should have
on lpaving tl\(, gun to in~urr stability throughout its flight. This
rafl' of rotatioll on lpa\'ing tll<' muzzle of thc gllll is seellred throngh
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PLATE 118.

16-1.'CH "to." OV ,I( SIIIU."( 1'1'1' OF FPI{NACE.
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PLATl~ 119.

(; '}.OWEHED l. .TO PIT.
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a certain definite pitch of the rifling at that point. For example, if a
projectile is to leave the muzzle of the gun at a linear velocity per
second of 2,700 feet, a rate of rotation of approximately DO turns per
second is required to give it the desired stability. This requires
that. the 'pitch of the rifling be such as to turn the projectile once
in a linear travel of 31.25 feet. If it is' desired to ease up the
stresses in the gun resulting. from the accelerating of the rotation
of the projectile, the pitch of rifling may be made one-half as much
at the origin as at the muzzle. This is a rather common practice.
Assuming that the pitch of rifling is to be uniform, a template or
rifling plate is prepared from a .drawing made of the curve of
rifling in the bore as developed on a plane surface. An iron tem-
plate is constructed with one edge straight and the other cut to
the developed curve of the rifting. For a uniform twist. this is a
straight line, Plate 120, at a constant angle to the straight side.

PLATE 120 .

.. , It\j\'1\~ t>\ ..tc..- I

PLATE AND BAR MECHANISM FOR RIFLE GROOVE CUTTING.

For rifling of an increasing pitch it is a curve. This template is
secured to one side of the lathe used in cut.ting rifling bars and has
pressed against its' curved side a roller carried in an arm extending
across the bedplate.' '.The top of this arm.is a ra~k wh.ich through
a series of pinions, Plate 120, drives the head' carrying' the rifliTJg
bar. The cutting tool is stationary, and)ls' tIle rifling bar is fed
along it is turned the necessary amount to permit ...the tool to
cut on its surface a curve identical with that dcsire<.lin' the rifling.
This slot cut in the sur face of the rifle bar is about 0.5 inch wide
and 0.5 inch deep. After the rifling bar has been completed, a
rifling head, containing four sets of cutting tools and somewhat
similar in general construction to the packed bit already mentioned,
is attached to the end of it. These tools can be set out separately
.or together by means of wedges controlled by screws on the front
of the head. This cylinder, though attached to the front of the
rifling bar, is capable of rotating about the axis of the bar and is
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held in anyone position by means of pins engaging in holes in the
bar. Thus a series of four grooves can be cut through the gun, and
on turning the head so that the pins engage in another set of holes
the remaining grooves are cut. The gun is rifled from the muzzle
end. Both gun and bar are placed in a special lathe or machine
tool for this purpose, the gun being accurately centered with the
axis of the boring bar. A lug is provided on the front rest of the
boring bar which engages. with the curve already cut is the bar
through the use of the template. As the bar is forced forward by
pressure from the rear it is compelled to rotate in proportion to the
twist of this curve. Each set of three cutting tools comprises a
plain rectangular grooving tool, a top profiling tool and a bottOln
profiling tool. The depth of cut on each passage of the head through
the gun is about two one-thousandths of an inch. Thus it requires
about' 70 cuts to produce the desired final depth of rifling. The
rifling head is provided with a bronze sleeve which centers the bar in
the tube.

216. Finishing.-'Vhen all of the grooves have been cut, some-
times the powder chamber and. the forcing cone at the forward
end of the chamber are finish machined. The breech end of the
gun is then finished for the reception of the breech mechanism and
the gun placed in a lathe for the determination of the maximum.
and minimum droop. It is desired to so moun,t the gun on a car-
riage that it is in the position of minimum droop and likewise in a
certain definite position with reference to its center of gravity. As
soon as the point of minimum droop has been located and the
necessary lines inscribed on the muzzle for bore sighting, the gun
is balanced for the location of the trunnion band if such is to be
used. In this case, since the gun is to be carried in a cradle, no
trunnion band is provided. The counterweight, or recoil band as it
is called in Ordnance parlance, that is finally slipped over and at-
tached to the breech end of the. gun is, to a certain extent, a part of
the recoil mechanism, and for this reason will be considered a part
of the cradle and carriage, although it is, of course, relatively integral
with the gun. .

217. Breech mecllanism.-The breech .mechanism, Plate 121, is
composed of a single screw threaded to three different diameters with
a fourth smaller unthreaded diameter. This is the 'Vellin type of
breech block and 'has the double merit of pennitting locking
and releasing with a minimum turn and a maximum degree of
contact and capacity for withstanding the stresses tending to shear
the threaus. This block is likewise made from an ingot weigh-
ing originally approximately 10,000 pounds. It is first forged to
render the metal homogeneous, and is then machined on a lathe to
the shape shown. It is attached to a hinge which is supported on
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pins in the recoil band, Plate 160. In opening, this hinge drops
vertically against spring cushions and the block is returned to its
normal position through air pressure. in a closing cylinder incorpo-
rated in the recoil band. The completed breechblock, Plate 121,
is composed of the screw, a spindle with mushroom head, an ob-
turating pad, and the hinge by which it is attached to the counter-
weight. In Plate 160 it will be observed that an automatic gas
ejector of the type commonly used in the Xavy has been provided
to sweep out the gases from the gun.

218. The gun and breech may now be considered completed and
ready for assembling with the carriage. It will be noted that no
procedure of lapping or polishing of the bore of the gun after
rifling has been mentioned. This was once a rather general practice,
and is still to a certain extent. The use of a packed rifling head and
a succession of cutting bits taking relatively light cuts each has
been found to produce so good and clean a surface that further
finishing has been found unnecessary.

CARRIAGE.

219. Oharacteristics.-In considering the carriage as a whole only
general requirements could be established before the matter of de-
tailed design was taken up. It has been mentioned already that
since the hydraulic recoil and pneumatic counter-recoil mechanisms
had already proved satisfactory for somewhat similar guns and our
designers had hecome familiar with the principles of design of these

. types of mechanism, and, further, since the gun to be handled was
of such extreme weight as to make the use of springs by themselves
very doubtful, the natural conclusion was to use the usual hydraulic
cylinder for the recoil brake and the pneumatic mechanism for the
recu perator.

220. In the case of the elevating mechanism, the one principle that
was decided upon as a preliminary was to use a mechanism that did
not include worms or worm wheels. Further, it was considered de-
sirable to have a ratio of movement of the gun of 10 per turn of the
hand wheel, if this ratio would pennit the desired fine final setting
of the gun. ,

221. The elevating mechanisms of seacoast carriages constructed
prior to the war and even early in the war practically all included
a worm and worm wheel. The principal function of this combina-
tion was to serve as a lock against the shifting of the position of the
gun in the vertical plane from any position where it was desired that
it remain. Slip friction devices of the design shown in Plate 122'
had commonly been provided in the worm of the elevating mechanism
to avoid the breaking of the worm wheel or worm through the strain
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brought upon it when the gun is fired. It was always known that a

, large percentage of the power delivered through the hand-wheel was
lost through the friction. of the worm and worm wheel, which
necessarily operated at very slow speeds and usually under 'very
heavy loads. Experimental designs involving the use of spur gears
and brake drum slip friction devices were tried on railway mounts
and found so satisfactory' as to commend themselves to further use.

222. No unusual requirements were decided upon with reference
to the traversing mechanism. The ratio of one-tenth to one-twelfth
of a degree per turn of the handwheel for final fine setting or for fol-
lowing a target, which had been found a desirable ratio on carriages
previously constructed and used, was considered desirable for this
carriage and may' be considered at least a tentative original require-
'mente 'In the case of both the elevating and traversing mechanisms,
assuming that under 'certain 'circumstances the gun would have to
be elevated or the c,arriage traversed by hand, it was considered
necessary to keep the liandwheelload under 30 pounds for the proper
<>perationof the mechanism as a whole. It has finally been decided
in the case of loads for handwheels and cranks that it is better to
:reduce the load to such a point that the wheel may be spun, very
rapidly to the approximate setting rather than have such a high
ratio as results,in an excessive handwheel load and slow, laborious
turning.

223. 'Vith reference to the carriage as a whole, perhaps no gen-
~ral' requirements were set up except that it should be of the bar- "
bette'instead of the disappearing type; and in the case of the load-
ing mechanism no hard and fast requirements were decided upon,
because it was not known just what it might be possible to de-
velop. During the period between the design of one coast carriage
and another, both the users and the designers detect possibilities for
improvement, and it is usually necessary for the chief of the design

. section to gather together all of these suggestions to see if they can
be made into a workable design. The projectile involved in this case
was quite a little heavier than that used in any general service, hence
the problem of handling had to be left to a rather thorough study
,on the part of the designers. It will be pointed out later that the
decisions reached with reference to the design that' has been used
'were arrived at by quite lengthy in~'estigation. , '

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE.'

224. Recoil meckanismr-Bral.:e.-The elements with which the
designer of the recoil mechanism could start were the weight of the
gun, the weight of the projectile, the energy of recoil of the gun in
terms of the travel of the projectile in the bore, and the permissible
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length of recoil. If no recoil mechanism is provided and the gun is
mounted simply by its trunnions on the side girders of the carriage
and the carriage is not free to move, the time during which the forces
of recoil act is the same as the time which is required for the pro-
jectile to travel from its initial position to the muzzle of the gun.
This time is less than one-fiftieth of a second, and the stresses set up
in the various parts of a carriage when they are required to transmit
so great an amount of encq,')" of recoil' into the foundation in so
small a fraction of time are so great as to call for excessively heavy
construction.

225. The excessive weight of the construction is probably the
factor that prevents design on this principle. An additional ob-
jection is of course the probable disarrangement of the mecha-
nism under such violent shocks. Field guns in use during our Civil
'Val' generally were not provided with any type of recoil mechanism.
As a consequence, it was necessary to point the gun for each shot.
The famous Frencli 75-milliineter gun perfected between 1890 and
1900 is provided with a hydraulic mechanism' a110wing such great
length of recoil as to make the stresses and the' forces applied any
place in the carriage at anyone instant so sm'all as to render the
carriage very stable. After a few rounds have been fired to set the
gun and its trail firmly in the earth, a great number of shots can be
fired without further attention to the pointing of the gun either in
elevation or direction. Carrying this principle to a certain limit, it
means that the longer the time that is consumed in bringing the gun
to a position of rest after the projectile is fired the less will be the
stress in any part of the carriage, the less likelihood there is of dis-
arrangement of the mechanism', and the lighter may be the various
parts of the carriage which are esp~ciallydesigr1ed to carry. the firing
loads.

22G. ,.After careful consideration of the effects of extreme length
of recoil, it was decided that 42 inches, or 2i calibers, would involve a
base ring and racer, a recoil cylinder, and rods of such size as to be
about economically balanced. .A. greater length of recoil than this
would of course reduce the size of the recoil cylinder and rod, but
would increase the diameter of the base ring. It seemed that a
total recoiling weight of approximately 400,000 pounds with a pre-
determined energy of recoil might be stopped in a length of 42 ,
inches without involving .the use of supporting parts of excessive
weight or unusual design. .A. normal length of recoil of 40 inches
with a possibility of 2 inches excess was the final compromise.

227. The next problem in the design was a rather difficult one.
There seemed to be no difficulty in designing the hydraulic cylinder,
grooves, etc., so that it would bring the gun to rest at the proper
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point and without the development of undue stresses at any time
during the recoil; but the unusual requirements of extreme limits
of elevation of minus 7 degrees and plus G5 degrees had been given,
and no recoil mechanism of the usual design as to buffer had ever
been so perfected as to seem satisfactory for these extremes. In fact,
tests of existing recoil mechanisms at extremes of zero' and 45 degrees
had shmvn rather clearly that the usuul type of buffer, Plate 235, is
110t satisfactory. The fault is that when the buffer is so designed as to
function satisfactorily at zero, the gun will not return to battery
at higher elevations, and when designed to return the gun to
battery properly at 45 degrees it does not function properly at lower
elevations, in some cases permitting the glin to charge'back in battery
so violently as to endanger. the mechanism. This problem had been
recognized for some time, and it is probable that the solution arrived
at, which is certainly a most admirable cine, is the result' of several
years' study and research. It will be observed in Plate 123 that
two of the recoil cylinders are made of dOUble length, and the rod
contains two pistons, as shown in the upper view. The cylinder from
t he forward end to the solid piston is of the usual design. The
extension of the rod and the second piston ure the features of un-
usual design. This new type of buffer is ~hown in clearer detail in
the lower view. It is seen here that the buffer comprises a piston
in conjunction with what might be termed a floating valve. As
the gun recoils the oil flows freely throttgh' the openings in this
piston with the valve as far away from the piston as it can move.
As soon as the recuperator begins to return the gun to battery
this floating valve is forced back against: the buffer piston and
the oil permitted to flow through certain openings at such a rate
as to bring the gun to rest without any severe shock. This mecha-
nism has been found to function as satisfactorily at the lowest eleva-
tion, minus 7 degrees, as at the highest, plus G5 degrees. It was
decided to use two hydraulic brake cylinders of the design, Plate 124,
and two others of double length, including buffers, as shown on
Plate 123.

228. Recuperator.-The pneumatic recuperator used in this car-
riage, Plate 125, is a modification of an identical desibl11 used on a
number of railway carriages. It is simply modified in size, dimen-
sions, etc., to adapt it to this carriage and to the returning to bat-
tery of a weight of 400,000 pounds at an elevation of G5 degrees.
The total number of recuperators of this type uecided upon was
two, it ll€ing impracticable to provide the carriage with a single
recuperator of such size as to return the very great recoiling weight
to battery at the maximum elevation. In arranging these recoil and
recuperator mechanisms about the gun it was thought best to ar.
range them symmetrically-that is, to arrange the two simple hy-
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draulic brakes opposite each other with one at the upper left and the
other the lower right, Plate 12G, the double-length recoil cylinders
at the upper right and l~wer left, and the recuperators directly
above and below the gun. The advantages of this symmetrical dis-
tribution of cylinders about the center ~f the gun on a carriage of
the type under discussion are twofold. The question of locating the
center of gravity of the recoiling parts as well as the tipping parts
on, or close to, the center of bore is of primary importance and is
greatly simplified by the above arrangement of cylinders. 'Vhen the
gun recoils, the pull exerted on the various rods in the cylinders is
transmitted, by means of the cradle and trunnions, to the side frames.
'Vhen these rods are symmetrically located about the bore, which is
in the plane of the trunnions, of course this pull is balanced and

PLATE 124•.

I

II

. . r

l__._._.J
LATEST TYPE OF RECOIL BRAKE WITHOUT THE VALVE BUFFER.

there is no tendency for the gun to "whip." The fact that the ver- .
tical, as well as the horizontal, center of gravity of .the tipping parts
is in the plane of the trunnions will maintain the balanced condition
of these parts at all angles of elevation. During the late war the
Germans made use of a great number of naval carriages on their coast
defense and raihvay mounts and in many cases found it necessary to
resort to counterweights on top of the cradle to compensate for the
1mbalanced condition of the tipping parts due to the assembling of
the cylinders undernpath. These carriages were designed for use in
turrets where the lowness of the roof necessitated the placing of the
cy linders 1)eIow the gun and as the angle of elevation rarely exceeded
15 degrees the unbalanced condition which becomes serious at the
higher angles was not encountered to any great extent. It is logical
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PLATE 126.

(;(~MENT OF RECOIL A. D RECUPERATOR CYLI. "DEUS ABOl T
LOWEHI. G A El\fnLED RADLE O. "TO IDE FHA. tES.

7:~4-23--13
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to assume that a carriage which equalizes its firing' forces, as
described above, is an imprOVel"l1entin design, from the point of
shock reduction in all its parts, over carriages of the other types.

229. In brief, the recuperator mechanism used here involves the
use of a floating piston, the rod of which passes through the for-
ward end of the main piston, and the space between the floating
piston and the main piston is filled with oil. The initial pressure
of the air in this recuperator is approximately 2,000 pounds per
square inch, and the tendency of this pressure is of course, first,
to force the floating piston forward. This in turn has a tendency
to eject the oil, but failing to do this, transmits through the hollow
piston, yoke, and connecting rods to the rear of the gun the necessary
pull to retain the gun in battery. As the oil slowly leaks out the
floating piston is forced forward, and the distance to which the in-
dicator. on the forward end of the floating piston pI'ojects is an
indication of the extent of loss of oil and the exact position of the
piston in the cylinder. A special oil pump is provided to force in
more oil from time to. time, and after the air pressure has once
been placed at a certain point there is no pai'ticular reason why. the
air'should escape, since it can not escape, except through leaks in the
wall of the air cylinder. .' '
, 230. J,Ianufacture.-Past experience has shown t,hat it is not

satisfactory to machirie the recoil cylinders directly. in the cast-steel
cradle. In spite of .all precautions and attempts to produce the
finest of castings, the material of the cradle' is found to be suffi-
ciently porous to permit the escape of the oil through the pores on
the building up of the tremendous pressure under recoil. In some
cases various compounds were used in the attempt to fill these
pores, and sometimes they have been successful. It has seemed
better, however, in recent designs to simply provide a sleeve on the
cradle into which a forged cylinder may be fastened, which of
course shows no signs of. porosity .. The designs shown in Plates
123 and 124 then involved first the casting of ingots of the proper
size t.o forge into rough cylinders that could be turned and bored
to the final cylinder shown' assembled in place in the cradle. The
short cylinder is closed at one end by means of a plug and has a
stuffing box at the other through which the piston rod passes to the
recoil band of the gun. A bronze bushing is provided on the end
of this rod to serve as the pistDn, thereby meeting the requirement
that the piston and cylinder be of different metals. The buffer pis-
tons used in the long cylinder shown above are likewise of bronze,
while the floating valve is of forged steel. In the upper cylinder
it is seen likewise that stuffing boxes are provided at both ends and
that the end of the piston rod has an extension passing out through
a tube-shaped shield or guard toward the muzzle of the gun. There
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is nothing sufficiently unusual about the manufacture of these parts'
to warrant detailed discussion.

231. The recuperator, Plate 125, is in six parts; three of these are
not shown in this plate. The air cylinder or bottle is a machined
forging, the main piston is of bronze, the floating piston of bronze
und provided with special U leathers, the floating piston rod of '
steel, the yoke of cast steel, and the connecting rods of steel. As
one views the cradle in Plate 125, the muzzle of the gun is to the
right and the recoil band to the left. It is necessary then of course
to connect the forward end of the main piston to the recoil band of
the gun by means of two connecting rods. , The top of the re-
cuperator, the main piston, the yoke, and the two connecting rods
are shown best, perhaps, in Plate 127. Their connecting .with the
recoil band by means of the two nuts on either side of the recuperator
is shown in Plate 140. . ',' ,"

232. Oradle-Design.-Since the various elem'ents of the recoil
mechanism have been designed, it is now possible' to pass to the
cradle which is to carry a gun of a certain dia'meter and weight, is
to receive in lugs or sleeves' about its circumference six recoil and
recuperator cylinders, is to carry two ele'vating racks providing for
elevation between minus 7 degrees and plus 65 degrees, and must sup-
port the whole and transmit the energy of recoil by means of two
trunnions resting in the uSllal bronze bearings, and be provided with
such anti friction mechanisms as will enable the gun to,be ele~ated
and depressed each within 30 seconds by man power on a handwheel
with a maximum handwheelload of 30 pounds if handwheel opera-
tion is necessary., The cradle, as finally designed to meet all of
these requirements, is shown in Plate 125, part of which is in ::;ec-
tion and part full outline. It will be observed that the surface.
is of the gridiron design, and here again it may be well to mention
differences in design that have been discussed for a number of
years. Questions have been raised as to whether it is desirable to so
construct cradles of the gridiron design as to render them par-
ticularly rigid, or whether they need be designed for strength only,
disregarding the matter of rigidity. Practically all of the cradles of
the great seacoast guns found in the German fortifications in Bel-
gium were of the smooth-cylinder type. 'Apparently they have not
felt the need of the rigidity that we have thought desirable. This
is a point which is difficult to settle, and since the carriage involved
here is of such unusual importance, it was thought best not to take
any chances, and the gridiron design was used. It had already
been decided that the six recoil and recuperator cylinders should be
distributed in such a way as to balance each other, hence the placing
of three above the center and three below so placed as to be ar-
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PLATE 127.

TOP OF CHADLE SIIOWI. 0(; 1.0. or. A."n SIIORT HECOIL CYLINDEHS AND HECU-
PERATOR UNIT.
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ranged in pairs with those above. The diameter of the trunnions
was made such as to be sufficiently strong towithstanu the shearing
stress at' the moment of transmission of maximum energy. into the
side frames of the carriage. This implies, of course, the provision
of a proper factor of safety. The trunnions are so placed'likewise
as to permit the total combination of tipping parts to be so bal~
anced with the' gun in battery as to provide a muzzle preponderance'
of a certain amount when the gun is empty and a breech prepon-
derance of an approximately equal effective amount wh~n the gun
is loaded. ., •

233. Each sleeve provided for the reception of a'recoil or recupera-
tor mechanism was designed of sufficient strength to take the maxi-
mum p~ll that would come upon it, and the ~radle was made of
~ufficient rigidity to transmit the total pull into the trunnions with-
out so warping as to pinch the gun at any time in its recoil. Cast
steel No.2, with a tensile strength of 75,000, was specified as desirable
for this part of the mechanism. .The pattern made for the casting
of this cradle is shown on Plate 128. The operations of finishing of
the cylinder involved the boring of the inside as well as each of the
sleeves for the recoil and recuperator cylinders, the turning of the
trunnions, and the machining of the variolls scats, pads, etc., for the
attaching of the elevating racks, rods, etc. , The total weight of this
steel casting is approximately 102,,000pounds. The finishing, Plate
]29, involves likewise the machining of two keyways, one 'at the top
and one at the bottom of the inside, to provide for the bvo bronze
splines attached to the top and bottom of the gun" to prevent rota-
tion of the gun. Plate 130 shows a dummy cradle provided for the
setting of the keys on the gun in proper alinement with the holes in
the recoil band.

234. Recoil band.-In determining the length of recoil permissible
in this gun, one of the factors that was considered was the use of a
counterweight on the breech of the gun that would permit the mount-
ingof the gun in the cradle with the breech as close as possible to the
trunnions. The decision as to the size and weight of this counter-
weight involv'es a consideration of the total weight of the tipping
parts in the bearings as against the desired length of recoil in terms
of stresses involved and diameter of the base ring. The decision that
was finally reached with reference to the weight of the recoil band.
which serves at the same time, as a counterweight is of course an
arbitrary one. In this case the weight of the band is 99,000 pountls,
and its addition to the weight of the cradle and gun tlocs not raise
the total weight to such a point as to require excessi ,-e reduction in
elevating- gear ratio to bring the handwheel load within proper
limits. This countenveight is shown in process of being' bored to fit
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ovcr thc brcech of the gUll in Platc 131. It is ho,,'n marked off like-
wise for thc rccoil and rccuperator rod '"l hc lnrgc hole to the lrft
is providc(l for the real' end of the bottom reCll perator cylinder.
This counterweight assembled to the aun is hO\Yll in Plate ]i32 and
on the gun as final1y assembled and being testrd in Plates 133 and
134. It is made of cast steel T O. 2 and a portion of it is hollow and is
fillcd witll lead to lwrmit the increa ing of it. ,,'eight without the

increasc of its size.
~35. Elevating 1nechanis7ll.-The rcquil'l'ments under whieh the

designers of the elevating mechani.111 ,,'orkp(l compri cd a weight
of tipping parts of 500:000 pounds. a range of elevation from minus

PLATE 131.

Bom 'G TilE GU.' HOLE IN THE HECOIL BA. 'D.

j' dc'grees to plus G;,) d('grees. the lwcifi('ation that the I11c('hallism
~,lIOltld not lllcludl' ,,'ol'lllS alld worlll \"hvels. anu tlJ(' further spN..:ifi-
caLion that the ratio of tIll' ~'('al'ing should bl) approximatply ()1ll' turn
of th(' handwlll'('\ to 1 d('~T('e of eh'\'alioll \"ith a IIJ:1,'illlllll1 halld-
whl'l'I load of ;w poullds. Operating unlll'r tll<'sp . pecilicatiolls the
mechallism was dc'siglled as :-,ho\yn on Plate. l;~;)-J"lO. This ('olilprisrs
t,,'o Spill' gcar circular racks attached 011(' to e:H'h sidl' of tll(' cl'adlr
;llld with a pitch diameter of 240 inch('~. the center of tlw gear !)('illg
the cPlIter 0 f t h(' t rUlll1 ion, \ ('rics 0 I' 'PllI' gc'a I'S I(':\d 1'1'0111tll is
rack to thp 1I:lI\(I\"II('el OJl tII<' sid(' of thl' carriage alld through the
"VaterUIII',\" ~I)(,l.d ~'(':l1' to:lIl ('!('l'tri(' II lOt 01' .. \ hl'akp dl'ulIl is pro-

~ 

~ 
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yitled on one of tlH' gear. a::i shown in Platp l;~G. in such a way
that on release of the brake band by means 0 f' the le\'cr shown the
muzzle or brcech prcponderance of the gun is free to dri\'e the
motor a nel slowly e1cnlte or c1epre sit a the case ll1;IY be. On
firing of the gun this slip friction dc\.ice likewise permits the slight
slip of thc llIPc]mni::illl "without unduc ,'train in rhc gl'aring. .\11

antifrietion <le\'ice. Plate 137. inyohes a ,pries of rollers calTiC'd
in a cage :llHl a lIea\'.'" collar. Thi collar is supported 011 thc !walll.
the end of which i in turn upported on threc sets of Hl'llcYille

PLATE 133.

SPECIAL COUNTEH-HECOIL TEST).'G DEVICE: GLJ.' SHOW.' ).' BATTERY I'OSITIO.'.

Spl'lllgs .. \djustllll'lIt of tit(' rod frolll tlll :-:prillgs raisps or lowpJ'.'
the elld of the uealll, tllt'rel).'" rai:-:ing thl' trull~liullS lIntil the lIlilill
sectioll o( the trullllion is appl'Oxilllat<\I.'" ().()~ o( all inch oIl' tlll'
lIlaill bl':lrillg. \Yhen tlll' supporting hl'ams are so adjustcll the gun
is !J(\,ing ('arripd ill a 1'011('1' lH'arin~'. ,Ylwll thl' gun is fin'd. how-
eyel', the Helll'\'ille sprillgs arc COlll!)J'l's:-:ed just sufli('ielltly to pcr-
mit Ute trunllion to (,OIllll in cOlltact with till' maill bl'al'ings alld
the ell,ergy of rl'('oil is trallslllittl'd thl'Oul!h till' Ij('a\',\' sidl' fr:IIlIl'S

without injury to thl' roller hcarings.

' 
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23G. ill anufact'llre.-The processes il1\"ol\'e<l in the manufacture

of the yarious part of thi~ mechanism are not sufficiently unusual
to warrant much disclI:;:sion. In Plate 141 thr procrduJ'e in machin-
ing the gears on the ele,-ating racks is shown. It was not possible
to predict before a trial just how efTiciently this mechanism would
function. On completion it ,,'as fOl1lHl that the load on the hal1<l-
wherI. instead of reaching the maximum of r{O pounds considered
permissible. did not exceed 17 pOllnds. The time rCfJuired to elevate
1he gun from zrro to ()i) clegrrc::: did not <'xrrrd 27 s('ronds, The rollers

PLATE 134.

(;0 • 'TER-RECOIL TESTI. 'G DEVICE. (;U. ABOUT TO BE RELEASED I"ROM TilE
FULL RECOIL POSITIO, .

of the tl'lIlllliull roller }wari!lg W('J'(' Iwrd('!l('d to a sc!eros<.:ope !lal'd-
Ile~s of J()(). The illlH'r and olltcr s!e('\"I's Ila\"(' a hardlless or ~G allt!
IUO. 111 te'ting tlH' roll('!" IJearing." a load or S()(),()()() POlIllIls was
applied. and ('\"en witll thi. ('xtrellll' load, whi('!1 is twi<.:c t]le weight
of the tipping parts, it was foulld possible 10 rola11' a journal inside
of t!ll' roll('!" Learing with rl'lati\"(\ I':lSI'. A "raterlJllry speed g('Clr
is illcurporated in 1!1('1lH'C'hanislIl :llId t hrollg!l it llw gUll is elevated
alld depres:-ied IJy mealls of all (,ll'dri(' Illolor, the spced gear mak-
ing it )Jos. ible to e)('\'a1(' i1 at a maximum ~p('('d pr:l .tiC'ally to the
desired point an(l thrn rrduc'(' to Ill(' poillt of lin:ll setting. An

-
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indicating mechanism, Plate 135, is likewise added for the purpo~e
of showing without the use of a gunner's quadrant the elevations,
and the mechanism has been so arranged as to permit the gun to
be elevated through its breech preponderance when loaded to within
10 of the desired elevation. This final degree is secured either
through the operation of the handwheel or through power from
the electric motor.

237. Ohassis.-The chassis includes the two cast-steel girders on
which the cradle is directly supported by means of its trunnions
and the four-piece racer. These side frames are designed for both

PLATE 138.

ELEVATING MECHANISM BUFFER, INSIDE VIEW, RIGHT SIDE.

strength and rigidity, but principally for rigidity. If designed for
strength only they would not be sufficiently rigid. In starting their
design the diameter of the racer may be considered given, because
this was determined in the decision as to the length of recoil that
had to be determined before the design of the recoil mechanism could
be undertaken. The distance of the center of the trunnions above
the racer was likewise a predetermined dimension, hence the designer
was simply confronted with the problem of designing the beams or
girders of a certain length and supporting a certain maximum load
at a certain point in their length and at a certain distance above
their base. Numerous "lugs and pads were provided of course in
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PLATE Ill.

201.

variolls p1a<:l's for tlH' l'p('pptioI1 of thl' varioll~ lllp('hanisllls that
would Ilt' attachpd to thl'sl' beams. but these an' minor problpms in
the design. As finally designed. the lwams with tlwir ,,'pI> of a C(,1'-

tain thicluwss and ribs of c('rtain thiclnwss alld at \'ariolls points
ill t1ll'ir Il'lIgth n'pn'sl'llt lllon' or Ip:-s all arllitr;\I',\' dl'sign, The
heam is first designp(l for stn.\ngth and thl'n thl' IH'('('Ssary rihs
:uld('(l for rilridit" and to an pxt{'nt fOllnd satisfactol'\' 1)\' ol,sl'I'\'a-

h .; . .

tion of previous dl'signs. Jt is d i f1i<:lIlt to pro\'(' to \\'lta t l':d('llt ri bs
arc 1I(>('('ssar." pX('l'pL hy ol)~el'\'ing failllrp~ of similar l)l'ams. It is
the IIsllal ]>raeti('(' to play safl' in thl' pro\'idin~.t of JlH'tal for tlw
pllrposc or l'ig'idity lip to a point ,\'ht'\'(> additional '\'l>ight \\'oltld Sl'('m
cx('('ssi "e.

MACH\l\'Il\'(; SECTIO:"S OF THA VE {SI:"(; I{ACI\:.

~;~.s. The 1':\('('1' is of slIch a diallll'tl'r as to Illakl' its Illallllfal'llirp
by castillg ill 011(' part \'('1'\' difli('!IIt. IH'n(,l> tlw de('ision to ,'IIIHli\'idl'.
it illto fOllr (jllartl'rs. 'n'a' proidellls in\'ld\l'd in thl' (ll-sign Iwn'
are tlte ]>ro\'idillg of a rillg' ~1If1i('il'ntly rigid that \\,h('11 t\\'o 1)l':lIllS
SIll'll as thoSl' already dl.~ignl'd an' SII]l]lOI't<>d Oil it at tlH'ir {'\I(ls
ollly, it will 1)(':11' ('\'('Illy Oil all of the tl'a\'('l'sillg l'olll'l'S alld lIot
be distor!l.d IIlldl'r th(' stn'ss of firing. lit,\'(, agaill t1H>n is n>la-
tively liU1l' ]In'('edl'llt and it l>ecollH's \I('('l'ssary fillally to d('('id(' upon
the size of Sl'('/'ioIlS alld thicklH'sS of \'(,I>s alld ribs SOIlIl>\\'ltat arbi-
trarily. No failllJ'(>S ha\'(> Ill'(,l1 ol>sl'I'\'l'd in otltl'r I'illgs of tltis sizl'
and IIndl'r similar ('ollditions. h(>Il('\' \\,(' do Ilot klll)\\' dplillitely
just Ito\\' mlll'h OI\l' ma,' redu('p ill till> siz(' of spdiolls. tlti('lml'ss of
ribs, etc., :Ind still I'l'\l;aill \\'ithill a satisfadorily safl' limit. Th('

l 
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tinal d(.:-:igll of a l)lIal'tpl' Sf'(;tion of tll(' ract'r is showlI in Platp 14:?
It is rclati\'cly a box s('ction in that it is cast hollow; the IIndpr sur-
face is intended to S(lIT(' as the lippeI' hearing for the eircle of cones.

2:W . .!lan1J factlu'e.-The side gi rders or heams arc made of cast
stpd ~o. 2 all(l are machill('(1. as shown ill Plate 14:1, for the l'eecp-
tion of the yarious me('hanisms that are to hc asscmhl(~d on th(.
sides and on the hottom at tlH' front a 11(1 in the rea I' for atta('h in.!.!.'
to the racer. \Yith the ex('pption t hat these operations in\'olve the
handling of a ,"cry ]l('a\'y piece 01' ml\('hinery, there is nothing- 1111-

usual or difliclllt in\'()]n.d. Each of these two castings wcig'hs i1tt,()()()

pounds. The ra('pr is cast. as already explained, in 1'0111' parts,

PLATE tH.

padl part Illa('hillPd spparately for joilling to two othl'r parts on t!w
top for the placillg of the sid(. fl'allH'S or girdcrs and Oil the l>ottOlli
for the eone roller hea ri ng. Thesc opcrations arc show II in Platps
1-14 and I.!::>. Thf' assP/llbled ra('('r withollt t!w sidt' girdprs attached is
:-:h()\\'11 ill Plate 1-1.1. Its total wPight is :WO,()()() POIII\(ls. Th(, o))('ra-
tioll of !l'achinillg the rolh'r ]warillg. of ('OIlI'SP, rp(Jllires the ra('cr
to be asseIllhll'd illto OIlC pic('('. This Illllt'hilling' is dOlle on a,
largp horillg Illill. as shown in Plate 14;1.

~.J(). T,'u'I'('1'8iJlf/ 1lIf'f'!ulilislI/..-Thp dt'sign of the tra\'(~rsing' l1lecha-
ni.1l1 was stal't('d with the n'qllin'lllt'llts that the ratio or motion
of the handwhl'p! to t ra\'(.rsing of th(' ('al'riag(' 1)(. fl'Om :~~.~ to ;WO

~ 
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turns PCI' ;~()O dpgI'res for tIll' fa:-;t-l1lotion 1lll'C'hanisl1l and approxi-
mately ~1,(jOO turlls prr :3GO dpgT('e: for till' s]oW-Jl1otiOIl ll}('ch:lIli:-;1l1.
The limitation of ~w pO\llHb fot' tllr lIan(]wheej }o:u] was :-;et np, and
t.he total load to 1)(> CaI'I'1(,(1. togelllpI' ,,"itll t]Il' C(W!liC'iPIlI of I'rict ion
(If this tYI)(' of bearillg. '\"l're kllown. h ,,"a:-: dpC'i(]ed again to :l,"oid
tI)(, IISP 0 f \YOI'Jl1S a n(] WOI'Jl1 ,,-I1<'l'l::; a lid \I:-:l' on ].'" Spill' g('a ri ng. Till'
dl'sign of this llJ('('hani:-;1I1 a:-; filla]]y work('d Ollt i:-; :-;ho\\"1l on PIatt's
14G-:Ifl4. ;\ photograph of t]I(' Il\('ehalli:-:m as;-:('IlJl>kd is :-;h()\YIl Oil

P]atl' 1~~~. 'I'll(' oll]y portion of the ll1<'clwlli:-:11l 'Ylli('11 (]o(':-: not sho,Y
in this figlll'll is tllt" pinioll on t]1<' l()\\"(lr <:nd of t]\(, \"('rtical s]wf\
,\"hieh lII('S]Il'S \yith tll(' rack on t]ll' 1)a:-:(' I'illg. TI)(, d(':,igll ill'"ol\"l'd

PLATE 11.;.

PHEPAIUNG TO MACHINE THE ROLLER PATH OF ASSEMBLED RACER. CASTI, "(;
SHOW \ I. 'VElnE)).

tlw ill('orporat iOIl of a ""atprbllry :,prillg' g'('ar. :-iOthat t]l<' 1lJ(.('hallisn
Illig'hi., 1)(' dri\"l.:1l at ,"aryillg :-;pp('d..; h.," Illl'all:, of all ('Il'l'tric I\lotor IU
wl,ll as liy 11:Ind if Il('('('ssary.

~.l1. Oil Platt' I.W tIll' ('olli('al :-:\('('1 rollt'l':' II:-;l'd ill this tra\'l'rsing
1I1('('halli:-:m al'l' sho""11 ill a:-::'('I\lhly. TIJ('.'" an' .I~ ill Illlfllla"r. al'l' of
forgl'd st('('1 .\, alld al'l' not hardt'lll'll. Tlll'y al'l' pro\'id('d with
short spilldl('s uy whi('h tll('y al'l' hl'ld propl'rI,'" in plnl'l' hy a di:-:tanl'l'

rlllg.
242 .. l!ml1l/((('ful'(l.-T]Il'!'t' i:, nothing' IlnIlSIl:l1 ill tIll' Illallllf:ldlll'l'

of any of tl\(, parts of tllis n1<'('!lanism. SiIH'(' it il\\"(J!n's simply th.'
liSP of Spill' alld 1)('\"I.,I('d grars. Thl' ra('k ,,'hi('h i:" att:ll'lll'd to tIlt,
('in'llllll'(')"('lll'l"S of tilt' ]):1:-:t' rlllg i:-: m:ull' in l~ part:-; and alta('1\('<\ In

-
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the ring by means of screws. ""hen completed it was found that a
maximum h~ndwheel load of 27 pounds was required to operate the
high-speed mechanism. A much less load is required for the slow- .
speed mechanism. .

243. Loading rneclwnisrn.-In designing the loading mechanism,
Plates' 155-158, the factors, that were giv~n were the weight of the
projectile, the weight of the powder charge and approximate design
of the ammunition storage house in its relation to the gun, and the
desired speed of loading and rate of fire. The weight of the pro-

PLATE 149.

SECTION THROUGH BASE RING AND RACER SHOWING AZIMUTH INDICATOR.
CIRCLE. AND OBSERVER'S CAB.

jectile, 2,400 pounds, is such as to make i>ower loading and ramming
quite desirable. The. rate of firing specified as desired was 1 shot
per minute.

244. Investigation of existing methods of handling ammunition
of this size revealed the mechanisms employed in the Navy for the
,elevating of the projectile from subdeck storage rooms to the turret
and by mechanical means into the gun. It was deemed desirable to
have the truck operated by power rather than by hand, and for this
purpose storage batteries and electric motors, reciprocating engines,
and compre~sed nil' "'ere considered.. It seemed finally that it would
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be better to avoid the use of a storage battery and electric motors
with the resultant danger from the presence of the powder charge.
and a truck of the design shown on Plate 156 was decided upon. It
will be observed here that the truck receives 3 projectiles from the
magazine platform and is then pushed by a gas locomotive to the
mount. The gun is loaded at the position of plus 4 degrees, the pro-
jectile being rammed by hand or power, Plates 155-158. The powder
truck carries 12 sections or 3 charges. Two sections are transferred
to the loading table and rammed at a time. The igniter is then put
in behind the last quarter charge by hand.

. PLATE 150.

PORTION OF AZIMUTH CIRCLE AND INDICATOR WITH VERNIER ADJUSTMENT.

245. The gun, carriage, and loading mechanism as designed part
by part and described briefly in the preceding paragraphs is shown
partially and completely assembled in Plates 132, 159, 160, and 161.
It is shown assembled at the proving ground for proving of the gun
and carriage in Plate 162'. Attention is called to the comparison of
the size of this carriage and the disappearing carriage for the same
gun. The cost of the disappearing carriage is considerably greater
than that of the barbette carriage, and permits an elevation of only
30 degrees as against the 65 degrees of the barbette carriage, and
during its lifetime probably will cost several timesas much in main-
tenance as its smaller competitor. .

246. It was pointed out at the beginning of this discussion of the
design and manufacture of' such a seacoast weapon that it would be
impossibleto discuss in very great detail the mathematical design of
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the yarious parts 1I('caus(' an eXC(,SSln~ amount of sp:we would 1)('
n'quin'd; and. :11'tt'r all. no particularly good purpose would 1)('
SPI'\'C'd. \H'causp the student of this YOlUlllP is llot so IllIIC!I interestpd

PLATE 152.

LAYI. 'G OFF SUHFACES FOH MACHI. 'I~(; OF QUAHTEH SECTION OF BASE lUNG.

in the pl:dJorat(. nlatIH'nlati('al dp~ign of t!lP \'arious components as
II(' is in tIll' hril'f dis('us;..;ion of t!lP fador.' ill\'oln.d in the dl'sign and
a g('llcral anal.\'sis of till' ]'('quiJ'('II)('nt~ and a dis(,ussion of L11l~for('('s

PLATE 153.

A SEMBLI. '(; THE J(OLLEJ( P, Tr ()~ PATH OF BASE lUNG.

ill\'(Jln.d, .\II,\" wllO an' int('J'('stpd ill tl)(' lllinld,p d('(ailpd diseussiollS
of tllp dt'sigll of thp \'ariou~ parts of su('h a ('arriagl' ('an find the
compldt. <It.signs. ('akulatiolls. pt(' .. as \\'orkpd out by till' designprs



2]3
jll thc OfJiC('S of the Hail",ay alld S('acoast Carriagc :)cctiOIl, Artillery
Division, OfJiC(' of tlu' Chief of ()]'(lnal1<'C', 'Y;lshington. Totes with

PLATE 15,1.

BOLTING ON THE TRAVERSI:\"(; RACK O:\" BASE HI. '(;,

rcfcrclI(;e to theminutc details uf the pr()('('::;~e:-' of mallllfadllJ'(' of tll\'
various parts of thp gun will 1)(' found at ",Yatprdipt ,\r~l'llal. and

PLATE 155.

~-
I .~ •• "

'J

IlIAGHAl\l OF LOADI. '(; METHOD.

silllilar lIot('S with rel'l'rPIH'p to tlw details of the l)l'o('e~:-'es of Il\allU-
fadul'l' of till' ('arriag(' ",ill he foulld at \Ya!<'rto"'ll Ar:-'l'Il:tI.

~ 
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~47. It was pointl'd (lilt ill tIlt, 1J(1~'iIlJlillg that a ~Tt,:ti dt.;ti of
the dpsigJl illyolH,d in the dl'\'i~ill~' of ~Ij('h a 11l;\(,hiIH' is 1H'l'('ssal'ily
halldled a,' one' pro(,('('d~, ('oll~id('I';ltioll of thl' di~('l1~:-;ioll .illst gi\'l'll
s}lOm.; ho\\' trllP this is. 111 tll(' origillal ]'('(l'liJ'('IlIl'llts it \\'a:-; Ilot
po;;.:sibl(. to spel'ify th(' l('Il~,tll of l'('('oil I)('('all~l' it \\'a:-; J'(':diz{'d that
this h:\(1 a \,itnl J'(.1atioJl to tlH' ~tl'l'S~('~ tll:1t \\'ollid \)(' sl't. up ill till'
\'al'iOIIS 1':ll'ls (If tile ('al'l'iagl' :111(1 ""0111(1 ('OIl~('qlll'ldly at!'l'('( th('
tI{'sigJl (ff tll(' pal'ts as to \\'l'i~'ht alld ~tl'l'llgth. It II:IS :1 delillit(.
}'(.l:ltioll likl'\\"i~l' to thl' :--izp of tl)(' I'a('('r alld i>a.'() rillg, :llId:1 r:ltllt'r
tlt'!:lil(ld ~tlllly \\'as I'l'qllil'l.d to <!(.t('l'Il1ill(' \\"hat th(' \illlit~ or dialllcil'l'

PLATE I:;~',

16-INCll CAHHlA(;E. 1"1. 'ISJlEll A, 'I> A' 'E.MBLEI> 1,' TilE Alt 'E. 'AL.

of thesl' rillgs shollld IJe, 'rhi, appli('~ to ll1allY part. of th ear-
riagf', alld as a ('0I1S('qlll'l}t'l' ollly thp IJlO~t \,ital l'(I(jllin)Il}(lllts alld
l'haradC'rifo:til', of tllr gllll :llld (,:ll'I'ia~'(' ('an 1)(' d(\('idf1d IIPOIl in t}}(l

bl'gi nn ing.
~'L, It. is illt('l'('stillg' to .'\)('('I\]ate \\'hat th(' IH'xt d()\'('!ojlllH'lIt ",ill

r,(~ in gllll:-; and ('arria~'('s \f(',\'olld this d('si~Il, \dlich is 1I1ll/1I('sI iOJlaldy
11)(', 1I1t1~ ..d po\\,(.dlll \\'('apol1 in till) "'orld at thl' pl'(, Pllt tillll),
AII'l':ld.r \\'p af'(' ('oJlsid('rill,!.!.' gliliS of L'-inl'h l'ali\/l)I'. Thi .. Ill('all~
the consideration of th(' "'(light of projl'dil('. IIlllzz1() \'(']o('ity. weight
or pow(Jpl' l'hargl', ('{(', Ih tL(. till1(1 ,,'(. lIan' r(I:\I'lIl'd a t!()('isiol1 tfl
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PLATE 160.

REAR VIEW OF ASSEMBLED MOUNT.
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construct such a gun and carriage probably the metallurgists will
have produce(1 a steel of greater tensile strength, and the design of
the gun made of such a steel will not be the same as that just pro-
duced from the steel in use at this time. The action of this c,1rriage
will be studied carefully, and from time to time improvements will
be suggested, faults ,,'ill be found, and new conditions will arise that
must be met. It is not impossible that we are seeing here almost
the limit of the (len'lopment of coast (lefenses of this type. If it is

PLATK 161.

FRONT VIEW WITH CRADLE AND GUN ELEVATED.

true that the end of the great warships is in sight through the
growing efiiciency of the airplane and through the de::-isions of the
Conference on Limitation of Armament, it may be that .we are now
writing the story of the entire developnient of this eharaeter. Guns
and carriages of this llescription are oino value against submarines;
and if the warship is to pass and submarines and airplanes arc to
take it.s plae.C', it is diflicl1lt to foresee the need of more powerful
weapons of this description. The attention of the student of 10 or
20 years ,hence is invited to this paragraph for the interest that it
will af1'ord him in studying the development that has taken place

during that time.
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PLATE 16%.

MOUNT AT PROVING GRQUND8-GUN ELEVATED TO 65 DEGREES.



PART III.

,THE MECHANISMS OF EXISTING SEACOAST \VEAPONS.

249. IIiPart I a relatively complete history has been giw..n of
the development of each distinct palt or mechanism of a gun and
its c'f:rr~~g(l from th~ tim~ of the first use of th~ crndest form of
such mecl:anisll1s as exist to-day down to the latest development of
which we have any knowledge. l:>art II deals witl,l the probl('ms
ilH olved in determining the requirements of a modern gre'lt sea-
CO;\~t,,"eapoxJ,tlw gcn(;'rul proced1lrc in designing, and the problems
and procedure involYed; in the m'annfaetnre. Having dealt with
tlJC history of the d<'Yelopment of the yarlons mechanisms nnd the
problems involved in design, manufacture, etc., it is now'pertinent
to proceed with a discnssion or description of the various mechanisms
on'"eap~ns in llse at the present time. It has not been possible, and
it does not seem desirable, to attempt to give in this volume detailed
descriptions of the various mechanisms in use on weapons that
have passed out of service. The student of Part I hus probably
found that each step in the development of any particular mecha-
nism has involved largely the refinement in design, manufacture, or
properties of materials. Taken over a period of years, the develop-
ment represents improvement in all three respects. 'Ve arc hence
cOIlcerned at the present time most with the characteristics of the
mechanisms that are in use to-day. Our appreciation of the perfec-
tion of these mel'hanisms at this time is simply enhanced hy a knowl-
edge and appreciation of the various steps that have occurred in the
development of the past centuries. Fifty years hence the mecha-
nisms that we are describing here may appear as crude as those of
50 years ago appear to us now, especially if one may judge by the
progress that has been made in the last 8 years.

250. In describing the mechanisms of the various weapons that
have been selected as typical and that are listed in the table below
it will be the procedure to des~ribe each typical mechanism but once;
for example, in describing the recoil mechanism of the 16-inch 50-
caliber gun, which will be dealt with first, each mechanism will be
described in rather elaborate detail. In taking up the descriptions
of the 12-inch gun on its barbette carriage only those mechanisms
will be described in detail which are fundamentally' or noticeably
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unlike the similar mechanisms contained in the 16-inch unit.' If
the recoil cylinder proper of the 12-inch cnrriage is the same in prin-
ciple as well as construction as any of the cylinders of the 16-inch
carriage, merely a reference will be made to the fact that this mecha-
nism or cylinder' is identical with that described in paragraphX.
It is believed that this procedure will not only properly. conserve
space, but will likewise serve to' point out more clearly to the student
to what extent the various mechanisms on carriages large and small
are identical in principle and construction.

Table of 'weapons described in this part.

Deseri")-
tion No. Caliber.

Cannon.

Length. Model. Type.

Carriage:

ModeL

21 ..... 10-Ineh .••• 34-35-caliber, gun ..••••

22 .•••. 10-inch ••• 34-caliOOr, gun •..••••••
23., •.. 10-inch •••.• 34-caliber,gun •••••••••
24•.••• S-inch •••••. 32-caliber, gun ••.••••••
25..... 8-inch •••.• 1 32-caliber, gun .••••••••
20....• 8-inch .••.• 32-caliber, KlllJ •••••••••
27•.•.. 6-inch .••.• 5(j..n--aliber,gun .••••.• ,.
2R..... 6-inch., ••• 50-caliber, gun .••••••••
21 .•.•• 6-inch ..•.• ~aJiber, glln .••••••••
30 ..•.• 6-inch •.••• 50-caliber,gun •••••••••
31. •... 6-inch •••.• 44.5-caliber, gun .••.•••
32 ..... 6-inch ••••• 5O-caliber, J!un•••••••••
:'3 .•••• 6-ineh ••••• 50.caliber, gun ••••••••
34..... 6-ineh ••••• ,'" •••.•••••••••••••••••
3.)••..• 4.?-inch •••. I22-ealiber,ho.dtzer .•••

i~:::::t:~~~:::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::
38•..•. 3-inch ••••• /50-calibcr, gun .••••.•••

l..... 16-lnch .••• 5O-calibor, gun .•••••••• 1919,MII •••.••.•.• Barbetto ••••••••••
2.•••.. 16-inch .••• 5O-calibor, gun .••••••• 1919•••••••.••••••• Disappearing .•••••
3 .•• '... 16-inch.... 25-caliber, howitzer.... 1919. ~............. Barbette ••••••••••

L~~;d'~tf~~~::::~~H~~;~~~:::::::::~~~~.i907};!i.ai{d.. ~~~dt.~.r~~.-:::::
6.~~: •. 14-ineh ••.. 40-eaJiber,gun .••••.•• 19:J~~: TllrreL. .•••••.•.•

~::.::::~t~~~~::::~~1~:~;:~~::::::::: ~~~g:::::::: :::::::1. ~~~l~a.~::::::::::
9. .•••. 12-inch.... 100caliber, mortar ••••• 1908•••.••.••.••••• 1 Mortar .•••••••••••
10an1 12-inch •••• 15-caliber,lDortar ••••• 1890and 1912.•.••.••••. do .•••••••••..

lOa. . I
11•• ... 12-inch •••• 35-caliber, gun .•••••.• 1895 MI. •....•••.• Barbette •••••••••.
12..•. : 12-inch .••• 34-caI!ber, gun ••••••••• 11888 MIl M!I. do ••• ••••••••
13..••. 12-inch .••• 40-cahber, gun •..•••••• 1895an<119:)0.••••• / Disappearmg .•••••
14•.•.. 12-inch .••• 35-caliber,gun ..••••••• 1895.••.•.••.••.•••••••. do ••••••.•••••
Vi..... 12-inch.... 34-caliber, gun......... 1888and 1895.•.••• •..•• do .•••••••••••
16..... 12-inch •••• 3.').caI~ber, gun......... lS91i............... Railway ••••.•••••
17•..•• 12-1nch••••. 10-(a1lOOr,mortar ••••• 1800.••••••••••.••. ,••••.• do •••••••.•
HI..... 12-inch.... 2?-caliber, howitzer.... 191~ do ••• ••.••••••
19.• •. 100inch•••• 3a-40-cahber, gun •••••• 189.1,1900.••••••.•• Disappearlllg .•.••.
10•.•.. 100ineh .••• 3!-35-caliber, gun •••••• 1888,1895 .•.•••••.. Disappearing, A.

H.• .1".
1888, 1895.•.•.••.•. DiF~ppcaring, L.

1888••••••••.•••••• Disappearing .•••••
1888••••••••••••••• Barbette .•••••••••
1888..•••••..•••••• ••• do •••••••••.••
1888 MI, MIl .••••• DL~appearing ...••.
1888.•••.•••••••••• Railway. : ••••••••
1905,1008 .••..••••• Disappearing .•.•••
1903,1905,1908 .•••••••• do ••••••••••••
1905•••..•...•.••••••••. do ••.•.••.•.••
1900, 1903,1905 ••••••••• do .•••••••••••
1897 MI. ••••.••••••..•• do .••••••••• ,.
1908 MIl.......... Barbette ..
1900..•••••••••••••••••• do ••••••••••••
Armstrong ••.••••••..•. do .•••••••••.••
1913••••••••••••••• Railway •••...•••.
19m .•.••••.••••••. Barbette .
Bethlehem ••••••••••••. do •••.••••••••
1898••••••••••••••• /••••. do •••••••••

1919.
1917.
1920.
1912.
1907and 1907MI.

1909.
E.
1920.
1908.
1896 MI, MIl, MIll

1917.
1892.
1001.
1897.
1896.
19JR.
1918.
191R.
1901.
1896.

1896.

1894. MI.
1803.
1892.
1896.
1918.'
1905MIl.
1!l05MI.
1005.
HIm.
1898.
1910.
190U.
Armstrong.
1015. •
1003.
1902.
1898 MI..

. 251. The order in which the various mechanisms will be described
is as given below. It will be observed that each mechanism is listed
with a certain number. The first cannon that is described, which is
listed as No. l;will be classified as A. All other cannon of similar or
identical construction will merely be compared with cannon A. As
soon as a cannon of a fundamentally or radically different. construc-
tion is 'encountered in the list it will be described under the head of B,
and other cannon of a similar construction will have merely a refer- .
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ence to' this detailed description. This procedure will be followed
with reference to each distinct type of mechanism. Where any par-
ticular mechanism differs only slightly but sufficiently to warrant

.calling attention to the difference it will be described under a new
classification, but the previous description of those parts which are
identic'al will not be' repeated .

. Order of descriptio'n of 'mechanisms.

1. Cannon.
2. Breech mechanism.
3. Firing mechanism.
4. Heroil mechanism.
r. Hecuperator mechanism.

6. Elevating mechanism.
7. Traversing mechanism.
S. Loading mechan'sm.
9. Chassis and (or) top carriage.
10. Base..

1. THE 16-INCH 50-CALIBER GUN, MODEL OF 1919 MIl, ON
BARBETTE CARRIAGE, MODEL OF 1919.

252. Oannon A~-The 16-inch 50-caliber gun is shown i~ section
on Plate 99, Part II. It will be observed here that the gun is of
the wire-wound type and comprises a B tube and jacket over which
the wire is wound and locked by the various locking rings. A se-
ries of hoops are then shrunk on over this wire, and when this outer
portion is completed the entire gun is heated and shrunk ove~ the
A tube. ,A shoulder is machined on hoop E, against which the
heavy counterweight, which is assembled mrchanically, ,Plate 140,
bears as the gun recoils. The powder chamber.is cylindrical ~n
form, has a maximum diameter of 22 inches, a length of 121.263
inches, and a capacity of 40,000 cubic inches. The bore of the gun
is rifled with 144-inch O'I'ooveshavin(T a width of 0.2091 inch llnd n
depth of 0.12 inch. Tl~ lands have d~width of 0.14 inch. The twist
of the rifling varies from one turn in 50 calibers at the origin- to one
in 25 calibers at the muzzle, and the velocity of rotation of the pro-
jectile as it leaves the muzzle is 1,620 revolutions per minute. The
breech ring is mach:ned to 4diameters and divided into 4 groups of'
4 segments each to accommodate the' step-threaded 'Velin breech-
block. The 4 unthreaded sectors are of course of the largest diame-
ter. The total "veight of the gun without the counterweight is 340,-
(;00 pounds and its total length is 826.8 inches. ~rost of the ma-

'terial use~ in the construction of the gun is alloy nickel-steel
having an elastic limit of approximately 65,000 pounds. The A
and B tubes have an elastic limit of 55,000 pounds each. The wire
used is one-tenth of an inch square, is cold-rolled alloy steel,' and is
wound on at the uniform stress of 50,000 pounds }1rr.scpwre inch .
.As finally assembled the A tube is under a compression of about GO,-
000 pounds per square inch. The approximate droop of the gun is
O.Ginch at zero elevation and as supported in the cradle of the 1>ar-
l)ctte carriage.
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253. B1'eech 1nechanb:rn A.'-:"'The breech mechanism, "Plate 121,
comprises it block; a mushroom head with spindle, 'n. carrier or
lIinge to which the block is attached and OIl'which- it swings hack

, an<1 down, and the combine::-lbuffer and' dosing cylinder mounted
directly under the breech of the gun. It will be 'observed that this
breech mechanism is of the 'Velin step-thread type, the entire cir-
cumference being divided into 16 segments, 4 of which are un-
threaded. The block is machined to 4 different diameters, the least
diameter'being reserved for the'tinthreaded segments, and the other
3 diameters are threaded with a V -thread to fit the 'corresponding ,
threaded segments' 'of the 'gun. 'This type of breech' offersthe"ad~
vantage'of lliaking it possible to close or operi','tlie' hlock by it
one-sixteenth rotation of its axis. This relatively small degree 'of
rotation' required for' opening and closing makes it possible to'
substitute a c'OIisi(h~r'ablymore; shnple and more rapid operating
mechanism for the opening and, closing. In the typical breech
mechanisms of the models of 1888 and 1895 the: threading of
the, breech to 1 diameter has necessitated the use of, a rather
laborious opening and closing mechanism comprising worms and
eombination or, compound ,worm and spur gears, which serve
ehiefly to: rotate ,the :block and then withdraw it along the axis
of the gun to such a point that it may be swung' to the side on
its hinge., The slight rotation of this block accomplished through
the plug handle serves, ,first, to release the, breech from the gun
and, second, by the slight pull to the rear to start it on it~ swing
to tho rear and down. In closing- the breech, the block carrier 'is
actuated by, the air cylinder and, in the last part of the movement,
two small rollers on the block strike a earn surface on the breech ,face,
thus imparting a rotary motion sufficient to engage it in the breech
threads, and press the obturator pad firmly, into the gas-check, seat
of the pow:der chamber. This rotary motion causes the lever used in
()pening the blocl{ to automatically swing up and latch in place. '

254. The buffer and closing mechanism, Plate 16:3,comprises sim-
ply an air cylinder, piston, and a hutTer spring. 'Vhen the hlock is
released aft~r firing and drops, its motion is checked through the
action .of the spring. 'Vhen it is desired to close the block, air is
introduced into the cylinder, which, through the push of the piston,
swings the block up into place and holds it there until it has been
rotated and locked. '

255. An accessory in the shape of an air ejector for the powdet
~asses is added, probably more as a carryover of the practice of the
Navy rather than as a result of any feeling on the part of the Army,
that, it is necessary. 'Vhen such guns as these are in use on a battle-
ship it is, of course, most desirable' that on opening the breechblock
the gasses be not permitted to flow back into the turret. As a conse-
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{luence, a semi-automatic type of gas ejector is generally introduceu.
which, on the opening of the block, permits air at rather high pres-
fo.ureto flow through seyel'al orifices in the wall of the breech bushing,.
driving the powder gasses forward and out of the gun. Since the
air was supplied for use in the closing cylinder in this case the gas-
ejecting feature has been included.

256. The mushroom head; split rings, and obturation or gas-check
pad used with block, Plate 121, are not unlike the similar components
of the more common or single-threaded diameter blocks, Plate 164.
The gas-check pad is made of oiled asbestos and covered simply with
canvas or with woyc'n copper cloth or perforated sheet copper, and the
whole compressed under tremendous pressure to the desired form .
.Snch pads render satisfactory serdcc in the laboratory service, speak-
ing relatively, of coast defenses or battleships. They are not entirely
satisfactory in field service, as learned to our displeasure in the past
war. The mushroom head is provided primarily to serve as a pres-
sure plate for expanding the obturator pad against its seat in the
gun and as it receives extreme punishment from the heat and pres-
sure of the main powder charge and erosion in the vent from the
primer gasses it is designed to be easily replace<1if necessity arises.

257. Firing mechanism A.-The firing mechanism of this breech,
Plate 165, comprises essentially a machined seat and holder for the
percussion or electric primer, as the case may be. It is not probable
that it would be desired to use any friction primers with q, gun of
this type, though there is no fundamental reason why this could not
be done. 'Vhen electric primers are used the current is supplied
from a high-voltage battery of the type normally termed a firing
battery and used both with artillery and for commerci'al blasting.
In this case the battery used will be pmver driven instead of hand,
hut the principle of operation is the same. The primer is fired in
this case simply through the heating of a small wire in the primer
connecting the ends of the leads from the battery .. \Vhen 'percus-
sion primers are used the lanyard is connected to the sear, which,
on being pulled to the rear' and down, withdraws the hammer
plunger and permits the firing pin to be driycn forwal'tl by a spring,
striking and firing the primer. There are numerous modifications
of this percussion firing mechanism, some of which involve the use
of a separate primer holder, wh,ich, in effect, is nothing but a small
plug several inches in diameter with a slot in its front end to receive
the head of the primer. This plug has a rather steep thread and
is screwed into the rear end of the spindle by a turn or two and is
locked by a special locking device. Frequently the plug contains
the striking pin also, which is driven forward by means of a sprin~
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nfter it is released by the latch through 11 pull of the .lanyard. A
slight modification of this mechanism which is in rather general use
in the French service involves the use of 11 spring loop attachell to
the firing pin through a short 6-inch section of light cable. .A hook
on the end of the lanyard is passed through this loop, and when the .
firing pin is drawn back and the pull on the lanyard increased, the
ends of the loop separate, permitting the hook to pass between them.
The striker ~sthen driven forward by the spring and fires the primer.
Electric firing mechanisms generally comprise simply a satisfactory
holder or recess for a primer which is exploded or fired through the
medium of a heated iron wire and electric current.

'258. Recou mechanism A.-The recoil mechanism of this car-
riage comprises two cylinders, Plate 124, of a type common on our S(:~-
coast carriages for many years and two other cylinders and mecha-
nisms, Plate 123, of a type new and peculiar to this carriage. The two
short cylinllers comprise each a forged-steel cylinder set into the
proper brackets of the cradle and closed at the front end by a plug
and provideJ at the rear end with the necessary gland and stuffing
'box for the passage to the rear of the piston rod, which is connected
to the compined counterweight and recoil band of the gun. The
piston rod is made of steel and has screwed and locked to its for-
w:inl end a bronze piston. The walls of the cylinder are machined
with 3 grooves of the usual type, through which the oil passes at
varying velocities as the gun recoils. Assuming that this book is
being llsed by those who are not entirely familiar with all of the
details of such a mechanism, as well as by those who are, we may
perha ps mention that 'the gun is brought to rest through the resist-
ance opposing the' passage of the oil past the piStOll from one
end of the cylinder to the other. The grooves machined in the
wall of the cylinder are of uniform width but varying <lepth, vary-
ing according to the force being exerted by the gun or -pull on
the piston rods as the gun attempts to move to the rear. The
energy of recoil of the gun is finally dissipated through mechanical
friction and through the friction of the liquid passing through the
orifices in the grooves when the piston reaches the position shown by
dotted lines. The oil by this time has been transferred from one
side of the piston to the other, and the gun is momentarily at rest.
As the gun moves forward due to the pull exerted by the recn-
peratol's, the oil slowly passes back through the grooves until
the piston is again in position at the forward el1llof the cylinder,
as shown by the full lines. It will be observed that there is no
special mechanism provided under the name of a counter-recoil lmf-
fer to retard the motion of the gun forward or to prevent its bunging
or cha rging into battery.
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259. The other two recoil cylinders illustrated in Plate 123 arc
unique and new with this gun and are worthy of special attention.
If we consider in the upper view only that portion of the cylinder
from the p;ston which is located about in the center of the cylinder
to the rear or the left, we find a mechanism practically identical
with the one just described. Identical grooves are machined in the
walls of the cylinder, through which the oil passes as this piston
moves to the left. The portion of the cylinder to the right of the
center, however, is unique. 'Vhen the gun is finally br~ught to ro,t
in its motion to the rear and is then returned to its firing position
or to battery by the pull of the recuperator, unless some special device
is provided to serve as a buffer, the gun is very apt to strike the
tarriage with such force as to en<langer the entire mechanism. This
condition would not necessarily prevail if the gun wrre always firrd
at one elevation, and this fact could be taken into account in its
design. Under such conditions the recoil grooves could p~~bably be
so designed as to serve as buffers and produce a cushioning effect on

. J'eturn to battery. Guns are not fired at fixed elevations~ however,
Hnd buffers which are provided must be made to operate if possible
as satisfactory at zero elevation or angles of depression, where the
force of gravity is addrd to the pull of the rpcuperators, as at the
maximum elevation where the force of gravity subtracts from the
pull of the recuperators. The older type of buffer, which 'Isuany
comprised a conical plug attached to the forward encl of the recoil
piston rod, Plate 227, has not served with rqual satisfaction at zero
and 45 degrees elevations. 'Vhen it was decided that in this case the
gun should ha ve a range of elevation of f degrees and +G5 de-
grees, the conditions were so extreme. as to prohibit at once the use
of the old type of buffer. Trials made with the old type of buffer
on guns operating at these elevafons showed clearly that some new
type wquld have to be devised for this gun: . The recuperating effort
required at an elevation of G5 degrees would be so much more than is

. necessary at -7 drgrres that the excess energy could not be dissipated
by any of the older counter-recoil devices when firing at the latter or
en'n the medium degrees of elevation. One solution of this problem
comprises a check of a sort on the recuperator. 'VhrJ1 the gun
recoils the air pressure in the recuperator builds up consid-
<'rably,. and the above solution of the problem comprises the in-
clusion of a poppet valve in a diaphragm of the air reservoir of the
recuperator. As the air pressure builds up, the a:r opens this poppet
valve and passes to the rear portion 'of the reservoir .. As soon as
the recoil stops, the poppet valve closes and the air passes from the
rear chamber of the reservoir into the forward chamber only through
a special orifice that is so small as to keep the air pressure and the
pull <?n the gun within reasonable limits as the gun returns to bat-

-



tel'y. This may be an c'ntirely satisfactory solution. It is at least
the solution on those H)-inch guns and cradles, or slides, which will
be used on some of these carriages as a result of the stopping of onr
shipbuilding program.

2GO. The buffer provided in the cylinder, as shown on Plate 12:3,
comprises an extra bronze piston with a number 01 orifices through it
and a sliding valve which can close the orifices through this piston. As
the gun recoils the oil between the recoil and buffer pistons passes
easily through the orifices in the buffer piston and probably there is
little tendency to retard the motion of the gun to the rear. As soon
as the pull o,f the. recuperator starts the gun forward, the floating
,alve at once slides to the rear closing the orifices through the piston
and compelling the oil to pass through very much smaller orifices in
the valve. This mechanism l{as worked most satisfactorily. There
seEms to be no more tendency whatsoever for the gun to charge into
battery, even at the extreme angle of depression. It has workell with
equal satisfaction, at the maximum angle of elevation, that is, +G'5
degrees. .

2Gl. Recuperator mechanism A.-Two recuperator cylinders are
provided in the complete l;ecuperator mechanism, Plate 125. This
recupe'rator is of a type that has been purchased from the French
St. Chamond Ordnance Co. and compris?s an air reservoir, cylinder,
hollow piston, and a floating piston. , The one-piece air reservoir
and cylinder is attached .to the cradle in brackets or lugs provided
for it. The remainder of the mechanism' is attaclled to the ~ecoil
band of the gun through a yoke on the front end of the hollow
piston and to rods passing to the rear. The hollow piston
passes through a most carefully made stuffing box which
must prevent the escape of the oil contained between the floating
and hollow pistons. 'Vithin the hollow piston is a piston rod, at
the rear end of which is attached an elaborately, made 'floating
piston comprising a bronze pisto'n, several U leathers, an expanding
disk, and a spring which continually exerts force on the expanding
disk to press the leathers against the ,valls of the cylinder. The
space between the floating piston and. the hollow piston is filled
with oil, and a special connection will be obsen'ed on the top of the
air cylinder near the stuffing box through which oil may be forced

. into the oil space by means of a pump ,,,hen a certain a~ount has
leaked out. Another stuffing box is provided at the forward end
of the hollow piston and this is likewise most carefully made to
prevent the escape of the oil past the small piston rod. The yoke
just mentioned is attached to the forward end of the hollow piston
and the connecting rods are attached to it on either' side. Special
guides are provided for the forward ends of these conneetin~ rods,
thereby serving to keep in place or to center perfectly the hollow
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piston, which has no other support. The two connecting roLls pass
to the rear and are attached by nuts to the recoil band.

2G2. 'Vhen the gun recoils, the pull on the connecting rods forces
the yoke and hollow piston to the rear. The motion of the hollmv pis-
ton to the rear is ccmmunicated through the pre~sure on the oil to the
floating piston, which moves to the rear at the same rate. The initial
pressure of air carried to the rear of the floating piston is approxi-
mately 1,770 pounds per square inch. This builds up to approxi-
mately 3,140 pounds at maximum recoil. It is fairly safe to a~sume
that there is no difficulty from the escape of air; although some air
might pass the floating piston, it must likewise pass the recoil pis-
ton. The net result is that the air pre~sure simply serves to push
the floating piston forward with a certain pre~sure." This results in
a tendency of the oil to gradually escape through the two stuffing
boxes; and it does escape through both, though very slowly. As the
oil leaks out, the floating' piston is forced forward, and when the
graduated fonvtlrd end of the front piston rod projects a certain
extent those in charge of the maintenance of the carriage simply
pump in more oil by means of the refilling pump that is provided.
Two "recuperator cylinders have been proville<I in this case, not be-
cause it was felt necessary to divide or balance the recuperating pull
but because it would have been necessary to use either an excessive
air pressure in a single small recllperator or provide an excessively
large recuperator for use with normal air pressure. This is the type
of recuperator that has been used with the 12-inch mortar on its
railway carriage, the 12-inch howitzer also on a railway carriage,
the IG-inch howitzer on its barbette carriage, and it is being incor-
l>orated in the 14-inch railway carriage, model 1D2'O." This same
type of mechanism is used in the French 340-millimeter gun, 400
and 520 millimeter howitzers, all on railway mounts, with entire
satisfaction. and has been given such a tryout as to prove it entirely
satisfactory for heavy guns. Its first use in the Americ3n Army
was with the 12-inch mortars mounted on railway carriages for
service in the ',,"orId 'Val'. It proved so satisfactory and pleasing a
design as to commend it for universal use.

2G3. EletL'ating 17wc7wnism A.-The elevating mechanism, Plate
13;'>,comprises the anti friction mechanism incorporated in the trun- .
Ilion bearings, Plate 137, two racks mounted on either side of the
cradle with trains of gears leading to the handwIH)('l, sperd gear find
motor on the .right side of the carriage. A buffer incorporated in
each side frame is proyided for stopping the gun without srrious
jarring at either extreme of elevating", Plate 138, and a friction
brake operating through a hand lever mounte(l on the right side of
.the carriage, Plate 13G.

-
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2G4. The antifriction me~'hanism used on this carriage is to a

certain extent unique in that it includes a roller be~uin~ not used
on carriages previously built by us at least, although similar rollers
were in use during the "TorId 'Val' on French 320 railway mounts.
This mechanism, Plate 137, comprises the main trunnion of the gun,
the end of which is rece:3sed and is fitted with a smaller bearing pin.
It comprises also the nest of rollers bebveen two collars or bearings,
the inner of which fits over the bearing pin already mentioned and
rotates with the gun, while the outer rests on the bearing post an(~
is stationary. The bearing post passes through a vertical hole,in the
trunnion bearing of the side frame and is s11pported on the beam, the
lower f~'ont end of which rests on and may rotate about a steel pin I1lHl

the rear end of ,,'hich is supported through a steel rod on three pairs
of Belleville springs. ,,-rhen the gun is assembled in the carriage the
main trunnions, of course, bear upon the main trunnion bearings, ~illll
the friction is very great. If no provision were made for reducing
t his friction, it would be impossible to elevate the gun except at an ex-
ceedingly slow rate through a very great'reduction in the gearin~ ..
"'hen the gun and anti friction mechanism have been assembled the
rear end of the supporting beam is drawn 11p by me~U1Sof the two
nuts C and D until it is possible to insert a 0.02 feeler gage between
the main trunnion and the main trunnion bearing. The gun is then
being supported on the rollers. The main trunnion is practically
floating with reference to its bearing .. ' Tile coefficient of' friction
when the bearing is properly adjusted is 0.0015 atHl relatively litt1~
effort is re(luired on the elevating handwheel to raise or depress the
gun. Interesting data with reference to a test of this roller hearing
is given in the table in paragraph 277. . .

2G5. The circular spur gear racks are attached on either side of the
cradle towar(l the rear and nwsh with identical pinions which, on the
rig-ht ~ide, lead throngh .spur gean and yariol1s clntcllt's to a fast
motion crank, slow-motion handwhrel, speed gear, and power motor;
on the left through a similar train of spur grars to a hawl crank only.
The elevating mechanism units on both side of the carriage. arc
equipped with friction band brakes the control le\'('1's of which are
both located adjacent to the handwheel on the right side only. It is
pertinent to note here the use of sp11r gears only in this (>h>\'ating-
mechanism. Before the ,,:rorld 'Var it was common practice to in-
clude a worm wherl and worm in most elevating mechanisms. These
introduced a considerable amount of friction, thereby increasing
tIle effort required to elenltc awl d('press tll(' gun, and th('ir' lIse
has been (li~continu('(l since they have been found not at all
ncrssary. The friction (lrum and band of the brak('s mentione(l
abo\'e are inclnd('d on the shaft of 011(' of .the g('ars of the train'
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to serve as a sort of slip- friction device and prevent excessive loads
.coming upon the gears in firing. Nonnally the gun will not be
elevated or depressed Ly hand but by the electric motor through the
'Vaterbury speed gear, which controls most satisfactorily the rate of
elevation between very wide limits. Through the use of this gear
it is possible to elevate or depress the gun in approximately 10
seconds .. It is possible also to reduce the rate of elevation through
this gear to such a point as to permit of final fine laying of the gun
on the target. The ratio of motion of the handwheel to motion of
the gun is one revolution of the handwheel per degree of elevation.

2G6. In designing this elevating mechanism, as explained in Part
II, it was found that the gun could be so Lalanced as to give a cer-
tain muzzle preponderance when empty and a certain breech pre-
ponderance when loaded. Thus, as soon as the gun has been fired,
after the brake band is released through. pulling up of the brake
lever and a spin given the handwheel, the gun will drop smoothly
to its loading position in approximately 10 seconds. As soon as the
g-un is loaded, after the brake band is released and the handwheel
given a spin, the gun will rise to any desired approximate elevation ..
It is probable that little can be gained by this method of elevating
and depressing over .operation by means of. the motor; but in the
event of difficulties with .the motor and its possible failure, the gun
can be operated almost as rapidly by hand, so far as elevating and
depressing is concerned, as by power. .

2G7. Since there is a possibility in the scheme of automatic ele-.
vating and depressing just described, as well as in elevating and
depressing by power, of .the gun reaching its limit before the power
is turned off or the brake applied, it was thought desirable to provide

.some sort of a buffer that would prevent injury to the. mechanism.
This mechanism, Plate 138, comprises a lever rotating aLout a pin in ..
the side of the carriage, the one end of the level' coming in contact
with a stop. 011 the elevating rack and the. other end engaging in a
slide on the end of two spring rods. The ~prings used in this case
are Belleville washers, because this is the only type of spring that
is sufficiently strong to sen~e .satisfactorily under the forces applied.
'Vhe'n the stop on the ele\'ating rack strikes the one end of the lever
the other end force3 the slide down against the springs, and although
the motion is ever so slight it. is suflicient to reduce the stresses in
the various parts of the elevating mecilunism and in the carriage like-
wise to within reasonable and safe limits.

268. Trave1'8ing 71U!chanism A.-The traversing mechanism, Plate
146,.comprising a ring of 44 conical rollers, Learings on the base ring
and racer, a traversing rack made in 12 sections and bolted to the
base ring, a train of Leyel and spur gears leading llirectly to the
slow and high speed handwheels and cranks. anll. through the speed
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gear to the electric motor. In this mech~lnism, as well as in the
elevatinO' mel'hanism just describetl, worms and worm wheels have

b • I
been eliminatetl becalls3 of the excessive friction that they Invo ve.
The load on the hamlwheel required to traverse this mechanism does
not exceed 30 pounds, and the ratio of the gearing for the rapid
mechanism is 1 turn of the crank for 10

, ,,~hile the ratio of the slow.
mechanism is 10 turns of the handwheel for 10

• In normal service it
is expected that the gun will be traversed by a special azimuth
(,bsprver located in a cab below the floor, Plate 149. A circle on
the base ring is graduated to degrees and a vernier, Plate 150, is pro-
dded on the indicator which rotates with the racer and reads to
hundredths of a degree. The azimuth observer is provided with heatl
phones and receives his instrl!ctions directly from the plotting room.
This provision is unlike that of any other carriages previously built
and se~ms superior to the scheme requiring one observer to lie
fiat on the floor observing a graduated ring through a trapdoolf

while another operator a short distance away rotates the carriage
through a hamlwheel. On Plate .148 the clutch which engages the
hand-operating mechanism is -shown. It is seen here th~t unless the
foot pedal is pressed, thereby forcing the clutch, which is keJed to
the shaft, to engage with the bevel gear on the crank shaft, neither
the, slow-motion mechanism nor the crank ha"e any positive con-
nection that will rotate the carriage .. 'Yhen the foot is off the pedal
it is possible to rotate the carriage only by means of the electric
motor through the speed gear.

269. Loading 1neclwlIilwl A.-On' all other carriages, with the
exceptions noted below, hand or gravity loading has been used;
because, in some cases, the weight of the projectile did not justify
the 11seof the more elaborate power mechanism, and in others, such
as the disappearing carriages firing shells of the same weight as
11se<1in the gun 11nder discussion, the momentum of the shell as
delivered with considerable velocity in_the shot truck to the breech
of the gun greatly lessened the effort required to ram by hand. In
this mount, however, the following conditions were large factors in
deciding that power ramming and the scheme as adopted for ammu-
nition supply was practically essential if we were to attain the
speed desired, viz, a method of loading with the gun s~t to a slightly
elevated position, finally decided at +4 degrees, thereby saving 8
degrees of movement over guns that load at horizontal; an arrange-
ment that will supply ammunition to the gun continuously and at
any point in the traversing cycle, thus eliminating the necrssity of
bringing the carriage to any fixed position in azimuth or even of
stopping the traversing movement as wh~n following a moving
target. In the event of the failure of power supply, the mechanical
elliciency of the elwin l'ammer when operated by hand. cranks would

"PROPERTY OF U. S. ARMY-
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give it preference over the other types of loading mechanisms III

view of obtaining the above-stated results.
270. The combination ~f mechanisms, cars, trackage, and so forth,

that comprises this loading arrangement was originally peculiar to
this mount, but later adapted to the 16-inch howitzer and, in part,
to the 14-inch railway mount emplacements. Starting at the maga-
zine, the sequence of operations for loading is as follows: The shell
and powder cars, Plates 156 and 157, respectively, are loaded on
their track in the magazine, each with 3 rounds, the powder charge
consisting of 4 sections per round or .12 sections pel' cat:. A gaso-
line engine truck on railway wheels is employed to push the two
cars out of the magazine and IIp to the circular track surrounding
the mount. 11ere the truck is uncoupled and returned to the maga-
zine while the cars are shunted by luind pmyer to their respective
positions at the rear of the mount, where they are Ill~ule fast to
and travel with the traversing parts until their ammunition supply
has been discharged, after which they are unlocked and run back
to the magazine for reloading.

271. Observance of Plate 156 will show a runway platform on
each side of the shell car, which is folded up vertically in transit,
thus forming a chock or barrier for the shells. 'Vhen latched to the
mount the runway on the near side is sWllngdown horlzontally until
the. end rests on and is flush with the shell turntable of the mount
at the right side of the rammer. Onto this table from the car, by
means of the runway, the three shells are rolletl and on coming to a
rest on' the table are in a position of about 45 degrees with respect
to the rammer. The turntable is then revolved until the shells
point forward and parallel to the gun, after which they are rolled
to the left, onto and over the parking platform until the fore-
most shell drops into the trough of the tray ahead of the rammer.
These operations can easily be followed by inspecting Plate 155.
It is possible with this scheme of loading to have six shells on the
mount proper at one time besides the three on the attached car
ready for unloading when space on the turntable and parking plat-
form permits. It shollld also be understood that any or all of these
operations, as well as the powder operations described below, can
be executed while the mount is under traversing motion .
. 272. Unlike the projectiles, the powder sections are not exposeJ
on a parking platform any longer than i~ necessary to slide them
from the car to their position in front of' the rammer. On Plate
157 it will be seen that in designing the powder car care has been
taken to protect its cargo from undue exposure to temperature
change or dampness. The car is housed over, sides and top, and the
trays fold up to form the ends in transit. The tray adjacent to the
mount, like the shell car, is swung down and rests on the powder
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platform to the left of the rammer, and, as the pmnler is required
for loading, the hand-operated chain conveyer in the car is used to
deposit two sections of powder in the trough of the tray in a position
parallel to the rammer. A hand staff rammer is used to slide this
half charge forward onto the powder platform until it is in a
position to be rolled to the right into the trough ahead of the rammer.
The remaining t".o sections 01 the charge lollow immediately amI
are ready to be rolled into the rammer trough by the time the rammer
is withdrawn from loading the first sections.

27i3. The pO\\er chain rammer is a new departure in the loa-ding
scheme 01 barbette carriages, but rammel'S of this type' have been
in use in naval and Army turrets for a number of years. The ram-
mer in this mount, Plate 158, comprises a' cast-steel frame or hous-
ing and a flexible forged steel chain, the latter being driven through
sprockets and gearing by a speed gear and motor. Facilities for us-
ing hand cranks, in 'event of power trouble, are also provided .

.274. The spanning tray is unusual inasmuch us' it is supportell
in a spring-balanced position over the rammer frame during re-
coil of the gun and can easily be launched to the front and down-'
ward to its loading position between the rammer head and the
breech opening. A rather unique feature of the breech platform
is due to the fact that it does not swing back to clear the recoil
of the gun but is attached by means of cantilever beams to the
lIIH1er side of the cradle. These beams, with the platform across
their rear end, are sufficiently low to permit the gun and band to .
recoil over them and, being a unit with the cradle, elevate and
depress with the tipping parts.

275. Top carriage A.-'Vhile the term" top carriage" applies to
no well-defined group of parts of a barbette type of mount, it may
be assumed, however, to include those parts of the carriage nbove
the traversing rollers that have not been described ns a special mecha-
~1ism in the previous paragraphs. 'Vith this assumption in view,
It may be said that the top carriage of this mount comprises the two
cast-steel side frames, Plate 132, placed parallel and with both ends
keyed and bolted to the top surface of the racer. The racer is of
cast steel and consists of. four sections, butted and holted, forming
a complete ring resting on the traversing rollers nnd located by its
pintle extending into the base ring. Equally spacNI along the under
side of each side frame are three cast-steel floor beams that extend
outward to the racer and nre bolted to the inner vertical surface
of it. These form a lateral bracing for the side frame, stiffen the
racer as a ring, and are the main support of the flooring. Against
the .outside vertical surface of the rncer a number of cast-steel
brackets are bolted and support the circular platform that surrounds
the entire mount. 'Vhen assembled in place this platform bridges
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the g~ I> between the floor of the' mount and the concrete surfacc of
thc' emplacement. The vertical force of firing' is taken'direCtly by
the' rollers, while horizontally the top carriage is held by the pintIe
mentioned above. Any tendency of the mount to overturn when
firing at 'low angles is checked by a numbe~ of cast-steel clips at-
tached to the racer, front and rear, and hooking un~ler a 'projecting
ledge around the base ring. '

27G. Ba8e-A.-The base~ Plate 152, is made' up of four sections
sufficiently rigid when finally bolted together to prOVIde a perfect
bearing for the 44 conical rollers on which the top carriage is,
supported., This bearing carries around its top and outer edge the
traversing rack made up in 12 sections, and it is machined to a cone
within for the roller bearing. Just under the traversing rack an
azimuth ring is provided which is graduated to degrees after the
1l10liht has been emplaced. As mounted in the coast fortifications
this base rests on a concrete foundation, and the azimuth ring is
graduated so that wherever the azimuth observer's cab may finally
be located his indicator is at zero azimuth \vhen the gun is pointing
due south. This practice of' causing the direction of due south to be
known as zero makes it necessary to leave' the graduating of the
azimuth ring until the carriage has been' emplaced.

277. Following is a tabulation of miscellaneous data with refer,-
ence to this gun and carriage:

Weights and capacities.

Gun: wire-wound, approximately 70 feet over all: .

,Weight of gun and breech mechanism with recoil band filled with
lead . pounds__ 38:>,847

\Veight of gun do____ 326,624
Weight. of recoiling parts -: do 3DD,917
Weight of tipping parts ..,. .:. do____ . 499,200
\Veight of projectile---------..,.-----------------------------do---- 2,340
Weight of powder charge do :.._ 850
Total weight of tipping parts, not including gun and band do____ 113,3:>3
Total dead weight that comes on foundation_~_.:.. do 1,000,000
Total piston-rod pull fired at 65° elevation do 1,642,686
Total weight of the ('fadle itself, machine finished, and all surfaces

requiring same, including caps holding recuperator cylinders to
the ~radle pounds

Weights' of principal castings as delivered from the foundry'(no
machining) :

Bast ring, 4 sections, each section .;. tolls
Hacer, 4 scction~, each section do
Distance rings, 6 sections, each section do
Cradle . d0_ -'--

Side frames (2), each <lo_~
Capacity of recoil cylinder, long '--'-_gnllons
Capacity of recoil cylinder, shorL -' -' -' do

~ ~ ~__ 
~__~ 

____ 
__ __ 

' __ 

' 

__ 

' 
__ 
_ 
_ 

--- - -- - - - - __ 
__ 
__ ' 

_ 
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TESTS.

Test fo ascertain whether the tipping parts are floating perfectly:
Disconnect the pinion from the elevating Tack, load the gun 'with

shot and full ch~1>ge;and hang a welght of 146.5 pO''Ilndsat the 17WZ-

zle. This l.oill gi1)eperfect equilibrium. Then apply at the '11t'llzzle
('-ttller1.Jp or d01.N/: an effort equal to 60 pounds.

Test for adjustment 'of trunnion when floating ~ompletely by
thickness gauge: Left trunnion, .037; right trunnion, .036.

Load 1'equz,redat slow-motion harIJdwheel in elevating sh()uld not
exceed 17 pounds.

Time to elevate' the gun from 0 degree to 65 degrees, using slow-
motion lwndwheel, slwuld not exceed 27 second8.

Test of cradle trunnion roller bearings:' 800,000 pounds.
Scleroscope hal~dness of rollers: 100.
Scleroscope hardness of inner and outer sleeves: 96 to 100.
Tt:'st pressure of the long recoil cylinder, per square inch: 7,050

pound~ ,
Test pressure of the short' recoil cylinder, per square inch: 7,050

pounds.
Test piston rod pull (short) : 596,740 pounds.
Test piston rod pull (long) : 596,740 pounds.
Test for strength of recoil cylinders under hydraulic pres?ure,

per square inch for 15 minutes: 4,250 pounds.'
Test for air leakage under air pressure per square inch: 3,550

pound~ ,
Fittings of expansi'on chamber for recoil cylinder ,~'ere tested

with working oil pressure of 500 pounds per square inch and oil test
pressure of 1,000 pounds' per square inch. The capacity is 3.7~
gallons.

Force required to' pull the gun into recoiled position against the
compressed air in the recuperator system: 800,000 pounds.

The'retrading device; which is rather unique in that all correc-
tions can be ffi:lde in the shops instead of firing and dismantling the
carriage as "Tas previously done, consists of a hydraulic cylinder
which was screwed into the breech bushing thread of the gun, the
cylinder extending into the pO'vder chamber. .A stationary beam
was mounted on two steel tubular columns which was securely
screwed to the rear ends of the recuperator cylinders. The piston
rod of the pull back cylinders was passed through a hole in this
stationary beam and secured to it by means of a steel strap and key.
'Vater was pumped into the pull-back cylinder through a hole in
the piston rod to retract the gun. The stationary beam being con-
nected to the cradle remained fixed, while the pressure of the water
on the cylineler head forced the gun back against the pull of the
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l'ecuperator cylinders. 'Vhen the gun had been moved to the rear,
the position corresponding to the normal recoil, the" straps were
cut by means of a torch allowing the gun to return to battery, Plates
133 and 134.

The force exerted on the beam to retract the gun at 0 degree eleva-
tion, with a pressure of 5,000 pounds per square inch in the air
cylinders, was 828,000 pounds. The device ,vas use<1 for snapping
the gun at 0 degree, 34 degrees, and G5 tlegrees, and functioned
satisfactorily ..

FORCE&-STATICS-UATIOS.

The center of gravity of the recoiling parts is 224.70,") inches from
the breech face of the gun.

The center of gravity ~f the gun, inclu<1ing the breech mechanism
with lead filled band, is 2288Sa inches from the breech face of the
gun.

A movement of 1.74 inches forward and l.G2:> inches rearward has
been provided for balancing.

The carriage is lIesigned to permit firing at minus 7 degrees and
plus G;") degrees.

The following forces are requirell to retract the ~un when the
initial air pressure is 1,770 pounds: -7 degr('es, 720,000 pounds;
o degree, G72,000 pounds; +G5 degrees, 283,000 pounds.

The normal recoil is 40 inches; maximum, 42 inches.
Normal pressure of air in the recuperator: Initial, 1,770 pounds

per square inch; final, 3,140 pounds per s(luare inch.
Normal pressure of liquill in recuperators: Initial, 1,D50 pounds

per square inch; final, a,450 pounds per square inch.
Dead load on each crutch of antifriction mechanism: 247,000

]>otmds.
Initial load on each spring column: 22,300 poumls.
Hatio of arms of levers: 12 to 1.
Belleville springs in traversing gear friction box: Load at assem-

bled hei~ht, 10,000 pounds.
Elevating gear ratio, left side: One turn of crank counterrlock-

wise elevates gun a degrees 2'0.5 minutes.
Elevating gear ratio, right side: On.e turn of hand wheel counter-

clockwise elevates gun 1 degree 4 minutes.
Pn>ssure capacity of liquid pump: 2,;'00 pounds per square inch.
Blow off pressnre of liquid pump: 2,200 to 2:GOO pound~ pei' sqnare

inch.
l\IISCELLANEOUS.

Electric traversin~ motor': General Electric Co. type CBC-47
motor. totally in:-losed. 'Yate"rproof, shunt wound with commn-
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hIting fields, 7:1 horsepower, 500 revolutions per minute, constant
speed, nonreverse. Designed for use with 110.\'olt direct-cnrrent
circuits.

IIy<1raulic traversing speeLl genr: \Vaterbury Tool 'Co. Size 5;
type C. The approximate weight is 180 pounds. The control shaft
111akes.781 turns from 0 to full speed either direction, clockwi~e for
traversing muzzle right. The capacity.is 27 horsepower at G75revo-
lutions per minute with oil pressure 800 pounds per square inch. The
cnpacity required to traverse 118 degrees 47 minutes in one minute or
.500revolutions per minute at the" n" end with the oil pressure at 8G
pounds per square inch is 2.25 horsepower at the" n" end and 2.75
horsepower required of motor.

Elevating motor specifications: General Electr' c Co. type cnC-4G
motor. I~"'rameNo. 10. l\fotor totally inclo~ed. \Vaterproof, shunt
\yound with commutating fiel<1,50 horsepower, 400 revolutions pl~r
minute, constant speed, nonreversing. Designed for llse with 110-
volt direct-current circuits.

Hydraulic elevating speed gear: Size, 35 type. Special right angle
V. P. with follow-up control. \Vaterbury Tool Co. drawings 131SG
and 18187.

Air cOlnpressor; specifications: General Electric Co. type 33;
2-stage, single-acting, duplex air compressor. Direct connected to
General Electric Co.'s type CDC-45 motor. Frame No.7. :1\1otor
totally inclosed, waterproof, series wound with commutator field,
30 horsepower, 800 revolutions per minute, rated speed, non-revers-
ing. Designed for use with 110-volt, direct-current circuits.. Air
compressor to have a displaceml-nt of approximately 102.7 cubic feet
free ail' pel' minute and actual uelivery of approximately 80 cubic
feet free air per minute. Operating at working pressure' of 150
pounds per square inch the set is capable of operating for one hour
continuously out of bvo hours-that is, for one-half time operation.
Total net weight of approximately 4,2'00pounds. .

Power cables: 1.('ad('d and armoreu type, armature -1, armature
-2, 250,000 c. m. area single-conductor cables. .

Drum controller for elevating motor: 7~ horsepower controller.
The controller is used to energize solenoid of eontactors.

Control panel and inclosed rheostat, elevating: General Electric
Co. type CH-5582 or equal. Panel designed to suit requirements of
50-horsepO'Yer motor used for elevating. Average eurrent for which
resistor is designed does not exceed 150 amperes. Data for power
caLle: l\Iain 1." 1.

2
; armature A" A2: 400,000 e. m. area single-con-

ductor cable. Hheostat HI' H2, 1:3, R.: 150,000 e. m. urea single-con.
ductor cables. Shunt field F: 4,000 e. m. area single-condnctor
.(able. Control C\, (\, C\, C.: 4,000 c. m. area twin-conductor caLles.
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Controller rheostat pa nel, traversing: G l-am pere, 110-volt, 7~.,hOl'se-
po\ver motor for ram mer : General Electric Co. type CnC-45 motor.
Frame No. 7. ~Iotor totally inclosed. 'Vaterproof, shunt wound
with commutating fields; 30 horsepower, 500 revolutions per minute
constant speed, nonreversing, 110-volt dirrct-current circuits. Speci-
fications demanded efficiency of motor at its rated load to be not less
than 85 per cent. Power cablcs, leaded and armored type: Arma-
ture A-I, A~2: 25,000 c. m. area single-conductor caLles. Shunt field
1(-1: 4,000 c. m. area single-conductor cables. Drum controller for
rammer; motor equipment: General Electric type H-191-B duty.
Used to start and stop the rammer motor (rated 30 horsepower at
500 revolutions per minute.) starting duty being to bring the arma-
ture shaft and the "A" end of size No. 10, type K, hydraulic speed
gear up to full speed under light load conditions, with the control
shaft of speed gear in its neutral condition. Load current of motor
not carried through drum controller.

Power cable: Leaded and 'armored type. Rheostat Hu R2, Ha, R-l;
150,000 c. m. area single-conductor cables.

Cables Co C2, Cs, C4: 4,000 c. m. area twin-conductor cables.
Control panel, inclosed rheostat, rammer: General Electric Co.

type CR-5582. Designed to meet requirements of ram mer motor.
. Power cables: Leaded and armored typc. Main Lu L2,; armature
.At, A2: 250,000 c. m. area single-conductor cables. Shunt field F 1 :

4,000 c. m. area single-conductor cables. Control Cu C2, Cs, C4:

4,000 c. m. area. .
The average, starting current for which resistor is designed is 150

amperes.

2. 16-INCH 50-CALIBER RIFLE ON DISAPPEARING CARRIAGE,
MODEL OF 1917..

278. Cannon B.-The cannon used on this carriage is identical
in its essential features to the cannon described under A, paragraph
252. Since this carriage is of the. disappearing type it has not been
practicable to employ the drop type of breech; hence the gun differs
from A in the provision of the hinge on the breech face, which,
through a hinge pin, carries the tray on which the block may be
drawn to the rear and swung to the side. An additional differcnce is
the omission of the gas ejector.

279. Breech. mechanism B.-This mechanism, Plate 164, differs
from A, paragraph 253, i~ that it comprises a hinge screwe(l to the
breech face of the gun and a tray swung about the pin through the
hinge, thereby making it possible to swing the block to the side
instead of down, as with the barbette carriage. The principal parts
of this mechan;<;:mcompri~e the hinge, hinge pin, operating crank,.
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operating worm, worm wheel, tray, tray latch, tray-latch catch, com-
pound gear, and breechblock.

280. The hinge is secured on the breech face of the gun by means
of seven large screws. It possesses two lugs bored for the reception
of the hinge pin. At its extreme lower end it has an additional lug
bored out for the reception of the operating worm. The hinge, in
addition, serves the purpose of preventing the rotation of the breech
bushing in its seat. The hinge pin fits in the lugs of the hinge, being
supported on the upper lug by a collar which is a part of the hinge
pin. To it are attached the compound gear and the worm wheel, and
between the two hinge-pin lugs is the tray. The tray is not fixed
to the hinge pin, but revolves about it. The hinge pin is grooved
lor the purpose of permitting a flow of oil to the different parts.

281. The operating crank. is secured to the worm on its squared
-end and held there by means of a set screw. The operating worm
is set in the lower hub on the hinge. It has two ball-bearing washers,
one on each side of the worm, secured by a threaded housing. These
bearings reduce the friction due to the thrust when the worm en-
gages the worm wheel. .The worm wheel is secured to the hinge pin
hy being fitted on its squared end. It is held in place on th~ hinge
pin by a nut, and this nut is pinned to the hinge pin to prevent its
backing off. .

282. The tray is suspended on the upper surface'of the lower hinge
lug and held in position by the hinge pin passing through the two
hinge lugs. The compound gear is assembled directly beneath the
upper lug and rests on the top of the tray. This gear is secured by
means of two keys to the hinge pin. There is a ball-bearing washer
between the upper part of the lower hinge lug and the lower edge
of the tray to permit easy rotation. The tray is profiled to fit cor-
responding profiles in the lower part 'of the block. The tray is held
to the face of the gun when in that position by means of a tray latch,
which fits in (he tray-latch catch, the latter being secured in the
Inilfed recess on the face of the gun and held by means of two
screws.

283. The tray-latch catch has a plunger set in it actuated by a.
spring. This plunger is called the tray-latch plunger. The tray
latch has a plunger passing through it which is called the tray-latch
operating stud. To the rear of the tray latch setting in the tray is lo-
cated the tray-latch lock bolt, actuated by a spring .. The tray latch is
suspended from the tray by means of a tray-latch pivot which I>uS.sM
through it. The tray-latch lock bolt prevents the latch from rotat-
ing or tipping by entering a hole in the latch, which hole is the sent
for the tray-latch operating stud when the latter is forward. The
action of the tray latch is as follows: 'Vhen the tray is closed against
the face of the gun the operat.in~ stud passing throngh the latch
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is forced to the rear py its forward end striking the face of the gun.
This forces out of the seat in the latch the tray-latch lock bolt. The
latch striking the tray-latch plunger located in the tray-latch catch
tips the latch so that its forward end is on a level with the tray,
the lower forward point of the latch engaging its seat in the catch.
The block is then free to go forwan1. These movements are, of
course, automatic and occur when the block on its tray is swung
around for entering the breech recess. On the bottom of the block
is a rectangular milled-out recess in which a rectangular web is left.
The rectangular web thus left in the bottom of the block fits into
a corresponding recess on the top of the tray latch. 'Vhen the block
is ,,~ithdrawn this web comes into contact with the latch,- tipping
it and unlocking the tray from the face of the gun. At the same
time the rectangular recess in the upper part of the latch engage~
in the rectangular web on the block, thus locking the tray to the
block. In this position of the latch the trl1y-latch operating stud
goes forward and allows the tray-latch lock bolt to engage in the
latch, preventing any tipping. 'Vhen the tray is close(1the operation
is the reverse. The tray-latch operating stud is forced back, thus.
forcing out of its recess the lock bolt. The latch is tipped by the tray-
latch plunger, the tipping causing the latch and the catch to engage.
The web on the breechblock being free, the block is permitted to go
forward.

284. The compound gear is ~ttached to the hinge pin by means of
two keys. About one-half of this gear is cut spiral and the other half
cut spur. The spiral part engages in the spiral rack cut on the breech-
block and causes the block to revolve. The spur part engages the
translating rack cut on the breechblock and is used for translating
the block in and out. The spiral part of the gear is of less diameter
than the spur, so that more clearance is given to the loading of the
projectile as that part comes in line with the bore when the block is
opened ready for loading.

285. The breechblock has a ratchet forni of tooth rounded at top
amI };ottom. It is of the "rellin type or step type, divided up into
'12 sectors, !) of which are. threaded and 3 unthreaded. It thus only
requires 30° of rotation to disengage the threads on the block from
those located in the thread box or breech bushing. On' the breech-
block is machined the spiral rack for rotation and the spur rack for
translation. The spinc1le, filling-in disk, and split rings are similar
in construction to other large-caliber guns. Roth of the large split
rings are centered by means of shoulders to the obturator spinelle and
the filling-in disk. This is for the purpose of preventing sagging of
these parts. "

28G. This mechanism functions by a continuous movement of the
operating crank. To open the gun the crank is turne(1 to the right
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a total of 9.90 turns, of which amount 2.79 are necessary to rotate,
4.22 are for translating, and 2.89 to swing the block clear. In closing,
the reverse is the case. Individual description of the functioning
of each of the parts composing the breach mechani8m' during the
operating is unnecessary, as the description given of these individual
parts plainly shows how they function during their active operations.
The rotation of the block in closing is limited by a filler or strip at-
tached to the side of one of the threaded sectors, which comes into
contact with the side of its adjoining sector.

287. Firing mechanis1n E.-The principal parts of this firing-
mechanism, comprise a hinged collar, housing, slide, and firing leaf.
The hinged collar embraces the rear end of the spindle, two ribs
on its inner surface engaging in corresponding- groon's in the
spindle. The housing screws over the hinged collar, which is
threaded to receive it, and a spring catch locks the collar to the
housing when it is fully screwed home. The collar is thus prevented
from opening and secures the housing to the spindle. A guide bar
projects from the right side of the housing into a longitudinal
groove cut in the b~ock recess and causes the housing to rotate with
the block. The slide trayels yertically in grooves cut in rear face of
the housing and when in its lowest position holds the primer to
place in the pdmer (sat. Its motion is limited by the slide stop ori
the left side, of the housing. The slide catch serve:-, to lock it to
place when lowered, and to support it at the proper height to allow
the primer to be inserted when raised .
. 288. The ejector is an L-shaped. piece with trunniol1s at its' angle,
about which it s,vings, and which enter two slots cut for them in
the housing. The lower arm of this extractor is fork shaped and
hangs oyer the mouth of the primer seat under' the head of the
primer. '~'he horizontal arm projets to the rear into a recess in the
slide, and when the later is lifted this arm is carried upward and
the ejector rotated about its trunnions so as to throw the horizontal
arm to the rear, ejecting the primer.

289. The firing leaf is pivoted to the slide at its upper end. It has a
vertical slot -cut in its lower edge through which the wire of the
primer. projects when the slide is in its lower or locked position .
.At the right-hand corner' of the leaf is an eye into which the lanyard
is hooked for friction firing. 'Vhen the leaf is drawn to the rear it
(>ngages the Lutton on the end of the primer wire, draws the wire
out, and fires the primer frictionally.

290. Electric connec.tion with the primer is made through the
arms of the contact clip, which embrace the head of the primer. The
contact clip is secured to the rear face of the leaf. The el<'e.tric
cahle terminal is made of a piece of copper thimble flattened at one

-
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enel, the flattened portion being provided with a hole for the recep-
tion of the contact clip plug. The terminal is attached to the firing
c.able by passing the wires .of the c.able through the thimble anel
spreading the wires into notches cut into the terminal and then
soldering. The terminal is attached to the contact' clip by means
of the contact-clip plug. The other end of the cable is fitted with
the circuit-breaker contact pin. This is attac.hed to the firing cable
by stripping the insulation from the cable, passing the wires up into
the pin and dropping solder into holes provided therein for solder-
ing the contact pin to the cable. In order to prevent possible short
circuiting between the primer body and the firing leaf, the contact-
clip nut should be tightly set up. .A. safety bar prevents ac.cidental
firing of the piece by lanyard before the breech is locked, anel a
circuit breaker serves to prevent firing the piece by ele~tricity before
the breech is locked. "

291. The first motion of rotation of the block to unlock the breech
forces the safety bar inward so as to engage the leaf and to prevent
its being drawn to the rear, while at the same timethe electric circuIt .

. is broken by the same movement of rotation. .A. safety bar on the
right side of the housing engages a groove in the firing leaf and pre-
vents the latter from being drawn to the rear before the breechblock
is rotated to its locked position. The last part of the motion of low-
ering the slide makes electric. connection with the primer.' It will be
seen from this that a:-cidental firing of the piece is impossible until
the breech is locked and the slide of the firing mechanism is in its
lower or locked position. The circuit breaker is of bronze and con-
sists of two principal pieces, which ar~ brought together when the
block is rotated to its Iodeed position. .A. plunger 'Working under the
pressure of a spring serves to make electric conta -:-t'between the two
pieces. Both parts of the circuit' breaker are insulated from the
piece by vulcanized fiber. The electric cable is attached to the
circuit breaker by a spring fork.

292. Recoil 1nech an i.fsm B.-The recoil mechanism, Plate 166, com-
prises the two levers supporting the gun and rotating about an axle
on the top carriage containing the recoil cylinders, a carriage con-
taining two recoil eylinc1ers, two sets of recoil rollers supporting this.
top carriage. a pair of guides on either sid~ of the front of the car-
riage to guide the low~r end of the levers in a vertical plane, a coun-
terweight, and hydraulic hurter cylinders. The top carriage rests on
a plane of 1 degree slope and as the gun recoils the carriage moves to
the rear a distance of about 90 inches. The one relatively fixed part
of ,this mechanism, so to speak, is the lower end of the levers. These
are constra inea to move in a vertical plane by the guides already
mentioned. As the gun ['ecoils, therefore, the energy of recoil is
(lissipated in doing' the ''" I>rkof forcing the oil through .the orifices
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in the recoil cylinders and in raising the counterweight, which must
be drawn upward as the top carriage moves to the rear.

293. The action of the carriage is as follows : Upon firing the piece,
the axle of the gun levers, Plate 167, moves to the rear, carrying the
top carriage with it; the lower ends of the levers move vertically
upward, being constrained by the crosshead guides; the gun moves
downward and to the rear, the trunnions describing the arc of an
ellipse. The energy of recoil is absorbed partly by raising the
counterweight, but principally by .the resistance of the hydraulic
recoil cylinders. Near the end of recoil the effect of the horizontal
cylinder is not appreciable, and at this time the hydraulic hurter
cylinders come into action and effect a final stop. 'Vhen the gun
comes to rest it should be at about 1 degree elevation for loading, the
counterweight having risen approximately 109.5 inches, Plate 168.

294. After loading, the pawls are tripped and th~ greater moment
of the counterweight raises the gun" in battery," the energy a.t the
end of movement being absorbed by the counter-recoil buffers in the
rear cylinder heads. Uniform and exact amount of recoil is ob-
tained by adjusting the recoil valve, and complete counter recoil
without shock is obtained by adjusting the buffer valve.

295. This type of carriage, involving the use of a top carriage
moving in approximately a horizontal plane and a counterweight
moving in a vertical plane, is unique with American disappearing
carriages and is generally kno\vn as the Buffington-Crozier develop-
ment. The typical British disappearing carriage, on the contrary,
involves the supporting of the gun on two main levers of a some-
what similar character but pivoted at their lower end. A recoil
cylinder is then mounted in the body of the carriage and its piston
is attached to a cross pin approximately in the center of the levers,
and no counterweight of the type shown in this figure is employed.

296. The top carriage consists of two sides of forged steel, united
by a cast-steel transom, and having roller .paths machined on their
under sides. On their upper sides the gun-lever axle is supported
in beds lined with bronze, and having axle caps of cast steel. The
sides are bored for the recoil cylinders. The recoil rollers, of cast
steel, bushed with bronze, are fitted free on pins and held in cages
of steel. They rest upon the chassis rail, supporting the top car-
riage and moving to the rear with it for half the distance in recoil.
The second, fourth, and sixth rolls from the front ends of the cages
have pinions fitted to them which mesh into racks fitted to the
chassis and to the top carriage. The top carriage will thus take the
rolls along in recoil, notwithstanding their inertia .. 'Vhen time
permits, the top carriage should always be brought fully into bat-
tery (against the stops) ; but, if desired, the gun may be fired when

-
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The rear holes open into the rear end of the buffer seat, while the
forward holes open into the cylinder just forward of the' buffer
seat, thus permitting a free flow of oil to the rear of the buffer as
it is suddenly withdrawn at the beginning of recoil, otherwise a very
high pressure would occur in the cylinclers. To prevent the oil
from flowing out of the buffer through the by-pass valves, when the
buffer is acting on counterrecoil, each valne is provided with two
ball checks.

300. Proof firing has shown that it is still desirable to leave room
for free withdrawal of the buffer plungers, :m(l as this void can be
left without bad effects the filling holes have been located accord-
ingly. Plugs are provided to close the cylinders, t1lU~ continuing
the piece in action should the pipes he injured :lnd necessitate re-
moval. For emptying the cylinders, vah'e plugs are providell in
the drain coupling. in the combined recoil and buffer valve, and in
the cylinders near the front ends.

301. The action of the recoil, cylinllers is as follows: In recoll
the top carriage is drawn over the pi8tons. Each piston is slottecl
on its opposite sides, the throttling bars partially closing these ori-
fices. The sectional an'as OT the bars are varied from point to point
so that the areas of orifice for the flow of the oil vary with the posi-
tion of the cylinders during recoil in such a manner as to obtain a
constant resistance. although the velocity of retarded recoil of the
top carriage is variable.

302. As in any hydraulic brake the resistance is greater as the
velocity of the recoil is grC'ater and as the area of the orifices for the
passage of the oil is less. The desirell constant resistance is obtai ne,l
by increasing the areas of orifice from the beginning of motion to
the point of maximum retarded velocity of the top carriage and then
decreasing them to practically zero at the ('Bd of recoil. The areas of
orifice must be calculated for a particular set of conditions, including
mean temperature. Variations in these conditions may change the
length of recoil of the top carriage, and consCllucntly the height and
inclination of the br('ech of the gun in the loading position. It has
therefore been found desirable to provide a throttling valve for vary-
ing the resistance of the brake in order that variations in the pre-
scribed length of recoil may be reduced to a minimum.

303. The two levers are made of cast steel connected near thei l'

upper ends by a cast-steel yoke firmly bolted in place and at a point
a little below their middle by the cast-steel gun-lever axle, which is
fastened to the' lcyers by bolts passing through its heavy flanges.
The gun levers are supported by this axle, the projecting ends of
which serve as trunnions snpported by and rotating in the axle beds
in the top carriage. The lower end of the levers are attached to a
crosshead, which, together ,,'ith the counterweight, may be consid.
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ered a part of the recoil mechanism to the extent. that considerable
work is required to raise them as the gun recoils. They thus serve
to assist the recoil cylinders in bringing the gun to a stop.

304. The upper arms of the levers support the gun, and from their
lower ends the counterweight is suspended by crosshead pins. The
trunnions beds are provided with cap squares clipped on and secured
from lifting off by two studs each, having nuts and check nuts. The
caps and beds are lined with bronze half bushings. The crosshead;
of cast steel, is connected by pins to the gun levers and from it the
'counterweight is suspended by four keyed rods. The channels on
the sides of the crosshead are lined with bronze and fit over the
crosshead guides, bolted to the inside of the cllassis. These guides
constrain the crosshead to move in a vertical direction. Retracting
ratchets are screwed onto the front of the crosshead. Pawl Lox~s,

tl each containing two pawls, are bolted securely to the front clips and
to the chassis. The pawl teeth engaging in the ratchet teeth support
the counterweight and prevent the gun from returning into Lattery
after firing.

305. The hydraulic recoil hurters are cylinders arrimged on the
outside of each chassis, apposite the guides, so as to be driven upward
over fixed pistons, thus arresting the last G.4-inch movement of the
counterweight and preventing undue shock at the end of recoil. The
cylinders and pistons are of forged steel and are connected acrosS
the carriage by an equalizing and' filling pipe of seamless-steel tub-
ing, which has a coupling and filling plug near the middle of the
front transom. The hurter cylinder is withdrawn from the fixed
piston~ at the end of movement of the counterweight" in battery,"
by dogs on the crosshead, acting through cams, rock shafts, and
levers connected to the cylinder extensions at a point below the lower
flange of chassis. To relieve the stress in these parls the piston in
each cylinder is provided with three small valves, which allow
passage of oil only during withdrawal of the cylinders. These valves
are automatic and have no adjustment.

30G. Caps are provided to close the upper ends of the piston rods,
thus permitting the piece to be continued in action should the equaliz-
ing pipe which passes into the hollow rods be damaged and require'
removal. .

307. Recuperator 'lnechanism.-B.-The recuperator of this type
of carriage comprises the counterweight, crosshead, levers, top car-
riage, recoil 'rollers, 'and buffers. As soon as the latch which holds
the gun in loading position at the end of recoil is tripped, the weight
of the counterweight pulling down on the forward end of the levers,
which at that time are horizontal, causes the rear end of the levers.
to rise, and inasmuch as the forward end of the levers ean move only
in a verti~al plane because of the guides, the carriage is l1rawri for-



,,'anIon the rollers; This is facilitatell somewhat by the fact that
t he carriage is moullte<l on a 1 llegree slope. The gun acquire's some
little Yelocity in this return to hattery, and hence, nearing the end of
Hs motion, the buffers in the recoil cylinder serve to absorh fJuickly
t he energy of counterrecoil, bringing the carriage easily to a stop in
Imttery. Since the axle by ,,-hich the levers are supportell on the top
caniage is not in the yertical plane of the crosshead g-uilh's IJy ap-

. proximately 21 inches, the pull of the counterweight prmluces ahnlYs
:t component tending to holll the gun in its firing position. One
point that lllay well be mentionell here is that ,,,hen the gun is firell
and recoils to the position shown in Plate 1GG, it is automatically
heltl in this position by a latch unti I ]'(.leasell after the gun is loaded.
,rhen the :.run is at its rl'annost position its bn'l'ch is in the proper
position for loalling from the platform of the Clmcrete emplace'll\l'nt.

;308. After the gUll is IWH]el] it is permittee] to rise to the firing
position by raising the tripping levers until they are latelll'l} and
immediately leaving them in that position-. The tripping nlt'clla-
nism (onsists of hvo pawls in a pawl box on each side. slIpportcll
by the front tranSOlll and chassis. The pa wls (lngage ral'la't t('(:'t11
on the crosshead~ and thus support the unbalanel'll part of the eoull-
terweight when the gun is "out of hattery." Thes(l) are witlHlrawlL
by hooks over their top eIllls, actuatell by bell-crank pinions linkcll
lip to the cranks on the tripping shaft, ,,,hich is provillcll ,,-ith two
levers. The shaft extending across the earriagc acts as an equalizer
awl seeures simultaneous action of both sil!t's. The pawls OH eHeh
81<1eare arran:.rell one aImn' the other anll ('ngage altl'rnately; so
that, although the piteh of the l'atelH:'t tedh is 2 inch('s, the maximum
(Irop of the eounterwcight is only 1 inch.

30D. 'Yhen the leyers are raiseel against the stops the bell-crank
latches drop ll€hind secoll(l arms on the tripping cranks and tlllls au ..
tomatiea.lly retain the p:nYl teeth clear of the ratehet tl'eth until
after the erosshead has llrOppt><1below the pawls. when the latches
are antomatically lifted by the eams on the. crosshea<1. thus per-
l/littin:.r the len>rs to <lrop and the pawls to COllie out fot' rppngage-
ment. The pawls may be tripped by tlw use of OTH:' or both le'\'('1's.
'1''''0 to four men are requin'll to raise the levers. The hn-en.; shoulll
not be raisel] while the gun is in batt('ry, but sl10111l1the p:nds 1,('-
l'ome latelwll out of ('ngagement at this time; the rising of the
crossheall ,,-ill again rel('ase them rea.lly for engagl'1I1ent. The pineh-
ing-in deyice consists of two ratehets tittel] on top of the front ends
of the top carriage, acted upon bYlllultiple pawls hung in a rock
shaft arrangell on the outer sitles of the n~l'tical guilles and actuatpd
by two levers permanently attaehell. In the normal position th(~
levers drop back against stop pins, forcing the pawls again~t a
lifter which carries their points abon~ tll(> rack tpdh awl clear for
recoil.
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;no. Ele'vating meclwnis/n B.-The eleyating mechanism of thi~
type of carriage comprises an elenlting arm (onm.cting the band
on the breech of the gun with a cros~he~Hl monnted on a s:rew in a
!'=pecial housing on the rear of the chassis. This screw is (]rin'll
either by hand or an electric. motor through a train of spur and beYcl
gears. \Vhen the crosshead is at its lowest position the gun is at its
maximum eleyation, and ",hen at its highest position the gUll is
dqn'('sspd to the maximum. Stud\' of the mechanism on Plate IGD
will show that such a gun as thi~ is supported, so to speuk, in a
l}lla(lrilaternl, the legs of which are a line cOlllll,cting the maill
trunnion on the gun with the trunnion of the eleyating arm, the
elenlting arm, a line from the connection of the elenlting arm to
the ('rosslH'a<lto the center of the ('rossh('a<1 axl!:'. and tlH' leH'r. This
quadrilateral is not a parallelogram at any t.im~; hellce th{:'lgun (]oes
Ilot maintain a series of positions parallel to each other in r<.'('oilin~!
from any gin.'n eleyation. "Then the gun js eleYat£'d to the maximum
l'xtent, which for this mount is 30 (legrees, the stress on the ('1('-
nlting arms in firing beconws rather c.xcessiye, and it was Jl('('t:'ssary'
in this case to incorporate in the eleyating arlllS what is known :1-:

a kick-down cylinder. This kick-down cylinder permits the n'aJ'
of tht:' gun to be depressed slightly when fired, tlwrehy ll.'ngthening-
the perio(l of time llurinO" "'hich the stn'sses in the ele"atin:,r arm an'o
brought to a, maximum and correspondingly reducing these strl'SSl'S.
This p]('yation of 30 dl'grl'es is an illlpron'ment oyer the 20 dl'grcl's
that was secured through the u:-;e]ikpwise of a kick-clown cylinder on
the top carriage of model 1!)12 and certa inly "O\"er the first-designpd
carriages which wen' proYide(l with all eleyation of only 10 debY}'e('s.
Exppriencps of the "'ar showed quite dearly that; the eh'Yatioll of Ii)
(]egrl'l's and 20 degn'es preYiously attainable was not oy any means
Euflicipnt for coast s('ryice. The maximum elenltion that it has hl'l'll
possible to secure on thp disappearin,!! carriage is on the <1esign under
(]iscussioll. Although ,,"e are not by any nwans certain just what can
be accomplished through the proYision of an eleyatioll so gn'at as Gj
degrpes, as on the barbette carriage of model ID:W, the proYision of
snch an eleyation has not spryed in any way to limit the d(.sign of any
other part of the carriage; un(l a comparison of the disappparing
un(I barlwtte carriages ser:Yes H~ry quickly to brir.g one to a rea]iza-
tion that the disappearing carriage is a much le':;8 ('('onolllicul 11m}

t::ltisfactory carriage to construct and maintain. ,
all. The ratio of this elenlting mechanism is not :-.;0 important a

matter as with barbette carriages ,,-here the gUll is 10U(]l'l] by dl'-
pressing the carriage by nwans of the eh.'yating mechanism. IIl this
case, it is possible to set the ll]enlting lll('chani~m at tIll' dl'sire(]
(]!:'gl'ee of eleyation en'n ,,-hile the gun is being 10:1(]e(1. ~\s SOOIlas the
gun is loadl'(1 un(I the latch is trippl'll tlH' gnn through:tlw pull of"
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the counterweight rises at once to its firing position, which is in
accordance with the elevation just set.

312. The elevating arm, of cast steel, carries two fixed double-
ended pins at its lower end, rotating in bearings in the elevating
slide, and has two bronze bushed bearings at its upper end for the
elevating band trunnions. The band is of cast steel, with inserted
trunnions screwed to their conical seats. The band is keyed to the
gun and clamped in place by two heavy bolts.

313. The elevating sliue is moved by the elevating gearing system
in a circular slideway machined on the. rear face of the rear tran-
som, which slideway allows it the movement necessary to change the
elevation of the gun from 3.5 degrees depression to 20 degrees eleva-
tion. There are provided removable stops in the side of the transom
limiting the depression to either 0 degree, -2.5 degrees, or -3.5
degrees, as may be required by the parapet over which the gun is to
be fired. Theory requires (in order that the gun when recoiled to th£,
normal position shall always be at the same angle for loading, with
the breech at the same height, whatever may be the firing angle) that
the elevating slide and its guideway shall be circular and struck with
1adii, using the center of the trunnion on the elevating band when the
gun is in the loading position as a center.

314. The elevation disk consists of a circular wheel carrying the
graduatetl service and subcaliber range scales at its outer and inner
circumferences, respecti,'ely. It is connected by gearing to a pinion
which meshes with gear teeth cut in a collar at the upper end of the
elevating worm shaft. The rotation of the worm shaft rotates the
pinion and shaft and the circular wheel carrying the scales. A sus-
pended weight takes 11pbacklash in the gear teeth. Degree marks
are stamped in the center of the scale for use in checking the disk
by a clinometer. The Ecale is not equicrescent. The degree marks are
placed on the disk with the gun mounted upon the carriage, and by
the use of a clinometer supported by a rest placed in the muzzle.
This is usually done at the time of the shop test.

315. As the ranges corresponding to different angles of elevation .
above the horizontal depend upon the height at whirll the gun is
mounted above the sea level, the range scales must be graduated after
mount~ng. The range graduations must be calculated fe;:"each gun
with due regard to the height above sea level and the normal muzzle
relocity. These graduations are marked upon the scale in the proper
place by the Ordnance Department after emplacement of the car-
riage. The pointers provide flush zero marks for each scale and are
arranged for adjustment in are, which may be necessary to correct
variations in the mechanism or for a particular field of fire if the
emplacemt'nt ~ettle", lmeYenly. The pointer pi('ce is bo1tr<1 to :l
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bracket bolted to the chassis. A(1justment rl'(}llire(l the use of the
dinometer as described above.

31G. The elevating hand,,:heel shaft is in two parts joined near the
mithlle by coupling. It is operated by a hamlwheel at each enel. and
t1rin's through a pair of bevel gears whieh operate the elevating ,,-orm.
A cluteh near the right end of the shaft engages ,vith the right-hand
wheel (1iredly so that this ,,-heel can be used for fast' elevating only.
This cluteh is held disengaged by two spiral springs so that the hfmd-
wheel will not rotate when pmver is being used. "'hen lIsing the
haIH1,vheel the operator keeps his foot on a convenient pedal which
through levers and a connecting rOll keeps the clutch engaged. A
dutch is provided near the left end of the handwheel shaft whieh en-
gages with the left-hand wheel either directly or throngh a back gear.
!n the latter case slow motion is obtained.

;n7.• Just inside the slmv-motion gl'aring on the handwheel shaft is
a bevel gea~' meshing with a pinion 0.1 a vertical shaft outside of the
left ehassis. This shaft is divitled near the bottom by a clutch and has
at the bottom end a bevel gear dri,-en by a pinion on the" speed gear."
This -. power" clutch and the left-hand wlweI dutch are operah'(l by
the same maneuvering len'r, whleh has thr('e positions. viz. ltan(l
feud, }JOice}', and lwnd 87mt'. The arrangement of levers amI links is
such that only one clutch is in at a time so that the left-hand ,vlwel is
not turned by power awl the spee(l gear is not turnc(l by the hand-
wheel. The" cut-out screw" is that portion of the vertical shaft above
the power clutch ,vhich is threaded. It is provided witha nut which is
prevented from turning by gui(les and thereforc travels along on the
screw as it rotates. "Then it reaches the hottom or top of thc screw,
the But throws out the power dutch at the limits of ('h'\Oatioll awl <1(,-
pi'cssion. Stops in the form of ('olfars arc pi'm-i(le(l, to damp around
the screw, for carriages whose depression limit is () (h'gTce. 2.:; (1('-
grees, or -3.5 degrpes. Thc t'knlting screw actuates the elenlting
slide to which the lower end of the plevatillg' arm is piyote(l. Upon
this carriage a hydraulic buffer is provide(1 to abs(wb the eIH:'l'gy of
kiek down. .At the limit of deprfssion of the gun the sl ide strikes a
positive stop. On account of the absencc of positi ,'c e]enltioll stops,
the piece should nenT be firc(l at an p]cvation grpatt'r than ao deg-n'es.

;318. The counterbalance device tends to ('(ilia 1ize the fon'~~ requin.(l
lor elevating an(l for (1epressing the gnn in the loa(ling as 'Yell as in
the firing position. It consists of a east-iron w('ight hung by a (louhle-
wire rope which passes oyer shean-s and is attache(l to the elevating
slide, so as to oppose and partially eounterhalance the weight of the
slide and one-half the weight of the elevating arm.

31D. Tracer8ing 1nec!lani81n B.-The trav('rsing mechanism of
this c:ll~l'iage cun not be considered essentially (litl'en'nt from that of
the barbette carriage describe(111nder 0.1, paragraph 2()R. This llwcha-

~ 
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ni~lll COlllp1'i~p:-ia base awl 1'ac('1' machin('d to a conical b('a1'ing, a
sede~ of conica 1 rollers hel<l in IH'ol)er position by a <listan('(' ring, a
tra "ersing- rack attachp<l to the base ring, and a train or ~pnr nnd
be\'el gpars leading from this rack through a ""atel'lmry 81)('(',I gpar
to the tl'an'rsing motor or hawl cranks. The principle of the (lrsign
]s pssentially the Fame as that al1'<'(Hl."<Iescrib('d in consi(Iprable ddail.
~o pl'oyisioll i:-inlll<le in this cas<', hOWPH'I'. for an azimuth obsl'l'\'er's
cab lllHIer tll(' floor. A trap<lool' is proYid(.<I in the floor of the car-
l'iag<' 'on the lpft side forward through which the nzimuth circle may
be obsel'H<1 by a lllan lying Oil his stomach gi ,'ing Il('CPSsary <lin'c-
t ions to the operator of the tra yprsing and spped-control hai"ul\\'l1<'e1.
Thi:-; sch('me of laying the gnn in azillillth is not wlarly so satisfactory
as that proyide<I on the harlwttp earriag<' where the ohspr\'er operates
the tra H'rsing lIIPchanislll.

:3:.W. A pinion, at the bottom of a yertical sha ft mounte<l in bear-
ings in the rear ~'lip whieh is boltell to the racer, meslH's in a horizon-
tal tran'rsing rack bolte<l to the interior cylin<lrical surface of the
base ring. The rotation of the pinion eaus(:s the racer amI all parts
carrie,I thereon to rotate on the rollers amI al'o\l)1<1the pintle. The
pinion shaft is dri,'pll through a beyel gear at its upper eIllI by a
pinion on a horizontal, diagonal shaft exten<ling forward an<l to th ..
left. ~\ l)eyel gear at the front el1<lof this <liagonal shaft is drin>n by
a pinion on the Npllllizing shaft, which exten<ls across the carria~e
and has a IJearing in (-'ach chassis. Xt'ar each ewl of the shaft just
inside the chassis ar(-' ~l:'ars llrin'n 1J~' pinions on short shafts extt'n<l-
ing throngh the chassis and haying han<l traYersing- cranks on their
outer ends. Thpse cranks are remonlble nn<1 should be taken off
when tnlYersing lly power. Power is supplie<l from a motor through
a variable speed gear and three spnr gears to the left-hand g('ar on
~he p<pwlizing shaft. ..\ dutch sen'es to Llisconnect the motor and
spee<l g:ear \"hen traYersing is (lone by han<l.

:321. The slow-motion hand trayersing- mechanism operah's through
the left-hawl traversing- crank shaft. .A beye1 gear on this shaft
outsi(le the chassis is fixe<1 to turn with the sha ft or set fn>e on it lly
a peflal-operat('<l dutch. This gear is in mesh with a beyel pinion
OIl an incline<l sIla ft which extends up through the sighting plat-

"form an<l is Suppol'te<l at its npper pml in a bearin.~ in the upP<'I"
gear case, which is bolted to the sight stawlnr<l. . .A }le\,e1 gl'at' is
fitted on the top of the shaft and is driyen by n pinion on a short
shaft having a han<lwheel at each end for nse by the gun point<'l".
The dutch mentione<l aboy<' is operated by a pe,lal on the sighting
platform and is connected to the pedal by a rL'nch 1'0<1 nIHl len'I".
The slow-motion handwheels are remoynble and are k<,pt hung Oil

racks on the sight stan<lar<l \"hen trnyersin:,r by power.
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322. To prevent excessive shock to the traversing gearing or other
parts, due to striking obstructions or too sudden application of
power, etc., the bevel gear at the top of the traversing pinion shaft
is connected to the shaft by a multiple disk clutch. The hub of the
gear is extended in the form of a hollow cylinder, within which the
eight friction disks are contained. The four outer disks are keyed
to the gear and the four inner disks are keyed to the shaft which
passes up through theRl. The disk retainer rests on top of the disks,
and above it a washer nut screwed onto the top of the shaft com-
presses them. An oil hole through the nut provides 'a means of
keeping the friction box filled with oil. Another oil hole in the top
of the shaft serves to lubricate the thrust bearing, which is a collar
screwed onto the shaft below the friction clutch. The collar rests
on top of the traversing bracket through which the shaft passes.

323. The adjusting nut should be set up just enough to traverse
the carriage by hand without slipping. It is intended that in
traversing by power suddenly applied the disks shall slip at first
and thus pick up the load gradually.

324. The azimuth circle in the form of a sheet-metal cylinder
rests on top of and is bolted to the inner base ring flange and carries
on its top' a bronze scale which is graduated in degrees, the numbers
of which are to be added after the carriage is erected in its emplace.
ment. The azimuth pointer,' of aluminum alloy, is placed in a
recess below the top surface of the racer, which exposes the top
of the circle; the pointer is graduated and numbered, as a microme-
ter, to read one-hundredth of a degree, and is designed to permit
final adjustment on the degree marks of the circle at the time the
circle is numbered. The recess in the racer is provided with a
coaming and cover of steel to protect the pointer and circle from
water and accumulations of clirt which would thus find their way
to the pintle surfaces .
. 325. The racer rests and is traversed upon a circle of 30 live,

conical, traversing rollers, whose axes are maintained in the radial
position by bearings bolted to distance rings. The rollers are of
cast steel with flanges on'their inner, small ends. They are bored
axially for steel pins which are driven in place and pFoject at both
ends to form journals. The distance ring is of cast steel made
up in six sections, which are bolted together, and have bolted on
their' upper surfaces the bronze bearings for the traversing rollers.
The bearings are formed with a loop on top; by means of which any
roller with its bearings can be lifted out of the ring through the
holes at the racer joints. The system is kept concentric with the
pintle by the flanges on the rollers running in contact with the inner
edge of the roller path on the base ring. The inner edge of the
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path on the racer is of a larger diameter so as not to come in con-
tact with the flanges.

326. Loading m.echanis771r-B.-The loading mechanism of this
mount is relatively simple compared with that of the barbeUe car-
riage. It comprises simply an ammunition or shot truck of the
design shown on Plate 170 on which a single projectile is wheeled
to the breech of the gun when it is fully retracted. The projectile
must then be shoved off and rammed by 12 men. This is not by
any means easy. The powder charge, if provided in four sections,
must be lirought up on shot trucks or two-man trays and placed
on the shot truck. These are rammed likewise by the rammer used
for the projectile.

SHOT TRUCK FOR 16-INCH DISAPPEARING CARRIAGE.

327. Two crank shafts extending across the carriage have retracting
cranks OIl each end so that 16 men can be employed in retracting by
hand. A pinion on each of these shafts meshes in a large gearwheel,
which turJ.ls on the drum shaft and drives it through an epicyclic
gear assembly. The epicyclic gearing provides large gear ratio in
compact form without imposing bending loads on the drum shaft
(being incased in the bracket of cast steel supported between the
retracting beam of cast steel and the rear transom) ; the arrange-
ment secures rigidity with small shafts. It consists of a cage carry-
ing "opposite" pins upon each of which a gear and pinion revolves,
the gears driven by a pinion keyed into the hub of the driving gear.
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running idle on the drum shaft and the pinions meshing in the fixed
rack, causing the cage and clutch to revoh'e the drum shaft. Two
drums are k<.:>yedto the shaft and have fastened to them by COr1'11-
gated-steel clamps two 1.25-inch wire ropes, which wind in the
gTOOY('Son the <.hum. The drums are made cOIlieaI to gin~ an ap-
proximatdy {'qual t<)rqne thronghout retraction. From the drums
the ropes pass aroull<l guide pulleys at the rear of the carriuge and
are hooked to the upper ends of the gun len'rs. 'Vhen not in us<.~
the ropes are wound upon the drums so that the loops just hang
free of the idler sheaves. A clutch is providp<.l so that the (}rum
shaft can be disC'onnede(1 from the p:earing un(l the rptl'aeting ropps
pn11('(1 out rapidly. The hall<lle of the clute-h shippPl' is locatc<.l 011

the left side of tIll' carriap:e. The clutch is engage(l whpIl the haIl(lIp
is pushe(l in. ..\ han(l brake operate(l by a len'l' OIl tllP left side of
the carriage S{'lT{'S to }>I'PV{'IltonllTllIlIling of tIll' dl'ullls and ('OJl- .
sequ(lnt injury to the ropes by bpIHling backwar(l on'l' a slllall radius.
A ratelll't on one of the crank shafts an(l a pa wI ]lrenlnt the loa(]
from oY(lrhauling the gearing. and s{'rve to hol(l the gun in an,\'
position of l'('traetion before the rack pawls l)(lgin to engage in tlH'
rack. The retracting pawl may 1)(\ thrown out to IHll'mit slue.king
away on the ropes by turning the cranks lJaC'kwanl. ..\ fter taking-
up the slack in the ropes and putting some ~:train Oil them they
sllOul(l be vibrate(l slightly. an(l if fOllIl(1 to b(~ lllw<]uull,v lou(le(]
adjustment sholl]<.l he made at the rope clamps on the (]rmns. ..After
the loop of the rope is place(l ov{'r the hook on the p:un len'l's, an<1
whilt' win(ling np tll(' slack (lslWcial car<.' shoul(l k' taken that the
l'0pp is guid(l(] to tll(' pulleys without any kinks or' any slack, awl
that tll<.' coils lip smoothly lIpon the drums without cro~siIlg the
ri<.]gps b(ltween tlH' grooyps. Thf' wire ropes shou](] always he (]e-
tached from tIlt' gml-Ieyer hooks before trip.ping. 'Yhen rdraeting
by power. the hawl cranks shou]<l be remon'(I. . Power is sllppliell
by a motol' who~e pinion HH'sht'S in a g.-ear ]l('ar th(~ -right ewl of the
fo['war<l crank shaft. This gpar is COlllwdpd to the crank shaft h.y
a clllteh operatpd by a handle outsi(]e the left chassis. Tlw cllltch
is en,gaged when tll<' han(lle is shoved in.

328. f!hn88i8-B.-The chassis, of cast ste<.>l,comprises two main
si(le nwml,ers holte(l, doweled, al1(l keyp(l to thp races an<11mitell at
the front an(l rear PlHls of transoms. Th<.' lIpp<.'l' suda('es of tht'
(hassis form the recoil-roller paths and slo]1<'1d('gr('(' to the front to
facilitate the return of the pi('ce to the firing position, thus r('(lucing
t be necessary preponderance of the counterweight. The chassis also
})['o,'i<.]e tll(' neC'ess~lry hearings or supports .for all tlU' mechanism
awL with the racer. snpport all the minor attachnwllts. The front
transom, of cast stpeJ. rigidly llnites thp front ('lH]S. of the chassis Hill I
with them snpports the "drop" of the C0l1l1tt ['\Yeight on tla' pawls
of the tripping gear. The r<.>altransom, of cast st<.'<.'l,rigidly unitt's

' 
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the rear ends of the chassis. and also extends below the racer EO as
to provide, central on its r~ar side, the guideway for the devating
sli(le. Bearings for the elevating worm shaft amI patl surfaces for
brackets are also provided.

a::w. Base ring-B.-The base ring. 24 feet in diameter, is ma(h~
of cast steel, in halves, bolted and keyed together, and is held in

. position on the foundation by fourteen 3-inch bolts around its outer
edge and sixteen 3-inch bolts around its inne~ eage. Fourtpt'll
scre"ws for leveling the base ring are set against steel thrust plates.
There is also a circle of 14 holes threaded to take 2.:>-inch standpipt.g
for use in pouring grout. The base ring, in addition to having the
lower roller path on its upper surface, has an annulnr flange near its
inner edge, forming the pintle for the carri,lge. This flange has }1('ar
its top a lip inward, under which the clips engage, and on its top
edge the azimuth circle. To its inner face is bolted the traversing
rack. The outer annular flange on the ring projects upward outside
of the traversing rollers. Its top" surface is machined to form a
contact surface for the felt dust guard. The c,wities on each side
of the roller path are drained into the pit through passagt:'s in th
inner edge of the ring. Tapped holes can be found inside of the
pintle flange for attaching the traversing stops in any re(luiretl
position.

330. Following is a tabulation of miscellaneous (lata on this car-
rIage:

FOHCES AXD STHESSES.

The force of the pmvder gases is 8,700,000 pounds.
This force is reduced at the trunnion to P==8GG.OOO poulHb

l\=i"lGO,OOO at 0 degree elevation. .
At maximum elevation 1\, hmvever. becomes 5.000,000 and the

carriage parts mllst be designed to withstand this force. It is inter-
esting to note that P7 exceeds 2.000.000 pounds.

The value of the counterwei~ht in absorbing tht:' '('Iwrgy of firing-
is then>fore apparent.

The energy of recoil is dissipated-
(a) In raising the counterweight.
(b) In throttling oil in the varying orifict:'s in the n'coil cylinders

which are built into the top carriage.
(c) In moving the gun, gun lever, and top cal'riage from in but-

tery to the "recoil position.
The piston-rod pull is GIG~OOO pounds and is aSSl1metl to be con-

stant throughont the length of recoil.
It will be seen that the' force acting on the npper ('n<1of e1enlting

arm P and P is very lnrO"e this force havinO" been compllt('(l on
2 3 . b ,

the nssumption that this arm is rigid.
734-:!3--18
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In'order to reduce the force on the elevating arm, it has been made
elastic-that is, a second recoil mechanism has been introduced.
This recoil mechanism allows the arm to shorten when a large stress
is brought upon it. As soon as the stress is relieved the arm re-
turns to its original length.

The maximum stress occurs in different members at different an-
gles of elevation. It is therefore necessary to make calculations at .
various angles of elevation to determine the maximum stress which
occurs in each member.

The introduction of the elastic arm slightly increase's the stress
in the gun levers and other members which must be computed on
this basis, the arm still fulfilling its function of keeping the gun at
proper elevation. '

The force which the elevating arm must carry is reduced from
about 4,000,000 pounds to less than 1,000,000 poun~ls by making it
elastic.'

Pull on each piston rod, 220,000pounds.

Weights.

Total weight of carriage pounds __ 1,328,025
Total weight suspended from gun lever necessary to bring gun into

battery POUllds__ 610,219
Weight of gun, loaded :. pounds__ 343,851
Total weight of gun and carriage pounds-- 1,671, 876
Total rotating weighL :... pounds __ 1,563,024

TESTS.

Each piston rod: 450,000 pounds pull between end nu~ and piston.
Recoil cylinders: 3,880 pounds per square inch hydraulic pressure

with piping and valves assembled. "
IIurter cylinder: 5,000 pounds per square inch in hydraulic pres-

sure with piping and coupling removed.
l<:ick-down cy'linders: 10,000 pounds per square inch hydraulic

pressure with piston and packing assembled.
leick-down piston rod: 8G7,000pounds pull between end nut and

piston.
OPEn....<\.TION, l\IOTIONS, ETC.

~Iaximum elevation, 30 degrees. .
. Loading angle, 1 degree, normal recoil.
~Iovement of top carriage, 89.0078 inches.
Rotation of axle, 80 degrees.
:l\Iovement of counterweight, 111.4521 inches at normal recoil;

3.39G9inches farther to final stop.
Normal recoil, recoil cylinder, 89.0078 inches.

-
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Void in each reco.il cylinder to provide for expansion and unop-
posen withdrawal of buffers when firing, 980 cubic inches.

N ortnal movement of recoil hurter, 3.10975 inches.
l\Iaximum movement, 5.50GG5 inche'l.
Void of kick-down cylinders when filled .at normal recoil to 20

degrees elevation, 87 cubic inches; 15 degrees elevation provides less
void and 25 per cent e1e.vation more void.

Outer kick-.down springs are loaded; assembled height not less
than 11,G70 pounds.

Intermediate kick-down springs are loaded; assembled height not
less than 4,725 pounds.

Inner kick-down springs are l~aded; assembled height not less than
2,365 pounds. . .

Elevating gear ratio: l\Iakes 221.85 revolutions from -5 degrees to
+30 degrees elevation.

Rate of firing, one shot per minute, at a range of 40,000 yards.

EQUIPl\fENT, DESIGN, ETC.

(a) Retracting cranks 4; 1G men required.
(b) Pinching-'in' levers 2; 2 men reqUIred.
( c ) Traversing cranks 2; 3 men required.
(d) IIandwheels at sight, slow motion, 2; 1man required.
(e) Tripping levers, 2; 3 or 4: men required.
(I) Elevating handwheels 2; 2 men required.
(g) Left elevating wheel, slow motion, 1; 1 man required.
Number of traversing rollers 30; type conical.

The retracting equipment is arranged to permit of power retracting.
from the firing position to approximately 3 inches less than" normal
recoil" as indicated by the recoil scale in 4 minutes. l\Iotor 15 horse-
power. Controller to stop the motor at any point in 5 seconds, per-
mitting the gV.n to be stopped at any prearr9nged point with cer-
tainty and precision.

Traversing equipment: The electrical equipment provided for
traversing the gun carriage is arranged to permit the traversing
gear being operated by constant-speed shunt-wound motor, 7! horse-
power, driving through a hydraulic variable-speed gear, the,
hydraulic gear being so designed that while the armature of the
motor ~urns continuously in one direction at 500 revolutions per min-
ute operating the driven or "A" epd, the speed of the driving end of
the apparatus or " n " end may be varied at will from 500 revolu-
tions per minute to zero. The rate of revolution of the "ll" end of
shaft. is controlled by a suitable controlling mechanis~n with one
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operating handwheel located on the left chassis near the azimuth
pointer and another located at the sight, operating the control shaft
on the pump 01' .A " end of machine .. The gear turns the carriage
at a maximnm rate of 110 degrees per minute and at the minimum
rate of about O.~'.) degrees per minute. The carriage can be accele-
ratN1 frolU rest and brought to its full spe('(1 to 110 dpgn'('s per
minute in 4.G seconds of time.

Elevating equipment: The electrical equipment provide(1 for
elevating the gun is arrangel1 to permit the elevafng gear being
operated by a constant-speed ~hnnt-wound motor of 4 horsepower
driving through a hydraulic gear being so designed that while the
armature of the motor turns continuously in one direction at 500
revolutions per minute operating the driven 01' ".A" end, the speed
of the driving end of the apparatus or "B " end may he varied at
will from 500 revolutions per minute to zero. The rate of revolution
of the "B" end of .shaft is controlled by a suitable controlling
mechanism with operating handwheel 10cate(1 on the left chassis
near the range disk, operating the control shaft (>nthe pump or "A"
end of the machine. The gear will ele,.ate the gnn in hattery, loallelL
from -5 degrees to -30 degrE'('s in 1.7 minutes as. a maximulU and
at a minimum of about one bventy-fifth of 1 degree per minnte. The
gun can be hrought to its full'spee(l of elevation in 1 second of tilll('.

3. 16-INCH 2;}-CALIBEU HO'VITZEU ON ,BAUBETTE CAUIUAGE,
MODEL 1920.

331. Cannon-C.-This cannOIl, Plate 171, may be termell a
product of the " ...orld ""'ar in that observation of the effect of large-
caliber howitzers in the field in France led to the id('a of the con-
struction of a 2:>-caliber howitzer for lIse in our seacoast fortifications.
The cannon is of the built-up type and uses the same projectile as the
Hi-inch 50-caliber gun llrscribe(llllHler ...\, paragraph 252. Further
Llata with reference to the details of eonstruction are given in the
tnhIe of informafon. ...\ cast-steel counterweight is assemble(l me-
chanically to the hreeeh end of the cannon and serves as the llleallS
of connecting the recoil and recuperator pistons with the 'cannon.
The howitzer is fitted with a steel spline or key sliding in a splineway
in the cradle, thereby serving to pre,.ent rotation of the gun on fir-
ing. It may be well to menfon here a point that was not given
much attention under A ,,,ith referenee to the means of anchoring
the cannon in a carriage to prevent rotation. .As the gun is fired
nnd the projeetile is forceLl up the bQre, a part of the energy of tlw
powder gasses is used in rotating the projectile. This rotation is
brought about through the gripp'ng' of the lan(ls of the bore on the
copper rotating band of the projectile, llwl as the tru ,.el of the

"' 
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grees to release or lock it. The block, except when in place in the
breech of the gun, is supported ona tray' which is hinged about a
vertical pin passing through the two lugs of the hinges. The rear
of the block is niachined out, as in block on Plate 2G4, and a spin-
dle with mushroom head quite similar in construction to that already
described is provided to protect the forward face of the block and
to clamp the split rings and obturator pad against the breechblock.
This needs no further description. The breechblock is rotated by
means of a hand crank through a worm, worm ,vheel, the vertical
hinge pin, and a combination or compound gear on the upper end
of the pin. A projection on the rear of the breechblock is ma-
chined to a worm with which this compound gear engages as the
crank is rotated (assuming the block to be closed), thereby rotating

. the vertical pin. The breechblock is rotated by the compound gear,
which' at first serves as a worm. 'Vhen the block has thus been
rotated through 45 degrees the worm jams in the worm wh<'el, which
iR discontinued, and the compound gear now becomes a spur engaging
with a series of grooves or cogs machined in one of the unthreaded
segments of the breechblock, serving to slide it to the _rear on the
tray. 'Vhen the block has reached the limit of its backward move-
ment the gear again jams, a latch is released, and further turning of
the crank simply serves to rotate the tray around the hinge pin until
the block is sufficiently out of the way for loading.

,344. The hreech is closed simply by reversing the motion of tlw '
crank, thereby first swinging the tray back into closing position and
engaging the latch, then moving the breechblock forward until it i~
in position to be rotated, when the combination gear ceases. to serve
as a spur and begins to serve as a worm, ,rotating the block until it
is completely locked.

345. Firing mechanism.-See A, paragraph 257.
. 346. Recoil meclwnism.-See n,:paragraph 292. The only re-

spect in which this recoil mechanism can be said to differ' from that
described under n is that since' this is a 35-caliber gun of a weight
considerably less than the 50-caliber gun on the model 1017 carriage,
the counterweight is lighter and the recoil cylinders are built to ab~
sorb less energy of recoil. ,

347. Recuperator 1rtechanism.~See n, paragraph 307.
348. Eletlating mechanism.-See n, paragraph 310. It is possible

to elevate this gun only to 20 degrees, as against the 30 degrees pro-
vided on the 50-caliber gun; and an 8-inch kick-down cylinder is
provided here, as compared with a 16-inch cylinder for the other gun.' ,
The piece can be elevated from -5 degrees to +2'0 drgrces, stops
being arranged to limit the depression to either 'horizontal or -2.5
degrees when the height of the parapet requires it. The elevating
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mechanisni i~ so constructed that the loa(ling angle is approximat('ly
1 ~ll'gree, no matter what the s2tting in elevation.

349. TrwL'ersing m.ec7wni81lL.-See 13, paragraph 319. The tra-
versing meehani~m of the ;)O-calilwr gun described nnder B provide ...;
for all-around fire; that is~ 3GQ degrees traverse. It is possible to
tl'an'rse this carriage through i~GOdC'grC'es in maneuvers, but it was
not intended that it shonlcl be operated through more than 170 de~
grees. The stops can b~ so arranged as to limit traversing to GO
degrees, 70 dl'grees, 90 degree~, or 110 degrees on either ,side of the
front of the battery. "~h('n in the execntion of nUll1enH'l'S it be-
comes n('ce~'snry to tra verse the breech to the front. ,,-hieh can be done
with the gUll in batt('ry, the fixed stops awl the cams of the traversing
controller :-:tops must be r('moH'll and care ex('!'cised that the dectric
cable in the pit is not injnl"C'd by traxersing the eonnterweight
against it.

i~30. LoadiflY }}l('chant8Jn.-Pwe B. paragraph 32G.
3Jl.Cha'S8i8.-See 13, 'paragraph 328.
3.)2. I1m~e.-See 13, paragraph 329.

5 AND 5A. 14-INCH 34-CALIBER GUN, MODELS OF 1907, 1907MI, AND
1910, ON DISAPPEARING CARRIAGE, MODELS OF 1907 AND
1907 1\11.

i~;')3. This gnn and carriage are illustrated on Plates 175 anll 1iG.
354. Cannon E.-The iH-caliber gun, model of 1907, used on

~,ome of thC'~'eearriag!'s is of the "ire-"'0l1l1(1 type, Plate 17;), and as
contrastpd ,,-ith the 1G-inch ;)O-calilwr gun, A, paragraph 252. COIll-

prist.s only mil' tube, about which the wire is WOllIl(l and over which is
shrnnk a jackct. four hcops. and a trunnion hoop. The gun is riflc(l
with 12G groon>;;; twisting to the right at a Yarying pitch of from one
turn in 30 calilwr3 at the origin to one in 2:> calibers at the muzzk.
TIll' groon's are 0.20Dl inch. ,,-ide by 0.07 (lee}). The lands are 0.14
inch wide. The pO'nler dUlIlIb('r is cylindrical, has a maximum
diameter of 1G.S inches, a length ofG8.H);,) indll's, awl a capacity of
15~000 cubic jnche,. The muzzle velocity at which the gun is op-
('ratHl is 2.130 feet 1)('1'second. "'ith a weight of charge of B4DponlHls
and n maximum pref-:surC' of :38,000 poun<}s per s(pmrp inch and a pro-
jectile "'eighing 1.3GO pounds.

B;)3. The 14-inch gun, model of 1907 ~n. l)!ate 17;'), is of the
built-up type, and comprises one hlbe, nine hoops, an(l a trunnion
hoop. Its ,,'eight is 53 tons, as against the 40,95 tons for the wire-

, wound gun, model of 1907, eyen though it is 5 inches shorter-that is,
490 inches, as against 40;) for the other gun. The powder chamber
ana rifling are i(lentical in every respect. The pow(ler charge, pres-
sure, ,,'eight of projectile, and muzzle velocity are likewise the same.

35G. The 14-inch gun of model 1910 is 40 calibers long, as con.
trasted with the :34 calibers of the 1907 guns, is wire wound, but com.
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prises two tubes instead of one for the 1907 gun. This gun com-
prises two tubes, a wire envelope, jacket, trunnion hoop, and three
muzzle hoops, together with numerous locking hoops. Its weight
is 61.9 tons, length 40 calibers, or 579 inches. The powder chamber
is cylindrical, has maximum diameter of 16.8 inches, length of
88.415 inches, and a capacity of 19,323 inches. The rifling is iden-
tical with that of the previous two guns. The powder charge is 430
pounds, the maximum powder pressure 38,000 pounds per square
inch, projectile weight 1,5GO pounds, and muzzle velocity 2,350 feet
per second.

357. Breech meclwni<?m.-See B, paragraph 2'79.
358. Firing meclwnism.-See n, paragraph 287.
359. Recoil1neclwnl:nn D.-This recoil mechanism, Plate 17H,dif-

fers from the last described in that it comprises a single recoil
. cylinder mounted in the counterweight, as contrasted with the mech-
anisms containing two recoil cylinders in a top carriage. It will be
observed that the cylinder is contained in the counterweight and
the piston has its main connection with a beam across the bottom of
the well of the emplacement and is pinned at its upper end to the
chassis. The length of recoil of the gun arm axle is 73.4281 inches,
and the stroke of the piston in the recoil cylinder is 96.33 inches. In
the lower cylinder head there is a recess 12 inches in diameter. On
the piston below the head is a corresponding enlargement, which
enters this recess with slight clearance. If at the end of recoil the

.energy has not been nor~al1y absorbed. these parts, acting as a
dashpot, provide a safeguard against possible injury to the carriage
and take the place of the buffers on the rear of the chassis of carriages
having horizontal cylinders.

3GO. The filling and drain plug'S are in the upper and lower cylinder
heads, respectively. The two filling plugs are in the form of tap
bolts; one additional is supplied. Copper tubes extend down inside
the cylinder from the filling holes to prevent filling above a certain
point. This leaves an air space in the upper end of the cylinder.
The drain plug is so arranged that the oil can be withdrawn from
the cylinder without unscr~wing the plug' more than a few turns.
A brass gutter is bolt~d to the piston-rod beam under the plug for
the purpose of conducting the oil within reach of a receptacle.

3Gl. The piston and rod are of forged sreel in two pieces, the
lower part of the rod being formed in one piece with the piston Thp.
Jower end passes through a hole in the piston-rod beam. T,Yo nuts
engage on threaded portions of the rod above and below the beam,
cylindrical portions on them seating in count~rbores in the heam,'
thus aligning the rod. The llpper end of the rod is oore(l axially to
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receive the stem and body of the recoil valve. At the piston two
grooyes surround the bore. Six holes radiate from each of these

grooves, one set opening on each side of the piston. Oil can there-
, fore pass from one side of the piston to the other in two ways-
first by the outside of the piston head. through the diametral dear-'
ance of 0.02 inch and the throttling grooves; and, second, through tht>
two sets of radial holes. Passage through the radial holes is re-
strietell by the recoil-valve body. This is a bronze bar fitting closely
in the piston-rod bore, opposite the piston. It has a dinmetral slot
0.G25 inch ,vide, 2 inches long, and 2.840 inches from the lower
end. 'Vith the recoil val ve open this slot reaches from one groove
to the other. .As the vah-e body is withdrawn upward the. portion of
the slot open to the lower groove decreases to zero, thus closing the
passage betwet>n the two sets of radial holes.

3G2.....:\t the upper end of the piston rod a bronze valve-stem nut
is fitted into the bore and secured by a, bronze fe,ather, driven awl
pinned in the nut and free on piston rod. The valve stem is a steel
rod connecting' the valve body with the valve-stem nut for the pu~-
pose of actuating the former. The upper end of the vahre stem has
a flatted portion oyer which the locking disk is seated. In order to re-
mO\-ethe val,'c the vahe..;sj:eminut must be taken out. The locking llisk
is of bronze, 7.5 inches in diameter, and has 11 notches on its circum-
ference to indicate opened, closed, and !) intermediate positions of
the recoil vah-e. One notch is marked" Closed"; the others are nnm-
bered from 1 to 10, inclusive. 'Yhen the shoulder on the valve, stem'
stops against the lower end of the valve-stem nnt, the notc.h marked
,,,Closed" is towanl the front of the carriage and opposite the hasp,
and the bottom of the slot in the valve-stem 'bolly is 0.2!l inch above
the lower gToove in the piston-rod bore. 'Yhen the disk is turned
clockwise !)Odegrpes. the vah'e ~tem descends 0.2;) inch and brings the
bottom ~f the slot to coincide with the upper e(lge of the lower groove.
A further mOH'ment of 18 degrees llIlcovers the lower groove 0.0:>
inch. or an ar(':\ of 0.02 sfJuare inch. and brings the first notch of the
locking' disk opposite the hasp. Similarly, each additional notch
opens the passage through tIll' piston 0.0:> inch. 'Vhen the tenth
notch is opposite the hasp the lower groove is nncovered O~O;) inch,
and the vahe is fnIly open. '

3G3. The npper end of the piston rod is flatted to retain it in a fixed
position with respect to rotation. .A piston-rod bracket of cast steel
maintains the npper end of the piston rod in alignment. The hasp
,bracket is bolted to the piston-rod bracket in front of the piston-rod
seating against the flatted portion of the latter. The hasp, by engag-
ing in notches on the locking disk, retains the recoil valve at any de-
sired setting. ~\ flange on the top of it pren>nts the locking disk from
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moving vertically when the IUlspis engaged. A slot in the hasp passes
over a lug on the hasp bracket, after which a padlock is secured to the
lug, preventing any unauthorized change in the setting of the recoil
valve. The normal movement of the counterweight during recoil is
102.3"31inches, with provision for an additional 3.226 inches. Dur-
ing part of this additional recoil the recoil buffer previously describea
would act to bring the carriage to rest without excessive shock. An
indicator scale to measure the recoil is secured to the earn on either
side of the counterweight frames so as to be visible through the oval
openings in the chassis to the rear of the standards. Numbered
graduations are cast on them at intervals of 1 inch, reading from 77
to 10;"',inches. Pointers are attached to inside of chassis.

36-1.The recoil valve is the only means provided for varying the
length of recoil, and no attempt should be made to use other means
for this purpose. Although the setting of the recoil valve slightly
affects counter recoil, it should not be used to regulate the latter
movement. For firing with all charges the recoil cylinder should be
kept filled to the level of the filling-hole tubes with the oil issued for
this purpose.

3G5. Recuperator meciwnis71L C.-A counter-recoil buffer is fitted
to the forward end of each chassis roller path. The buffer cylinder
is securely bolted to the chassis and has on its rear face a stop with
machined surface, against which a corresponding machined surface
on the forward end of the top carriage abuts when the gun is fully
in battery. Each end of either recoil-buffer cylinder is closed by a
stuffiing box fitted with hydraulic packing. Each cylinder is provided
with a filling plug located on the top end in front of the piston head
when in its rear position. A bronze plate with instructions as to filling
the cylinder is secured by screws near the filling plug. Two holes ex-
tend through the wall of the cylinder, from the lowest element of the
bore, vertically downward. To these openings are coupled the pipes
connecting with the buffer valve. The openings are located longi-
tudi:r:ally, one just in front of the rear cylinder head, so that it is
always in rear of the piston; the other, 3 inches in rear of the front
cylindeI' head. .

3GG.The piston rod extends through both stufling boxes. The pis-
ton, located approximately in the middle of the rod; is made of bronze,
13.98 inches in diameter, allowing O.02-inch clearance between it and
the smallest diameter (14 inches) of the cylinder. On carriages Nos.
1 and 2 the cylinder is bored parallel 14.16 inches in diameter :from the
inner end of the rear cylinder head for 12.275 inches, then tapering
for 3 inches to 14.116 inches in diameter, then parallel for 2.125 inches
the balance of the length of the bore to the front cylinder head. On
carriages Nos. 3, 4, and 5 there' is one continuous taper. The car-
riages, mode~ of 1907 1\11,haye similar buffers, but diameters of cyl-
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inders are smaller. A cast-steel yoke, ,,'ith a hole in each end for the
spring rods, is attached to the front end of the piston rod. On each
side of the buffer cylinder is a spring cylinder, with a cast-steel head
screwed in the front end and containing three flat helical springs,
with separators between and a rod arranged to compress the sp6ngs
when pulled to the front by the yoke. A piston movement of 14
inches is provided for. .

3G7. The action of each counter-recoil buffer is as follows: 'Vhen
the gun is retracted from battery, the buffer springs, acting against
their fixed supports in front, force the spring compressors, spring
rods, yoke, and piston rod to the rear until stopped by the nuts on
the front end of the spring-compressor rods coming to rest against
the recessed shoulder in the front of the front spring cylinder heatl.
In this position the rear end of the piston rod projects 12 inches in
rear of the top carriage stop on the end of the cylinder. The in-
terior diameter of the cylinder is largest at the {'ear end, and when
the piston is in position to commence the forward stroke the an-
nular space is 0.09 inch wide between the piston antI the wan of the
cylinder. 'Vhen the gun rises into battery. the top carriage strikes
the projecting ends of each piston rOti and forces them to the front,
compressing the springs, and forcing the oil from front to rear past
the piston, and when the buffer valve is open, also through the
buffer valve and .pipes. As the gun returns from battery the flow
of oj], under action of the buffer springs, is, of course, in the op-
posite direction along the same paths. The cylinder bore is tapered
in order to provide, as nearly as possible, a uniform resistance in
bringing the top carriage to rest against the stop. By me'ans of the
buffer valve this resistance may be varied' within sufficient limits

'to always insure proper action of the buffer and to prevent shock.
3G8. If, for any reason, the pawls fail to retain the gun out of

battery after recoil, it is necessary, to prevent serious inj ury to the
carriage, that the b.uffer pistons be at their rearward position be-
fore the top carriage strikes them. Otherwise, the buffers will not
do their full work of retardation, and the top carriage, will strike
the stops with more or less shock. The buffer .springs have heen
designed to return the buffer pistons in time, assuming that the
stuffing boxes do not offer an unreasonable frictional resistance. It
is therefore important to screw up the glands only sufficiently to pre-
vent leakage. It is necessary to tighten the front stufling box more
than the rear one.

3G9. Roth recoil buffers are joined to the buffer valve, the dif-
ferent settings of ""hich, under varying contlitions affecting the
velocity of counter recoil, enable the energy of counter recoil to
be absorbed without shock to the carriage. Aside from mechanical
variations and those due to differences hI the elements of loading,

-
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atmospheric temperature and the loading position affect the counter'
recoil. The equalizing and throttling pipes selTe to connect the
buffer valve to the buffer cylinders, t() equalize the pressure in the
buffer cylinders, and to facilitate filling, them. Foul' plugs are
furnished to close the huffer cylinders in case these pipes are darn-
age<! in action. The buffer valve is located above the center of the
oval opening in the front transom, to "hich it is attached hy two
bolts.' It is accessible from the front of the carriage, an<l consists
essentially of a valve body, gland, disk, a handle of bronze, and :l.

stenl of steel and bronze. Part of the oil displaced in the counter-
recoil buffers during counter recoil 'passes through this valve. If
the valve stem be turned clockwise, its conical point will bear on the
valve seat and close the va1\'e; if the stem be turned counterclock-
wise, the opening ab~mt its point ",ill increase.

370. The disk is fixed to the vah'e body concentric with the'stem.
On the front face is an annular flange with 80 internal teeth.' in
which 3 corresponding teeth on the handle engage in order to re-
tain the vah'e at any desired setting. The teeth on the disk are
numbered counterclockwise from 0 to 80 at inten-als of 5 teeth. .A pin
f,et in the. face of the disk prevents the handle being tu~'ned more
than 3GO (h'grees. .A. stuffing box is forn~ed in the body around the
stem, in which foul' rings of packing ,are. placed. An emptying
plug is located at the bottom of the valve body and affonls a means
of draining the buffer cylinders. Settings of the buffer valve are
best determined by trial. The setting of the recoil vahe should be
considered in setting the buffer valve. 'Vith a higher setting of the
recoil vah-e, counter recoil will be more free, and consequently the
buffer-va Ive setting should be lower. The counter recoil should be
regulated by settings of the counter-recoil buffer val ,'e amI not by
adding or removing counterweight.

371. Ele'vating mechanis171r-C.-The limit. of elevation of these
guns is 15 degrees and no kick-down cylinder 11as been incorporated
in the elevating arm. To prevent breakage or err~tic "jump" f.:om
the severe dmvnward shock received through the elevating arm when
the gun is fired, arrangement is made to transmit the resulting stress
between the elevating sli<1e.and slide nut by double sets of helical.
springs, ope set on each side of the elevating screw. In order that
the elevating slide shall return to its proper position after firing,
the springs are given an initial compression sufficient to posith-ely
return the ~lide to a bearing against the heads of the spring-rom-
pressing bolts. This initial compression is very carefully ll<ljust('<1
during the shop test of the carriage. The elevating arm is hinged
to the bottom of the band, as agaim:t the side trunniOlis for previ-
ously describe<1 carriages.
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372. A small counterweight attached by a wire rope to the eleva-
tion disk tends to overcome all backlash which may exist in the
gearing and hold the disk to its true position at any desired eleva-
tion. The elevating slide is a steel casting with bronze liners on
its side and lower edges. It slides in ways provided in the rear
transom and is held in place by cast-steel gibs. A counterbalance
device'is provided to equalize, as nearly as possible,~the force re-
quired for elevating and depressing the gun while in either the load-
ing or the firing position.

373. Traversing mechanism" loading mechanism" chassis and base.-
See B, paragraphs 319, 326, 328, and 329, respectively.

6. 14-INCH, 40 CALIBER GUNS, MODELS OF 1909, ON TURRET
MOUNTINGS, l\lODEL OF 1909.

374. This unique installation is worthy of serious consideration
and is mentioned by some authorities as a preferable type for many
of our coast-defense sites. As one studies this design he is reminded
of a great number of the n10unts installed by the Germans along the
coast 'of Belgium. The Germans knew full well when they installed
these guns and carriages about Ostend and frOl11Ostend to the Dutch
border that they would be compelled to cope not only with the
British Navy, but with the. British and French air forces as well.
Shortly after the famous raid of the spring of 1917 on Ostend and
Zeebrugge, they installed on the prOlnenade at Zeebrugge four tur-:-
rets that either had been intended for a battleship or had been re-
moved fron1 some ship that probably had been cond~mned for
further use. Several of the 15-inc'hguns of the battery Deutchland,
just north of Ostend, were so heavily anl10red that they might, in
a manner, be considered tllrrets also. Other guns of smaller caliber
at the Harbor of Ostf>nd,and below the city in front of the Royal
Palace IIotel, were similarly armored. A study of the illustr.a-
tions given in Appendix III, of railway artillery, Volume I, will
show how valuable some protection was against attacks fron1 the
ail~. Bomb craters are to be. found in all directions about practi.;.
cally every mount of any size in the stretch of 28 miles of fortified
coast. This record, together with demonstrations that we have had
during the past few years of the effectiveness of the airplanes at
sea against ships, may well cause us to consider seriously this de-
sign for future installations. The cost of gun mounts and emplace-
ments of this type, however, is so great in comparison with the sim-
pler types that, at. this time, considerations of economy necessitates
the use of the latter, even though they lack the protection of armor
against attacks from the air. .

375. Emplacement.-The emplacement is of concrete and has steel
barbette armor embedded in it around the upper edge of the well
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for each turret, Plate 177. The high turret has a field of fire of
360 degrees and may be revolved continuously in either direction.
The low turret has a field of fire of 230 degrees, divided into two sec-
tions of 115 degrees each by the axis of the fortification. Each turret
is'divided vertically into five principal compartments:

(a) The gun compartment, extending from the top of the turret
to the bottom of the pan, Plate 178.

(b) The upper handling room, a compart~lent extending 13 feet
downward from the pan bottom.

( c) The electrical compartment, 72 inches high in the low turret
and 156 inches high in the high turret, extending downward from the
fioor of the upper handling room, Plate 177.

(d) The lower handling room, the floor of which is on the maga-
zine level, Plate 177.

(e) The pit, 108 inches in diameter, under the base plate in the
lower handling 1'00111, Plate 177.

376. The gun compartment is' divided longitudinally into two
chambers, one for each gun. Each gun chamber is a complete unit
and the openings between them should be kept closed while the guns
are being served. The gun chambers contain the guns and recoil
mechanism., elevating mechanism, the rammel'S, the hand traversing
mechanism, the control mechanism for the traversing gear, and the
sights. The periscope is placed in the booth at the rear of the gun
chambers for the use of the officer in command of the turret, Plate
178. One complete charge for each gun is' brought into the gun
chamber 'on each trip of. the upper ammunition car, which runs on
rails extending downward into the upper handling room. The gun
chambers are kept under a pressure of about 11 pounds per square
foot, the air being supplied from blowers in the electrical compart-
ment. The upper handling l'oom is divided into two chambers, each
complete in itself, corresponding to the divisions of the gun co~npart-
ment. The principal function of the upper handling room is to pro-,
vide an air lock between the gun compartment and the lower han-
dling room. It is shut off at all times from the gun compartment by
the upper ammunition 'car trunk which is provided with automatic
doors operating in conjunction with the doors of the cars. Communi-
cation is closed to the lower handling room and Inagazine. by the
lower ammunition car which completely seals its trunk. The am-
munition on arrivin<Yin the upper handling room is removed from
the lower car and tr:nsferred to the upper car. In the service of the'
guns not more than one powder charge for each gun should be in the
upper handling room at anyone instant. ,Ill addition to the appara-
tus for transferring the ammunition fr01n the lower car to the uppe~~
car, the .1lPper handling room contains the motors and gearing f~r
the upper and lower ammunition hoists, the motor~ and hydraulIc
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pump for the traversing gear, and the auxiliary traversing control
mechanism. The t,,,"o compartments of the upper handling roOlU
should be kept closed from each other, from the gun compartments~
and from the electrical compartment when the guns are being served ..

377. The electrical compartment contains the switchboard on
which are arranged the electrical controlling and starting apparatus
for the ammunition h<;>ists,the traversing mechanism, the elevating
gear, the rammer, the firing circuits, the ventilating fan motors, the
circuits for the data transmitters, and the lighting circuits. It also
contains the two ventilating fans for maintaining pressure in the
gun compartment, the compressed air relay tanks for the gas ejector
system, and the motor generator sets for the firing circuits and the
data transmitter circuits. The rammer motor and controller, and
the master controllers for the upper ammunition hoists, are neces-
sarily placed in the gun compartments, and the master controllers
for the lower ammunition hoists are placed in the upper handling
room. These circuits, except for the rammer, calTY a very small
amount of current, not exceeding 2 amperes each, and the making
and breaking of all circuits calTying a large amollnt of current
takes place only in the electrical compartment, which compartment
should be completely isolated .from all others during the service
of the gnns. Special precautions have been taken to provitle ade(lllate
protection for the rammer wiring in the gun compartment. The
lower handling room contains the loading table and other apparatus
for expeditiously loading the projectiles into the lower ammunition
car. The projectiles are brought into this room from the magazines
on trolley hoists, and the powder is brought in and placed in the
ammuntion cars by hand. The pit under the lower lUllHlling room
'contains the rotating drum for collecting the current for the power,
lighting, telephone, and data transmitter circuits. Its also contains
the switches for connecting the drum with' the outside mains and
a swivel joint for the compressed air pipe and voice tube.
• 378. Oannon.-The guns are of 14-inch caliber, 40 calibers long,
~nodel of 1DOD, and fire a 1,GGO-poundcapped projectile at a muzzle
velocity of 2,350 feet per second, with a powder charge of about
440 pounds. They are rifled with 12G grooves which progress in
their twist to the right from one turn in GOcalibers at the origin
of rifling to one turn in 25 calibers at the muzzle. These grooves
are 0.20D1 inch wide by 0.07 inch deep and the lands arc 0.14 inch
wide. The velocity of rotation of the projectile at the muzzle is 4,85G
turns per minute. The gUll is curried in a cast-steel cradle which is
swung Ly its trunnions in the trunnion bearings of a cast-steel ;yoke,
which Loth connects and rests upon the structural steel side girders
or fralnes of 111ecarriage. The cradle comprises a cast-steel sleeve
in which the gl~n slides in recoil and counterrecoil on annular Tobin
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bronze liners, which are attached to the inside 'circumference of th~
cradle. The gun is prevented from rotating 1,y a key which is fitted
to its top element and which slides in a slot cut in the craule.

37D. Breech mechanism.-The breech mechanism, Plate 17D,com-
prises a 'V'elin stepped-thread breechblock divided into 12 sections in
three diameters with the usual mushroom heau with split ring and
nsbC'stos obturating pad. This breech is carried on the usual tray
which is swung about the hinge pin passing through the hinge lugs
fastened to the breech of the gun. A rack is milled along the breech-
block to within a short distance of the front end, and a short sector
(approximately 30 dC'grees) of worm wheel is attached to the bn'ech
face of the blo('k, the one end of the sector coinciding approximately
,vifhthe end of the rack. A compound gear, part spur and part, .
worm, is keyed to the hinge pin, to which a complete worm wheel
is likewise attached at the top, meshing with the worm on the end
of the shaft of the operating crank. The operation is, then, in

. opening the breech, that the operator proceed8 to turn the crank
in one direction, thereby rotating the hinge pin through the worm
and worm wheel and rotating the brcechblock through the action
of the worm section of the compound gear on the worm wheel sector
attached to the rear end of the breechblock. 'Yhen the brecchblock
has been rotated through approximately 30 degrees, the spur gear
section of the compound gear meshes with the rack on the side of
the brecchblo~k and draws it to the rear on a tray, the tray being
held to the breech face of the gun by a latch until the breechblock
reaches its rear position. "~hen the breech block reaches its !'l'ar
position, the spur pinion chocks in the rack and the tray latch is
released at the same time. Continued turning of the crank then
results in a rotation of the tray and the breechblock along with the.
hinge pin until the breechblock is completely swung out of tho way.
A reversal of this procedure closes the block.

. 380. A gas ejector is likewise provided' for sweeping the gases out
of the gun immediate~y on opening of the breech and before the
powder for the next i'ound is brought up. Compressed air at 175
pounds pressure is brought into the turret from an air compressor
and is led through i)ipes to a yah'e on the breech of the gun, Plate
17D. "Then opening the breech, the rotation of the block causes the
tripping block to strike the valve and open it. This allows the air
to pass into the bore of the gun through six openillgs around the cir-
cumference. Valves are provided to cut off the supply of air from
the gun ,,,"hen desired. These gas ejectors are quite necessary in this
type of installation, as the rush of air from the muzzle back, due to
a strong wind, wouM make the turn't quite unendurable, amI at the
saUle time' might g\n'ep back some Imrning frngnH'nts of powder
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IJag, with the possibility of an explosion. The moderate air pn's-
sure maintainrd in the gun compartment by the blowers trnds to
minimize this possibility after the block has brrn openrd .

.gSl. Firing 1nec1wnis1Jl.-Guns in thrse turrets are fired by J)lrans
of r!t'ctricity. Electric primers have berB drscribt'd alrra(ly, and
consist of the usual type of primer provided with wirrs cOlllH'etrd at
thrjr forwanl end by a heating element which ignitps the eharge on
the passage through. it of a suitable current. ..:\. sidety Jlwehanism
is providrd against the accidental firing of thrsc guns hefore the
In'eech is closed. This comprises simply a break in the e](~ctric cir-
cuit, Plate 17D, ,,'hich is only closed when the Ll'('~'chLlock is entin'ly
c1os('tl, 01' so nearly closed that there is practically no di11'erenec.
Power for the firing circuits is supplied at 25 volts from a motor
generator set in the electrical platform, aIllI the firing eircuits are
co])]wC'tC'dto the mains from the motor generator at the doul)]('.pole
switch in the left-hand wing girder space just under the tran'rsing-
gC'ar control stand. Four firing pistols are proYidr(l, 'Plate 180,
vile fOi' ('aeh gun, at both right and left hand tra n'rsing control
stations. Each pistol is co])]wch'd to the mains by a knife switch,
which must 1)(' closed to make the pistol operati n'. SUPPOS{', for
instlllH't', that the right-hand tl'an'rsing eontrol station is ht'ing us('(1
and the guns are ht~ing fired Srl)arately, then both knife switeht's for
the pistols in the right gun cOlllpartJllrnt would be c1o~pd and hoth
switelws in the l('ft, gun compartlllPnt would he open, an(l the switch
l,oxps in the left eompartJlwnt woul(l he elosed an(llocke(1 to pl'en'nt
any tampering with the switclll's. .As the ~uns art' to he fired S('pa-
ratdy, the knife switch connrcting junction hox('s Xos. 2 an(l :~,
})1ate 180, would 1)(' op('n and the box locked. If it is th'sin'tl to fire
the guns in salco, the knife switch u('tw('(']1 junction hoxps Xo~. 2
mHI a lllllSt 1)(~ closed and the knife switch cloS('(1 for whicllt'yer
firing pistol it is dpsir('d to uSt'. Tht' fil'in~ pistols for ('ach gun
nre arranget1 in the sall1t' relatin' position as tht' ~uns; that is, when
looking forward the switch for the right gun is on the dght amI
that for the left gun is on the It'ft. Two so('k('ts an', howt'n'l', pro-
"i<1('(l for each firing pistol; one pair is arrang('(l so that tht' pistol
grips are in a conypnient position for the man who is controlling the
tl'an'l'sing han.dwll('t'l to fire the guns. The St'cOlHI pail' ofsoekrts
is 1'lac('d forwan1 of tll(' first pail' and }"t'H'l1'{'Sthe din'etion of the.
pistol grips so that, if desin'(1, a man can he locat('(l forward of
the gun pointrl' and who can fin' the guns on cOIllIll:lIld from the gun
pointpl'. .

382. Recoil mcc1/fll/i.w1.-The }'{,t'oil m('chanism compl'isrs a single
}pcoil cylilHl('r carried in the hottom of the cra(lle at the centei.,
Plate 18L This cJlilHler is shown in detail on Plate 182.. The
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IJlaXilllll1ll Il'ngth of I:t'('oil i:.; -Is inell(,S :11111tlll' plIll Oil tlw pistoll }'o~l
('ont'~l)(,ndingly gl'l'at. I/(Ith I.('('allst' of tlIP n'latin'ly sll(nt 1'('<.'011
:till I tllt~ !'-ingl\' ('ylindt'I', Thl' ('ollntt'l'-n'('oil 111I11'pl'is of tlu~ type so
('0111IIlOIlh' found Oil Ilradi('all\, all of 0111' Iar,rt'l' <.'aniao'ps-that is,

• • h

a plllg fa~t<'lJl'd to tlu' cylind(.l' ltt':ltl anll {'nit,/,illg :\, }'P('('ss ill till:
l,i~toll rod, In thi:.; ('a~p tlIP hull"'I' is app\'oxilll:ltply two-t1li/'lls o[
tIlt, total It'ngth of tllt. ('ylintlPI'. TIIP void ('1I:1I1I11t'1'is fastpl1('tl to
th<' (Tadl\' and ('onnt't'lt'11 I.y a hrass pipt' to tl1(' fl'OlIt ('n'(l of tlll~
l't'('oil ('\,lindt.I', '111(, ('vlindt'l' is II/,ovitll'tl with tlt/'I'p o')'oon's tlll'oligh,..,
which thl) oilpa~st':'; a/'ollnd tIll' piston as tlip piston is d/'awn to tlll~
Jt'al' in I't'I'oil. Till' \lslIal dl'sigll pn'\'ails ill tlw pistoll rod :IIIIL
piston. TIlt' pi~ton rod i:.;of fc/'gt'tl stt't'l. sltapptl 011 tllt' f01'\\'al'll ('1111
to a partialllt'ad onto which a I.ronw IllIslting' is' sl')'pwpIl :llItl kpypd,
1.laking tilt' III'ad ('olllpldt' alltl tllt'n.I,)' III)'Jlishing' t]1(' 1'('tl'lin'd dif-
[t'n'nt Jllt'tal to ~Iidt. ill contact with thp !-It('t'l ('vlilldpl',

:~~:L 1,'/ ('''/11 I'IItOl' III/ ()/lI/,i,I(I!I.-Tht' 1't'('I'lIt';'ator, Piatt's IHI-IS:2,
cOllll'ris('s four !'l'ring cylintlel's, each of which is 1II:\(II~ lip of at I'ipk.
('olllllln of Ilt'lieal ~prillgs of 1'0111111st'dioll di\'id('d illto ~pn'lI spd iOlls
O/' grollps along tilt. ~p/'ing rod. TIIt.sp fOil/' eyliIHh./,s are aUa('ht'tl
I,)' IlIpal1S of tht' 11t'('t'ssa/'y clips an(l ring'S to'thl' east-stpt'l ('/'(u)l(',
allt! tIle ~Pl'iIlg rOI!s to tIte n'coillllg 011 tl1(' bn't'ch <,IHI of the gllll.
Tllt'st' spring' cylindt'l's an' shown en Platp IS:\. The 1'01\1' sprill~
('vlindl'l's t'Xt"rt a sllni('it'nt 111111 to 1'1'111/'11th(~ 'ram to Imttp/,\, at its. ,.., .
Illaxillllllll pl('v:ltion of 1;/ tlt'g'n'ps. III thp p\'pllt that thpsp sallie
gllns II(' provid,.tl witll any g/'l'atpl' plt'\'ation it. is p/'ollal>It', that pitlll'l'
atltlitioll:ll !'-p/'illg' cylindt'l"S will ha\'p to h. pl'ovidl',l or ail' ('ylilldprs
lIIay II(' !'1I1,~titllt('d. !'inn' t]lt.sp cylintlpl's wOllld 1I0t. b(~ l'ap:lI,lp of
I'd IIl'lIillg tilt' glln to hat tp/,y at I'IIlt'h g')'patpl' ('It'\'at ions.

:~~1. I~"I'/"tt;/I!I 1II1'f1/I1/1;.wi.-TIlt' plp\'atin;.! IlIP('Itanislll ('oillplt'tp
lIIay 1,(. sail! to C"OIlIPl'isl' t hI' ('ast -stt.pJ yob •• IIH'llt iOIH'tl IwfoJ'(' as t'OIl-
)\Idillg tht' sidt' fl'llllH'S of tIlt' caniagt', allll providing tht' !H'al'il1g'
fOI' tilt' tmlllliolls of thl' (T:ulll. togdllt.1' with tllt' t'1t'vatil1;.! 1l1t'l'1la-
IIi:-III I' /'01'1' I'. ('olllp/'isi IIg' t IH', !'iIIg II' SI'!'t' \\', nil t, anti t 1':\ in 0 f g'l'a rs
lllld shaft ill;.! It':uling to tIlt' Itall,l\\,III'l'1s alllL throllgh tht' ""atpI'I>III'Y
l'llt,pd 1I1t.(.h:llli:-;/Il to tilt' p](.(,tl'ic 1I10tOI'S. Thp yokt' is a st('t'l castillg'
whidl pxtPllds II(.t\H't"n tIlt' glln gil'(lt'l"S for P:I('1I glln :Inti SlIpports tlll~
trulllliolls of tilt' (,/,:ull(,. It is II1:ult' in t\\'o I'ip('ps 1'01' cOII\'t'.JIit'II('(' in
111:11111f:ld 111'1'.hilt it is 1I0t rlt'('('ss:ll',\' to !'1'1':lI':I(p tht'sl' IIt.fo!'t' :lssl'llIl>ly
to tilt, tlllTd, Till' yol\p !'t/"llt PXtt'lItis oVt'1' tIlt. ('1'adl(~ alld aets as a
Imu'p fol' tilt' yokl', This I,i(.('t' II111st ht' n'lllo\'l'd ",llt'n tilt, c/'(lIllp is
H~St'IIII,I,'d to tilt' yokt'. It is (ll'sil'al,I(\ fOl' tilt' :lXt's of thp trllnnion
II('al'ings of thl' t\\'o yokt.s ill tilt' tllnd to h(. in tht' S:lIIH~ horizolltal
fo;!J':Iigltt lilll'. alld ill (Irdl'l' tOll('('Olllplislt this,tllt' slIrl':I('('s of till' ;.!1I1l
ginIt./,s which hp:l1' :lgainst till' ,\'okps Il1l1st hI' :I('t'lIl'att'ly linisill.d allli
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cheeke<1 by strni~htedgl's bi<1 acrosS the tllrret. TIle bearin;::3 for the
trunnions are spherical, und on the 'outboard side tlu.'re aro two <,c-
('('ntric hronze 1>ushin~s which can he rotnt('(l with l'rFp<'Ctto ('acll
01ber, Pin te 184, th liS pennit ting the axis of tbe olltholl nl t"lImions
to l,e moved not concrntric with the position in the he:lrin~ ~'ol\e.
The inl)oanl b('uring consists of a single concentric hronze hl1~hing
with II spberienl 'seat in the yoke, PInte 185. The ollter an,l inner
ec:c('ntric hushings are srcured so that they cnn not move from any
fixe,1 posilion hv me'lIlS of 1""lh on their OilIer elllls which en~nge in
he inner (29E >" an<1ollter (29 r,) locks. The innCf eccenl rie hllshing

JS ,,'In ine<1 in pIncc hy Ihc inner eccentric ring (29~1). Jn onler to
minimize frictioil when elevating or deprr~sing the ~un, the trunnion
IJenrin~s arc so arrnn ...d Ihnt the trllnnions can be raise,l jllst clear
, "(II the main hearing by Jl1rnns of the wr<1grs (3:2X) and (3:2)1),

"p{\rn ted by Ih e <1iITerent inI screws (32. \). •\. sl \Ill (32 D) is insert cd
ill the ellli of eneh Irllnnion of the cl'llllle and resls on Ihe Irunnioi,
f\ont (32 F). }<;neh flont rest s 011 1G sl "" I rollers (32e), SIlPPOrt cd
by the III'pc r wed ~e (32 S) . The Inmn ions 0f the crn <1le J''l ,'e a
,?]paran('cof 0.02 inch in the trunnion hushin~~, and ",l1(.'nthe lower
,,"edge (32~I) is drawn to the 1'rnrhy the differential screw, the upper
'n'~l~e (32N) is forcd IIpwnnl. The posilions of Ihe wCAlges are'
edJllsted so that Ihe trnnnions of the cradle are lifted jnst eI,'ar of
t~le trllnnion bllshings. 1'he trllnnions will then I., SIlPINlI'led en.
Ilrely by the trllnnion flonts (32F), allli when the cr.dle is elemled
or depressed these trllnnion floals will mo,'e forwanl or bnck, ..nl,1
~'" tile "oller he. ring; tb liS rolli ng friel ion is snbsti tole,l for Ihe .1id.
ln~ f rietion, which wOIl1<1occllr if Ihe Irunnions ITsle,l entil ...I)" on
the bllsbings. enJ'" is t.ken 10 ,",e Ihat tbe Irllnnions .re not l'l,i ... ,1
sllllieh'ntly 10 benr on tbe top element of tbe bnshin;:<. .\. ton1"

c
of •

nl ,o"t 1G,OOO-inchpOlllllls is nK\lIired on the di ITe,...ntial screw to li ft
".lith trunnion. nntl one revolution of th(' diITt'n'nti111~"rew will lift
tJl(~ trunnion ~lightly more than O.OO~ inch.

aS5. Tllc ('lcvnting Jl1C'chanism,Platrs 186-187, consists of l\ single:
screw (:l2E), PI. Ie 18G, nttnchell lot he ,'ell I' ellli or the crn,lIe 1\ IllI
working in a bronze nut (3:>A) supported by II br.cket (38.\.), which
in turn l'PRtson structllrnl l)('IlIllS extrndin~ ht,tw('('n the olltrl' and
i 1IIll'r gll n gi I'll,'I"S, The nut (3:>.\. ) is con uccl ...! by mea ns 0 f a
Sllit 1\ bIll sha rt 1\ IIlI gell riug so till' t it cnn be "pern I"" ,.it her b)" hn n,l.
wheel (4J A), PIn Ie 187, on Ihe turret floor or by n ,'n ri nb le-s pe...1
,leviec ,hh'en by a molor. The ~p(....1 of Ihis ,Ie,"ice is coni 1'011,.,1b)'
1\ Sill a11hallll wheel (53 S) loca Iell nell r Ihe rn nl(" <1i.1 a ull con lll'CI...1
in the spinllie of the ,"a,.;aLle ~1)('(',1genriug by a wil'e 1"1"" 'l1,e
clulc hope ral ,.11 by Ihc h nullle (48. \. ), loca 1...1 Ill'n r Ihe h:lIul I'heel,
is prO\'i<l",1 for cha nging Ihe ,1I'i\"t' f ."m power 10 hnu<l. an,l ,"ice'
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\"ersa, The rallge <lisk is Sllpportea I,y a hraeket Oil the outer glln
gi"<ler an,! is actllate,1 hy a rack attachea to the cra,lle, The !imits
o( (.I,','atioll p",'mitte,! h," Ihe carriap;e are from 5 Illillu!"s I secOIHls
o ( <I"I"'"ssioll 10 1;; <I,./,\"""s "I"\'a t ion, The pri Ile ipa I parts of the eJe-
"atillp; Ill""ha"i,," '\I'" tl". "h'\':Iling' St'['('\\'; Ih" "h",atillp; Ilut; the
OS"ilia Ii Ilg' ....o"h"a<l: II". lI'a '''o:n: Ihr' ha 1l<l-op"l'ati 1lP; g"a 1'; the
1... \\'(.1'-01'.... '1Ii Ilg' P;"'\I', \\' it I. I I." ha Il, I COiltl'O I th,'rel'ol'; Ih" p"aesl.al,
\\' 1li"h ," 1'1""'1 s the Op('m Ii IIp; I""H I I\'I".",; the ra IIp;e-, I ial I\'heel; the
"'Ill g',,-<Iia I (ra n ",; the mc k hrack"t; all' I a COln,1"r\\'''igh t, w h ieh
tak"s up tl,,, hacklash h,'I\\'(,,," tI,e ra"k hmcht ,,,,,I the !':luge-<lia]
fram(., '1'1." "I",'at ill;': St'[',,\\, has a singh. ri;.:hl-h'''"hl Ih",'a(1 1.~5
inch pit< h all,1 S-iud, pileI, (I i'lIl "'1 ('r, It is att a"h",1 to I"g's cast
on tI". I'''a r ""<l 0 ( II". C "'HII,. I,~, n "'a n, 0 r Ih(', "]''''a till g sc I'ew hear-
ill;': pill (::IE), Plat" 1St:, '1'1." ,,1.'\':11ill;': Ilul. (:l,iA) is 0l,,'ratea hy
II". 1""',,1 ;.:"ar (:\7.\), a,,,! is sllpporl,',l on tlw oscillatillg cl'osshe:ul
(~7E) hy the upP('r all'! ]o\\,e,' alllllliar Imll I,,'aring-s, III orael' to
prcHnt tlle clt'vating' screw from b('illg' 1'1111 up Ollt or the llUt W1H'Il
Ihe gun is <I('pr,,'S(',!, 0" to !"'e "('Il t t he Screw f l'Olll heing jamme<l
<lol\'n into t I". Il II t \\'1"'Il tI,e g"1Il is I." iIlg' ,,1,,\':1I,., I, posit i\'(.ani olllat. ic
stol's are attadlPcI to tll(' elt'vatillg' Illlt whi(,h 1illiit the elevation
and dt'l'l'C'ssion of t hp g'lIn. The ch~\'ation st op limits the elevation
of flu) glln to 1;; dt'gTf'pS and 011/'I'atps as follows:

;~,i;,,,. .\ ('am (:31.\). P1,1t(' 18G, is l)oltC'(} te~ the Upper ewl of the
('lcvating SCl'pW, and whpn the glln 11:1s J'f'ac1l<'(} its maximum eleva-
t iOIl it sl ri k,.s Ihe IlPI" .,' Slop (:lr.r.), \\'1li"It is holt e,I to the cle\'al.; Ilg
nllt. In flu: Ill<'anwhile the J'oller (:3GP) 1)(,:1l's on Ole lIppel. cam
(;n.\) and for('t.s tIll' plllng'pl' (:~GY) Upwal'(l. 'I'h is J'otafps t.lw Rhaft
(;~(;Jq against tIlt' action of the Rpl'ing' (3GX), which ill tlll'n fOl'ees
tl". I'l"";.:,,,. (:lr.~l) "l'lI'a ...! "Ilt! "a"s", it. In ""P;";':" tl", slop 'Ill the
!'"IT ('r ynh U DI), Tit is I", iT,.,. is !lI'n "i, !("I fol' t I,,, 1''' rpnse 0 f
f'a~ing' the sll()ck to tilt' Jllt-cll:lllislll which wOlllt] ot !tpl'wiso be callse<l
by till' abrupt action of tho stops. The IHltl'pl' has a RtToke of alHlIlt
1.;; ine!u's in pitla'), di)"(.<:tion, allt] cOllsists of the bllfl'eL. cylill<ler
(H II), t h,. I'isl nil ,I." (I (H 1\), Ihe 1",IT,'r ynk" ( -11M), "n, I Ihe nec~,s-
S:ll.Y !'pring's, stulling' boxps, allt} tilling' plllgs. It is lillc(l WIth
llydrolt'rl(~ oil. Tit .. dt'pn'ssion stop lilllits tho dl'l»)"('ssioll or the ~lIn

to ;, lIlinutps 21 St'conds. The oscillating' cl'osslH':lI} (a7Iq Sllpports
till) ('levatiJl~ ~('l'Pw by JIIPans of two annlllal' ball hparing"s, anI} is
in turn SlIpportptI by its tl'unnions, whieh rpst inllt'al'illg"s in the tran-
SOJll (as.\). TIle rle\-ating JllOtOl', Platp IH7, is shullt wOIlI1(l an (1
ra((-(I at 1;' IU>J'l'('l'owl'r at .too revollltiolls IIt'I' Illinllft\. It actllah~s
tIll' elevating' JIlt'chanislll thl'oug'h a "raterbllr)' hydralllic variablo
sp('Pfl gt':lr. size 10,tyl'(~ "C," thl'ollg'h a Rt'lf-aligllin~ conpling.
Tilt. SllI'(.d gt':lI. i..,ill tllrl1 ('OI1IH'ctt'd II.'"a S('('Ollt! S(') f-aligllirlg ('011-

plillg' allt! a frictioll dllt(,1t to tilt' Illotol' shaft g('al' (l7~1). TIte

~ 
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powor is thon 'in turn transmittod through the clutch shaft goal' (461.),
P,Ia!e 187, clevnting pinion shaft (531.), pI:lte 186, olo\"at ing Le\"ol
1'1111 on (37B), and Le\"01gear (37 A), ,,'hicl, is koyocl to the ole ,'a tin g
nu t (35 A) , Th e friction cInt ch com pri scs aIt orn at e disks 0f bronze
and stoel, the bronze disks Leing ke)'od to the friction conpling .lisk
cup (40A), Plate 187, and the stoel disks to the friction conpling
shaft (40C). This clntch is pro\"idod to 0:l5Cthe sho<k on the motor
an,l inechanism whon the olenting screw is brong

ht
up ag:lins

t
the

maximnm or minimum stops which limit the olemtion of the gun to
15 dogreos amI doprossion to 5 minutos 24 seconds. The stops ore
strong onough to stop the ole,'ating screw without ini

ur
)' to ony

othor parts whon the gun is Leing olc,-atod ami doprt'SS"d at full
speed. They are, of course, pro\"idcd for cmorb'CncY,only.

387. The switch shaft hamill' ( 48A), Plate 187, oporotcs the
clutch so that the eJe\"oting serow may be eonnoctocl for I,anll or
powor oporation, or may Le .lisconnoctod ontirely. The Le\"OI goor
(41G) ru ns loose on the sha ft (5:\.J) aml is co ;lI1oetod t

o
t he olem t.

ing hamlwhool (44A). The Le,-01 gear (4iI.) olso runs loose on
the sha ft (5:\.T) and is connoct etl to the ole\"at ing mot

o
r. The ell"

\'ating gear clutch (5311) is koyod to the shoft (53.J) amI is made
to slide on the shaft Jongitl1llin:llly by the mechanism connecting it

'with the handle (48A). With the handle in the position markoll
" Motor," the c1:lwS of the clutch are ongagod with the claws of the
lle\"01 gO:lr, and the shaft is oompelle,l to tnrn with the goal'. When
the hamIJe is in the position marked" I1and," the cI:lwS of the clnteh
( 5:JII) lire engaged with tho"" on the goal' (H G), and the 5ha ft (53.J)
is oompelled to turn with that goal'. With the handle in the 'posit ion
marked" OiT," the c1ntch (5311) is not engaged with oithor of the
gC:lrs (H G-47 I.), and the ele'-ll tin g sere w ca n not Le 01'0ro t011by
oither the hllnd or motor dri\"on apparatus. When the mount is

, not hoing usod for drill or olhorwiso, the handle (48A) .houM he
in the" OiT" position, ond the handwhoel (43~) shouM he in the
nontrlll position. The a\"orage force on the 'handwhoel to elente
or depress the gun by power will ,-Dry from 15 to 20 ponmls with
all parts of the oontrol apparalns in good condition. '111e force on
the handwheel reqnirt'd to ele,-ate or dep.'<'SS the ~IllS hy hal1l1 nried
from 50 to 125 pounds, dopt'nding on whothor tIle gnns arc loatll'd
or un10:1I1<.,1,ami wht'! hor or not the t rnnnions of t I", t'r:llll

l
' are

rosting on the lIollting trunnions. Care is token in aSR'mhling ti,e
ruhLeI' gasht of the gnn port .. aI, Plate 178, for if this gasket i.
too tight the frkt ion het woen it and the siMs of the opt'n;ng ,'or)'
milt ed ally increases the f0 reo req uired t 0 olem tcor tIl'p ,,<,58 the gnn.

388. The elevation disk (60~), Plate 188, consists of a German-
sil\"er ring fastened to the dial whool (58U). The .liol wheel runs
f ...". on a shllft snpl",rted h~- th. hrlloket (r,9~1) whirh is attlloh ...1 tll
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the outer gun ginlpr. The pinion (58B) is IloIt(ld to the dial wh('(ll
all(I engages in the rack (58E). The 1'ack is .nttached to the lJrack(lt
(fiSK) which is },olte(l to the cnulI(l, ni1<1nB the ~un is (l1(lnltNI or
:1~'l'rossodIhe rnck ncillntos Ihe pinion, thils llIruing the di.1 wheel.
1he IJlacldash l)etw(\(ln the rack nnd the pinion is tnk(ln up hy n
e~lInlerweighl, wh ich is eonncclod 10 Ihe diBI wh....I by me.ns of a

. \~lre 1'0l'e. The (lenllnn-sil,..r ring (60~) hns Ihree EotSof grllllu.-
tlOIlS; those on the outrr Ci1'Clllnf(\r(lnce Lein~ for the f'rr\'icl' rnn~e
senle; Ihose on the inner circumferellce lJ('jng Ihe EIILc.IiI",rse.le, .1ll1
l,ctwccn the~e, <1pgrpe marks are stalllp(lJ for use in c.I}('ddn~ up the
otlH\r scale },y lllPans of n clinollwnter. The d(lgl'(le mllrl~~ ore placed
on. Ihe disk wiIh Ihe gun mounled on Ihe c.rri.ge, Ihe cIinnllll" cr
bClllg supported by n 1'Pst placed in tlw muzzle of the ~un. The
dpgTPc marks mayLe put on the disk nt the time of the shop trst, Imt
the location of the service nnd sulJcnlilJ(lr scal(ls ore JepelHlent upon
the height at which the gun is mounted above the f'('n le,'el 011<1must

. be loeatod aft or Ihe glln is mounted in Ihe fort ific.t iOlls. The pointer
for the service scale nnd that for .the sllbcnlihcr scale are 1U00mt(ld
o~ the window (62)[) .nd \",. I' resI",cl h'dy on Ihe outer • nll illner
ClrClImfprcnces of the range scale. The position of the window,
HIl(I consr.qurntly of the pointers, lUll)' 1)(' ntljusted Ly mNlIlS of the
~VOl:1ll Ehnft hnnllle (62.1) for l'url'05OSof c.liL ... tion. In o"Ier 10
tllilenIe the llIowmcnl of Ihe willliow for Ihis l'"rl'05O, Ihe ouler

lIldex plate (G2E) is attnched to the window nl1<1heal'S 011 th(".pbte
(G2D), which is boltrd to the IJrackrt (!j!)~[).

38D. l'ra~'er8ing meclwnislll.-The principal p:lrts of the tl\rnin~
gear arc tl~e upper and lower roller tracks, the base ring, the rollers,
live ring, and the oprratin~ m:lchincry. The operating ~cnr consists
essenIi" IIY 0f 2 pin ions c. rri ea Ly the rot. ting I"lfl 0 f Ihe I\Inel
and gearing' into n rack bolted to the base ring, Plate 181. Th~
pinions arc supported hy castin~:i Lo1t(ltl to the strueturnl J)l(lJl}h(\rs
of the turret, antI each is uri,'en II)' n worm whr(\1 nnd worlll,
Plate 18D. The worms nre interconnectNI nnd nre drivcn hy either
of 2 'VnterLury hydraulic ~pc(l(1 gears, ench of which is operntcd
by n 25-horsrpowrr electric motor. The variable sp(l(ld gl'IU'S ore
controlled Ly hnndwhcois loc.ted .1 Ihe Eights .na L~' l\ h.l1lhvh ....1
nt the auxiliary truversing station in the upper' hnndling roo Ill.

The weil(hl of Ihe entire lurret, except the lo.aill~ laLle in Ihe
I()wer 1unIII!ing room, is borile by Ihe b,,"" ri ng. The b:l5Ori 11 is
cast ill foul' s('g'llwnt!' which ore bolted and kC)'C'tl to~cth('r. In
or(ler to lllake n. 1,<.'tter joint with the concrete fOUlHlntion, the Ulull'r-
surfa('e of the llase ring i:-;checl~('1'cd with proj(letions 1 inch 8tlunrc.
In ll(l(lition to the smull proj(letions, rlHlinl riLs orc cn5t on the
UlHlersur.fllce of the base ring through which the holt\s for the onchor .
l'olts llre drilled. The anchor bolts nre 3 inches in di:llll<,tC'r Iultl nre

~ 
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:ras~ened hy lock nuts. Eight)'oeig!lt lewling screws are pro,'ided,
wInch hear on the H lewling plates .. Access holes are cast in the
hase ring through which the le,'eling screws amI anchor holt nuts
~an be reached by the ratchet wrench provided for that purpo5<'. '
fhe lower roller track rests on the upper sur!:tce of the base ring
and is cast in four main sections amI 4 portable scctions. Tbe
po l-tabIe sect ions are pro\"ided for the pu rpose 0f enabli ng tbe
tra\"ersing rollers to be remo,"",!. The trawrsing rack, which is in
8 sections, is bolted to the inner !ace of the base ring. 'n,e mek IIlIS
14" teeth. There arc 32 tra\'Orsing rollers, in each en,1 of which a
graphite bnshing is pres.oed allll fastened with lock screws. Tho

.tmversing roller shafts are kept from turning hy screw .Iowels
engagin<T in a recess cnt on the insi,le of the Ii,'e ring. TI,e Ih'e
• nrJllg is Imilt up of 8 inside scctions of forged steel amI 8 outside

sections of forged steel, connccte,l by 32 distance pieces of cast

steel.300, The upper roller track is cast in six sections of tlm" ,lIll•.,ell!
lengths and is holtcd through the cast.steelliner to the I"lll hotlOin.
The t mck IinCl' is cast in six ""ctions, two right, two left, amI two
side sccti ons, l'jg!lt side an,1 Ieft side. 'n,e t ... w rs ing nlO

t
or con.

trolled from the gun chamhcr operaies the .\ or pinnp end of the
\"ariable speCl! gear, which i~ connected by two pipes to the II or
engine end. The shaft of the engine eml turns the tra,'ersing worlll
and worm wheel, Plate 180, by means of the pinion an,l War. 'l1,e
turret is tnrned hy either the right trawrsing motor or the left
tra\"ersing motor; not by Loth together. nand chains run oWl'
six hand chain wheels, keyed to a longitudinal shaft in each gun
chamber. This shaft is snpported hy roller bearings allll is fur-
nished with uni \"ersal joints to pro,'ide for a necessar)' angle in the
shaft and faulty alignJllent. At the front en,1 of each s),aft is
keyed a chain shea\"e connected by the large chain to tho chain
wheel; a chain tightener is provided for the chain. The chain
wheel turns the small sprocket wh('('1 through the ~hnft. Thc l:tr~c
sprocket wheel is connccted to a small ,procket wheel by the l'oller
chain. Thc large sprocket wheel runs fr('c on the trninin~ ~el\r
cross shaft when the clutch operated by the han,l.turning clutch
lever is thrown" out." 'fhe "ariable speed gears on the right amI left
siucs of the turrets arc entirely inuep('ndent of ('t\ch o(h('r. How-
ever, hy a suitllble anangement of clutches they IllII)' either 0""
be controlled from anyone of three hllndwheels located os follows:
(1) Right side of turret chamber, (2) left side of turret chaml.-r,
(3) auxil iar)' control station in upperha ndling room. TI,e '1'.,,,,1
of traverse of the turret \"Rries from zero to 100 .Iegn.'es IlCr minute
in ('ith('r <Iir('etion, amI this ynriation is ohtnin('tl lly tllrnin~ nny



one of the halHlwlwcls from the zero position to :~oo(lpg'l'PPS c1ockwis('
or countprclockwise. The high turret may be tlll'lw(l continually
in one .lin'dion, but the low tUITet call be tlIrnc(l a maxilllulIl
of 11;') dpgl'l'('s only from its zero position. Aftcr having bcen
tUI'Jl(,cl UO .lpgreps in either .lir('ction a ClIt-OlIt lever in the fl'ont of
tlu"\ low tUITd o1'eratps to turn the control Ilwc1umism on the en(l
of tlle varia1Jh. ~1'Pp(l gear to its ncutral position. This cnt-out, fol'
its ('o/llplde ol'PI'ation, IHItlil'es the tUl'l'd to tlIrll frolll 110 to 115
<lPgl'('ps. TJw .lllplicatp installation of power traversing gear is
I'I'ovidpcl ~o that in case of a('cident to one meclumism the Ot1H'l'

will !Otill !-t. in ~pni<'<,. The auxilia\'y control station in t h<{ uppel'
handling room is provi(le<l in case it 'sllOul(l bo <1esin'(l to }loint nil'

tUl'n't by IIlPans of the azimuth scale located on the UPl'Pl' sid<' o!'
the travl'l'~ing rack. In case lJOth sets of powpr appa\'atus a\'(~ ]lot
in wOl'king ol'(lpl', it wiIlIJe necPssary to rpsort to the hall(l-tl'a\'p\,sillg
g<,al' ... \s stat('(l al,o\'{~, the low tUITPt is intl'n<1c(l to l)(~ tra\'p\,scd I};)
d('gn'ps on ('ach side of the longitudinal ('pn(pr line of th<\Jo\'tifil'a-
tions. In Ol'dpl' to automatically limit tlle JllOV('lllent at thcs(\ poillts,
a controlrol'c for tIle low turret is Ie(l arolln(l a cllt-oll' dl'1l1ll wJlich
is g('are(l to a cut-off lew'r ... \t tlle limit of traVt\rsc ill each <1in.ction
tlle cut-off ]('\'('1' is Pllgag<'(l by tllC cut-ofl' ('anlS and is th\,owll to
tll(' IH'utral position So tllat the driving nl('clwnislll is st0l'l'C(l. Tlu~
action of tll(' IIl<'c]lanism is !'hown on Plate l!)(), This ('llt-oll' ]\1(\('lla-
I1i~\Jl i~ olllit«.d on tlte lligh tUlTl't, as it lIlay be t \':t\'<'l's<~(l COllt illll-
ous]y ill pitll('r clin'rtion. • .

;;!il, .\ '1"'..,1 illcH,""tor clial is 10eat .. ,llIlIcler each traversillg' hallcl.
wll<'('] in t!lp tllITlt dl:lnd'l'r, an(l OVl'1' the auxiliary eontl'ollullHl-
wlw('1 in tlte ul'l'('r handling' room. The <lial is g('ar('(l to the hand-
wh ..,., ,haft allcl i'Hli"at(.s to the tlllTt'! traill,'r till' appl'oxilllal" sp ..e<!
at which tltp tUlTpt is turning. It is gl':lllllatp(l for one-folll,tIt, onc-
half, tl"'('c"(ollrtl,,, ancl (1111 "1' .... ,1 in ..a ..h cli,.(.ction. The 7.('1'0 plate
IIlUst I,l' ]o('atl'(l to r('a(l .. zero" whell thc control shaft ulHl the .A cIllI
of p:I('h \"aria},ll' ~IIt'f'll gpar is in tile IH'utral position. It i~ illullli-
natpd by lIn S-('andlpIH)\Y('r lamp in Spl'ic~ with the 1:1\111' for the
117.iIlJIIlh illcli"alor. The a7.;'lIlIlh in,liealor gear, Plait) WI, is 1'1'0'
\'idpd (01' the 1"1I"IHJse of enabling tile pointpl' to lay tIte turrd to a
l'\'('s(Tilwd angular distance in azimuth ('itlll'l' si<1l~ of the pJIlplaec-
Jlu'nt Zl'l'o and is IIsp(l IIlain]y for illlli\'(.ct fire. A },ovc1('(1 gear' is
rigidly attac]H.d to th("l 111'1'('r en(l of tlln traversing' shaft an(l is COI1-

111'('(,.1 11-," horizontal al1(l \"prtical sllafts to the azimuth in(licator
cas(', ]O('atp(l 011 tIle azimuth p('(lpsta1. Thc gearing' in the case is ar-
rangt'(l to turn two point('rs oV(",1"the in.licatol' dial. The innrl"
!-'('al(~ i:'i gl'aduatecl to 10 cl('~re('s and Illak<"'s one revolution of thp
tUlTd. 'I'll(> Oll«'r scale is gr:llluatp(l in tl'ntIts of dpgn'ps an(l JIl:lke~
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one l'C'. 1 t' f.' I . .1I .' .0 UlOnor each 10 \legrees traWl'Se of the tnrrct. t IS I •

/ulllule!l hy an 8-canulepower lamp in series with a similar lamptt spoe,l indioator. A brass azimuth circle attacheu to the top of
10 tmvorsing rack is graduated in degrees, the numbers of which

~re to he ,"lded after the turret is ereeled in its emplaeement. A hole
cut on the right side of the wal1 of the upper handling room

"'o~lgh which access may be had to the azimuth pointer, which is
• c~;rIe!l hy a hracket holted to the traek pbting. 1'he pointer is pro-~J\('d with n micrometer and suhseale. The subseaIe has slotted/;0 ('s ~o give it suflicient mOYClIlentfor adj usl1nent, after which it is

~xe~d III position hy two dowels. It is graduate,l and stamp<'tl in
eCllllals of degrees, the least reading l .. ing 0.1 degl'l'e. The microm.

~ter seale actuating the pointer is graduated to a leMt rea,ling of
..01 !legree. 'J1w hole in the trunk plating is I)\"ovidedwith a slid.
~~g ~oor, and n platform is so arranged as to support the person

admg the azimuth seale. '
3~2. LoadblrJ mcchan;sm.-Thesc gUUSare n01'lual1y 10aM,I hy

~e~ns of n meehanical rammer, rlate 178, which cOlnpri
ses

a sted
e ~am running over a sprocket (the rammer head I.. ing on the eml
;'1 the elwin), a chain eMe, and an dect ric motor. The links of
I~e chain nre so construeted that the chain can heml in only one
;~~e.ction. The ehain is habitual1y coile,l in a cast.steel chain caS<'.

len n projectile or a powder section is r.nlllle,1 the chain is run
out of the case and, resting on the tray ami the bottom of the bore,
pushes the projectile to its seat. As the ch.in is supportClI by the
:ra

y
and the bottOIll of the bore on the onl)' side to which it coul,l

lend, it beeomes n built-uP column and is rigid. The lenl,oo/hof
~troke may be control1ed, and as 1Io safety precaution the I:»t link
IS so' eonstrncted that it can not pass the sprocket. 'fhe three
lengths of stroke in rllmming the projectile, the first pow<ler stroke,
'lllli the second powder stroke are, respecth'c1y, It feet 8.61 inches,
11 feet 2.~8 incl'es, and 7 feel G.•S inehes.' To I)\"event nndue strllin
on the motor in case of a sudden check in the .nowment o( the
ehain, n fricti on dutch on the motor sha (t is prov i<Ie,l; liI,ewise, to
lessen jar amI wear and tear of ,,,,,,'ice, butTers arc providClI for
checking the movement of the chain upon I.. ing withdrawn a(ter
ramming. 111is rammer is driwn by an electric inotor through a
sprocket, pinion, and' chain. The chain is a )(ofSC silent dr;,'e, ap-
proximately 20 feet long .ud is protected hy 11 gUill'll. A clutch i~
provided on the motor shaft to prevent undue strain in the e,'ent
of too sndden check, such as wouM occur when the rllm

mer
has run

Ol1tto the limit of its stroke and stops sllll<1enl)'when the tail link
chocks the chain sprocket. This is 8/rain the usual t)'pe o( friction
clutch comprising seyen bronze anti six steel <Ii.ks, the prcs.<urc he-,

~~
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h.....n tlie spring-s h.ing mainlain.1! hy a spiral spring anI! adjuslel!
hJ' m.ans of a screw an,1 nut. The mechanism providel! for trans-
f.ITing- the proj •• til. from the slorage rooms helow to the tray at
Ihe 1",,'OOhof Ihe gun is l!.serihl',llInder the heal!ing "Ammunilionsuppl)' system."

393. Sight. anft ob8ervatio-n.--'I'he 3-inch telescopic sight for
IIJC 14,inch gun tUl'l'l't, mol!e! of 1909, is a vertical lelescope fitted
with such an optical syst.m thaI Ih" gllnner with his eye Ht the '
eyepiece may hring into Ih. ficld of view an ohject and correctly lay
Ihe gllns in azimuth. There are I wo sig-hts installed in each tnrret
au,1 a Spare sight for replacemenl. The principal parts Hl'O tho
1.lescop ••, crad I., ca ITiag-e, sigh I hraeket s, ,Iefleelion Sen10 ( front) ,
.11'f1l'ction ;,ca10 (rcar), .Ie"alion worm, defleclion worm, lamp eahle,
IIn,1 e lert ric la IIIps. The In I'e I,,'a ri ng (llOttom) is nttllehe, I 10 t.he
10\1'.1' .n,1 0 f Ihe 1.I.scope aIllI hns t hr"e short fin ishe' ISllrf,wes- on lIs
peri Ill,'t cr. The IIIhe I'ea ring- (t 01') is HttaellOl! to the upper enl! of
the te I.s

cope
an, Ihas three shOl'l fin ished Sllrfaces on its pe rimet er,

IIn, I a IlOoklike pro j.cl ion. IIy Ihe UM 0 f Ih is hook Ihe telescope is
hung on Ihc upper .nd of Ihe cl'a,lle an,1 loekcd ill place hy the
Ie I,'scope cia IIIps. TI'e I I'llnn iOlls 0 f the 1'1',,,lie Hre Sl'lIt 1" I i II the
hearin/:s of the ca rria/(. lInd 8<'cllre,1 hy the caps. The cm,lIe arm
rh'.'e,1 10 the side of the erH,lIe meshes witl' the elevation worm.
llJ' I'otaling the elnalion han'I\I'1101'1 the telescope can he hrollght
l
o
t he 11,'si1'.,I .I ... al ion. 1'wo, 1.f1.cl ion scales Hre I"'o .. i<le,I for

re .. Iin/( from eii h.r front or n'a 1'. The defiedioll sea Ie (fron I.)
is HttHellClI 1

0
Ihe sig-ht IlI':leket, an,1 tI,e ,1.H,'d ion sen Ie (1'I'al')

is Htt ael,e, I to the e,u'ria/(e. E'l<'h ,Ie lied ion sea 10' is rela inl'll hy
t\\'o SCl'l'Ws \I'h ieh pass throlIgh elong-a tel! holes, 1"'1'1llitti ng aelj nst-
ment of the scal.. The deflection scHI.s llI'e g-ra,lnall',l in ,legTees.
The 11I1I1I IH'I's HI eaeh g-ra,lnat ion Hre I'e f,'rl'n,'e n 1IInl,el's an, I rend
frolll 1 lor., :) I'epI'escnI iIIg the ol'i/(i n ()I' ",'n t 1':11posi tioll 0 f Ihe
.1,'f1e,.tion seales. 'llie Ih'/I,'d ion hl'aeket (front) is nttachell 10 the
ea rria/:e Hn,Ihas a IilIe gr,,,1 nah',1 near its lower el!g-e which regist ers
wit h th. g-I'HdlIations on Ihe d.f1eetion scale (front.) The detleet iOIl
1>rllcket (I'ea r) is nil ache<l 10 the sil:(ht IJI'llC!<etall' I 1illS II (1<1'111 a n.
silnr pit','e so!,ler",1 to it, IIpon which II lille is I:(I"U111alell. This
1:

r
H,llIat.<I line registers with the "raclllalions 011 the clellectioll scale.(I'ea 1'), Elich flellcet ion ),l'lIcket has II reef' 1'1ae Ie fol' II SIllaII eleetl'1C

lamp. Thl'oll/(h the opelling's ill tlll'se I'e,'eptaeles mys of light fl'om
the lamps illlllllillale Ihe Ilell,.ctioll seales, All of ti,e pal'ts for tho
sights IlI'e illl<'rcllllngea),le, except Iho sight hl"ll'!<efs, whieh lire
ri/(hl allllll'ft. The prilleipa! parts of the leles('opo lIl'e the telescope
till ••, "I.jl'(,t h'e prislll hol.l.r, opt iea I ,.le'""11I s, el'OSS wi ,','s, bm p
!>l'lIeht, '!r'a'" 1111..., fOCIISillg IIl1t, foellsing IIl1t eap, ,111,1Ihe eJ'e-
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»ieccs Thc . fl' . " 0 . l' l''1'1' cross wm'S are 0 I' alUlum Wlre .001 lnc 1 ,n' ,amel
er

•
t lely are secured to the cross-wire frame hy four cross-wire clips,
llH 'nc t . 1 ••, ) , a r' g It angl"s to cach ot her. The erMS- wire fnlme IS f;Ct
JIl , owel pins in the cross-wire frame holder 1I1111is ,;<,cnl'",1hI" the

cross~wir f 1 1 1 1 •
,

. e I'ame camp serew alll) mal" he remllW' 1\' t Ie cros-S-
:Vll'p fr'lll t f .' . 1.' 1, ,lC ex I'actor. a tH remoVIll~ the eWplee<' an' tnl'nln~ t 1C
erOSH-' . . , f ~, '. ,~,VII (, l'ame cIamp screws 1SO de~\'('es. I he cross w"es a\'(' Illu nll'
nated hy n small electric lamp ploc;') in the 10mI' hracket, which i.
seeure<l t t] ) 1 1'fl . 0 le real' end of th" teleseope tuhe. Two :lIl1p' ,rllC".t
Ie c~tOI'S, in the lamp hl'acket, deflect the ravs of li~ht throu~h the
open In 1] . 1 1, g:s 1IU, t Jroug:h the. te leseope tllbe and ,Irllw t u '" 90 , e~t'l'S
'l)mrt rl'}' 1 ). 1 f 1'fl' . lese openlll~S are so arran~ed that t le I~ It rom ellC I

e eetor is tl,rown upon. the filII len~th of the wire opposile. The
.~ntensity of illumination of the Cl'os.; wires ma,' I", varicd 1,,- t nrn-
;~Ig:the lamp.hl'acket a,ljusting: nut, therehy ,'a;ying: the are,; of the
, Ig:ht open ing:s, Tn a ,101it ion t0 the si~hts j list ,leserihe,l. ellch t IIrret
~s provided with n periscope, model of 1909. This is an oh<;('1"\'ation
;nsll'ument 111111is Jo<-ated at the captain's shltion at the rear of the
,lIITet g:uus a II( I on the periscope I-"IaI'll, I'la te. 1is, Om' 1",riseol'"
:; .1'1"<'" i.le<1 for each tnrret. The. pCl'if;Cope fOl' t he high turrets is
'rllleh"s 10ng"1' thnn thnt for the loW tnrretS. '111e principIII pariS
o t hes . 1 1 1.1 . : l' I"'l'lseol"'S lire ate le5<'OI"'. rr:ulle, h,""I. I("K CIIp, s mttel'.
, eoI'lltlOn worm, nzimut h WOI'II1.prism rect ifvi ng: horizont a1 shn fl.
llZ ~nut h "Crt ielll shll ft, lamp cnhle, and elret ri~ lump.
, ,,91. .II'!IIor.-The armor for the protection of the tnrrets con"

~IStS,of the hlll'hette armor, which is anellol'",1 in the eoncl'"te of th,' .
(wt ili.'ut ions. IIIIII the tu ....et IIl'mor, which is att ache<1 to the t IIrr"t

51;-''''1111''' nll(l I'otliles wilh it. The hUI'I",tte arIU". is in the form
;' It ('0111' with the sid,.s inelined al nn an~le of 7 dep.rt'l'S g minutes
o tI", \,(,I't ien I a IllI pmjects It inches aho"e the snd ace oft he eon. .

el'('(", The totnl wi<lth of the hlll'l",tte armor is 131.30 indIes. The
I~I~I"'I' st 1'111<1',ahout gt inches wi<Ie, consist s of 5<.\'en pieces 1kinch,'"

,lick, which nl'e connected lit the joints hy slt'l'1 ke)'s 41 inclles 8<1"
111

'''.
1he 10,\'('1' slI'lIke consists of fh'e pllltes 8 inches thick, rahl",t",1 inio
tl". lippeI' slI'lIke, allll (-onne<'le<l at the joints hy slt'l'1 keys 21 inches
~:.nll1'(" ]<;lIch pj('('e of the U,p()(":"Irak~ is ?ncho\'e<! in ,the concrete

) fOill' nnchol' I.,lts exten,lIng: In n ,lIreet IOn l)('rl'elllllclll
a

r tot he
'''~h'r fllce of the plate. The. front, side, and hllck p1:ltes lire hncke,l
wllh IIho nt 3 inches oft ellk WOOlI, aIl<l a I" f lI,h'ne<1 t II Ihe sl rnet III"

hy st eel t UI' holts ",xteIldi ng: th rOIlg:h the wOOlI haeki n~, Ihe hea<ls
of tll<'SC I.,lt s rest in a "" in,t the inside oft h,' IIrl1\or back ing: plales.
T] Ie shelf IIrlllOI' p1:Jtes are fastened dil'"ctly to the structure hy tal'
holts without \\"00\1 hacking I",twt'l'n. The roof plate.o are litte<1 to
the fWIlt, side, an<l I'ear arl1\or plates and are fastened hy counter- ,
sunk steel holts. 'nil! top arll\or is also connect",1 to the roof gir<lers
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of the structure by tap rivets. The irregularities in the thickness of
the front, side, and rear armor plates are compensated for by varia-
tions in the thickness of the wood backing. Similar variations in
llle shelf and roof plates are compensated for my inserting steel
liners bl'!wCl'n the structure and the armor wherever necessary to
gh'e n good bearing surface. The rear armor plate is llovetailed
into the rear side armor hy l\ joint of sllch shape that the weight
of the rear armor is supported hy the rear side armor plates. In
order to give a hetter SUpport to the individllal armor plates, the
front and side arll,or plates lire dovetlliled into the shelf plates in
the manner shown on Plate 181. Two hatclws are cut in the roof
armor for the purpose of allowing large parts, snch as ramrners,
ammunition cars, ('('c., to l;e remon'll from the interior of the tUlTet
without disturbing any large armor plates. These hatches are
coverp(! IJy the roof hatch armor plates, which are attached to the
roof arlJlor by countersunk bronze l,olts.

~D.). Two arlllOl' hcods are attached over 0Pl'1Iings in the roof
urlllor for each turnt. The sights extend through these openings
and their upper en,ls aro protected by the hoods, Plate 178.. A
similar hood is provided in the rear of "aeh tllrret for II", proteetlOll
of tlw periscope. Shutters arc provi(ll\d insille the hoods of tll~
low turn-I, to exclllde the blast from the gllns of the high tU\'l'et.
One 8('('('8S hatch iSjcut in ('aeh r('al' Rlw}f pJatl~ to give 1l('('PSS to the
turr<.t from the outside of the fortification. Thesn hatehps are clospd
J,y 2-ineh hinged hateh eovers. A clearance of 4 inches is provi<le,1
all aroun(l 1J(.tw('en tIre inside eirclo of the Imrl)ette at'mol' awl the
outside circle of the she! f armor, and a. vertical clearance of 4 inches
is a)JO\\'('dIJCtw<'en the under surface of the rear shelf armor awl tlll~
top surface of the harLette firmor. In ol'llcr to cxelll(Ie water, these

. dl\arllnce spaces fire dosed by tho watershed. The watershed is (1(\-
signe,l to pre"'nt the entrance of w.tel' throllgh the clout'llnce sp.ee
allow('(! IJ('tween tIle b~uLctte armOl' awl the shelf armor. The fixe(l
part ('onsists of a ring of structural plates attache(l to the ellge of tlle
1",,-1"((0 armor, from the outel' e,l/.,"Cof which is hllng It piece of
(anVilS with n g-ah-aniz('(l-iron strip uround its })()ttom. TIle rotating-
part consists of a cirCUlar ring attached to the shelf armor plat<'s,
~lIpporting' at its outer edg-e n channel and hrollze strip which extpnd~
on tll(' olltside and under the canvas strip aUachclI to the Iml'JH,Up.
The joints of the I'otatin~ ring al'e cnlk .. 1 whel'e n.. ','ss.,',v to she,1
watpr. lllHl water is pren'nt('(l f!'Orn pntpring- nt thc Ride lltHI ul1<l<,l'-
lH'llth I'J tllC canvas strip. The consh'lIction nt tJw I'l'llr of tllC tlll'l'l'tis similar' in prinl'ip1<"\.

:~!)(j•• lmm'l1Iitit~1l s"ppl!l R!/Jftl'1n.-Tlrp pJ'o,;rdilp:-j llJ'P pi('kp:} lip ill
the magazine by trolI<,)' hoists running On I beams which lead into
the lower handling room. The I heams from Hw magazine are con-
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31G
nected LJ 1i".. 1 fl'O~s 10 a circular track localed ov"r the loadiu~
laLle, Plate 192. The project"iles are dropped hy the trolley hoists
onto the loadin~ tal,l(l, from which they are tl'llllsferrcd to the lOWN'
ammunition car. 'Ille pennIeI' is carrie(! from the magazine and
plac{'d in the low(lr ammunition car by hand. Tlw lower ammunition
car, Plate 193; is hoist{'d l,y meallS of a rope and drum to the level
of Ihe uppcr handlill~ room, where the projectile and powder arc
uutomatieally dropppd out on receivill~ trays, from ,which they arc
transf('lT{'(I to the uPp{,l' amllllmition c:u., Plate IDJ, in which tlw
powdpr antI proj(lctile are hoistc<I to a position ('onvenient fot. load.
ing opposite the 1"'PPch of the g'UI1. The Upper all(l lower amlll11l1i.
tion cars are °IH'ratN} I,y ropes and drulll dl'iVpll by motors. In case
of dcrllngellwnt 0f Ihe elecl ,.jcaI appa ra tus, t he a ux ilin ry shell hoist
is IH'ovided. This auxiliary projectile hoist consists of vertical
trunks (lxt('n<1in~ from the low('r handlin~ room to the glln chamLel'
of the t IIlTet. One hoist is provid{'(l for eaeh glln atHl consists of
t\\"o bucket s ha Il~ill~ Oil opposit e ell' Is 0f II c11:1 ill passing over pul.
leys an<I opprat(ld manually by a double nonon\l'haul ing gear. 'Vhen
the Pl'oj(lctile is <1('lin~re(I by the auxiliary hoist on the turret 11001'

it is pick .. 1 uJl h)' II small trolley hoist alld is rarripd 10 n posilioll
opposite tll(> Lorc of the g'un. In ca~e of (!el'llllgeJllent of the am.
munition llOist, the powtlpl' must IJC hoistp(l by block and tackle from
the low{'l' han<1lin~ l'Oom to the guns. The l!ptails of this nmmuni.
tion supply syst{'m are so l'labol'ate and so many that it docs not
8{'{'111 wise to <!cn,tc ~pa('c here to a (,()Illpletp (It'scription, for it will
be uncl"'''l "0,1 Ih" t Ih is "11111111 Ilit iOIl SllJlpl,V S)'stelll is "om 1'1iClltecl
L). Ihe fll"l lh" t lI'e" '"nlll II II it ion is st "rp, I in "olln"t 0 11Ilclor~1'01Incl
shelt ers IIIII I is SIII'l'li",I to Ihe g-IlII dUlIlI b,'r t h rOIl~h ho is!.s 0f a type
si1Ilila 1', 1

o
II c1,'~,'('l). 10 t1I<:soI'1"0Vi,I", I Oil the "Vl'rnge bailleshi p.

Various t)'P('S of ('lIIl'rg'l'ney ('(luiplll<>nt arc of ('Olll'~(~ provi(I('(! in the
event that tll{' NIUiPIII<'nt in g'l'nl'l'al Use shol1](l IJC dprang('(l. The
l'(la<!('I'who is int<'rpst ('(1 in a 11101'(' ('IabOl'at e <1pscript ion 0 f the vari.
ous c1('tails is r{'(l'l"I'p(I to tlIP ('cJlIph.tc tlpsl'l'iption gi\'('n on pages G4
to 75 of Pallll'hl<,t Xo. 20(H, •• I nst I'lIet ions fot' ~rol1nt ing, Usi ng, n11(1
Caring {or 14.inch (lun TlIITl'ts, ~rotlt'l of WW)." .

1. U.JXCII 40,CALIHEU GU~, MODEL OF 1919, ON HAIL\VAY MOUNT,
. MODEL R

3!'J7. TIle <h'sign of this Jllollnt, PJat~'s l!);)-20H, was praet iea lIy
finisll{'tl at the tillle of o Ill' l'ntl')' into the ""OI,ltl 'Val'. It was
<1esigrl<'tl IH'illlaril.r {Ot. !-i('l'\'i('(~in the eoa~t <1(~fpnsps,although a
num},l'r of spl'cial provisiolls whieh a(lapt it psppeially {OI' ('oast
dcrcnS(~ 1Hlapt it likewise fol' (,Pl'tain typl'S of lipl(l sPl'vice. It can
be 0l'cratNI (litllf>r' fiS a slidillg Ol' as a fixP(l Plllpl:H'(,lIWnt mOllnt.
Only OJl{' lIIount of this <h'sig'll has J,l'pn finish<'tl, IJllt it has IIl:Hlc so
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fa VOl"l Ll . . f . f. ., e 1m Ilnpres
s
]On TOm Its pcrormanee In \'l'e,'nt «<,Is ,,!!:III,,1

;';ovi.n
g

target at a distance of 6,000 )":1\'lls, wh"l1 the dil1i<,nl
t

i,'" o(
t~ oWing a 1'api,lIy moving target are extreme, that it is prohahle
, la t " !lew monnt embodying mo,t of its ,le,irnbl,' f,."t n!"l'S.US '''''\I
as other features fonnd il~,pcr"th'e for fiehl scrdee, willI.' 1I1:"h' 111'

shortly .. 3V8. CamlOn.-S
ee

E, p"ragr"ph 354. The e:11111
0n

is not pro-
vllied with n trlln

nion
\,and in this e"se, hnt it filted with" sp\in"

or 2,ey which slides in n splinew"y in the cr:"II,'.
,,_ "VV. JJ refl' It m ccIt a Ilis Ill'a Ilil Ii /'iIlg mcr Mil i."". 'S.'e II,p" r:1!!rllp h,

...d) and 287.~OO. R ceoil ",celIO Ilism.----Th is 1'(.coi\ mechall i"m, I'la tel g;" <,'I\n-
\ms,'s a single r,'coil cy li n' IeI' "t Inche:! to the a'" lie ill th" ,','11«<1'
".t the hottom, the pbton rod o( which is IIltlleln.,1 to tI.e r,,!:It i""\)'
lJ(rht .1 1 .. r 1 .•,., 1'eCOI ,and of the gnn. WIth the exceptIon ° I Ie prOYISlon
of a eon n ter-reeoi\ hnlf "I' th is Cj"lin' I,'r is ,i 1\IiI" l' 1

o
Ihe short cy!il1-

I ., er ,~escrihcd under A, paragraph 258, The cxh,,»i
o
l1

0
( tl,,' pi"t

o
l1

rod 111 th is ca se SI'1'WS aS a conn tc1'-\'l'coiI IJ\l If.'r. TI,,' spa"" nOr-
mally occupicd hy thc hnlf,'" fills wilh oil wh,'n II,,' !!nl1 !"l,'oil",

. When the gnn ret;,rns to haltery the oil in Ihis space ,'all pa:<s 10 thc
1'car only slowly through Ihe dcar:l1lce allOnt th,' I,nlfer. The ,na xi-

lllum length of re('oil is GO inclll's.01. It ee"l 'C "a to/' 11/ el'It allislit J) . The !"l'cnl,,'ra I' n\ 1'1ah' I!):', con"
prlScs si x spri IIg C\' Iin' 1<'rs IIItached lot he ( r:,,\1,'- (on r "I """, III"I
l\~',~helow. E"ch si,ri II!! cy Ii l1,h'r ,'01\lpri""s th !"l" ,'olnnll

1S
0 ( spri II!!'

,Jov"le,1 illto sewll scdiollS. Th,' "prill!! ro"\:< "r" "1t:d,,,,1 10 Ihc
recoil h"ml of the !!'I1l. This is Ihe typc o( !"l'cn\",rll

tor
COll1\llOnon

h"rhette ami ficM carria!!es he (ore th" inlh"lndion o( th.' pn,',nn:ttic
1"'.euperil tor. A II exccpt one 0 f t h" "" rria ..." in"IIIII.,,1 1,y Ih" nt'!'-
)WIIIS on Ihe Bc I!!i:111 co,,4 cm ploye,l r"{ n\ "'I'llIors "01\l"Wh" t 0 ( Ihi,
t.vpl'. l\Io,t ]lri t ish nn,1 '"" n.v F1'<'nch he:"')' ,'a rria!!'" Iik.'w i"" .'nl-
p.lo'y"<l thi. 1yp" Ih rOIl:;:hont Ihe w" r. ~01111'1i1111'"thc sl'ri n!! win' i"
(''''''111:". in 5(,,,1ion, ",1I11l.t inil'S o\'a I, an,1 sonll'1 i111l'. "",.t <l n:;:n1:""
'1'1".i I' most 5('riolls old ,...t i" Ihei I' \:Ick 0 ( st ....n!!' h. It won 1:1 I.,
pract.iea ll.v inll'0,;si hie t II make sl'ri n!!S 0 ( 1'1'01"'1' ,." pal' it.v 10 II""

tJll'~" in "'lIllll,,.tion with a IG-il1ch ;,o.ealil ••r !!lIn wilhont hadn:;:

tllP)r wpigllt prollibitiyply l'x(,l.~~in'.402. li'IClootilifl 11/ (Ita IIi.,",._l'ro\' i"ion is ,n." 1:. f,"' ,.I,.,'a Ii n!! Ih,'
i:11n from its loaol ini: a 11!!1,',0 tI,'!!..."., Ion ma xinl1.m ,,1""111ion 0( ~tl
,Iei:n'e.. The <leiails 0( the ele\''' t iI1g 'Ill'Ch:'" i"" :"'" ,howl1 on Pia to'
WG. Th is eI:'\,a 1in g n ll'C\t:11l iSIl1 is e"",'nt ia lly Ihe 5:1111"in ,ksi!!n n'
Ihat I'r

o
dol,',1 Oil the l-I-il1<1. :\a\"\' mol1l1ls. )Iarks I nll,1 II. It will

10" "losl'r""t1 oil till' nI",,'e-not ,.,I pia te tha t the ,",'ch nni"n. is 11111,1:'111'
o ( one Iarl!e screw hi n"e:! to the I"ltoll1 of Ihe ern,])e Io\' nwlll

S

of".n •

yol", all,1 tn","io"s a",1 I'""ill!! throlll!h a l:tr!!" 11111in tl,,' os..ill"t.
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in~ hOllsin~, which is in IlIrn sllpport"d by ils trllllllions in beadngs
attached 10 Ihe ear bo,ly. This nllt is provided with a ball-thmst
bearin~, as shown 011 Plale 100, a/lll is driven by miter ~ears, which
commllnicatewith the handwlwel Ihrollffh the horizontal cross shaft

M •allll two more. ,els or miter ~ears. The elevating' hand wheel IS
mOllnted on Ihe rig-h I sicle 0 r Ihe c'lrriag-e j liSt beh ind Ihe Irllnni.on,
Each t I'llnn ion is eqll i1'1'1" I with an an liC rietion device .of the desIgn'
'hown on PIalI' 197. This is or the rollin~-wedg-" or kllife-edge ty!,e,
a/lll a~ain is almosl i,lenlical in desig-n with the antifrietion deVICe
pl'o,'i,le,1 on tI,e :'Ia,'y 14-in' h mOllnls. It is eompos"d or a fl~leru~
arm Whose rOllnde,1 lower e/lll resls in II hearin~ hlock, wlucl, In
IIII'Il r"sls on Ihe a,ljllslin:.: we, I:.:,., The IIpper end of the flllerum
arlll is rOlln,led 10 a ra, IillS eqlla I 10 Ihe dislallce from Ihe center of
Ihe lower en,llo Ihe cenler of Ihe lop. a/lll heal'S dit'ectly a~ainst the
lllldersi'le of an eXlension of tile main Irllnnion. Both Ihe flllcrum
a1'I1Ia III I Ihe Irunnion a1'(' fitted wi th ff('ar.lootlled seg-men Is, which

M •mesh wilh each olher an,l prewnl slippin:.: or Ihe arm, The deVICe
is adjllsted hy means of Ih(. we,l:.:e undel' Ihe h"arin:.: hlock at the
hott om 0 r Ihe /:1111. When IlI'0I''' 1'1y a,]j IIste,1 Ih is ,Ievi ce carries the
wei:.:hl of Ihe :':lIn while il is Il('in~ elevale,] 1111,1depJ'('ss"d, t1ll'rehy
redllcin:.: considerahly Ihe etTol't r"qllim,!. When the :,:"n is firedlhe
foree or reeoil is Iransmitted, e\"en at the maximll

m
'firing- an~le or

~o ,Ie:.:rees, nJlllOst "nt i1'1'11' into t I." ilia in 11'111111ion hea ri n~, This
mechnnism is inferior 10 il,e type IIse,1 in Ihe service of the other
mounls nlrea,I.,' ,lrscribe(1 in that il conlains 1I0 flexihle pat'ls that can
hen(1 Or he cora I'rcsse(1 lindeI' Ihe force of recoil nn,] permit Ihat force
to he commllnicate,l more easilJ' an,1 directly 10 Ihe maill trllnnion
karin/,'S. One till'll of the slow-operatin:.: handwhcd elevntes the
g-lln tI,roll:.:h O.:t~ ,Ieil','es, DllIl one IlIrn of Ihe fllst-operating crank
d('\'nt('~ tll(' ~un through 1.1 d(l~T(l(lS.

40~. Trfll'er.iIl9111erh'lIIi'1II._This m01l1l1('an he Ii'll "eJ'sed throll:.:h
~r,O degrees hJ' m~ans of n m"ehaui"u the desi:.:u a/lll ""'ails of which
IIre shown On PIa !l's 19,~nu,l 199. '1'1.""'1 Ii1'1' mOiln 1. r('sts hy mea ns 0 f
fOllr eonical rollers On a ('Ilsl-st,'el hase plnte. To the center of
Ihe hase plnle is holt,',l Il pintle which tal",s till' horizolltlll COIll-
ponenl of till' force or Ihe r('eoil; :.:ears aJ'(' 1'111on the illside of the
roller palh 10 serl'e as a tra"erse rack The traverse pinion is eut
in II.. I.IUolII "11,1or a Yerlical shafl which "nil I", raise,1 for trav-
.Iing- or low,'re, I 10 Ille>h with the tra versi ng rack for traversing
Ille 1II01lnt. Th i, sha rl pa ..,es th rOllgh a II'I is ,"'i veil I,y the la r/,'C
J '0ri 1.1>11tal J "'\'I' 1/:1'a r, as sl,own 011PIa te WD, which is in tnl'll el,'h'ell
throllgh the gears bJ' two hantl cranks on Ihe sides of the carriage.
The gear cn.'e Ih rOIl:.:h 11' h ich till' hori zOllt:lI ,Iri vi Il~ sha ft pa"es Oil
ti,e left 'i,lo or the c:lrria:.:e. Plato IDO, eOlltnins n largo l",ve! ~Olll'.

loose 011Ihe sl':I Ct, hili which may 1,0 t h I'OW II i1110/,....,ll' with tI III sh" ft
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by a fwt-petlal operated clutch. When the clutch engages the gear,
tlw trllYersin~ mechanism is operated by the handwhecl somewhat
to the l"l'ur of the crank. Thi~ handwhecl is for slower motion and
i~ IIspd for the final fine adjustment .

.to-l. It has OPPI1noted bpfore that the gun can be fired without the
I'se of a firing platform to an elemtion of 22 degl'ees. '1'0 seelll'e any
gn'at amollnt of tra\'er~o undel' this elevation, it is of eOllrse neees-
"Il'J' to operate the mouut on a C1ll'1'e,! track. Fol' fiue adj ustment,
H ('ar-bo,ly tra\'('r~in~ mpchanism of tll(' d('sign shown on Plates 200
'"HI 20

1
, is 1I

0

ed. It will Le o),sen-('d hel'e that cast.sh.(.1 Lod y b, ':sl eI'S,
rivete,1 into each end of the cal', cillTy a tl'1l\'el'siug beam which is
lixe,1 with respect to the Iruck wlH'n tile lifting bolster is down. ne-
l\\"('('n tld, tr'a \'Orsing Learn an, I Ihe body bo1ster al'e two rollet.s, ;'.33
inehes in diameler an,1 23 inclles in leu/">ih, On each cud of which
al'e cut S]lur gcal's which nH'sh with racks attacl ...d 10 the )'od.\'
I.ol,t cl' and the Ira \'ersi ng b"'"n. Tile t r,n'er,; ng Ill'am i, eOllllected
with till' hallllwh,,'1 011 IIH' Jdt side of II ... ('anillge, Plale 200, by
"H"lII' of a StTew an,1 'pur geal's. The mount is capal,le of being
t ra \-pr~(.cl 0.2;) d('g'l'('('~ on ('ach side 0 f tlw (,Pllt pr', at pach ('w 1 of the
car, by JlH'an.;;;of thi..; Ill('chani!'m, therpby sPclll'ing' a total t1'llvpr'sp of'
1 «1('::1'('('. One tllrl1 of tll(' han,lwll('pi Jllon~s ol1e Pllel of tlw cal'
t h rllugh OJI!);\ degl'('('s. .\s the ha IIIIwl'ed is t u I'llcd , tI,e t Ca....!', ing
~('f'('w mons ('it]l('r in or' 01lt of the tran'rsillg' Ill'am. .As l1o(pel
Idor(', I IIe t ra \.,.t'si ng IJI'am is fiXl" I wit h res I"'et, to the t I'ueks, and
t I", ('a!', ImdJ' III1\.t tI ".1'" (ore mO"e on Ihe tra \'Ors; ng rollers.

eW.;. r.oodiny lII,.chffl/i.,,, C.-'rh,. d,'sign o( the londillg genr is
>1"'lI'n Oil Plat ..s ~~~, >'0:1, allli 20.1. It will b .. se"n Oil the lirst plate
that tile projediles can I,,: pick",I\lp fl'om the 1-:1'0111111or from a plal-
(ol'mnt tI", !"'llt.O( tI", caniago by means o( d'ain hoist ealTie,1 on an
I-I'e'"n t roll "y. The proj ee: iIe is en tTie.1 forWlml nwi plnced on
II". >hot trnck. tI". wl",I'1, o( whil'h rille on n\lgle.il'on rnils. Tho
>I",t trUck is I'nn (orwn ...1 with as gn'al It I'I'loeily as possible \lnlil
iIs I'\I If,,!. sl I'ik,.s tI". I.....(.,.h 0 ( Ihe I-:\ln. when Ihe Pl'oj ,.eti Ie s1;des on
i\11o t he powder cha IIIbel'. '1'1.. proj eet iIe is then ra \llIn ..,I by hand.
'1'1". 1'011'.1..1' l'iltll'l-:e is piel"'.1 np froo/\] tl". 1'\"'1' allli place,1 on tllO
>1'01 tl'III'k by n"'"n< o( tl". SI'"'e hoist, tI.e tl'\lek I'lins forwa ...1 nnd
tliP powlh'r rarnll1('II t!w saJlw as tll(' Pl'ojl'dil(' .

.JII':. \l'1"'n it is ,I.'si re,I 10 Ii re at nngl", nI.o\'e 22 d ..gl','e" beyond
which II", Im'\'l'h of th,. g\ln on flill I'('('oil 11'0111,1strike tI,e I'ailway
Ii ..s. it is !"'C(''Sa I'y 10 ]>Ill"" tI". m011l1t on tI", en st-sl .."Ihns,. I'inl-:, t h ..
,Iesign o( one-half of whi"h is sllO\\'n on Plnte 20;;. Tllis 1"lSe ring
lI1a)' be laid (.ither on a connete sllhlJ:lse or on rock IJ:l1last. 'V!r(,ll
1'1:1('('«1on ro('k ballast it is 11('('('ssary to brace it ag'ainst laft~l'al llIo\'e~

lll('nt I,)' lI1('ans of f,l .stN'] l'iJ('s -I f(.pt IOllg' driven 31'0111111 its ('if"
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cumference. The base ring is in halves and in traveling is carried
folded on a stamlard flat car. The full capacity of a lGO-ton locomo-
tive crane is required to handle the base in process of installation.
It is first removed froin the car and placed on the ground beside the
emplacement, the lifting being done throngh a special lifting eye
attachell to the hinge pin between the two half-hase sections. After
the base has been placed on the ground it is picked up first by means
of this lifting eye. Chains are then' attachell to pins in about the
center of each half and to the two sides of the double crane hook. .
After the double crane hook is drawn up and the single hook which
is attached to the eye is lowered, the platform is spread and laid
in place on the level ballast surface of the prepared position. The
two segments are then bolted together with eight bolts on eaeh side
of thc' c('nt('r and the steel piles driven around the circumference,
Plate 20G. Four special rail sections are placNl over the concrete
roller path and are I)olted to the rails of the approach track. After
these rail sections are, installed the mount is run into position over
the emplacement and lowered until the traversing rollers rest on
the roller path anli the pintle engage3 with the pintle bearing.

407. The mount is lowered by m('ans of' two identical lifting
lIevices installell on the front and rear trucks and of a lles;gn shown
on Plates 200 and 201. Above the center of the huck a capstan is
mounted on the shaft of the pinion for the purpose of driving this
lifting gear. This pinion meshes with two large spur gears which
are attachell to the ends of two identical screws which screw into
the lifting bolster. As the capstan is turned and drives these screws,
the bolster is raised or lowerell with respeet to the car, thereby
lowering the car onto or raising it from the emplacenwnt. This
device is supplemented by a hydraulic lift incorporatell in the center
plate of the truck. 'Vhen this lift is used, however, the movahle
bolster must l)e raised or lowered by hand to maintain the sille bear-
in~ clearance and prevent. the mount from overturning. The lifting
bolster is shown in traveling position on Plate 200; on Plate 201 it
is shown as located when the mount is resting on the emplacement and
the trucks are remm'ed or J'('ady to be rpmon'll. The eight conical
trav('rsing rollers are J'('moved in traveling.

408. 'Vhen the liftin~ bolsters are rai£ed the mount can be trav-
ersed until the rear end is over tll{' Hlpports. TIll' cast-stepl sup-
port beams are maue up in segments and are placed on short sections
of I-beams which rest directly on stone ballast. A cast-st('('l transom
carrying two hydraulic jacks and one screw jack is riveted to the rear
of the car body. Th('~e hYllranlic jacks ha'"e ~\Yinging sho('s which
rest on the support bcam~ awl SC1'\"eto Ill.en'Ht the mount from turn-
ing over in firing. Tests have bcen malIc which prove that the mount
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cnn be operated without supports of this kind when the Lase ring is
bolted to a concrete su.b-base. Th~ design of the hydraulic support
cy lindeI' is shown on Plates 201 and 208. No special mechanism is
provided for raising or lowering the hydraulic cylinders. They can
easily be rais('d or lowered by any sort of lever, such as a crowbar,
and more easily when moved very slowly. In preparing for action
the supporting beans are leveled H'ry carefully and the hydraulic
jack shoes are lowend until they bear on the greased top surface of
the supports. A small cable is attached to the top of the movable
cylinder and passrs oyer the top of the pulley to the counterweight
which balances its weight. The cylinller will remain in any position.
As the cylinder moves up or down, the oil between. it and the ram
mllst pass through the valve shown in the center of the bottom of the
ram, Plate 2'08. Any attempt to move the cylinder rapidly, as in the
case when the gun is fired, simply serves to close this valve and pre-
\'('nt the cylinder from moving. Thus the cylinder can be brought
down until its bearing plate rrsts on the support segments, and inas-
llluch as it exerts no prrssure, no difficulty is caused in traversing; but
tJJ(~cylinder furnishes a positi,'e snpport in firing, since, as noted
Hbove, any attempt to move it rapidly closes the vah'e in the ram.
The top surface of the supportbeams is kept well greased.

8. 14-INCII 50-CALIBER GUN, MODEL OF 1920, ON RAIL'VA Y CAR-
RIAGE, MODEL OF 1920.

4CH). This railway monnt, Plates 209-213, like certain other mounts
that have been or will be described, is like\vise a product of the
1Vorld'Var. The 12-inch and 14-inch guns which the British Army
mounted on railway carriagrs with provision for elevation as A'reat
a~ 45 d~grces, the 340-millimeter guns mounted by the French on
rnilway carriages, amI the 14-inch guns mounted by our own Navy
on railway carriages construct('d by the Baldwin Locomotive Co. an(1
lIfoleueffectively from late Augnst to November 11, 1918, in cutting
tlle lines of communication betwern Srdan and ~Ietz, showed very
<,onclnsively that such guns can be mountrd on railway carriagrs and
s('rved very effrctivdy against r<.'latively small targets at long rangrs.
This mount combines the best features of all of the railway carriages
that were constructed cithrr by our Allies or our enemirs. The
!'i(.hemeemployed in placing the mount has been taken from the
OrTman 170, 240, and 280 millimetrr railway mounts.

410. Oannon.-S('c A, paragraph 252. This 14-incI1 cannon is of
the wire-wound type, and the principles of construction are the same
llH those described under A. Furthrr information with reference to
it may be found in the table of information.

411. Breech, firing and 'recoil '1lIeclwnii?ln.-See .A, paragraph~ 25:l,
257, and 258, rrsprctively."
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412. ltecupel'ator mechanls7n.-'-See A, paragraph 2G1. '1'11(.loca-
tion of these cylinders on the cradle is shown on Plate 20V.

413. Elet'ating meclwni.'ml.-See A, paragraph ~wa. In principle
the two are practically alike. It is possible to elenlte this gun both
by pmver and by ham1. The details of the mechanism are shown
on Plate 210.

414. 1'l'UI.'(,J's:ng mcclluwi"'i7ll.-'1'he traversing mechanism, which.
was mentioned briefly in the introJuctory paragraph, comprises l1.

pedestal mounted in a yoke swung between the side girders of the
car body forward of the center and two traversing rollers attached
to the car body somewhat to the rear. These rollers are driven
through a traversing .mechanism comprising spur gears leading
to the traversing motor or to the hand cranks. The details of this
mechanism are shown on Plate 211. It will he observed that 4-inch
~tecl balls are used in the Le~uing of the pedestal. This is the first
use in American heavy seacoast or railway carriages of balls in this
type of bearing. It is possible to traverse the carriage through 3GO
degrees through the use of this mechanism.

415. Loading mechanisrn D.-This mount is provided with the
gra vity type of loading mechanism, the gun being depressed to an
angle of 7 degrees. The mechanism comprises two power cran~s,
])y means of which the projectile and powder units are lifted. from
ammunition cars, operating on a circular standard-gauge track sur-
rounding the mount, and deposited on an inclined loading tray to th
rear of the gun breech. A spanning tray somewhat long I' than'the
recoil of tllC gun is extpnded forward from the loading tray into
the screw-box of the hr. echo A slight impetus will start the pro-
jectile down the tray and, with its momentum increased. d.ue to
gravity, embeds the rotation band. so firmly in the origin of the
rifling grooves that the gun may be safely elevated to the maximum
without danger of the shell slipping backward. A short hand ram-
nH'r is used to facilitate the more sluggish movement of powder bags
down the trays. In traveling, the jib cranes and. loading tray struc-
ture are folded down out of the way. .

41G. Oarl'iagcs.-The mount comprises a top. carriage unit and
a specially designed railway car. The first consists of the cradle
parts, and cast sid~ frames with front and rear transoms and tho
whole unit capable of being traversed 3.5 degrees either side of cen-
tral. This traversing mechanism for the top carriage is not utilized,
however, wh~n the mount is on its emplacement; but is intended. for
correction of azimuth when firing from a curved track with outrig-
gers in place. As a permanent mount the top carriage is locked. in
tin central position and the mechanismdescrihed in paragraph 414
is used for traversing. The lower carriag~ or railway car is composed
Df special alloy steel flanged girders with suitable transoms and con-

~
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tains the lower pintle or pedestal upon which the mount rests and
th~ mount traversing unit.

417. Easc.-Bolted to the large concrete, block of the emplacement
are the two main units of the base, Plates 212 and 213. The pedestal
base upon which the main weight of the mount rests is in the exact
center and bolted rigidly to the concr~tefoundation, and it is upon
this cast steel base that tlw horizontal fore? of firing is expended.
The base ring or roller path consists of six cast steel sections, bolted
together and anchored to the foundation, forming a complete circle.
and containilig a brass strip calibrated in degrees for azimuth set-
tings. These emplacements, having no. pit nor special drainage
facilities, arc relatively ill. xpensive and can be installe'd in num ~rous
places of stragetic importanc~ along the coast. Thus a relatively
small number of these mounts can be utilized to cover a wide range
of fortified area.

9. 12-INCII 10-CALIBER MORTAR OF 1908, ON MORTAR CAURIAGE,
1tIODEL OF 1908.

418.Oannon-F.-This mortar, Plates 214-2'17, which is 10 calibers'
in length, weighs 8.125 tons, has a total length of 13G.2inches, a cylin-
drical powder chamber with a maximum diameter of 12.:>inches, awl
a length of 21.13 inches. It is rifled with 108 grooves twisting- to the
right at a uniform pitch of one turn in 20 calibers. The gTOO\'eS
are 0.20Dl inch wide by 0.06 inch deep; the lands are 0.14 inch wide.
The maximum powder charge is 58.2;') pounus, the t'naxirnmn pow<lel'
pressure 37,000 pounds per square inch, and the muzzle velocity
1,500 feet per secowl with a projectile weighing 700 pounds. Both
this mortar and the model of ID12 are wire wound, Plate 214, and
comprise a tube, a wire ('nvelope, jacket, trunnion hoop, and breech
bushing. It is interesting to note this principle of construction in
a mortar.

41D. Breeclt mec1lanbm~.-See C, paragraph 343. The block is
rotated 30 degrees to open or close it.

420. Firing rnechanigm.-See 13,parag-raph 287.
421. !lccoil 11U'cllanism.-The r('coil mechanism of thi~ c:ll'l'iag-e

comprises two hy<lraulic recoil cylinders contained on either sidt\
tit the bottom of the cratlIe, Plate 215. They are shown in <ldail
<)J1 Plate 21G. It will be oLsen'ed that this gun, because of its lack
of length, is mounted in a sleigh, the ,runners of which slide in
largo grooves in the cradle. .A hoop or band about the rear of the
gun is attached to the two runners of the sleigh alH}the sleig-h run-
ners fit over the trunnions of the ~un. The recoil piston rods are
then attached to 'the recoil band. This hand is not shrunk on, but.
simply fitted on awl the sleigh runners bo1te<}to it. 'Vhen the gun
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fiees. In principle this is not unlike
that of the other' carriages already
d('scribed.

422. Recuperator mechani~m.-The.' :3
recuperator mechanism of this car-
riage comprises two spring cylinders
of the design shown on Plate 217 and
mounted above and on either side of
the carriage. Each' recuperator is
made up of three columns' of springs
divided into four sections. These
springs have sufficient strerigth to re-
tain the gun at its maximum eleva-
tion of 65 (legrees and permit a recoil
or 24 inclu.'.s. These cylinders are at-
tached to the top of the cradle and
the spring rods are attached at the
}'('ar to the recoil IHlnd.

42:3. Hle/vating 'lnecllGni8'IJ~ j).-The
elevating mechanism comprises a sin-
gle rack attached to the bottom of the
cradle in the center, from which a
tl'ltin of spur and level ~ears leads to
a slip-friction device and the elevating
halHlwhe~I'on the leit side of the gun.
There is considerable jump to this
mortar, and it is necessary to have
/:;f,me slipping device incorj)orate(l in
the elc'Ynting llH'chnnism. to prevent
In'eaking of the gears. This jumping
of tile mortar on firing can not be con-
sidered a fault and has nothing to do
with the accuracy of firing. The slip-
friction device (~omi)fist"'sa serit's of
foitt'eland hronze disks, some of which
l1J'eitttaehe(l to the worm wlwel, which
iH (lrivrn by It han<lwlw('l through a
worm. The alternate disks are keyed
to the elevating pinion shaft. It is
possible to vary the friction between
these tlisks by drawing up on a clamp-
ing .nut. 'Vhen the gun jumps from
Ii,ring, this filip-friction d('vi('c.permits.

,,'
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~ 
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a slight motion in the elevating mechanism before the elastic limit in .
the metal of the various gears is reached. This is the first descri p.
tion of this type of mechanism that has been given and will be
referred to on numerous occasions later. It should be observed here
also that this carriage makes use of a worm and worm wheel in the
elevating mechanism, a design that is considered undesirable at the
present time and is not being used in recent mounts.

424. Traversing mechanism.- This traversing mechanism is not
different in principle from A, paragraph 268, described for the'
H;-inch barbette carriage, nor the 16-inch disappearing carriage.
It comprises a series of conical rollers carried in a distance ring, a
conical roller path on the baS13and conical roller bearings on the
racer, a rack made in sections and attached to the base ring and
pinions, vertical shaft, worm wheel, and worm leading to the hand.
wheel on the pedestal on the right side of the carriage.

425. Loading mecMnism.-The loading mechanism of this mount
comprises a shot truck operated by hand and carrying a single pro.
jectile, as under ll, paragraph 326. The gun is loaded at zero degrees
elevation and the shot truck brought so that its lip extends over
thread in the breech bushing. The projectile is rammed by hand.
The powder charge of 58 pounds is carried up by hand in a two-
man tray and placed in the gun either from the shot truck or by
hand.

426. Top carriage D.-The top carriage comprises two cast-steel
side frames, Plate 215, with trunnion bearings machined to take the
trunnions of the cradle. These side frames are bolted rigidly to the
racer and are further braced by a transom forward of the trunnion
support. The inner surface of the racer is machined to serve as part
of the pintle mechanism, the bronze wearing ring being attached to
the base ring. The working platform is attached to the outer edge
of the racer and comprises a series of cast-steel brackets on which a
sheet-metal floor is laid.

427. Basc.-This base is made in two parts and comprises simply
a cast-steel ring machined to serve as a conical bearing and to take
the bronze piIitle ring and the traversing rack. It rests on concrete
in the emplacement, being bolted to the concrete by a series of anchor
bolts.

10 AND lOA. 12-INCH MORTAR, MODELS OF 1890 AND 1912, ON Mon-
TAR CARRIAGES, MODELS OF 1896 1\11, MIl, Mill •

.428. Oannon.-The mortars of the model of 1890 are 10 calibers in
It'llgth, of the built-up design, Plate 218, ,veigh '13 tons,ha ve a"'total
length of 141.12 inches, have a cylindrical powder chamber with It

maximum diameter of 12.5 inches and length of 21.13 inches. They
:are rifled with 72 grooves twisting to the right at a varying pitch of
:from one turn in 40 calibers at the origin to one turn in 20 calihers at

-
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gun recoils on firing, its trunnions are constrained to move in a circle
about the axis of t.he yoke. This motion of the trunnion of the gun
in a circle, of course, causes an oscillation of the recoil cylinders
first for a short distance in one direction and then in the reverse
direction. It will be observed on l~lates 221 and 222 that the buffer is
of still another form. In this case the top part of the piston is ma-
chined out to fit over an extension of the stuffing box. As the piston
rod is forced down the oil passes above the piston and fills the recess.
When the gun returns to battery the oil is pocketed in this recess and
emerges only slowly, thereby preventing the gun from charging into
battery.

434. Recuperator mechanism, g.-The recuperator of these car-
riages comprises four sets of spring columns made up of two columns
each divided into five sections. The collar over the upper end of
the spring column bears against a machined surface of the spring
yoke and the lower end of the top column bears against a collar on
top of the adjusting nut. The bottom of the section of the spring
column rests within a machined pocket in an oscillating spring sup-
port. The spring rod is free to move through the bottom of the
oscillating spring support and through the top of the collar at the.
upper end of the column. The spring column is adjusted through
the adjustment and locking nut shown at the lower end. These five
spring columns have sufficient strength to maintain the gun in bat-
tery loaded. The angle of elevation has no effect to either decrease
or increase the load on this recuperator.

435. Elevating mechanism.-The elevating mechanism, Plate 223,.
comprises two handwheels mounted on a single shaft leading through
a train of spur gears and a slip-friction device to an elevating shaft
carrying a single pinion meshing with a circular elevating rack
bolted to the bottom of the gun. The range of el~vation is from
zero to 70 degrees, and the ratio of the gearing is one turn of the
handwhecl per 2'.36 degrees of elevation.

436. Traversing mechanism.-See paragraph 424.
437. Loading meclwnism.-See n, paragraph 326.
438. Olwssis or top ca,rriage E.-:-The chassis or top carriage,

Plate 220, comprises a racer which has incorporated in it the slightly
t'aised trunnion supports carrying the oscillating recoil cylinders.
It has bolted to its bottom side forward two brackets carrying the
oscillating spring support. The spring support may be considered
n. part of the top carriage likewise. The yoke pinned to the brackets
nt its front is solid and of cast steel and has machined trunnion sup-
ports which encircle the gun trunnions. The racer proper is of the
common box section and is machined to a. conical bearing for the
conical rollers. The inner surface of the extension of its outer web
is machined to serve as a beuring for the pint1e machined on the
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vertical intermediate pinion. This pinion is actuated in three ways,
to be described later. The elevating nut and screw are supported
in the elevating-screw beam, which is held in bearings in the side
frames. Ball bearings are provided at both the upper and lower
ends of the nut. Elevating is provided for between 0 degrees and 35
degrees, and the elevating screw is provided with stops at these
limits. Duffer cylinders are provided to ease the action of the stops.
The buffer cylinders are supported in yokes, which are boIted to the
elevating-screw beam. Longitudinal grooves of. varying depths are
provided in the cylinders to regulate the flow of oil by the pistons.
Steel spri ngs arc provided to return the pistons, and stuffing box('s
and gaskets close the cylinders.

44G. TIlC elevating is accomplished in three ways:
1. Slow motion by handwheel.
2. Quick motion by elevating cranks.
3. By motor power.

For using the quick motion by the elevating cranks the operating
lever is set at "In" on the clutch-stop plate. By means of the upper
and lower connecting rods and the quick-motion fork the upper por-
tion of the quick-motion clutch is pulled down against the strength of
a spring and meshed with the lower portion: This is in turn meshed
with the quick-motion upper bevel gear, which is bolted to the end of
the quick-motion shaft, on the lower end of which is keyed the quick.
motion lower bevel gear, which in turn is in mesh with the crank gear,
which is keyed to the crank shaft. The crank itself is pinned on the

. shaft. The elevation is accomplished by turning the elevation cranks,
the power being trarismitted through the above-described chain of
shafts anll gears to the upper portion of the quick-motion clutch,
which i~ keyed to the vertical shaft. This shaft is keyed inside of the

.eontrol sleeve, which in turn is keyed to the hand clutch. The hand
clutch is meshed with the vertical intermediate pinion, and from there
the chain is as previously described. .

447. For slow motion the operating lever is s('t at" Out," which
disengages the lower portion of the quick-motion clutch, and thus
omits all that chain of shafts and gears going to the cranks, but leaves
the remainder the same. 'rhe handwheel is connected to the vertical
shaft by the handwheel shaft and the bevel handwheel gears. For
operating by power, the control sleeve is raised by one of the power.
clutch forks, operated by a treadle on the platform, so as to mesh with
the control-gear clutch and release from mesh witIl the vertical inter-
mediate pinion. At the same time the power clutch is raised by the
other power-clutch fork and meshed with the under side of the vertical
intermediate pinion. The power clutch is keyed to the vertical power

-----
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shaft, which is connected to the" B " end of the elevating motor shaft
by the power pinion and power gear.

448. The speed of elevation by power is controlled by a 'Vaterbury
.hydraulic speed gear, by means of which the rotation of the" n" end
of the shaft may be varied from 0 to 800 revolutions per minute, while
the speed of the "A" end is constant with the motor itself at 800 revo-
lutions per minute. The adjustment is made by the speeJ-gear con~
trol. After the power clutches are thrown in, if it is desired to elevate
the handwheel is turned in the proper direction to elevate and by a'
train of gears previously described motion is given to the control
sleeve. This sleeve is now in mesh with the control-gear clutch, which,
by means of the Indicator gear and shaft, sets the speed indicator. At
the same time another gear on the control:gear clutch is meshed with
a bevel gear on the throw-out shaft. This same bevel gear is meshed
with the upper control pinion, bolted to the upper end of the upper
control shaft. The lower end of this shaft is connected by the beveled
control gears to the control mechanism of the hydraulic speed gear,
which is thus set to give the speed and tlirection indicated on the speed.
indicator. To stop elevating by power, the gun pointer simply moves
the elevating handwheel back so that the indiactor reads O. There is
also an automatic mechanism to shut off when the limiting stops are
reached. This is accomplished b~' means of the throw-out mechanism.
](eyed to the horizontal shaft is a throw-out pinion, which is meshed
through an idler to the throw-out gear. This gear turns freely on
the throw-out shaft until either 0 degree or 35 degrees elevation is
reached, when the throw-out crank fitted on the throw-out shaft
comes against the throw-out plunger, which is bolted to the gear.
The shaft is then turned by the gear, and, being in mesh with the
upper control pinion and the control-gear dutch, it thus ~rings the
control back to zero and shuts off the power from the power shaft,
and at the same time sets the speed indicator to zero through the
chains of gears and s11ifts previously described.

440. Traversing mechanisnt.-The traversing mechanism (PI. 22G)
consists of the traversing rack in 10 'segments attached to the base
ring by 80 steel traversing-rack screws, the traversing pinion of steel
on a vertical forged-steel shaft, provid('d with bearings in the trav-
ersing bracket, and rotating with the carriage, geared to the stQel
crank shafts which extentl across the carriage, by means of a trav-
ersing-gear wheel and a cmnk pinion. The cranks are used for
normal traversin~. Slow-motion traversing is provided for at the.
telescopic sight by means of a vertical slow-motion shaft, which is
in two parts, bolted by a slow-motion shaft coupling. The slow-
motion shaft is g'cared to the hand wheel shaft by means of the slow-
motion gear and the handwheel pillion. The lower end of the slow-
motion shaft is geared to the worm shaft by the slow-motion pinion
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and the worm-shaft gear. The ,vorm shaft is connected to the trav-
ersing shaft by means of a worm, which engages in a worm wheel
provided with a multiple-disk friction drive. There are 10 fric-
tion disks, 5 steel disks keyed to the sleeve of the shaft, and 5 bronze
disks keyed to the worm gear. A clutch, operated by a treadle on
the platiorm, throws the slow motion in or out. Cast-steel gear
cases are provided for all gears.

450. The. azimuth circle consists of a bronze ring in eight sec-
tions. The sections are of T cross section for rigidity. Each sec-
tion is rin~ted to a steel support. These supports are grooved so
that the eight ~eetions when bolted together form a hollow cylinder
surrounding the traversing rollers and thus serving also as a dust
guard. The outside of each support is stiffened by means of two
stiffeners, which arc steel angles, and arc riveted to the supports.
The sections are accurately bolted together by means of steel straps.
The supports nre bolted to the base ring by means of bases perma-
nently bolted to the outside of the base ring. These bases are all
~tcel. angles. The circle is graduated in degrees, but not numbered
until the carriage is in its emplacement. .

4tH. A pointer case of cast steel is placed in the recess of the
racer, which exposes the top of the circle; the pointer body is placed
in the case and graduated and numbered as a subscale, to read to ten
onc-hun<lredths of a degree, and by means of a graduated thumb
screw l1 reauing of one one-hunuredth of a degree can be obtained.
The pointer is designed to permit final adjustment by means of set
screws on the degree marks of the circle at the time the circle is
numbereu. The index is of German silver and is carried in a
bronze slide. A cast-steel lid is provided for the case.

452. Loading '171cc7wnism.-See n, paragraph 32G.
453. Top car-r/age F.-The top carriage, Plate 22G, is composed of

. two main cast-steel si<legirders braced at the front by a heavy cast-
steel transom, at the rear by a transom that serves as part of the
working platform and mounted on a heavy cast-steel racer of box
section. The side frames have attached to them a series of brackets
on which the working platform is mounted and contain at their

,top two supports or trunnions for the cradle. The entire p'ower
mcchanism for elevating and all of the gearing for traversing are
mounted on this carriage. The racer, which is of a section slightly
differcntfrom those already described, is machined on its under side
to serve as' a bearing for the conical rollers and on its inner surface
to serve as a bearing against the pintle of the base. A series of
brackets on the outside hook on a flange of the base ring, preventing
overturning of the carriage on firin~ at low elevations. :

454. Basc.-The base ring, Plate 22G, is made in two parts, and
has bolted to its inner surface the traversing rack, is machined to

.. .,_. ~I--~------------
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a conical bearing for the traversing rollers, and has a flange on its
outer edge under which the racer clip-brackets are hooked to prevent
overturning.

12. 12-INCH RIFLES, 1\IODELS OF 1888 1\11 AND 1\111,ON BARBETTE
CARRIAGE, 1\IODEL OF 1892.

455. Oannon.-The number of C hoops has been successively re-
duced from 10 in the type gun to 6 in model of 1888, Plate 225, to 5
in model of 1888 1\11,to 3 in model of 1888 1\11i, and to 2 In model of
1888 MIL The D hoops have been reduced from 5 in the type gun '
to 2 in model of 1888 and of 1888 l\1I and to 1 in all later models.
The n hoops have been reduced from 8 in the type gun to 4 in model
of 1888 and to 3 in all later models except 1900, which has but 2.
The A hoops have been reduced from 7 in the type gun to 5 in model
of 1888, to 4 in model of 1888 1\11,and to 3 in aU later models except
model of 1900, which has but 2.' ,

456. Breech mecltanigm.-See D, paragraph 430. The breech
mechanism is the same, except in dimensions, as that of the 10~inch
gun of the same model, Plate 229, except that in the 12-inch gun ball
bearings are introduced into the tray hinge to carry easily the greater
weight, and 12-inch guns, model of 1888 mounted on disappearing
carriages, model of 1896, have a modified form of tray lock latch
handle, and that in the model of 1905 the number of turns of the oper-
ating crank and the number of teeth on the compound gear and worm
wheel are increased over the corresponding number for 10-inch guns.

457. Firing meclwnism.-See ll, paragraph 2'87.
458. Recoil meclwnism1l.-This recoil mechanism comprises a top

carriage which in turn supports the gun by its trunnions, Plate,
230, and rests on either side on a series of rollers embodied in the
chassis. The number of rollers on each side is nine. These rollers
are mounted on pins through the webs of the chassis. The top car-
riage embodies two'recoil'cylinders the pistons of \vhich are attached
to the chassis at the front. The length of recoil is 48 inches, and as
the gun is fired the top carriage rolls to the rear and up an incline
of 4 d<,grees until it strikes a stop at the rear. As soon as the ('nergy
of recoil has been dissipated through the work done in forcing tho
weight of the gun and carriage up the incline and in forcing the oil
through the orifices, the gun and carriage retnrn to battery through
the force of gravity. The rl'coil cylinders are shown on Plate 231,
where it is seen that thr~ttli~g bars ;tre. employrd .inst~ad of grooves.
A counter-recoH butTer of .still a .slightiy different 'de~ign ;fromthoso
~1ready described is' provi<1rd here. The principle of operation, how-
ever, is identical.

459. Recuperator meclwni.rJmF.-This is the first carriage in
which the ,force of gravity has been employed exactly in this manneI"'
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to return the gun to battery. It will Le ~'ecalled that in the case of
the disappearing carriage the counterweight through which the axle
of the gun levers pass and which supports the entire weight of the
gun and the counterweight rolls up a slight incline as the gun recoils.
The fact that that carriage is mounted on an incline of course facili-
tates the return of the gun to battery, but it will be remembered that
the pull of the counterweight was depended upon to return the enor-
mous weight of the gun to its firing position above the parapet. Since
the elevation at which guns were operated at the time of the design-
ing and construction of this carriage was relatively limited, it was
feasible to employ this type of carriage. 'Vhen the elenltions were

PLATE 231.

~J. II .• •• J>f. ,._ i/IIt.~ 1""_.
BARBETTE CARRIAGE, MODEL OF 1892, RECOIL MECHANISM.

increased to 20 urgrees, 30 drgrers, and finally 45 degrees, this type of
carriage became impracticable because of the extreme vertical com-
ponent of the force of recoil, which produced tremendous stresses in
the entire mount. As soon as the gun and to'p carriage have come to
It stop in their'recoil the force of. gravity serves to pull thrm forward
d()'\~n,tl~eincline into btlttery. ,The energy of counter recoil, whiCh
is considerable by the time the gun is practicall)O In battery, is dissi-
pated through the counter-recoil, bqffer, already described in the
recoil mechanism. ' "..'

4GO. E.l~va~ing '1necl14nisrn.-There is a feature of the elevating
mechanism to which attention might be called, aithough it p'rc~ents

1& ' " ~ '" 
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nothing' in design that one might be interested in remembering.
Pointing in elevation is obtained by a forged-steel rack bolted to the
gun. A pinion mounted on a short cross shaft engages the rack.
On the outer end of this shaft there is keyed a cup-shaped friction
clamp fitting over a corresponding shaped hub located on the outside
of a worm gear mounted on the elevating pinion shaft and brought
to a bearing in its seat by a nut on the end of the shaft. By this
arrangement excessive stress on the elevating mechanism is relieved
during firing. This worm gear engages in a worm splined upon 11

vertical shaft, on the lower end of which is splined a bevel gear which
engages with a second bevel gear upon the main elevating shaft,
which runs parallel to the top surface of the right chassis rail. This
second bevel gear slides upon the squared section of this shaft, being
carried back and forth during the recoil of the top carriage. The
front end of the main elevating shaft is connected with the elevating
handwheels, one on each side of the carriage, by spiral gears and
a through shaft. To indicate the amount of elevation of the gun a
toothed gear rack is bolted to the left trunnion. This actuates a
toothed pinion carrying the elevation pointer. The pitch diameter
of the gear rack and plnion .are to each other as 5 to 1; thus the
pointer moves through an angle five times as great as that which the
gun moves through. This makes the graduations on the bronze arc
larger in proportion. The arc is bolted to the top carriage through
slotted holes so as to permit of adjustment. The least reading is
two minutes. The teeth of the rack are very accurately cut, and a
spring is provided to take up backlash.

461. Traversing mechanism.- Two crank handles are attached to
the traversing shaft and operated by men standing on a concrete
platform. These handles actuate a train of gears engaging a travers-
ing rack which.is.machinel},onthe outer circumference' of the base.
ring. The ratio of this mechanism is one turn of the handwheel to
2.43 degrees in traverse.

462. Loading 7nec!wnlslll.-At the rear of the left chassis a crane
for raising the projectile to. the gun is .supported in lugs cast on the
cha~sis. The fall of the hoisting tackle lealls from the crane sheave
over guide sheaves to a drum mounted on a short shaft passing
through the left chassis. ~Iotion is communicated to the drum by .
spur gears from a parallel short shaft 'carrying the hoisting crank.
A pawl engaging in a ratchet wheel on the crank shaft holds the
Pl'pjectile at any height. Scycn shot tongs, one' tray, nnd three am4

munition trucks are provided with each carriage ..
463. Olwssis.-The chassis is made in three main sections com.

prising two side girders fitted to a racer, together with a structural
steel loading platform at the rear. The racer is machined to a cone

~
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bolt, which is seated in the breech face of the gun, its lower end being
~.'Ilgagedin a notch into the periphery of the block. The short arm
of the bell crank is arranged to fit into a notch cut into a cap fitted
to tho upper end of the hinge pin. The bell crank is provided with
an operating handle for controlling the locking bolt. Defore an at-

•tempt is made to open the breech mechanism, the block-locking bolt
must Le tripped from its seat in the block. After it is tripped the
In'eechLlock can Le rotated. During the rotation and translation
of the block the short arm of the bell-crank lever is out of its notch
in the hinge-pin cap and is bearing against the periphery of the cap.
Tlus holds or supports the locking bolt in its upward or unlocked
position, in order that there will be no interfer,ence between the lock-
ing bolt and the breechblock when closing the latter. The locking

PLATE 233.

.,••of.i.o/,n'bt'_';'.f?
'f.Jr,Il".".' Vt pt./ltU'l
"'''.ad ct•• ",u ", 1M
fUtd w.t'h'rt'!IY'/'l,

l'.'.~.... "t' -r '-
.1::---Rt'rotL---..J

RECOIL SYSTEM FOR DISAPPEARING CARRIAGES.

Lolt works au'tomatically when closing the breech mechanism, but
, must IJOoperated by hand before the breechblock can be rotated for
opening the same. The obturator is of the same construction as for
the model of 1888 hl'lU1S, except the ball bearings are used instead of
~pindle washers.

4GO. ji"irlng mcclwnis1n.-Sec B, paragraph 287.
470. Recoil 'In('chants1n.-See B, paragraph 202, and table of data.

This carriage is designed to mount guns of either the model of 1805
or the 1ll0l1elof 1000, Plates 2'32 and 233. It rmbodies many addi-
tions and improvpmcnts on the previous 1ll0l1els,the principal ones of
which are geJH'l'al stUfl'lling of the structure, the turntable being 3
inches <-]repl'l';a sighting platform along each side of the carriage,
nccessible by ladders in front and in rear; sight-laying apparatus,
with new 3-illch t<.'1<'scopicsight arranged to be llsed by n man on the

..... "'" 
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sighting platform, who has under his own iUl,luediate control all
operations of laying and firing, if desired; electric motor as well as
hand appliances for the oPerations of traversing, elevating, depres-
sing, and retracting the gun; the control of the electric-motor equip-
ment from either the sighting or the working platform; connections
for electric firing either by the man at the sight or by the battery-
commander (in salvo) ; the addition of a safety appliance for electric
firing and of a lanyard 'attachment, which prevent firing before the
gun is in battery; improved lubricating appliances; and new counter-
recoil buffers, which permit of sufficient counterweight being used
to bring the gun into battery in from five and one-half to seven
secon.ds. '

471. Recuperator, elevating, traversing, and loading mechanism,
chassis, and base.-See ll, paragraphs 307, 310,319, 326, 328, and 329,
respecti vely.

H. 12-INCII GUN, MODEL OF 1895, ON DISAPPEARING CARRIAGE,
MODEL OF 1897.

472. This gun and carriage are illustrated o~ PInte 234.
473. Cannon.-See paragraph 465.
474. Breech meclwnism.-See paragraph 467.
475. Firing, recoil, recuperator, elevating, traversing, and loading

mechanism, chassis, and base.-See ll, paragraphs 258, 2'87, 307, 319,
326, and 329, respectively.

15. 12-INCII GUNS, MODELS OF 1888 AND 1895, ON DISAPPEARING
CARRIAGE, MODEL OF 1896.

476. This gun and carriage areillustrated on Plates 225 and 235.
477. Oannon.-See paragraph 455.
478. Breech rnechanism.-See paragraphs 456 and 4G7.
479. Firing meclUlnifim.-See B, paragraph 287.
480. Recoil meclUlnism.-There are a few minor ditrer(IIlCeS be-'

tween the design of this carriage and the designs of models of 1897
and 1901.' The carriage is illustrated on Plate 235. The essen-
tial differences between the recoil mechanism of this carriage and,
those already described is in the rollers on which the top carriage
rests. In Plate 2'34 it will be observed that the rollers are carried
between distance bars and some of them have gears on their ends
which engage with racks on the cha~is and carriage and the rollers
recoil or move to the rear with the top carriage, although at only
half the rate. In this carriage, Plate 235, the rolls are incorporated
in the chassis as in the case of the barbette carriage, Plate 230. The
incline up which the carriage recoils is 2 degrees in this case, as
against 1 degree for some of the other carriages. The mounting of

~ 
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the rolls on individual spindles as shown here invoh-es greater fric-
tion than in the design already described where the friction is of the
rolling type and is a minimum. For description of the other features
of the recoil-mechanism see B, paragraph 292.

481. lleC1tpcrator mec!uznism.-See B, paragraph 307.
482. Elevating meclwmi8m.-In variance with the elevating arm

and screws of the carriages of models 1897 and 1901, Plates 232
amI 234, this mechanism consists of an ele"ating arm, the lower part
of which is divided 'and each fork end attached by trunnions to a
sli<ling elevating rack which are in turn connected to two hand wheels
by nwans of a gear train. An elevating shaft 10 feet 9 inches long is
mOl1l1ted throl1gh both chassis in roller bearings and has hand wheels
OIl each end. This slillft carries one of a set of miters, the other being
key('(l to the end of an elevating worm shaft. ....\ worm, which i"
forged in one with its shaft, t11rns in bearings in the ,,'or1l1-wheel case,
which is bolted to the racer. It is provided with a ball-thrust bear-
ing between the worm and the sleeve nut, .the latter holding it in
placP. This worm engages in the teeth of a bronze worm wheel,
which is ltcl<l between two cast-iron friction disks, the whole being
inelosp<l in the worm-wheel case. These friction disks are keyed to
the. elentting pinion shaft and turn with it, bl1t have a motion along

. its lrngth. Their contact with the worm wheel may be tightened
or looscneu. by means of the two clamping nuts on the pinion
shaft. The pinion shaft is supported by and turns in roller
bearings in each chassis. This shaft carries a pinion near each
end; which engages in the teeth of an elevating rack. 'Vhen the
handwheel is tl1rnell, the motion is transmitted through the elevating
miters and elevating worm to the worm wheel and the pinion shaft,
which turns with it. The pinions turn with the pinion shaft, and
their tl~('th enguging in the teeth of the elevuting racks raise or
lower the racks which are tnmnioned to the fork ends of the eleYating
arm, thus elevating or depressing the gun. The elenltion <lisk turn-
ing with the pinion shaft il1l1ieatpsthe eleyation.

48:3. l"I'a''I.}(:1'slng mec7wni"51n.-See B, paragraph 319.
484. LOQ)(ltng meclwnism.-See B, paragraph 32G.
48;'. Olwssis.-Thc chassis of this carriage differs in principle

from those ulreully described, in that the recoil rollers are housed
in them instead of rolling ('n'them. It will be obseryed also by COlli'

paring this carriage with the model of 1897 that no working plat-
form is attached il> the rac('r of this carriage.

48G. lJasc.-See B, paragraph :12D."
7:14-23--2ri
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16. 12.INCH 35.CALIBER GUN, :MODEL OF 1895, ON RAIL'VAY CAR-

RIAGE, :MODEL OF 1918.

.487. This gun and cardage are illustrated on Plates 225, 236, 237,
and 238.

488. This mount is built on a design almost identical with the de-
sign of the mounts on which the French have placed 305 and 304
millimeter guns and 370-millimeter howitzers. ~Iodifications were
made in the French design to adapt the mount to American manu-
facture and the American guns. It was designed by the Societe des
Datignolles in France, during the latter part of 1914, and the first
mount was tested at the Railway Artillery Camp in January or
February of 1915. All mounts of this type rendered most excellent
service throughout the war, proving definitely the merit of the de-
sign. The original American plan was to mount a number of 10-
inch 34-caliber guns, models of 1888, 1888 ~fark I, and 1888 :Mark
II, on the same design of carriage. This has not and likely will not
be done. It can be done at any time without great difficulty simply by
providing a new cradle with decreased inside diameter a~d a slight
modification of the throttling grooves and the recoil cylinders.

489. Oannon.-The guns that are being used with these mounts are
12-inch, models of 1895 and 1895 ~fark I, all of 35-caliber length.
These guns are provided with the interrupted-thread type of breech-
block which is fitted with a mechanical firing mechanism. The guns
are provided with heavy splines on top and bottom, which not only'
prevent rotation of the gun on firing, but likewise carry the entire
weight of the gun in the cradle; that is, the gun does not touch the
cradle except in the spline ways. This is not considered good de-
sign, but the French practice was followed in preference to making
any radical modifications in their design at a time when it was im-
perative that the guns be mounted with the least possible delay.
Difficulties already experienced in proof firing indicate that unusu-
ally fine machine work is required on the splines and spline ways to
prevent excessive friction and sticking.of the gun before it has re-
turned entirely to battery.

490. Breech mechanism.-See C, paragraph 343.
491. Firing mechani8m.-See D, paragraph 287.
492. Recoil mechanism.-There are two recoil cylinders of this

type attached to the bottom of the cradle. The length of recoil is
about 900 millimeters, and no pit is required under the mount for
firing to the highest elevation.

493. Recuperator mechanism.-See A, paragraph 261. The nir:
required for the charging of the pneumatic recuperntor, which in
this case is a single cyHnder on the top of the cradle, is furnished
in steel bottles. For field service extra bottles are ordinarily carried
on the mount.
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that a 0.002 thickness gauge can be inserted under the main trunnion.
It will be observed on Plate 238 that the two mechanisms are rigidly
connected by a cross shaft on which the chain sprockets of each are
mounted. One turn of the wheel moves the gun through 35 minutes
in elevation. .
,495. Trat'ersing mechanism.-Reference to Plate 237 will show

that this mount comprises a top carriage, in which the gun is swung
by means of the trunnions of the cradle, and a car body made up of
two plate girders, together with numerous connecting transoms. The
top carriage can be rotated about a front pintle to the extent of 5 de:
grees on each side of the center line by means of a traversing mecha-
nism comprising a rack attached to the car body and a pinion and
train of gears on the top carriage leading to the traversing hand-
w heels. This provision is made for the service of the mount in the
field. After some of the mounts had been completed it was proposed
to attach to the bottom of the car body a racer from the 10-inch dis-
appearing carriage, model of 1896.' This adaptation has been made',
and the mount, which was originally intended for field service, is
now adapted to seacoast service through the incorporation of the
disappearing carriage racer and base ring, the latter set in' concrete.
Wllen the mount is being u3ed for seacoast service, the top carriage
is locked in its mid-position and a traversing mechanism similar to
that described under B is employed, and through it the mount may
be traversed to the extent of 360 degrees. .

496. Loading meclwnism E.-The loading mechanism proper, Plate
237, comprises a jib crane, ammunition table, and one-man tray.
The projectile is picked up from a platform built around the em-
placement or from the ground by means of the crane, transferred to
the table, and is then rammed into the gun over the intervening tray
by four. men.

497. Top carriage G.-If we include in this case all above the
base we find that the top carriage comprises the gun carriage, car
body, and racer. The gun carriage includes the recoil and elevat-
ing mechanisms and two structural steel side frames with their con-
necting transoms in which these parts are assembled. This carriage
is pivoted on the main girders by a heavy pintle which takes the
horizontal component of the shock of firing, though normally the
weight is supported on a smaller spring support pintle to reduce the
friction of traversing. The car body comprises two plain plate
girders of quite ordinary design connected by suitable transoms and
provided with an operating platform at the rear.

498. Ba..~e.-Since we arc describing this mount here as a seacoast
weapon, no description will be given of the special firing platform
which is provided for the service of the mount in the field. Those
interested in a descripti~n of this field platform may refer to Rail.
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way Artillery, Volume I, page 199. It has been mentioned before
that in adapting this mount to seacoast service the racer and base
ring of a disappearing carriage were used. The reader is referred
10 the description of such a racer and base ring as given under B,
paragraph 329.

17. 12.INCH 10-CALIBER l\IORTAR O~ RAIL'YAY MOUNT, MODEL
OF 1918.

499. This gun and carriage are illustrated on Plates 218, 240,
and 241.

500. Cannon.-The piece used with this mount is the 12'-inch coast-
defense mortar, model 1890, )fark I, of 10-caliher length. It is
provided with an interrupted-thread breechbloek which is fitted \\.
with a mechanical firing mechanism. There are 72 grooves and the \,
twist of the rifling is to the right, the pitch progressing from one \
turn in 40 calibers to one turn in 20 calibers.

501. Breech meclwnism.-See D, paragraph 430.
502. Firing mec1wnism.-S('e B, paragraph 287.
503. Recoil 77U'chani.'lm.-See C, paragraph 334. There are two

hydraulic cylinders attached to the bottom of the cradle.
504. Recuperator meclwni877~.-See A, paragraph 2Gl. This car-

riage is provided with a single recuperator cylinder mounted on the
top of the cradle.

505. E'levating mec1wnism.-Elevation from -5 degrees to G.) de-
grees is secured through a segmental circular rack attached to the
bottom of the cradle, a pinion meshing with this, a slip-friction
llevice, worm wheel and worm, and a set of bevel gears leal1ing to the
hand wheel. Any e..~cessivethrust due to fire causes slipping in the
friction device and can not impose excessive strain on the gears.
One turn of the handwheel moves the mortar through 1.00-1(]('gl'pes
in elevation.

50G. l'raver8ing meclwnism.- The traversing mechanism of this
mount provides for a total mO'.ement of 3GO degrees, as with the
8-incll carriage. Gun and carriage are carried in cast-steel side
frames on a racer c~sting', which is supported hy conical trun'rs-
ing rollers .. A complete circular rack is mounted on the base ring;
a pinion of the traversing mechanism which is mouIlte<1.on the racer
meshes with this rack. This pinion connects through a vertical

. shaft, worm, and worm wheel with the operating handwheel. ..\ny
strain from the pressure of the projectile against the lalllls of the
gun in firing is taken up as thrust on the worm. An azimllth circle
with a pointer is provided for reading changes in azimuth. One
turn of the handwheel moves the mortar through 0.837 d<,gTl'esin
azimuth.

507 .. Loading mecluulifJm.-See D, paragraph 415.
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526. Recoil mechanism.-See B, paragraph 292. The carriage
is modified from previous models for the lO-inch guns, as follows:
Increased weight and stiffness throughout; addition of a sighting
platform along each side of the gun, accessible from the front or
rear by ladders; addition of direct-sighting gear with 3-inch tele-
scopic sight of largely increased efficiency, the whole arranged to give
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the gunner at the sight immediate control of the laying and firing,
if desired; addition of electric gear for layinrr and retractinrr the

• • 0 0
gun, gIvmg control from either the sighting or the working plat-
forms; addition of traversing brake; electric firing and lighting
apparatus; and counter-recoil buffers, which permit the use of suf-
ficient counterweight to accomplish the counter recoil in from five
to ~even seconds.
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527. Recuperator, el-n'ating, tral~er8ing, and loading meclwnis''ln,

clw88i8. and ua8e.-See ll, paragraphs 307, 310, 31D, 326, 328, and 32D,
resr.ectively.

20. 10.INCH RIFLES, MODELS OF 1888 AND 1895, ON A. R. F. DIS-
APPEARING CARRIAGE, MODEL OF 1896.

528. This gUll and carriage arc illustrated on Plates 2'50, 2;33.
und 254.

52D.Cannon.-See paragraphs 455 and 465.
530. Breech meclwni8Tn.-SeC' paragraphs 456 and 467.
531. Firing, recoil, and ,'ecuperator rneclwnism.-See B. para-

graphs 287, 2D2, and 307, respectively.
532. Elevatlng m('elwni.'m~.-The elevating mechanism of this car-

riage differs from that of the model of IDOl 10-inch gun just de-
scribed in that the elevuting arm hus attached to it at the bottom a
single elevating rack driven by a single pinion on the horizontal
elevating shaft as against two racks on the IDOl carriage.

533. Traver8ing meelwni81n.-There is no essential difference be-
tween the traversing mechanism of this carriage and the mechanism
described for the 16-inch carriage under ll, paragraph 31D. This car-
riage is afforded 360 degrees .traverse, but simply through the pro-
vision of a base ring that permits of this' extent of traverse rather
than through a change of the traversing mechanism. Since the base,
as will be described later, is doult1e, there are two sets of traversing
rollers, but each of the type ulready described. The traversing rack
is attached to the extra base ring. The racers rest and rotate npon
two concentric circles of live, conical, traversing rollers which are
guided by trunnions with bearings in the distance rings. The outer
traversing rollers are 48 in number and the inner ones 24, all ma(le of
forged steel. The distance rings for the extC'l'ior traversing rollers
consist of two concentric circles of wrought iron, 1.125 by 4.5 inches
in section, each made in four segments held together by fishplates and
tap bolts. Twrnty-four cast-iron separators, equally spaced, are
secured to the distance rings by through bolts, thus keeping the rings
togpthl'r and permitting two rollers betwren cueh space thus forme(l.
The distance rings for the inner truvrrsiIlg rollers arc similar in con-
~trl1ction to the ollter rings, except that they arc made in two seg-
ments, and being smaller arc held in proper relative position by 12
cast-iron separators with through bOItM:

534. Loading llU'chanUJm.-See B, paragraph 326.
535. Clw.Y818.-Sinec there are two racers in this case, as against

ono for the previously drscribrlI carriages, the chassis, which arc of
cast iron, arc designed to be attached to both racers, the forwaI'll enlIs
of the chassis being secured to the cast-steel segment of the exterior
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top carriage traverses to the rear are incorporated in the chassis, us
with the 12-inch barLette carriage, model 1802. The use of an
auxiliary base section with this carriage proved relatively undesir-
able, and the design was at once discontinued.

547. Oanrwn.-See paragraph 455.
548. Ereecl" 'fiU'chant.'Sm.-Sce paragraph 45G.
540. Firing, 1'ccoil, l'CCllperator, and eleva#n.1 meclwnism.-See ll;

paragraphs 287,202, 307, and 310, rcsp('cti vely.
550. Traversing 'fiU'clwnisnL.-:See ll, paragraph 31D. The sys,.

tern around the pintlc eonsi~ts of 20 forged-steel conical rollers,
held in proper relath'e position by inner and outt'r wrought-iroli
Jistance rings, each forged in one piece. The rollers are forged
with a trunnion at each end. The rinbTSare united by separator
braces, the bearings are slotted down through, and caps are screwed
up umler the trullnions of four rollersto hold the:'rings down in place,
the whole being kept concentric with the }Jl,ntle hy flanqcs on the
inner end of the rollers in centrifugal contact with the inner edge
of roller paths. The system over the traverse rail vmsisb; of a
transom supporting the rear end of chassis and carrying four pins
upon which cast-steel wheels with conical rims rCfolve upon rolle,'
bearings. .

551. .A brass azimuth circle' is recessed .into the horizontal surfur,e
on the rear traverse rail. It is graduated in tiegrees in the shop.
The figures for numbering the degree marks are aelded after the car-
riage has been mounted in its emplacement. The azimuth pointer
hody is fastene(1 to the traverse-wheel transom by t\vo screws through
slotted holes in the body, thus allowing a slight adjustment in azi-
muth. The hody carries the azimuth suhscale, graduat~d to 0.05 of a
(legree an(1 the micrometer head reading in hundredths of a degree.
The micromE'ter head 0pE'rates the in<lex which moves across the suh-
scale.

552. Loadin!! 1ncclumi.li(m.-S('E'B, para:,rraph 32'G.
553. Olws8l8.-See paragraph 44D.
554. flo....f«('.-The base ring is made of cast iron in a single piece.

It is held in position on the fonn(lation by sixteen 2-inch holts. Six-
{('E'nscrews arc proyid('<! for le,-eling the base ring. Thrsc screw
through holes in the base ring near the foundation llolt holes ancI
l,<'ar against stE'el thrnst plat('s. The lower roller path is machined
on the upper faee of the base ring. The male part of the pintle sur.
face is marhin('d on the outer surface of an annular flange extE'nd.
ing upward from near the middle part of the base ring. A sheet-steel
dust guard made in four sections is attached to the racer and extends
(lownwar<1 to oYE'r!ap the hase ring, for protecting the traversing
roller system from (li..t unll moisturE'. The annnlar flange forming
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24. 8.INCH GUN, MODEL OF 1888, ON BARBETTE CARRIAGE, MODEL

OF 1892.

5G7. This gun aTIlI carriage are illustrated on Plates 2Gl. 2C2,
and 2G3.

5G8. Oannon.~See Plate 2G1.
5GD. J]reeclt>1ncclwniwn.-See D, paragraph 43.0. This breech

mechanism is ilJllstrah>u on Plate 2G2. For description see para-
graph 45G.

570. Firing llwclwnis1n.-See ll, paragraph 287.
571. Recoil meclwnisJn.-See F, paragraph 458.
572'. Recupcrator 1neclwni'5m.-Sec F, paragraph 45D.
573. lflet'ating 1ncchanis1n.-See D, paragraph 423 .
.')74. T1.avcrsing meclLanisJJl.-See paragraph 5G3.
!)75. Loading m,(;clwnl:'5Jn.-See paragraph 4G2.
57G. ClLassis.-See paragraph 4G:1.
;')77. I1rJ,sc.-Sec paragraph 4G4.

25. 8-INCII GUN, MODELS OF 1888 1\11 AND MIl, ON DISAPPEARING
CARIUAGE, MODEL OF 1896.

[,78. This gun atHI eaniage are illustrated on Plates 2G4 and ~G,).
57D. Oallnon.-S('e Plate 2G1.
[,80. I1l'ccch mcclwnisl7l.-See D, paragraph 430.
[,81. Firing11wclumism.-See 13, paragraph 287.
!J82. Recoil, 1>ccllperator,clct.ating, traversing, a.1ul loadin,1 meclw-

ul81n, c!wJun',y, and lJ(l,8('.-Spc 13, paragraphs 2D2, 307, 310, 31D, 32G,
:328, a11l132D, J'(lsprctiYely.

26. 8.INCII 32-CALIBER GUN ON RAIL'VAY MOUNT, MODEL OF 1918.

[,83. This gUll awl eaniage arc illustrated on Plates 2GG, 2G7.
:llld 2'G8.

[,84. Cannoll.-Seven (liffprent types of .Army and Navy guns may
1>e118('(1 on this mount: .

'.Army gllns: l\lodels of 1888, 1888 1'11, 1888 l\Hr.
Navy guns: .Marks I, II, III, IV (IG).

The Army gUllS arc all 32 caliL('rs in length, are equippe(l with uni-
form typc of breech mechanism, and are mounteu on model 1D18 bar-
tH.'He carriages, having a stnn(lanl type of cradle with hydraulic re-
coil 111H1spring return system. The Navy guns vary from 30 to 40
.caliber in lellhJih, arc equipped with four llifferent types of brl'l\ch
mechanism, atH1 are mountell in barLette carriages, model 1D18 l\1I, of
t.ho same general type as model ID18.

585. Brecclt>meclum.i.'i7n.-SPc D, para::rraph 430.
58G. Firlufj11u'c!wnhm.-Sl'l' B; paragraph 287.
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n part of a longitmlinal rack and fern's to witlHlraw the block
sl ightJy. Under the gcar s('gment, awl between two lugs on the
carrie)', is mounted the pinion 3;'), ,,'hich also has two sets of teeth
adapted to mesh with those of the gear segment. The bottom por-
tiouof tIle pinion is squarc(l aIHI fits into the opcrating leyer 37.
The carrie-I' eontains the spin(llc f-top 21, whieh fJ.'I'W'Sals:> as a bloek
~top. It passes through the guide cylinder as shown. The slot
through whieh it passes embraces one-eighth of the circumference.
awl this portion is machine(l on a pitch ('qual to the pitch of the
threads 0 f the bre('chblock, The gni(le slot is L-shapc(l, the other
portion going straight into the block and allowing longitudinal mo-
tion. "Then the operating leycr is swung arounu to the right the
bend-gear part of the pinion mesh('s with the corresponding part
of th9 carrier. This longitu(linal motion of the breech block is for
the purpose of freeing the olJturator so that the block may swing clear.

MJ7. TIle bn'cellhlock of the model of 1005 gun, Plate 274,
i~ conical, with the interior hollowed out; forming a central
(~yliJl<ll'ical stem, which is prolonge(l b('}OJHI the rear face of
the IJlock. Through tIle ccnter of the stem is an axial hole
l'or tIle re('('ption of the obturator spindle and obtul'atDr sprin~.
'1'110 front face 0 f the blo:.k, for a short distance back, is !"e<1ucellin
diameter, l('aving a space in the bn"('ch !"e('e~'sof the gun in which
fouling' may collect without interrupting' the working of the block.
On tlle ou«'l' surface of tIle blo~'k is cut a screw thread, with rounded
top :llld bottom, tlw J'('ar face of the threa(l more inclinell to the
surface of tlw l)lod~ than tlw front faee. This screw threa(1 is divided
circulllfel'PJltially into 12 ('(pial parts and the thr(':H1 cut from alter-
nate sectors. ..A stop glOOVC is cut through the stem of the block to
nllow thc spin(lIe kpy to pass into the spindle ~rooYe. The spindle
key thus sern's t te purpose of a breechblock s~op. ~\ notch is cut
in tlw surface of the st(,Jll near its 1'('ar ewl in which the head of tIle
!-\af(,ty plllllg('l' ('lIters. An oil hole is cut l':Hlially in tIle nose of the
block to provide for oilin~ the front face of the hlo:.-k The parts of
tlw o1J~urator :lIld the spiIlllle sprin~ are similar to those (lescribed
for thl' <i-inell glln, modd of 1UO;~, para~ra ph (jOG.

!lns. Fif'h/f/ lIU'c!WlIl-lII.-See B, paragraph 287.
!)UD. I/ccoil1I1Cc!/{llli.o.:m.-Scc J>, paragraph 3:>0.
<i00. I/CClI/)C1'(/to/, alld C!r'1'Otill!/ 1n('dwJli8lJU~.-Sre C, paragraph

,Hi!) aJl<1371, resIH'ctin'ly.
GOL l"I'((/'(,l'foIillf/ and 7o(((lil1f/ lIIcc!lrrnh':1l1<?-S('(' H. paragraphs :no

:ullI ;~:W, ]'('slH'din.ly.
G02. (}!w8.,i8.-S('P E. paragl'il}>h 4;38.
GO:3, l:(lse.-~p(' B. p:lJ'agraph 3~'D.
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28. 6.INCH GUNS, MODELS OF 1903, 1905, AND 1908, ON DISAPPEAR-

ING CARRIAGE, MODEL OF 1905 MI.

G04. This gun and carriage are illustrat<'d on Plates 27;3awl 27(;--
277. Paragraph 5fm und<'r the IDO;')carriage ~nI applies h<'re
as well.

G05. Oannon.- The G-inch model of ID03 is illustrat<'d on Plate 27a.
As with the IDO;')gun already. described, it is of the built-up design,
but differs as to powder chamber, breech, and the number of hoops ..

GOG.Breec!" meclwni8m.-The breechblock of the model ID03 gun,
Plate 275, is in the form of a truncated ogiv<', with the interior
hollowed out, forming a central cylindrical stem, which is pro-
longed beyond the rear face of the block. Through the center of
the stem is an axial hole for the reception of the obturator spindle
and obturator spring. The front part of the block, for a short dis-
tance back, is reduced in diameter, leaving a space in the breech
receESof the gun in which fouling may collect without interrupting
the .working of the block. On the outer surface of the block is cut
a screw thread with rounded top and bottom, the rear face of the
thread more inclined to the surface of the block than the front face.
This screw thl'ea(l is divided circumferentially into I2equal parts
and the thre:l<l cut from alternate sectors. An oil hole cut radially
in the nase of the block and closed by a screw is provided for oiling
the front face of the block. A stop groove is cut through the stem
of the block to allow the spindle key to pass into the spin(lle groove
Tho spindle key thus ~el'\'es the purpose of a breechblock stop.

G07. A roller is aUached to the block by an axle screwed into the
block. This roller works in the roller groove 0 f the opl'rating spool.
entering the gro()\'e at the beginning of rotation in closi.ng the breech
and remaining in the groove until the end of rotation in opening the
bree(,:h. The functions of the roller are to act as a lock to prevent ro-
tation of the block un(ler firing pressure, to give a slow awl powerful
thrust to the block at the beginning of rotation in opening the breech,
and to complete rotation of block in closing the breech a fter rack
tooth disengages. .A\ translating grooye is cut in the surface 0 f the
block. The translating stud on the operating spool works in this
groove to cause translation of the block. On the rear elHl of the
hreechblock stem are two teeth which engage the tooth of the rack to
cause rotation of the hreechblock.

GOS.Firing mech.ani~m.-Sce paragraph 627.
GO!).Recoil mecnanilJm.-See D, paragraph 35D. A comparison of

this recoil mechanism, especially as to counterweight, Plate 276,
with the counterweight of the IDO,)~nI carriage shown on Plate
270, reveals the fact that the counterweight here is built up practi.
cally to the top of the recoil cylinder. This is because ot the increaseu
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of an annular fTroovecut in the rear face of the block. This cylindrical
b 'd8urface is called the guide cylinder and the annular groove the gm e

groove of the block. That portion of the rear face of the block
which lies olltsiue of the guide groove is called the stop {lange.
\Vhen the block is withdrawn the stop flange strikes the bottom of
the stop groove in the block carrier and limits the rearward motion
of the block. The fTuic1ecylinder supports the bree~'hblo('k in the

b •

c:ll'rier and guides it in its motions of rotation and translat:.on ..
The guide flange of the block carrier fits into the guide groove of
the block and assists in supporting and guiding the latter. 11""'our
oil holes arc drilled radially from the exterior of the block to the
bottom of the guide groove to facilitate oiling the bearing surfaces.
These holes also act as air vents. .An oil hole cut r~dially in the
nose of the block and closed by a screw is provided for oiling the
front face of the block.

G2G.The locking rc('('fS is Cllt in the surface of the guide cylinder.
The depth of this loeking recess gnlllually increa~es from rear to
front, beginning at zero nt the rear nnu terminating nt the front end
in a well cnlled the locking recess. 'Vhen the block is withdrawn
the inner end of the latch bolt drops into the locking recess and
locks the block positiyely to the block carrier. The gear segment is
attaehe<.l to the rear end of the breechblock by a spl.ine and two
~crews. It consists, essentially, of a segment of a ben'l gear and a
short rack, which mesh with a pinion pivoted on the blo:'k carrier
llnd actuated l)y the lever. Part of the periphery of the pinion is
cut into a bevel gear and another part into a pinion, meshing with
the cOlTespow]ing parts of the gear segment. The beyel-gear parts
rotate the block and the rack-and-pinion parts translate it. These
motions arc successiye; the termination of the motion of rotation in
opening the breech brings the rack and pinion into the proper pO.3i-
tion to with(]raw the. block, and the termination of the motion of
translation in closing the breech brings the bevel-gear segments into
mesh to rotate it.

G27. Firing 'lncc!umi.s171 ..-This mechanism is intended for use with
a combination clectric and friction primer. It consists of the fol-
lowing principal pal~ts: Slide, slide housing, ejector, firing leaf, con-
tnet clip, firing cal)le, circuit breaker, and Eafety bar. The housing
is attached to the rear end of the spindle by means of an interrupted-
Hcrcw thread nud is secured in pInce by a spline screw. The slide
has a .vertical movement in guides which project from the rear por-
tion of the housing, and its movement is limited by the slide stop,
which has a horizontal movement in a slot cut in the housing, its
inner end projecting into a groove in the side of the slide. The slide
fitOPis pressed inwnr(} by a helical spring. The firing leaf is ph-oted
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at its upper ewl to the slide, a~ainst which it lics flat whl'n in its
normal position.

G:.;;'8.A notch is ('ut through Loth the slide antI the le'af, so that
when in its 10\ye1'c(1position the slide supports the head of the primer
against the pressure of the powder gases, while allowing the primer
wire to extpnd through the notch. 'Vhen the leaf is swung to the
rear, its rear face catches the button at the eml of the primer wire
anLl explode=-; the primer. The contact dip makes electrical con-
nection with the primerLy bearing against the button on enll of
primer wire when the slide is in its lowered position. The contact
clip is hel(l in position in the firing leaf Ly the contact-clip nut and
is insulate(l from the leaf by the contact-clip insulation. One end
of the firing cable is attached to the contact slip, the other end to
the ci rcuit-!)reakpr contact piece by the firing cable terminals and
the cOlltact.dip plugs. The cin'uit.br('aker contact piece is secul'(~(l
to the outside 0 f the gear sl'glllt'nt by two screws awl immlated there-
from. "'lien the block is rotate(l in closing, the circuit-breaker con.
tact piece ('OIIH'S into contact with the circuit-breaker contact pin,
making pledrical connection with one of the firing leads.

G:W. The eircuit-bnakPl' .contact pin awl spring are illclosed ill
a housing which is attache(1 to the block carrier by two screws an(l
insulatp(l therefrom. The pin is hel(l against the contact piece by the
pressure of its spring. The circuit-brea,ker contact pin forms the
('wI of tIle firin~ lead and is held in the circuit.breaker llousing by
tbe circuit-hreaker honsing plu~. The firing lead is hel(l in place by
the ('able damp ~('J'(\".{'(lto the block carrier. The ('j('etol' ('onsists of
a llol'izontal allel a n'rticulbranch with two trunnions IH'ar the angle.
It is snpporte(1 in the housin~ hy these trunnioils. an(1 in its normal
position the lower bral~(,1I. which is in the form of :i fork, hangs
\"prtieally O\.er tbe mouth of tIle primer scat, engaging the rim of the
primer on t\yO sidps. TIle horizontal brandl projects to the n'ar into
a recess cut in thp front face of the sli(le. The lower ('11(1of this
I"('C('S,.; is a cam surface. "'hen the slide is raise(l, tbis cam surface
forces the horizontal branch upward, ejecting the primer. 'Vhen
tIle slide is lo\Vert.cl, tbe ejector (hops into position against the mouth
of tbe primer ~('at.

G;W. The safd~' ))ar isa h'nr pi\"()trtl ill the slide hO\lsing awl
actuate(l by a stillIon the ~('ar seg-m('nt working in a slot cut through
the out('r en(l of the safety bar. .At the l)eginning of rotation of the
block in opening the breech the inner ellli of t he sa rety bar rotates
inward, entering a slot in the right si(le of the firing leaf, thus pre-
venting any moY('ment of the firing leaf exc('pt wlH'n the br('('ch i:-l
fully closed.
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645. Elevating mechanum.-The elevating mechanism comprises a
double screw and is the first of this type that has so far been encoun-
tered. An elevating bracket, bolted to the rear of the pivot. yoke,
provides bronze bushed beds for the trunnions of the elevating nut.
Dovetailed cap squares are bolted to the trunnion beds. Th~ gear
case and lower bearing are bolted to the right side of the bracket.
The upper bearing is bolted to its seat on the right cheek of the pivot
yoke. By means of the elevating handwheel, its shaft, the hand-
wheel shaft gears, the intermediate elevating shaft, the intermediate
elevatin~ gears, the elevating-nut shaft. the elenlting pinion, the'
elevating gear, the elevating nut, and the outer and inner elevating
screws motion is communicated to the cradIc. The upper end of the
inner elevating screw forms an eye which is hinged between two
flanges on the cradle benenth the recoil cylinder by the elevating pin.

G4G.To reduce the power required to elevate or depress the gun to
a minimum, the cradle trunnions are so located that the center of
gravity of the gun (with the projectile and charge in plaee), cradle,
and all parts attached to them lies on the axis of the trunnions; lor
the same reason the center of gravity of all parts moving in azimuth
lies approximately on the vertical axis of rotation of the pivot yoke.

G47. Traversing mechani.~m.-The pivot yokes rests and is trav-
ersed upon a circle of 3G forged-steel conical rollers held in proper
relative positions by a bronze roller cage; The upper roller path,
of forged steel, fits into the shoulder of the pivot yoke and is held
in position on the rollers by a flange on its outer circumference.
The lower roller path is machined on the shoulder on the pe(lestal.
The traversing mcchani8m consists of a traversing gear bracket, with
cover plate and oil pan, a handwheel bracket, a hand wheel and shaft,
the upper traversing gears, the intermediate shaft, the lower trav-
ersing gears, the worm shaft, the worm, and two ball-thrust bear-
ings. The bracket is bolted to its seat on the pivot yoke. A bronze
bearin~ for the worm shaft is screwed into its forward end, with a
notched head permitting of its being latched in a(lju8tment by tha
worm-bearing latch, which is secured in the proper noteh by a split
pin. The other end of the worm shaft is supported in a bronze
bushed bearing. The worm is keyed to the worm shaft, and ball-
thrust bearings on the worm shaft at each end of the worm take up
the thrust in traversing. The traversing worm wheel is seated on
the outside of the annular vertical flange on the base of the ped-
estal, with a diametral clearance of 0.005 inch, and is retained in
position hy a shoulder on the pedestal and the brass azimuth circle
secured hy lG conntersunk screws to the top of the flange. Beneath
the teeth on the worm wheel is a seat for the friction hand, made in
halves united and attached to a hoss on the rear of the pedestal hy a
stud holt, therehy preventing rotation of the band with the pivot
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yoke. The other ends of the halves of the band are joined by a bolt
having a helical spring interpo~ed between them and the nut. These
nuts sl~ould be tightened to produce only sufficient friction between
the band and the worm wheel to enable the gun to be traversed with-
out slipping and yet permit slipping in caseundue strain is brought
on the teeth of the worm wheel. The spring serves to regulate ann.
keep unifrom during rotation the pressure of the band on the worm
wheel.

G48. The handwhecl bracket is bolted to the top of the standard
forming the rear part of the traversing gear bracket. The inter-
mediate shaft is incased in this standard. Bronze bushed bearings
are provided in the standard and in the hanclwheel bracket for the
intermediate and handwheel shafts. The handwheel bracket. pro-
vides a slotted seat for the firing pistol (or firing magneto) and
n drilled boss to which the shoulder rest is bolted.

G49. Loading .1nec7wnis1n.-The p~ojectilcs are wheeled. to the
hreech of the gun on shot trucks. Four are furnishoo with each
carriage. The frame of the truck is built IIp mainly of steel angles
riveted. The shot snpports are two steel angles running the length
of the truck, and curved up at their ends to provide stops for tho
pl'ojeetiles and nttachment of the handle. The truck is supported
by four wheels, two in the center of large diameter and on the out-
side of the truck, and one small one at each end, all of which are
lubber;, tired. It is handled by one man at the handle. The projec-
tiles are placed across the truck on the shot supports, which are of
snfJicient length to accommodate six projectiles. .

,,;')0.Top carriage.-The top carriage, Plate 285, comprises a
<;r:\(11ecarrying the single recoil and double recuperator cylinders
llnd in turn is mounted by its trunnions in the supports of the pivot
yokC'. The pivot yoke of cast steel has a cored cylindrical stem
from which rise two vertical clH'cks. In the latter are trunnion
beds :for the cradle, which are fitted with dovetailed cap squares
bolted to the cheeks. The beds are bronze lined. Finished seats
arc formed on the onter faces of the cheeks, to which the shield
snpports are bolted. On the left front of the yoke, near the bottom, .
is a boss h:lving a finished seat to which the trayersing gear bracket
is Lolted .. .A seat for the sight bracket is provided on the left cheek
jllst forwa1'll of the trnnnion bed. .A seat for the upper bearing and
disk bracket is finished on the right ('heck of the yoko in rear of the
trunnion llc(l. .A boss formed on the rear of the cylindrical portion
or the yoke helow the cheeks provides a seat for the elevat~ng-gear
bracket. The two platforms are attached by bolts to seats on the
right and left of the yoke. The upper and lower sleeves, roller path,
Rnll roller bearings arc oilcd through oil tubes, which are closcg by

-
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yet enable slipping to occur before any i~jurious strain is brought on-
the elevating worm wheel and worm. Nine hundred pounds applied
at the muzzle should slip the friction.

, C58. 1'raL'eJ'8ing mechanis1Jl..-The traversing mechanism consists
of the traversing worm wheel, traversing worm shaft and worm,
two pairs of bevel gears, two traversing shafts, and traversing hand-
wheels. The traversino' ,,-orm wheel is seated with a diametrical

b

clearance of 0.01 inch on the exterior of the cylindrical top of the
pe<le~tal, and is retailH~d in position by a shoulder on the pedestal
awl a steel ring secured by 12 screws to the top of the pedestal. Two
oill1oles are provided in this ring and through ~he top of the pedestal
for oiling the bearing of the traversing worm wheel. The traversing
Worm wheel is protected from dirt and damage by the traversing-
gear case, macle in two parts to permit assembling, and bolted to
the four bosses on the ph-ot yoke. In the rear part of the case are
the bearings and scat for the traversing worm shaft and worm. Be-
neath the teeth on the worm wheel is a seat for the friction band,
made in halves and united by and attached to the boss on the front
of the pedestal l,y a sttHl bolt, thereby preventing rotation of the
band with the pivot yoke.

(j!)~. The oth('1' <.'n(ls of the hah-es of the band are joined. by a
bolt having a helical spring interposed between them and the nuts.
These nuts should be tightened to produce only .sufficient friction
between the band and worm wheel to enable the gun to be traversed
without slipping amI yet permit slipping in case undue strain is
brought on the teeth of the worm wheel. The spring serves to regu-
late and keep uniform (luting rotation the pressure of the band on
the worm wheel. The tra\-ersing worm shaft is assembled with its
worm in the traversing-gear case in rear of the pedestal; its ends are
supported in bearings attached to th€) platform brackets, and carry
bevel gears into which the gellrs on the front ends of the traversing
shafts mesh. Two ball thrust bearings incased in collars bear on
eitllcr side of the traversing worm alHl transmit the thrust to the
worm casing. Concave and convex ,,"ushers are provided between
worm casing and ball bearing to equalize thrust on the ball bear-
ings. Betwt\en the ball-bearing thrust collar and the traversing sha ft
arc a. split-collar aIlll thrust-collar nut, the latter also split. .Any
CXCt~ssivceIlll play in worm niay be taken up "by the thrust-collar
nuts. The traversing shaft 011 the left sitle is supported by two bear-
ingH uttachc(l to the platform und elevating brackets, and the one
on the right sial' of two uearillgs attached to the platform bracket
and shoulder rest. On the real' end of each shaft is a handwheel.

G(iO. Loading '!ncchanislII.-Scc paragraph 64~.
CGl. 1'(1) Cl11'1'iaf/f.-The top carriage comprises the cradle and

pivot yoke. Th<.' ('ra(l1e, of cast steel, is bored out and bushed with
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bronze to receive the gun. Oil grooves formed in the bushings antI
connected with the seven oil holes in the cradle insure proper lubri-
cation of the bearing surfaces. Near the front end are trunnions for
supporting the cradle and gun in the pivot yoke and on which the.
cradle and gun rotate when the latter is elevated or depressed. The
holes in the trunnions are closed with screw plugs. In front of the
recoil cylinder is a stop which limits the elevation to IGO by striking
the pivot yoke.

GG2. The pivot yoke, of cast steel, has a cord conical stt'm f['om
which rise hvo vertical cheeks. In the. latter are trunnion beds for
the cradle which are fitted with dovetailed cap squares bolted to the
cheeks. The heds are bronze lined. I~"'inishedreces~es are formed
In the outer faces of the cheeks into which the shield supports are
fitted. These supports arc also bolted to the cheeks of the pi vot yoke.
Annular projections are formed on the pivot yoke ,to prevent the en-
try of water in the hearings of the pivot yoke in the pedestal, and
the ends of the cored hole in the stem are closed with. plugs. On the
underside of the checks are four bosses to which the tra'"ersing-gear
case is bolted; the platform brackefs are attached by bolts to their
rear faces. Two,oil holes are provided in the pivot yoke for oiling
its upper bearing in the pedestal, and an oil pipe leading from a
third hole to the thrust bearing near the. lower end of the pivot yoke
enables that bearing to be slushed with oil.

GG3. Pedc8tal.-The pedestal is made of cast steel. The general
form is that of the frustum of a cone united at its top to a cylindri-
cal section and at its bottom to a base, in the flange of which are
drilled holes for the IG foundation bolts and 4 leveling screws. Four
manholes covered with plates are provided for cleaning the interior;
the joints of the covers arc made watertight by means of Garlock's
gasket packing. The exterior of the cylindrical part is finished and
fonns a seat for the traversing' worm wheel; beneath this scat on the
front of the pedestal is a boss to which the friction baml is secured.

GG4. An annular boss is cast in the bottom of the pedestal. This
Loss is bushed with bronze and forms a bearing for the lower end
of the pivot yoke. The upper cylindrical part of the pedestal is
also bushed with bronze. These two bearings serve to keep the pivot
yoke in a vertical position. The weight of the revolving parts is sup-
ported by a plain roller thrust bearing inserted between a shoulder
near the lower end of the pivot yoke and the annular boss on the
pedestal base. .

34. 6.INCII R. F. ARMSTRONG GUN ON 6-INCII ARMSTRONG DAR.
BETTE CARRIAGE.

GG5. The gun, carriage, and breech mechanism arc illustrated on
Illates 2'SV and 2VO. It will be observed that this gun and carriage
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which is to the right and ata pitch increasing from one turn in 40
('n-libers to one turn in 20 calibers. As mentioned before, this same
model of gun is used on the pedestal mounting, modellD15. '

G7D.Breech mechanism.-This breech mechanism, Plate 2D2, is I)f
the Stockett type and is described under paragraph G24.

GSO.Firing mechanism G.-This is the first firing mechanism of
this type that we have encountered. It will be observed on Plate
21)2that the firing mechanism is incorporated in the bl'eechblock and
that the striker fires a primer which has been presseu into the base
of the metal cartridge case. This cannon is served with fixed am-'
munition. The firing mechanism belongs to the type known as the
continuous pull, percussion type-that is, no cocking of the firing pin
is required other than a pull on the lanyard or trigger shaft. This
arrangement permits repeatin'g the blow from the firing pin in case
of a misfire as often as desired, without the opening of the mecha-
nism or recocking of the firing pin. It consists principally of the
following parts: Firing case, firing pin, firing spring, firing~spring
follower, sear, sear spring, and cocking lever.

G81. The firing case is llesigne<l to contain the complete firing
gear, and, if necessary, the entire firing mechanism can be replaced
in an instant. It contains all parts of the firing mechanism. It is
provided with three lugs by which it is locked in place in the hub
of the block carrier.' Another lug which is forward of the other
three engages the spiral groove in the breechblock, the four lugs
locking the block and carrier together. The firing case is held from
displacement by the trigger shaft. It can be removed from its scat,
in the event of becoming tight, by inserting the end of the trigger
shaft in the hole drilled in the knurled portion of the case' and re-
volving it to the left. Through the bottom of the 'firing case ncar,
the center a hole is bored and slotted through which the scar and
scar spring is passed to its seat on the opposite side of the firing-
case. To the rear of this scat is a rectangular slot cut through to '
the center and which forms a clearance pocket and scat for the cock-
ing lever to engage.

G82. Recoil mec1wni.sm.-See recoil mechanism of 3-inch gun,
nlGdd of IDO:l.on barbette carringe, model of ID03, paragraph GD5.

C3:t Recuperator meclwni81n.-The recuperator, Plate 2D4, com-
prises simply a single spring mounted about the recoil cylinder and
in the spring cylinder. It bears against the rear of the spring cyl-
imler and against the head of the recoil cylinder. As the gun re. ,
coils the spring is compressed by the head of the recoil cyHnller and
as goon as the gun is broug-ht to rest it forces the head of the recoil
cylinder forward,. thereby pulling the gun back into battery.

(;84. Ell'l'at!ng meclwni811L-Tt is possible to elevate the gun from
minlls 10 d(>grecs. the loading angle, to plns 40 tlegl'l>cs by means of
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itself, it can not be said to embody any unique features. The rear of
the. recoil cylinder is attache<l to the recoil band and the cylinder re-
coils with it, while the piston and piston 1'0<1are attache<1 to the head
on the front end of the spring-cylinder awl remain' stationary. The
connter-recoil bnffer may be considered one with the recoil cylinder,
ill that it is screwed to the head-that is, attached to the rp('oi] hand.
The front hea(l of the recoil cylin<]er seryes as a piston for the sp'ring

, column awl ('OlIlIH'psses the spring as the r<'coil cylinder lIlOYt-'Sto the
n'ar.

(jUG. Hecu}Jcmtor mN;lwJli...,m.-~ee paragraph (in....
(jU7. El('l'atiJlg 1nf'Challi.(1n.-;-TllP <,le\'~ltill~ meehani:-Hl (,oll"ists of

a han(lwheel actuating through suitahle eOlUH:'eti.lg shafts awl hevel
gears, and a double screw with right-hand out~'r threa(}:;; aw]]pft-hancl
inner threads. The outer eleyating screw is of forge(1 s(p(.l aIHI tlll'ns
in a bronze eleYutillg nnt and eap. 'It recein's its rotar~: motio.l from
the elenlting beyel gear hy means of two keys sli(lint-r in longitu(linal
grooy<,s cut in the ontside of the screw. The il1lwr screw has a lpft-
hand thre~Hl atH] has its upper end attache(l to the lug on the hottom
of the real' e11<lof the spring cylinder. The elevating-screw nut is
pin)ted 011 trunnions so as to allow the necessary rotation, correspond.
ing to <liffen'nt angles of elevation. The elevating-screw nut is pro-
yided with an elevating-screw nut ca p bolted to it by four holts. The
eleyating-screw cap has an oil hole all<l plug, amI the elenlting-screw
nut has a hol~ fitted with a plug for'<lraining. The elenlting bevel
g<'ar is of bronze. and the. pinion is of forg<'(] steel. Till' pinion is
keyed onto the elevating intermediate ~ha ft, whit'h l'e('t'i n's its motion
from the handwheel Ly the eleyating handwh('el shaft n11<]a set of
elevating handwhee1 sha It gears inclosed in 'gear ('oyers. The ele-
yating handwheel ~haft has a bearing Jl(-'ar tll<' han(]\dll'd ill a brad~et
secured to the shoul(ler rest. The elevnting-gear bra('k(,t cap has a
b('nring for the lower end of the elevating handwh('el ~haft and serves
us a cap for the trunnions of the elevating-screw n',ut.

(JUS. l'raL'erJ511lg 11uc!wni8ln.-Tht:-' tran'rsing lIlt'<.'hanislll consists
of the traversing worm wheel, traversing worm shaft and wornt, one
pair of l)e\.e1 gears, one traversing shaft, and one traversing hand-
wheel. The traversing worm wheel is seate<1 on the exterior cylin-
<lrical top of the pedestal, and is retained in position by the friction
hantl, a sho111(ler on the pivot yoke, and a shoulder on the pedestal. A
pair of })evel t-renrs, in a cast-iron bevt:-'l-gear cover, serve to transmit
the motion of the traversing han.(1wh('e1 an<1 traversing handwheel
shaft to the t:-'n<1of the traversing worm shaft. The traversing hand.
wheel shaft is supported in its proper position by two brackets con.
taining sllital)le })earings. One bracket is bolted to the eleyating-gear
Lracket amI the other is holted tlJ the shoulder rest.

,1
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703. The exterior of the cylindrical part is'finished and forms a.
seat for the traversing worm wheel. Beneath this seat onthe front

. of the pedestal is a boss to which the friction band is secured by 11;

stud bolt. An annular boss is oast in the bottom of the pedestal..
This boss is bushed with bronze and forms a bearing for the lower-
end of the pivot yoke. The upper interior cylindrical part of the-
pede.,;tal is also bushed with a bronze bearing. These two bearings
serve to keep the pivot yoke in a vertical position. The weight of
the revolving parts is supported by a ball-thrust bearing .inserted
between the end of the pivot yoke and the bottom of the cylindric/aI
recess formed by the annular boss at the bottom of the base of the
,pedestal.

37. 15-POUNDER GUN, MODEL BETHLEHEM L-50-B, ON BARBETTE
. CARRIAGE, MODEL 1902.

704. This gun and carriage are illu~trated on Plates 301-304.
Both the gun and carriage differ from the model just described.

705. Oannon.-The gun, Plate 301, is of steel, arid consists of a
tube, a jacket, a breech bushing, ancl the, breech mechanism.' The
tube is enveloped for a distance of 90 inches from its breech end.by
the jacket. The jacket is assembled on the tube from the mllz'zle
end, a shoulder on it abutting against a corresponding one on the
tube 2G.5 inches from the breech end. The jacket projects to the
rear sufficiently to form a recess into which a 'breech bushing- is
screwN}, forming- the breech recess. ,The jacket ha's a lug on the
right-hand side for the seats of the hinge and extractor pins and ro-
tating lever; also recess cut through the same sille for thl~ ~"xfl'uc-tor.
Unclerncath, ancI in a plane of 90 degrees from the hinge-pin lng",is a
lug to which the piston rod is secured.

70G. The bore of the gun is composed of the seut for the cartri(Ige
case and rotating band and the main bore. The twist of the rifling
increases from one turn in 50 calibers at the breech end to one turn
in 25 calibers at a point 9.13 inches from the muzzle, retaining thig
twist to the muzzle. The bre('c!f recess contains four-slotted antI •
four-threaded sectors so placed as to receive' the' corresponding ~ec-
tors of the breech block. .

:707. Breech mechanisrn.-The breech mechanism, Plate 302', con-
sists principally of the bl~ck, carrier. plate, latch, carrie{ hub, oper-
ating lever ancI link, extractor, and firing mechanism.: The block
is cylindrical in form, 4.355 inches long and 5.7 inches in exterior-
diameter, except at the rear end, where there is a ce)llar ~ith an e~te-
rioI" diameter of G.7 inches. The part in front of the collar ,consi~ts
of four-threaded and four-slotted sectors of about equal,area.; The
metal in each of these sectors is cut away sufficiently to allow the'

' 
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block to swing dear of its recess. The thread of the threaded sec-
tors is trapezoidal inform, rounded at the top and bottom. .A boss
on the rear face of the block forms a seat for the link pivot. A stud
screwed into the rear face of the hlock~ carrying an insulated copper
pIng, forms half of the circuit breaker for the electric firing
mechanism. .

708. The block is bored axially to a diametpr of 2.55 inches and a
depth of 2.38 inches from the rear face. This bore ,is continued
through the block on a diameter of l.()!) inches~ the front end Lein~
counterbored to a diameter of 2.1 inches. The hore at the front end
is threadl'd and a pIng having an axial hole for the firing pin is
screwed into it. A spline screw prevents this pIng from turning.
The large diameter bore at the rear end is also threade<l, the thread
being rrctangular in form and having' the Eame pitch as that on the
exterior of the hrrl'chhlock A slot on the left-hand side of this bore

PLATE 303.

~ll

COMnINATION RECOIL AND RECUPERATOR MECHAr\ISM OF THE BETHLEHEM
CARRIAGE.

ullows for mo\'('mpnt of the trigger when the block is in its clos('<l
position.

70!). Fi(in!J 1/1cclulnl.'11n.-The firillg nWl'hani~m is of the type
known as continuous-pull prrcu~sion cmu])inrd with ('l('ctric. It
cOJlsists prinC'ipally of the following parts: Firing pin with in~ula-
tioJl, firing-pin sl('eve, firing-pin guide and firing-pin shou1<ll'r,
firiJlg-pin spring~ trigger and spring uw1 trigg-PI' pin, cocking link
awl 8ttHI with spring, cocking-stud block. . .

710. If w<, aSSIIllH' that the gun is loaded and the block close<l the
conditions for pl<.~ctricfiring are as fo]]<')\\'s: The firing-pin guide is
prpsHed forward by the firing-pin spring against the front firing-pin
shoulder. The firing pin is thus pn'ss('<l forwal'<l against the prinwr.
Tlw eOl1lwctioll is now complrte for eleetric firing. Unle:-:s held back
by the primer the projeetion of the firing pin in this position is about
O.O!J of nn inch. For l)ercussion firintr the trimrer is ]HllJed to theb ,",t-

real' until the cocking sttH1 is release<l from the firin~-pin sleeye. In
this movement the firing pin is p1111('(lto the I'l'ur about 0.8 of an inch.
'VIWll reI<.'usl'<lthe sprin~ <1riyes it forward until the firing-pin guhle

~
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strikes the Lreechblock plug. The inertia of the firing pin and sleeve
then carries them 0.1 of an inch farther forward. The total projec-
tion of the firing pin in percussion firing is 0.15 of an inch.

711. Recoil meclwni~m.-The recoil cylinder is made of forged
steel. It is 'turned to an exterior diameter of 5.5 inches and
bored to an interior diameter of 4.25 inches.. .At the forwanl end
for a length of 4 inches its exterior diameter is G.5 inches, and in the
rear of this, for a length of 2 inches, it is threadell on an exterior
diameter of G inches. This threadetl part is screwell into the forwanl
part of the recoil-cylinder sleeve in the cradle. The front end 0 f the
cylinder is closetl Ly a steel cylinder heall provillell with a .copper
gasket, Plate 303. .A Lronze throttling rod extending into the bore of
the piston rod is screwed into the cylinder head. The rear end of the
cylinder is provided with a stnfling Lox for the piston 1'0(1, consisting
of a follower, a gland, and three rings of Garlock's hydraulic pack-
ing 0.5 inch square. The threads for the follower arc on the exterior
of the cylinder, and therefore do not interfere with the removal or
replacement of the packing.

712. The piston rOll and piston arc of forgell stC'el, in one
piece. A bronze sleeve screwed over the piston has a clearance of
0.005 inch in the cylinder. The" diameter of the main part of the pis-
ton rod is 2.24: inches. The forward part is 2.45 inches in exterior
diameter and is bored out to a diameter of 1.5 inches for a depth of
G.:3 inches and to a lliamcter of 1.25 iilchcs for 8.8 inches farther. A
throttling ring of steel, having a hole 1.25 inches in lliameter, is
screwetl into the end of the piston. Eight radial holes (O.~375 inch)
are providecl through the walls of the piston symmetrical~y distrih-
uted from 2.1 to 5.2 inches from the end of the piston. .

713. RCcupc1'afo/' medwnism.-Countern'coil is C'iredell by a ('oil(~ll
spring in two sections with a separator between them. This spring
bears against the piston in front awl against a shoulder of the rpcoil
cylinder in rear. In recoil, throttling or the oil in the cylillllt'r is
cirectell by tlle passage of the oil through these radial hol('s :lnll
through the clearance Letween the tlu'ottling rod allll the thl'ottlitlg
ring, wllich clearance is 111adeby varying lliametel's of the rOll sHch as
to maintain a constant pressure in the coil in the cylinller Iluring
l'('coil.

71J. In cotlntern'coil the oil caught in the hollow piston rOil is
fOl'ce,l by the throttling 1'0(1 through the eigllt r:lllial hol('s all'eally
referred to, through the clearance between the throttling' rOll a1111the
walls of the hollow piston rod, and through a hole 0.22 inch in diam-
del' placel] 3.:35 inclH's from the bottom of tIle })()re in the piston n)(l,
an(l tllllS the shock of ('ounterrecoil is softened. The ('nil 0 f the piston
rOil passes throllgh a lug on the gun and is s(~cure(l})y a nut HJllllock
nut.
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720. The pivot yoke, of cast steel, rests on the ball-bearing
ring in the pedestal and turns in the bronze bushings of the pedestal
with a diametrical clearance of 0.003 inch. It carries the traversing
and elevating apparatus of the carriage and has bronze-bushed
trunnion beds with cap squares, in which rest the trunnions of the
cradle. The front faces of both halves .of the pivot yoke are ma-
chined and drilled for bolts for the purpose of recei dng the shield
supports.

721. PedcstaZ.-The pedestal, of cast steel, Plate 304, is the founda-
tion piece of the carriage. It is baIted to the platform by ten 1.375-
inch bolts through holes in a flange around the base. The pedestal is
Lored vertically to a depth of 15.75 inches from the top and bronze
hushed to receive the pivot yoke, which, with the parts supported. by
it, rests 11pon a ring of ball bearings placed upon the pivot-yoke
nut, which is screwed into the bottom of the bore of the pedestal.
The entire weight of the gun and top part of the cilrri3ge, therefore,
rests upon this ring of l>all bearings, and thus friction in trayersing
is reduced to a minimum. The bushings for the piyot yoke are
forced to their seats in the pedestal and form two supports against
the thrust of firing. The upper bushing is 8.5 inches in inferior
diameter amI 5 inches long, and. is preYented from turning in the
pedest31 by three headless steel screws. The lower bushing is 5.75
inches in interior diameter and 3.375 inches long on the bearing
part. It is prevented from turning by an oil tube screwell into it
from the rear of the pedestal. Doth bushings are provided with oil
holes and grooves for lubrication.

722. The top of the pedestal is tur~ed on the outside to a diameter
of 14.4D5 inches to a shoulder 3 inches from the. top. A bronze train-
ing worm wheel is placed oyer this part with a diametral clearance
of 0.002 inch. A steel securing ring screwed to the pedestal, and
projecting over a shoulder on the training worm wheel, preyents the
latter from working up on the prdestal. .At the front of the pellestal
is plated a clamp consisting of a steel block, two guide studs, and
a clamping screw and lever, by which the training worm wheel
may be. clamped to the pedestal. The objects of having the train-
ing worm wheel clamped by friction to the pedestal, instead of
l,eing rigidly attaehed to it, is to preyent undne strains on the trav-
('rsing ll1rcllanisll1 in cnse of rapid traYersing and sudtlen sto'pping-,
in which case the friction arrangement allows slipping between the
truin~ng worm wheel and the pedestal. Also, in case ycry rapid
traversing is desired, the training worm wheel may be undamped
awl the gun traversed by pushihg on the breech or chase.
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~8. 3-INCH GUN, MODEL OF 1898, ON I5-POUNDER BARBETTE CAR-
RIAGE, MODEL OF 1898 MI.

723. This gun and carriage are illustrated on Plates 305-:-300.
724. Oannon.-The gun, Plate 305, is of steel and consists of a tube,

a jacket, a hoop, and the breech mechanism. The tube is enveloped
for a distance of 84 inches from its breech end by the jacket and
hoop. These latter two are locked together by a bronze sleeve that
screws over Ginches of the jacket and 5.5 inches of the hoop, and is.
locked in place by a key and screw. A shoulder on the jacket and
another on the hoop abut against corresponding projections on the
tube. The jacket projects to the rear sufficiently to form tlie breech
recess, and has a lug on the right-hand side for the seat of the car-
rier-plate hinge lug and a recess cut through the same side for the
extractor.

725. The bore of the gun is composed of the seat for the cartridge
case and rotating band and the main bore. The twist of the rifling
is right hand and increases from one turn in 50 calibers at the bfl~ech
'Cnd to one turn in 25 calibers at a point 0.13 inches from the muzzle,
retaining this twist to the muzzle. The breech recess contains three
slotted and three threaded sectors so placed as to receive the cor-
responding sectors of the breechblock.

72G. Breech meclwnism.-The breech mechanism, Plate 30G, CO~l-'

sists of the block, carrier plate, carrier-plate ring and its screws,
locking bolt and spring, operating lever and pin, lever plunger,
spring and cotter pin, firing pin, firing-pin head and firing spring,
sear, sear spring, extractor, hinge pin, sear latch, sear-latch pin, and
safety catch, pin, and spring. The principal parts of the breech-
block are three threaded sectors, three slotted sectors, the thread for
the, carrier-plate ring, the operating-lever slots, the recess for the
firing pin, the rotating stop, and the seat for the locking bolt.

727. The thread is V shaped, roulHled at top and bottom, and for
about 0.75 inch in rear is continuous; the remainder is divided into
six sectors, three threaded and three slotted. The continuous thread
engages in that ''Of the carrier-plate ring, and the threluled Ecetors
engage those of the breech recess. The slotte<l sectors of the block
and recess are cut away sufficiently to permit the block to enter the
recess when swung about the hinge pin. The slot for the locking
bolt is so placed that when the threads of the block arc disengaged
from those of the breech recess the locking bolt enters the slot, lock-
ing block, and carrier plate together. The operating lever is as-
sembled between lugs on the rear face of the carrier plate and con-
sists of the lever proper, the operating knob, the cocking cam, tho
handle, the seat for the pin, and the scat for the lever plunger. The
lever passes through the ca'rrier plate, the knoh engaging in its scat

d
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~n the block and forcing it to rot~te when the lever is turned about
Its pivot. . .
. 728. Firing 17wclwnism.- The firing pin and spring are assembled
In their seat in the carrier plate, the front end of the firing-pin head,
'vhen released, passing throngh an aperture in the front of the block,
!)late 307. The pin has at the rear end a cocking lug and a notch
for the engagement. of the sear and in front the firing-pin head a
shoulder for the spring. The spring is coiled around the pin and abuts
agai~st the sl~oulder in front, formed by the firing-pin head and the
currler plate In rear. .

PLATE 307.

FIRING MECHANISM OF TilE 3-INCH GUN. MODEL OF 1898.

729. The cocking cam engagps a lug on the firing pin and is so
f-ihapcdthat in opening the breech the pin is retracted until caught
and held by the sear. The lever projects to the front sufficiently to
form a locking lug that, by the final motion in closing, is seated in
a g-roove in the rear face of the block, thus preventing rotation of
the block due to pressure of the powder gas. The final movement
of the lever in closing and the first in opening is perpendicular to
the face of the plate, the pivot hole being made elliptical ior the
fJllrpose. The seat for the lever plunger is on the under side of the
lever. The handle makes a right angle with the len~r and is vertical.

7:30. Recoil 17wclwnism.-Thc cylinder has a smaller diameter in
front than in rear, the two portions being joined by an inclined
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curved surface, Plate 308. On the interior the smaller part is;
cylindrical and is intended as a scat for the spi'ing. The travel of
the piston is limited to the larger part of the cylinder. Constant
resistance is obtained by the passage of the liquid from one side of the
piston to the other through varying orifices, depending npon the
varying diameters of the interior. These diameters vary with the
position of the piston in such a way as to obtain the desired resist-
ance. The piston rod and head form one piece, the latter being of the
same diameter as the front of the larger portion of the cylilHler.
Springs of a rectangular cr9ss section abut against the piston head. and
the front end of the cylinder. There .is a cylinder head in the rear
anll stuffing-box glands front anll rear. The forwal'll end of the
piston rod is threaded for two nuts. A vent and filling hole are
placed in the sicIc of the cylinller.

731. Recuperator meclwnism.-See Recoil mechanism above .
. 732'. Elevating meclllinism.-An elevation gear bracket of cast
steel bolted to the right side of the pivot yoke contains the elevating-
gear. By means of the elevating handwheel, its shaft, a pair of
miter gears, the elevating worm shaft ancI worm, the elevating worIn
wheel, and elevating pinion shaft and pinion, motion is com-
municated to the cradIc by means of the elevating rack. The elevat-
ing worm" wheel is assembled as a rim on a bronze disk between twO'
other cast-iron disks which bear on its sides; the three disks arC'
assembleJ on the elevating pillion shaft in such manner that the
pressure between the wlH1el and the disks may be varie(l by meanS
of the nut 011 the outer end of the shaft. This nut shoul(l only be
tightenc(l sufliciently to insure enough friction between the disks
anlI worm "'heel to enable the gun to be clevate(l and depresse(l awl
yet permit slipping to o~'cur before any injurious strain is brought
on tIle ('levating worm wheel and worm.

i3:t Tl'al'ersing meclwnism.-The traversing mechanism consists-
of the trav('rsing worm wheel, traversing worm awl shaft, one pair
of be'"e1 gears, tra"er:,ing hand wheel shaft, awl hawlwhecl. TIle
tra yersing worm ,,'h('e1, with the friction band in its position, is
seate(l on the exterior cyliwlrical top of the pivot socket an(l is re-
tained thus by the ,,'orm-whee! support. This support is sccure(l
to the pin?t sock(.t by eight screws. The friction bawl is in turn
},olte(l to the worm-"'hecl support.

73-t A pair of bC"el gears serve to transmit the motion of the
traversing hal1<lwhcel anll traversing handwhecl shaft to the end
of the trayersing worm shaft. The traversing han(lwheel shaft is
supported in its proper position by bronze bushel! bearings in thC'
sIlOu1(ler rest and in the traversing worm bracket. The latter is
bolted to the front of the pivot yoke, and carries bronze bushed bear-
ings for the traversing worm shaft. The bushing in the right end
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is threaded, so as to be adjustable, and has a hexagon~l head. A
'Circular flange at the base of the head is notched and the bushing
,may be locked in any adjustment by means of a bushing latch, which
is secured to the traversing worm. bracket and fits into a notch on
the flapge. Two ball-thrust bearings on the ends of the traversing
Worm shaft take up the thrust when traversing the gun ..

735. Loading 71wc1wnism.-The ammunition is fixed and of such
a weight as to be handled entirely by hand.

73G. Top carriage.-The top carriage comprises a cradle and pivot
yoke. The cradle is"of cast steel and consists of two checks con- '
nected by a loop and web. The loop is under the front part of
the cheeks and the web is across the front of the loop; a hole for the
piston rOtl,is bore(l through the web. On the inside of each cheek
there are two guides for the sleeve, and at the rear end of these trun-
nions, and directly under these two lugs. The rear end of the left
~heek is drilleu and tapped for the attachment of the ~eft shouhler

, "guard.
, 737. The pivot yoke is Y-shaped; the stem seats in the pivot socket

-and the arms furnish the trunnion beds. It rests on the pivot thrust
bearing and has two bronze collars for the bearing surfaces. Lugs
on the inside limit the elevation of the cradle. Four lugs, two on
each arm, are bored out for the shield braces. The cap squares are
secured by top bolts. The pivot thrust bearing is seated on the web'
of the pivot socket and supports the pivot yoke. It consists of a
row of hardened-steel balls inclosed between two steel races and con-
nect,ed by a copper thimble.

738. lJasc.-The outer base is set into a concrete foundation, Plate
:30D, and forms the ultimate support for the entire mechanism. It is
-cylindrical in shape, with a circular hole in the bottom for the lower
part of the inner base. The former has two flanges, of which the top
one is lor holding-down holts, while the other, by means of connecting
ribs, supports the first. The inner top edge is cut away, making a
surface inclined 15 degrees to the axis of the base and serving to he!p
centpr the inner base. The inner base is, roughly, a cylinder with a
1roau flange at the top. At the lower end is a turned surface that fits
into the hole in the hottom of the outer base, and 3 inches from the

"

edge of the flange and on the under side is a surface, inclined 15 de-
~Tees to the axis, that fits into the corresponding surface of the outer

I)
lJase. The inte-rior is bored to receive. the pivot socket. The two bases
:are held together by eight bolts. The pivot socket is cylindrical inI ,hope flIul rests on the pivot-socket plote, which in turn rests on the
concrete inside and inner hase 32 inches from the top of the latter .
.Two. bronze collars give a he-aring surface on the exterior, while the
mterl~r of the upper part is l,ored out to give two bearing surfaces for
the pIvot yoke. A web near the center forms the support for the
pivot thrust Learing.

734-23-32



PABT IV.

l\USCELLANEOUS DATA.

781. The following table of miscellaneous data on guns, carriages,.
and ammunition is only relatively complete. Additional informa-
tion on many minor details of guns, carriages, and ammunition may'
be found, if desired, in the following official pamphlets:
1. I\one ~'et issued. H. I\o. lGaG. 2S. No. 170-1.
2. I\one Ft issued. 15. No. 1eDG. 2D. No. 1703.
3. None ~'et issued. JG. !\'o. 2020. 30. No. lGS7.
4. No. 17lG. 17. I\os. 2024 and 1087. 31. No. ]GSe.
5 and 5.[\, 1'0. 1712. 18. l\"o. 2028. 3~. N'o. 1713.
G. 1'\0. 2001. 10. 1'\0. IG04. 33. No. 1G88.
7. 1'\one issued. 20. No. 1GD2. 34. No. 17G2.
8. I\one issued. 21. I\o. lGD3. 3;';. No. 17S3.
D. I\o. 1707. 22. No. lGD1. 3G. 1'\0. 1701.

10. I\o. 170,'3. 23. 1\0. 1700. 37. No. 17GG.
.lOA. 1'\0. 170D. 24. No. lG8;";. 38. No. 175G.
11. I\o. 1722. 23. I\o. ]ew. Guns Nos. 1G7G and 1GG5~
]2. I\o. 1702. 2G. I\o. 1S1G. l\Iortars No. 1820.
13. No. 1G07. 27. No. 17ll.

CARRIAGE.

1. 3'
1.3
2
4
2
1.50

1110

Burrer. Anglo •.

9

... do (10..... 2'

... do do..... 2
Grooves }o .

••. do do .
... do do ..
liars do.... . 1. 3'

• .. (10 do .•.•.
., .do do .
. .. do do ..
. .. do do; ..
. .. do .•.•.... do ..
... do do .

.~7
57
54
50
40
42

Reeoil mechanism.

2 67
2 67
2 3~14
2 30
2 37.5
2 57

. 2
2
2
2
2
2

65

i _
Total I Nb~~~-'
weight. f

Type. C~l- Length. Orifices.
in.

ders.

Model.Type.

T()Wl.I-------- ---00 !rlche., ... Dr(JTees~

B~\rbctte .. 1919 , mo /HYdraUliC 40 Grooves. Valve ..........•
D~sappear-i 1917 1 83,j do...... 89 Bars l'lug.... 1

mg.. I
Barbette .• 1920 ••• do•.••.. '"so''' ~~~~~~~::::~I~::::: T-Di~ai."ear. 1912 , B:J7(.dO .

... (dlo 190i,07~n.. :n~ ; do...... 77~.) do do..... Vert.
•• , 0 1!I07,07~1I.. 3H i do...... ) do do..... Vert~
Turret I!JO'J .I do...... I 4K Grooves (10 .

.~~~~~:~:.::~~.2~:::::::::I~~~.I,..::::t~:::::::....~.... ~~... ::::t~::.::.v~\~.e:::::::::::
Mortar 190'1......... 6.1, do....... 2' N do do .

... do lK~"i~rr,"II. fill do....... 2 2:\ do do .

... do IS!16~IIIL. •. Ii/i. , dO....... 2 2:J ••. do •••••.•• (\0 .

.~~ic~~~~~::~~:r~::::::::: ~nI::::l~::::::: ~ ~~ 'ri:~:~'::::::::t:::::: 4:5,
Disappear. 1901......... 2.)I, do....... 2 67 do do..... 2

Ing. I
••. do 1'!!J7......... 211 do ..
... do Vi9';......... l."'i do ..
R:lilway .. ! I!JI~......... If\! ; do .

::::1~:::::::1~~:~::::::::: ~j I::::t::::::::D\~:i:l'car-I' ~'lG1.''''''''1 lli7 dO .

.•. do 1'!!lf. 122 do .

... do t'i!IIL 2.;2 do .

... do l'i!H ~lL.... I:n , do ..
Harbette .. IIX9:L / 6,'! •• .do ..

... do ....... 1"92......... 421 do ..
V~~arpcar.ll:-i%......... llH I do .

1I1g. I

5 14
5A ).l

6 H
7 14
8 14
9 12

10 12
10.-\ 12

11 12
12 12
13 12

14 12
1:, 12
HI 12
17 12
1~ 12
19 10

21) 11)
21 10
22 10
ZJ 10
21 8
25 8

I
i

De.
sC,rip- Cali.
tlOIl ber.
,No. I

I
i

--iIIIChe8.
1 i It;
21 Hi

~I ~~

(488)

I -~-- ---- ----

! 

I : ~ 

' 

1 

j 

1 

'" 1 I 

! 

I 
i 

I 
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CARRIAGE-Continued.

11109

40 .•. do .•.•..•. do..... Vert.
40 ... do .•....•. do..... Vert.
40 Bars ••..... do..... 1.3
36 ... do......•. do..... 1

~~.~~~~~~::::~~:::::t::::::::
••••••.• Bars •.••.••..••••.••••••••

12 Grooves .••• do .••••••••••••
9 ••• do •••••••• do•••••••.•••••

••••••••••• do•••••••• do•••••••••••••
Ii ••.do .•••..•. do .•••..•.•••••

7

Recoil mechanism.

I
!N~,m. i
cf;. Length.\ Orifices.
in.

ders.

8 I
--1--' -,---
loc./wl. i Dt'grft",

~ :~ .?~0~.~~~:1.~~~~'.~:::"\:cr't:

~ I
~I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type.

r
Total

weight.Model.

.. 5 6

Tons.
1918......... 87 Hydraulic
1905MIl..•.. 56 ... do .......

19051>11.. 56 ••• do .••••••
1905......... 56 .•. do..•....
1903......... 4~ do....•..
1~9S......... 33 do .
1910 do .••••••
lUOO......... 20 do.•.•••.
Armstrong ...•.......•• do .•.••.•
1917......... 22 ..• do.••••.•
1903......... 3 do...••..
1902......... 3 do...••..
!18M!....... 3 do..•....

Rcruperator mechanism.

Cvl. Initial Force Soring Section!!
'fypc.

Inders air holding columns rrr
Chassis

or pressure. I!unln per column.
angle .•

weight. battery. cylinder.

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

---- ----

Type.

Railwav ..
Disappear-

ing.
6 .•. do .•••.••
6 .•. do .•....•
6 .•. do.••••••
6 •.. do .••.••.
6 Barbette ..
6 do .
6 do .
4.71 Railway ..3 Barbette ..

~ :::a~:::::::

Inches.
8
6

26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

12

De.
scrip.
tion
No.

I
De.

scrip. Cali.
tion ber.
No.

Pound8
per 81/. in. Tam.

1 Pnellmat.lc •...•••••. :............ 2 1,770 2Ol'l .•.....•...•...•••..
2 ";elght........................... 1 ..••.•.... 305 .
3 Pneumatic....................... I 2,000 104 ....••......•.•..•..
4 ".elrht........................... 1 m .
fi ••••• do............................ 1 87 .

5A do............................ 1 101
1\ Spring............................ 4 ..••...•.. 30 3 7"
7 do........................... 6 47.2 3 7
8 Pneumatic....................... 2 I,SOO 127.5 ,
9 Spring............................ 2 17 3 4

10 do............................ 1\ •••••••••• 45 2 5
lOA do............................ 5 .'iIl.5 2 Ii11 do............................ .. 50.0 3 4
g ~V':I~~t':.:::::::::::::::::::::::::....."j" :;:::::::: ..•. :;.0 ... :::::::::: ::::::::::
14 do............................ 1 77 .
Iii do............................ 1 1'1 .
1Ii Pneumatic.. ..••••.•••......•.... 1 I,M!; 92 ••••..•......•••••..
17 do............................ 1 1,3iO 21.4 .•..................
I~ do............................ 1 1,550 2 1 .
III 'Veh.{ht........................... 1 .•.••.••.. Sa ..•••..••.••..•.•.••
20 do............................ 1 40 .
21 do............................ 1 40 .
~5 .(i.ra~ny:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~.:::::::::: ~: :::::::::: ::::::::::
~~.\v~i~~:t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 20 :::::::::: .:::: :::::
2(\ Spring............................ 4 .•.•.••••. 20 3 . ..
27 'Vclght........................... 1 Iii .
2~ do............................ 1 15 .
29 do............................ 1 15 .
30 do............................ 1 15 .

.Si; i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::: Ig.3 2 3.

I! ::jE:~:m:::::::m:~~~:+f m~L::;;;;;;~~~;l::::::::i::::::::i
3S I ..... do.•••••..••.•••••.•••.••••••. 1 •••..••••. .51 2 1

I Where no anl~le arflear~ in this column the rerufl('rator is part 01 t~e ll;Jrlllll' ullll.

10 degrees.

Yertlrn!.
Do.

4 ..; dr/::r('('s.
2 de~('(\s.no.~

Do."

1.3 de~rc~('s.
))0. ;
Do. :

4 dCl!rrM.
2 dl'e:rl'f'~.
1.5 dcgr('(\s.

1 degree.

1.3 de!!fees.
1 degr('o.

---

'" 

-

----

~~ 
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CARRIAGE-Continuetl.

Elevating mechanism.

27

Method of
redncing

friction in
trunnions.

26

Mini.
mum.

25

Maxi-
JIlIJIIl.

Hand.

24

Speed.

Motor.

2322

Power.

21

Type.

20

De-1------;-----------.-.,...-------;------;-----,.-----
scrip-

tion
No.

~--~._. ----1-----

I
Degrees

per Dl'grus
second. lJfT tl1rn. Dcgree.,. Degrees.

1 Spur .•...... Motor Hand....... 7 1.06 +65 -7 Floating.
2 Screw do do...... (I) (I) +30 -5 BIl~hing.
3 Spllr. do do...... 7.2 2.1 +Ii;; -7 Floating.
4 Screw Hand .••.•..

I
(I) +20 -5 BII~hing.

S I do do 1.......... (I) +Vi -5 Do.
5A do do .1 (I) +Vi -5 Do.

6 do .•.••. 1>lotor Hand ..•...• , (I) ,(I) +1oi -.09 Floating.
7 do Hand....... (I) +:lO 0 Do.
R Sl.mr Motor 1 Hand ..••... 6.23 2.1 +50 -7 Do.
9 '\orm •.•••• Hand , '.......... .58 +6:; 0 Buslling.

10~ .~~~I~~o'::::::I:::::~g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::g t~:~ g g~:
11 Screw ••••••• Motor : Hand l (I) i (I) +35 0 Floating.
12 Worm •••••• Hand •.•.•.• "'1" ',: .57 +15 -7 Half bus h-

ing.

U .~~~~:o.:::::: :::::i~g:: ::::'::::::::::::::i::::::::::: ~:~ t~g =~ BnsNg.g.
15 do .•••••••... do !.......... (I) +10 -5 Do.
lfi . 5!~ +3>01 -:; Floating.
17 1.004 +1;;; -5 llilshing.
1>01 1. 92 +fi() -:; Vo.
19 (I) +12 -5 Do.
20 (I) + 12 -5 Do.
21 (I) +12 -5 Do.
22 (I) +12 -5 Do.
23 .69 + l:i -7 Do.
2" .ti8 +1>01 -7 no.

(I) +12 -Ii Vo.
2.4~S +42 0 no.
(I) +1:; -5 Do.
(I) +1.i -5 Do.
(I) + 15 -5 VO.
(I) +15 -!i Do.
(I) + V') -5 ]lo.
(I) +12 -3 no.

+15 -5 Do.

fi :~~j;~;"~::::::dL::f:::::::::::: :::::::J"""VC" il~ ~~ In
38 do do .88 +1;i I -S I H~llf bush-

: Ing .
.

I MOllnts with screw elevation and all disappearing carriagcs have variahie speed with uniform motioIl of
handwhct'l or crank.

- ---- ---- ----
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CARRIAGE-Continuf'(l.

Traversing parts.

3534

Tra\"ersing mechanism.

32

~iotor
full

spPCd.

31

. I
Mean diallll'ter of

rolll'r path or
ball rate.

30

Type of Learing.

29

I
I

\'\'eight. !

28

Slow Extl'lIt~~~;X~ Crank. of
whl'Cl. I traycr~e

I---I D{gree-,_I_-D-{-gr-(-{'-li~I----
Tons.' Feet. Incha. per second. per turn .. per turn. DcgrUII.

1 :375 HoUpr :.. 27 10 2 0.11 1.5l :\liO
2 7~l do.................. 20 6 1.75.11 LIS :\lill
3 lliO do 20 6 2 .11 1..')5 :ltiO
4 do................. 20 6 2 .127 : 1. 34 I 170
5 do................. 16 1.5 .Ili!!! I.U I J71l

5~ :::::~lg::::::::::::::::: ~~ ~:h ' i:ti6 ..... :.~~~.I ..•• ..~~.. !«;::
~ ~i~ .iil;I'I~I~:..:.: ::::::::::::: 11 g. I 2'" . :~i6 I I: fJ3 I ~:::
\I 4\1 HOUI.r.................. I:J 2 2.37 :.......... I:\lill

HI fiO ..... do................. 12 3 "2.4 ;.......... :iW
IOIAl 1?2~ ...•. I jo lI; 3 2.4 'ltill

10 4.5 .Oi2 2.54 :ltill
12 IOL do................. \I 6 1.46 :ltilln ~~I ::::::l::::::::::::::::::: ~~ 1~.5 :g I ~:i :~:~:
l~ :~!'.i;'~'i::~:::::::::::::::::.......16.1 ..... 1..'.. ,::::::::::: : i::::~L:I 1 :~:

17 . J.!.I.ll.I(lj'or..••..........................•... 97! 6.6 ..IS 117 I 1. 5 I.... .. .. .. . 1.03 .... • • • •• • :lIitl

2
1(!l1 1,)1 ....• do 13 2.251 3 2.1 I 1:11,11

110 do................. 13 8 , ; 2.2 1:lIiO

21 2:~fi .I.t.l.ll.I('j.r
ll

................................... (2) 8 I (2) ••••••••••••••••••••• 1.44 :11 it)22 11!1 1 10 I : I. 2l I.HI

2:\ 55 ..... do................. 8 It :::::::::::::::::::::1 t~ I ~i:~~ i~~ ::::::lg::::::::::::::::: S .OS I........... 3.4 . 1:lIitl
21\ 87 do 61 11.121........... 1.04 : :«iO

~~ ?~ :::::~lg::::::::::::::::: 9~I ,::::::::::: :n i ~~~:
2!l liZ <10................. 3 l........... ,47 I 7 1 :11:11
ao 4!i do ! S 10 !........... ,55 I S.2 1 :ltit)

Ii ••••:ii~;:;~:ril::~~~:~;;~[;;))~~l::.'.::::.!~~~~t[:1~;;\\~:\\\~.:::;I:1:. \\'\' \ \[1 :~!

De-
scrip-
tion
No.

1 Extl'nt cllrtllilild aceordinJ:: to local conditions,, Jla~ inner anll outer set~ of rollers With 10 feet 4 inehes and 2l foot 8 inches respectlve meaD diametcr.i

of paths.

. 
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I 

~~~ 

~~~ ~ 

j 
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t 

~ 
' ' 

' 

1 

1 

~ ~ 
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GUN.

De- Diame- Diame- Lell~th Diame- Capacity
scrip- Model. Type. Length. ter oC ter oC Weight. oC ter oC oC
tlon powder powder powder
No. breech. muzzlo. chamber. chamber. chamber.

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

1
2
3
4
5

5A
6
7
8
9

lOA
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
211
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
3:;
31\
37
3H

1

Cali/lcTs. Inch:- Inch,.,. Tons. -I:che". Inche.,.' cu.--;;::
1919 MIl.... ... Wire.... 50 62 27 1fl3 121. 2ii 22 40,000

~~~~:::::::::::: :::;:~:: ::1 ~~ .... ~~......... ~: .... ~~ ...... ~:~::~ ..... :: ... , ..... ~~:~~~
1895 , Blliltup 35 60 28 142 1011.24 19 29,624
1907 , Wire , 3-1 44 22.8 49.9 li8.91 16.8 15,000
1910 do I 40 44 23,8 61. 9 88.41 10.8 HI, 323
1!109 oo 40 54 26 1l!1.8 88.41 16.8 19,:l:l.:l

~~~g:::::::::::: :::~~:: ::i :Z:~ ~t~ 61.9 ~~.41 }gJ 19,323
1908 do 1 10 27.6 20 8.1 21.13 12.5 2;C.74
IS90 Blliitup 10 38 21 13 21.I:l 12.5 2,1174
1912 Wire.... 15 34 20 15.1 30.17 12.5 3,770
IS95MI.. nUiltup/ 35 4-1.5 21 52 77.68 14.2 11,Ufi7
II<,'ISMr, MIL •. , do.... 34 46.2 20.2 52 77. liS 14.2 11,9fi7
l!~0<]-11\951 I dO .... 35 411.2 20.2 52 7~.fj8 l!.2 11,9fi7
IS9:) 00.... 40 48.5 22 59.1 R,) 1h.5 111,254
11'''8-18951 do [ 34 411.2 20.2 52 77.68 14.2 Il,Um

~~~g:::::::::::::::~{~::::i ~g ~~.2 ~~.2 r~ ~i:~~ ~t; 1~:~~~
1919 do : 20 32.9 20.720.2 33.345 13.4 4,7!l0
1!.)(.~IS951 do .. "I' 40 40.4 18.5 34,3 70.3!Hi 13.75 9,21\3
IS95-1S,"8 I do.... 35 37 17.5 29.8 65.48 11.8 7,017
18,'<8--18951 .do.... 34 3S.5 16.8 30 1i5.49 11.8 7,017
1~,'I.'! do .. 001 34 3S.5 16.8 ~g 6~.4(} 11.8 7,017
1.'\.'18 .do / 34 3S.S 16.8 16 1b.49 11.8 7,017
1,"1.'18 do , 32 30 14 51 9.5 3,576
IS,~8MI, MIl do , 32 ~() 14 Hi 51 U.5 ~,~Zll
1M'! do 32 29.97 14 16 51 U.5 3,.JiIl
1905-IOOi I. \\ Ire / 50 24 I 10.2 11 33.375' 7 1,254
1903-1905-19081.. Built up 50 24 I 9.8 10.3 43.405 8 2,O(}O
1905 do.... 50 24 I 10.2 11 43.715 8 2,098
1900-1'103-19051 do .• "1 50 24 9.8 10.2 4:1.425 8 2,114
11'197Mr. do .• [,() 1.......... :t1375 7 1,254
1908 MIL Wlro.... 50 24 10.2 10.2 33.375 7 1,254

.t9~~.~~~~~I:~.::::::il:l;ili:l~i):''''''''~~'C::ii:~::I::::::i::::::i:::: "'2~:f."'I~~'.....~:t~~
Hlm I dO.... 551 12.2 11.25 27.2 TarJl'r. 2!11l
1902 do.... [,() 11).8 I.......... .!If\2 23.1\7 'raper. 200
IS9R do i 50, 10.251.......... .891 2:Uj7 '1'II[1er. 200

De.
scrlp-

~oo~
I'itch, rIne.

Muzzle NU~her
velocity. grooves.

Width
of

groove.

Depth
oC

groove.

Wi(Hh
of

land.
Muzzle
energy.

46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53
---'-- ----_.-

Inch. Inch. Inch. Fl.tonR.
144 0.2091 0.12 0.14 121,4:10
144 .2091 .12 .14 121,4:10
144 .2091 .12 .14 121,4:10
96 .37:16 .Oll .15 84,328

126 .2091 .07 .H 53,2.'i9
126 .2091 .07 .14 63,637
126 .20!1l .07 .14 .. G3; (;37126 .2091 .07 .14
1:16 .17:14 .12 .1.'i .. in; !i~r.IOS .2091 .06 .14
72 . 37311 .06 .I!i 1O,!I:35

IOS .2091 .O/i .14 15,742
72 .37:ltl .Oll .15 :llI,754
72 .37:16 .06 .15 :Ill, 103
72 .37:16 .Oii .15 311,751
72 .37:16 .Oll .15 3l1,754
72 .37:\6 .Oll .15 :ill, lO3
72 .37:\6 .O/i .15 :Ill,71)01
72 .37:1l1 .011 .15 IO,!I:l5

IOS . 209[ .llll .14 18,474
90 .:Ul'Jl .07 .14 21,223

,Ft.pa arc,

Iij~!~::HHHHH+Jn~
SA I '''>lH125 : 2,"~

J j~l[~.:!:H!H//H!+!...t~
12 1/.".o-112.~............................. 2,2:15
13 I/."'O-1/2.L 00.... 2.2;10
14 I/['(~I/25 , 2.2;,0
15 1/.".0-1/25............................. 2,2:1!i
If} 1/5a-1 i2!i............................. 2.2;JiI
17 1/41H 120 ..... 1. !',(M)
I,'! 1/40--1120............................. 1, 9;10
19 0-1/25 , 2,250
'Data is Cor first stated modd.

_____________ J

---- -

i 

' 1 

1 

i 

1 I 

1 

00 

I 

1 

---- --- ---

00 00 00 .... 00.. .. .. ...... 
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GUN-Continuc-J.

Depth
.•. of
groove.

Width
of

groove.
Muzz)e NU~ber

velocity. grooves.

47

Pitch, rlOe.

i
"'idth I Muzz)e

of
land. Ienergy

48 49 50 51 52 53

Ft.pe~Rec. ----'-;;:;;:- -;;:;;:- -;;:;;:-'\---
1/50-1/25.....•...•.•.............•... 2,2fl5 60 0.3i36 0.06 0.1521,452
1/5()-1/25............................. 2,2.50 60 .3736 .06

15
1
21

'223
1/5()-1/25............................. 2,250 flO .3736 .06 .IS . 21,223
1/5()-1/25............................. 22.50 60 .3736 .06 .15 21,223
1/5(}-1/25............................. 2;200 48 .3736 .06 .15 10,615
1/5()-1/25.•........................... 2,200 48 .3736 .06 .1510,615
1/5()-1/25............................. 2,flOO 48 .3i36 .06 .15 9,372
1/50-1/25............................. 2,600 54 .2091 .05 .14 4,973
()-1/2.5.••.........•....•...•.......... 2,600 54 .2091 .05 .14 4,973
0-1/2.5.........••.•.......•.........•. 2,flOO 54 .2091 .05 .14 4,973
1/50-1/25............................. 2,f,()() 36 .3736 .04 .15 4,973
1150-1/25.•...•.•.•.......•........... 2,600 31\ .3736 .04 .15 4,973
1/50-1/25.............................. 2,600 54! .2091 .05 .14 I 4,973

.fl(~~?:':'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I~:::::~i~: '~~'I!:::::~ii~:':~':::::::ii:II:::i:~;~
1/50-1/25.•....••.............•........ ! 2,flOO 24 .2927 .03 .10 703.8
1/50-1/25 2,600 24 .2CJ27 .03 .10 702
1/50-1/25........•.............. ~~~._._._1__2,600 -=--:1_ .~27 . .10 •.•.•.••

46

20
21

. 22
23
24
25
21\
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
3!,
36
37
38

De-I'scriP,-tion
No;

1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1!!03
19(~1
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903'
191~1
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
1903
19(~1
l\I03
1903
19113
19(13
19113
19(13
19(~'t
19(13
19(13
l\l(~1
1!)(13
19113
19(13
19113
l\J\~1
I!J(13
19(13
1903

Mode).

61

Type.

60

Firing mechanism.

59

D. Singlo thread.

-_._------

58

Breech.

57

Swing. Power, open. Power, closing.

56

A. Stopped thread.

Model.

55

Typo.

54

1 A... •••.•... 11107 Down ...•••.• 1 Hand .•..•.••. Air •.••••••••. Combined .••••
2 A........... 1907 Sido .•.•••••. .•••. do .••••••. Hand .•.•••••..•••. do •••••••.
3 A...... ••••• IH07 Down ..••••••..•••• do .•••••••• Air .•.••••••••.••••. do •••••.•••
4 n. )S9T> Side .•••••••••••••• do ••••••••• 1I;\nd do •.•••••••
5 A........... IlJ()7 ••••• do ••••••••••••. do ••••••••••••. do ••••••••.•••• do .•••••••

.vA A........... )!J07 ••••• do ••••••.•.•••• do ••••••••••••. do ••••••••••••• do ••••••••

~ t.:::::::::: tg~~ :::::3g~::::::: :::::~~:::::::: :::::~~::.:::::: :::::~t:::::::
8 A •••••••.••. 1907 ])own do •••••••• Air .••••••••••••.•• do ••••••••

'lJ1 H:::::: ::::: n~~:~~~~~~:':'::::::!:::::~~:::::::::~~~]l~::::::::i:::::~~::::::::
II IL.......... 18H5 .•••. do .••••••• I••••• do ••••••••••.•• do ••••••••••••• do ••••••••

g ~t:::::::::: ~~~~:::::~~::::::::I:::::~~:::::::::::::~~:::::::::::::~~::::::::
U ~~::::::::::: t~~~:::::~~::::::::::::::~~:::::::: :::::~~:::::::: :::::~~::::::::
16 H........... IS!!5 .•••. do •••••••• ••••• do ••••••••••.•. do ••••••••••••. do ••••••••
17 n........... IS!lO ••••. do •••••••• ••••• do ••••••••••.•. do ••••••••••••• do ••••••••

~g ~::::::::::: t~~~ :::::~~::::::::1:::::~~:::::::::::::~~:::::::::::::~~::::::::

~!k~~~~~~~~!r~ :~jL~~~:~
~~ n::::::::::: t~~~ :::::3~::::::::1:::::~~:::::::::::::~~:::::::::::::~~::::::::
2(\ H........... lRS8 .•.•. do ••••••.• ••••• do .•••••••••.•. do ••••••••.•••. do .•••••.•

~~~::nL~:li~l:~HEH~I:~dtEHjE::H2:IEH:
~1.~~~.~~.:::::::::~~~~:::::::~~:::::::t:::J~::::::::::::J~:::::::::::::~~::::::::
Il.~.:.:.;;;;L~:;~:~~:;~~jl~~~~:J:~jL~~~:~:~jL~~::~

----_ ...-.------------'- -------~-------_._-----~----_.-:.----

De-
:scrip-
tion
No.

' 

__ __ ~ 

- -----------

----------
-

I 
I 

:~ji:~::~~:tjL~~~~:,:~ji~:~~~~~: 
I 

:;:~;;.~~;::: 
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Breeeh load ing gun
I~r{'ecll.loading cannon
Breedl Jllpeh:1 n ism .
Bret'eh mt'chanlsm:

\," et l~e tJ.pc-- -:.----------------------------------Cavalli
~cre'v
I(rupp .
1G-Ineh gun, requ irements of
16-lnch gun, construction
16-inch 50-calIber gun, model of10]!) 1\111 •
lG-ineh gun, model !>f1!)10 .:
lG-inch 25-callber howitzer, model of l!)1!L
1G-in('h35-caliber, model of 1805
U-inch 3-1-callher, mo(h'l of W07. 1010
14-in('h 40-caliber, model of 1010

554
56G-
571
582 .
5D2
603:
611
622
631
638.
6ri1
663
67G"
688.
702
721
738

21
4S
.3
23
12
14
15
27
32
43
40

Z
12!)
111

3
111
150
254

7~
110
171

171
172
173
175
In:)
217
2[,3
270
332
343
3m
30!)
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D~reech mechanism-Continued, Paragraph.
14-inch GO caliber, mo(lcl of 1920---------------------------------- 411
12-inch 1O-cnlibcr, mode] of 1908 --...,--------- -.- 410
12-inch 10-caliher, m()(l('l of 1890_________________________________ 4~O
12-inch IG-calihcr, model of 1912______ 4:H
12-ineh 3!)-eali!>l'r. mo(le] of 18!);) 1'IL____________________________ 441
12-inch 34-culibcr, model of 1888, 1\11, 1\11L________________________ 4GG
12-inch 3G-cnliher, model of 1895__________________________________ 4G7
12-1nc11 40-cnliher, model of 19()(L_________________________________ 4G7
]2-in('h 20-ca]ih('r howitzer, mo(lel of l!:)l9_________________________ !'i13
8-inch 32-caliher, model of 1888 rj(;~)

(i-illch gun, mo(lel of 1908_________________________________________ 596
6-inch gun, model of 190!:>-________________________________________ r;~)7

G-inch tiO-calib('r, model of 1903 GOO
G-inch, model "of 1900_____________________________________________ G~4
G-inch, model of 1897_____________________________________________ G31
G-illch 50-ca]I))('r, lllodC'l of 1908 :;\IIL______________________________ GU
G-i nell A rmstrollg______ G67

4.7-illeh ~2-('aliher llowitzcL______________________________________ Gi!)
3-illch GO-cnlihpr, mOllC'l of ID03------------------------------------" 731
3-i neh ] ~ethlplIem 701
:Hllch 1ll0tlC'l of 1SDS______________________________________________ 726

'I:l'itish Army, use of hall(l rifIPs______________________________________ 1
I ~I'ollze ('allllOIl --____ 11 t
Hrug"pl'c OIL l\JIlIIlOllium picl'ate________________________________________ 80
Hu fT('l', ] G-il}('h gllll___________________________________________________ 2~1

c.
CU('Il, l<'r:1n('(', (':I 1}1l01l of

Cll ked powder
(~lIleu Ita, expol't of sa] 1 pptcr

ClllllpllOl', liSP of in hl:wk po\\'(k1"- ~-----------------..:------------
(~a twist PI' slle 11--

Callnoll:
]';:1 1'1 ips! liSP
Iron
(h"lt I IH)J'('

\Vrollg-Il t il'OIl, st:('e1
TuIH's
'rIll I't ('('Ilt II ('('111lll'y

FOll 1'1c'('1l I h ('('Iltll ry
] ~I'(,('('h ]0:1tl iIlg"
.) f (~:l('Il. FI':I ne(' .:.
lTR(' hy 1\[001'8

() t' ] tOil ('11

] ~oHI ('-sIIH I 1('(1
Of I<'IOI'('IH'C

~'ii~:~~~~::~:~::::::: ~f.I~rollzc
Cllst .....

I)0\1)) Ie
\ V] l()] e

111
20
23
2G

10~

];'j

1'l'l--
!l:l
D1

104
lOG
101
110
111
111
111
111
111
112
113
114
115
110
119
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Cannon-Continued. I'll 1'Ilgl'Il Ilh.
. Origin of word . . _._.. .. ... ... 1 U)
Demi .. ._______ 119
Seventeenth century .. .:. .. 119
Eighteenth century . '-__ 121
Nineteenth century '-___ 12:1
Nineteenth century, late ~__________ 131
'Voolwich . 132
Itodman ~___ 134

Twentieth century________________________________________________ 139
.1G-inch 50-caliber, model of 1!)]9 l\III ..:_______________ 252
1G-inch 50-caliber, model of l!HlL_________________________________ 278
1G-inch 2;)-caliber, model of l!HD :.__ 331
1G-inch 35-culiber, model of lSD5__________________________________ nH
14-inch 34-caliber, model of 1007, 1DlO____________________________ 3M
14-inch 40-calilJer, model of 1D1D ~_____________________ 37B
14-inch 50-caliber, model of ID~W__________________________________ 39G-
12-inch 10-caliber, model of 1908__________________________________ 418
12-iuch 10-caliber, model of lsno__________________________________ 428
12-inch 15-caliber, model of 1lH2__________________________________ 42:)
12-inch 35-caliber, model of 1895 1'IL______________________________ 440
12-inch 34-caliber, model of 1888__________________________________ 445
12-Inch 34-caliber, model of 18D5__________________________________ 4G;:)
12-in('h 40-caliber, model of 1000__________________________________ 4GG
12-inch 20-caliber howitzer, model of l!HD_________________________ 512
10-lnch 40-caliber, model of l!)()0__________________________________ 52:3
10-fIlch 35-caliber, model of 189;L_________________________________ ::;23
10-inch 34-caliber, model of 1888__________________________________ ri2')
8-inc'h 32-caliber, model of 1888___________________________________ riGS
G-inch GO-caliher, model of WO;L__________________________________ riD1
G-inch GO-caliher, model of WOS___________________________________ 50;:)
G-in('h [,o.ealiher, model of 1003___________________________________ COr,
G-inch, model of l!)OO .:.________________________________ (ii')3
G-inch, model of 1897____________________________________________ G33
G.ln('11 fiO-ealiber, model of 1008 MII______________________________ GW
G-Inch Armstrong ~________ GliG
4.7-lnch 22-ealiher howitzer_______________________________________ G7S
3-lnch GO-ealiher, model of 1903___________________________________ Gal
3- In('h BethleheIlL__________________ 705
3-ln('h, mo(lel of 18D8_____________________________________________ 72.1

Cap, fulnlinate .. 73
Capaciti{'s Hnll weights, 1G-inch harbette carriage . 277
CarrIage: .

1G-inch gun, type alHI requirements of
I G-Inch gun, eha racterIstics
14-inch railw:!,}' carriage, model IL ,..
14-inch railway carriage, model of ID20
12-ineh mortar, model of 1908
12-inch mortar harbette, model of 18!)(J l\1I, l\fII, MIIL
12.Ineh harhett(-., model of 1917-
12-In('h barhette, model of 1892
12-ln('h dIsappearing, model of 190L
12-Inell disappearIng, model of 1897 -------------_
12-inch disappearIng, mOdel of 18!)G

__ __ 

__ _ 

~ 

- ____ _ 

____ _ _________ _ 

~ _ 
_ 
_ 
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_ 
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Carrlage--Contlnueu. Paragraph.

12-lnch railway mount, model of 1918______________________________ 491
12-inch 10-caliber mortar on railwny carriage, model of 1918-------- r;08
12-inch 2o-caliber howitzer carriage, model of 1918_________________ 5~O
10-inch disappearing, model of 190L_____________________________ 527
lO-inch disappearing, model of 189'L___________________________ 53:>,54:>
10-inch disappearing, model of 1894 l\1l____________________________ r;G3
lO-inch barbette, model of 1893__________________________________ r;GG
8-inch barbette, Illodel of 1892____________________________________ G7G
8-inch disappearing, model of 1896________________________________ 5S2
8-inch railway mount, model of 1918______________________________ r;92
G-inch disappearing, model of 1905 1\1IL--------------------------- G02
G-inch disappearing, model of 1905 1\1L G12
6-lnch disappearing, model of 1905________________________________ 621
6-inch disappearing, model of 1003________________________________ 631

G-inch disappearing, model of 1898 63S
6-inch barbette, model of 1910____________________________________ 6;;0
6-inch barbette, model of 1900_:...__________________________________ 60l
6-inch barbette, Armstrong_______________________________________ Gi5
4.7-ineh railway carriage, model of 1917--------------------------- 687
3-inch, model of 1903____________________________________________ 700
3-inch barbette, model of 1902____________________________________ 719
3-inch barbette, model of 1898 1\IL_______________________________ 73(;

Uarringes:Guo 143
For ships 145
Disappearing 146, 140
Of Inetal 147

l~arbette ..: .. 153
~fortar 154
Railway 155

CartrIdges, llletal 62
Cartridge clot.h, si1k . ~_____ 65
Cartridges, mu 1tlple_ .... 67
Cast cannon 115
Cast projectiles S6
Cast-iron shell fl8
Cast sliot 102
Cavalli breech mechanisrn_____________ 172
Cavalli, ~fajor 127

Celluloid powder containers------------------------------------------. 00Chain ~lot 101
Charcoal for powder 32
Chnssepot rifte -.--- SO

Chassis: .
16-ln('h gun, design______________________________________________ 237

]()-inch gUll, manufacture 230
16-inch <Usappenring carri~~~~-~;0~];I-~f-i;i7~~~~~~~~~~~~~===~~==== 328
1G-ineh disappearing carringe, model of 1912______________________ 351
14-inch, model of 1917 and 1D07 1\IL 375Chile:

Saltpeter________________________________________________________ 21
Saltpeter, production of .:._____ 2-l

Chinese powder ----. . 11
Chinese sno\v .. 16
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Paragraph.
'Chingi~ use of powder_______________________________________________ 12
Cloth containers . G4
Cocoa po'vder________________________________________________________ 43
.Cocoa powder, prismatic_____________________________________________ 49
Columbiad___________________________________________________________ 125
Concussion fuses_____________________________________________________ 7G
Constantinople:

Siege of_________________________________________________________ 2
Conquest of_____________________________________________________ 5

Containers, cloth -________________________ G4
Cordite______________________________________________________________ 4G
Corned powder 20

Coun terweigh t recupera tor 1G5
Crnckers____________________________________________________________ 9
Cradle:

Early desIgn_____________________________________________________ 143
1G~nch gun, design_______________________________________________ 232

Creey, TInttle of_____________________________________________________ 111
Crimean War, use of spherIcal shoL_________________________________ 88
Cylind ricn 1 shell__________________ 09

D.
Dahlgren cnnnOll_________________ 12G
Dahlgrens, ll-inch smoothbore________________________________________ 3
Dnmascus, ea rly record of saltpeter .:.__________________________________ 1G
Va rdanelles, forcing of_______________________________________________ 112
Decomposi tlon of smokeless powder ri5
Den1 ica nn on 119
Design, tendencies In_________________________________________________ 191
Detonation, rate of 77
Detona tor lock_______________________________________________________ 178
Detonn tor primers 72
Dewll r on smokeless p0wder 4G
DinlethylanDine______________________________________________________ 82
Di:'lappearing carriages 14G,149
D bpa rt sigh ts -_ 183
DOllhle-base powder 51
Douhle cannon____________ 119
J)rl ft sea le______________________________________________ 185
J)u lIe G riete_ .. 10;)

Du I'ont, powder manufacturer_______________________________________ 49

B.
Earthen shell !)n
Egyptian USe of saltpeter 1()
Bledl"ical equIpment, lG-inch bnrbette cnrrlage________________________ 277
Elevating mechanism:

Oear____________________________________________________________ 1GO
'Vorn1 genrR_____________________________________________________ 1Gt
1G-Inch gun, requirements of______________________________________ 198
1G-inch gun, design_______________________________________________ 235
lG-inch gun, manufacture .• 23G
1G-Inch barbette carriage, model of 1919___________________________ 203
lG-inch dIsappearing carriage, model or 1917_______________________ 310

~ 

__ 

___ __ __ 
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Elevatlng mechanism-Contlnued. Paragraph.
16-inch barbette carriage, model of 1020___________________________ 336
16-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1012______________________ 348
14-inch. model of 1007 and 1907 1111_______________________________ 371
14-inch turret mount, model of 1000 384,385
14-inch railway carriage, model E_________________________________ 402
14-inch railway carriage, mOllel of 1020____________________________ 413
12-inch mortar, model of 1008------------------------------------- 423
12-inch mortar barbette carriage, model of 1806 MI, MIl, MIIL_____ 435
12-inch barbette carriage, model of 1917 .. . 445

12-inch barbette carriage, model of 1802---------------------------- 460
12-inch disappearing carriage, model of 190L---------------------- 471
12-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1807_______________________ 475
12-inch disappearing carriage, model of.1806----------------------- 482
12-inch lo-caliber mortar on railway carriage---------------------- 505
12-inch 20-caliber howitzer carriage------------------------------- 517
1O-inch disappearing carriage, model of 190L--------------------~- 527
10-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1806 532,544
10-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1804 1I1L___________________ 540
10-inch barbette carriage, model of 1803___________________________ 562
8-inch barbette carriage, model of 1802____________________________ 573
8-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1806________________________ 582
8-inch railway mount, model of 1018______________________________ Cisn
6-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1005 MIL___________________ COO
6-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1005 ML____________________ 610
6-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1005 .:__ 618
6-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1003________________________ 631
6-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1808________________________ 637
6-inch barbette carriage, model of 1010____________________________ 645
6-inch barbette carriage, Armstrong------------------------------- 671
4.7-inch railway carriage, model of 1011 -_______________________ 684
3-inch carriage, model of 1003____________________________________ 607
3-inch barbette carriage, model of 1002____________________________ 715
3-inch barbette carriage, model of 1808 MI-________________________ 732

}1Jlevfitin g mechan isms________________________________________________ 158
IClevating scre'v 159

ICquipment, 16-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1017________________ 330
Ether, .acetic 45
ICxplosive "I>" --- SO

I~Jxplosive for armor-piercing projectiles---------------------------.:.--- 79ICxplosi Yes, high 77

F.
Fnversl1am'

Firing mechanism:
l6-inch 50-caliber gun, model of 1010 MII-------------------------- 2;)1
16-inch 50-caliber gun, model of 1019______________________________ 2.,1
16-inch 2G-caliber howitzer, model of 1010__________________________ .33.3
l(~-inch 3G-caliber gun, model of 1805______________________________ 34:;
14-1nch 34-caliber, model of 1007, 1010 ._____________________ 3!"',~
14-inch. 40-cnliber, model of 1010__________________________________ 309
12-inch 10-caliber, model of 1008__________________________________ 420-
12-inch 15-caliher, model of 1012__________________________________ 43Z
12-inch lO-caUber, model of l800 ~____________________ 432.
l2-inch 35-caliber, model of 1805 1111-______________________________ 442'

73-1-23-33

~ ~ ------

~ --------

-~------------- ~~ 
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Firin~ llll'chanism-Continued. Parngt'nph.
I2-inch 34-caliber, model of 1888 MI, MIL_________________________ 4:>7
12-inch 34-caliber, model of 18D5__________________________________ 4GD
12-inch 40-caliber, model of 1DOO__________________________________ 4GD
12-inch 20-caliber howitzer, mOllel of 1D1D__________________________ 514
8-inch 32-caliber, model of 1888___________________________________ 570
G-inch, model of lDOO_____________________________________________ G~7
G-inch, model of 18D7 1\11________________________________________ GB[i
G-inch 50-caliber, model of 1008 MIL______________________________ GJ2
G-inch Armstrong ..:. GG,S
4.7-inch 22-caliber howitzer, model of 1D17 GSO
3-inch 50-caliber, model of 1D03___________________________________ GD.!
3-inch Bethlehem 70~)
3-inch, model of 18D8_____________________________________________ 728

FirIng. mechanisms -----------_______________________________________ 171
F'ire paD ----------------------______________________________________ D
I"i xed n HUll unition -'-___ lO:1
1.'Jl1ke poWder -------------------____________________________________ 4G
F'lallle tuhes or siphons_____________________________________________ 5
Flashless powder ---------___________________________________________ fi!)

1.'1in tIoc k .:._________ 171
1"lol'('II('e, manufaeture of cannon ~____________________________ Iii
F'J.rill~ fire, composition 0[ -'-_________________ 7

1,'orcps, IG-inch barbette carrill~e---------------______________________ 277
F'or('Ps nntl stresses, IG-inch disappearin~ carria~e, model of 1D]7-_______ 3:10
11'or~(~(1 shell ~____________ D7
Por~in~s, ea rli('st ma king in America_________________________________ 3
F'ors,rth primer -------------_________________________________________ 72
Fors,rth detonator lock_______________________________________________ 178
French Army, use of hand ritles______________________________________ 1
French He\"olution, saltpf'ter ------____________________________________ 18
Pulmillllte of mercury ------------____________________________________ 78
F'u Imina te primer --------------______________________________________ 73
Ii'ulmlnate cap ---------------________________________________________ 17D
I.'use:

J':arly tinle '_____________ 71
1\1elnI tll h(~_ 71
Percussion_______________________________________________________ 70
I:('p.l tube --------_______________________________________________ 70

Fu~~ ---~-----------------__________________________________________G9

G.
,h~a r-pleva t in~ meeha n IsnuL___________________________________________ 100
r.ela tin !Jw(l ni tro('elJ IIIose_____________________________________________ 4t
(1prmn n lon~-range gun--____________________________________________ H:i
r. rn ined pow!lpr ~!!)

(1 rnpl'Sllot ---------______________________________________ 1O~
r.rpf'k fire, composition oL___________________________________________ r,
r.rihollvllJ, (;pnernl, on gun si.:;hts_____________________________________ 183
GlIn (,'1('c(;annoll):

I:,.('('(.'h loadin~--_------- . 7.t
En ,.lipst use .. 11',
10. in('h, t ype______________________________ ] f).l

10-irl<'h, rp<]uir('ments oL_________________________________________ ]!I:I
J(,-itl<'h, (lpsig-n nnd Ill:l.nufacture__________________________________ ~O I

J
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Gun-Continued. l'arngraph.
l04nch, construction---------------------------------------------- 211, lG-inch, forgings 212

lG-inch, machining ~------_--------------------------------------- 213lG-incb, assembly .,.___________________ 214
lG-inch, rifling 215
1G-inch, fin is11ing 216
16-inch, model of lDl9------------------------------------------- 252

Gun carriages-------------~------------------------------------------ 143Gun cotton .:.. ... 39
Gun cotton, Abel 41
Oun Foundry Board, NavaL__________________________________________ 3

Gunpowder:
Hef~'rence to discovery oL________________________________________ 2
I~arly composition oL-------------------------------------------- 9

Guns, 'vall 110
Gunner's quadrant 182

H.
Iland rifles, perfection of ;____________ 1
I Ieliopol is --:.-----------------.-- 5
IJepp on T. N. T_____________________________________________________ 81
IIercuJes l'owder Co_________________________________________________ 57
IIexagonal bore cannon 93
IIigb explosives 77
Hime, Colonel, on sea fire ... 5
History of the Navy, by Maclay -----------.:..-------- 3
IIot Sllot . 87

Howard, Edward, on fulminate-.,.~----------------------------------- 73
Howitzer. See Cunnon.
Hurter cylinders, hydraulic, l6-inch disappcaring carriage, model of 1917- 30!)
] Iydra ulic brnl\e 150, 166
Hydraulic brake, l6-inch ~nn, design_________________________________ 227
Hydraulic hurh'rs, ]6-1nch disappearing carriage, model of 1917-------- 30;;
Hydraulic recoil cy linders______________ 167

I.
Inclined. plane recoil 1l1ecl1anisnL 164
Indirect laying 186

Indinnhcud powder planL___________________________________________ 53
Indurite . 48
Iron cannon 32

.T.
Johnson on nltrocellulose 45

K.I(nlinnikos ----' '.
KrUPI) breech mechanism , -' 0.1,1j5

1 I..L('e, Thomas. royn I ~unn('l' '__________________ 22
Lenk, von, of Austria 40
J~iber Igni unl .:. 7
IJiquid flame, curliest use of__________________________________________
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Loading mechaniRm: Parag.-aph.

la-inch gun, <1esign______________________________________________ 243
16-inch barbette carriage, model of 1919___________________________ 2G9
IG-inch disa[lpearing carriage, mollel of H117 320
1G-inch barbette carriage, model of 1020___________________________ 338
1G-inch disap[lparing carriage, mo(lel of 1012_______________________ 3iiO
14-inch, model of 1007 and 1007 l\lL______________________________ 374
14-inch turret Inount, Inodel of In~)________________________________ 3!)~
14-inch railway carriage, model E ~_________________ 40;)
14-inch railway carringe, model of 1020___________________________ 415
12-inch mortar, model of 1008 .:.___ 42ri
12-inch mortar barbette carriag(', model of lS0G 1\1I, 1\II I, MIIL_____ 137
]2-inch barbette carriage, 1110del of I!HL__________________________ 452
12-inch barbette carringe, model of ISn2___________________________ 4G2
]2-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1nOL______________________ 471
12-1nch disappearing carriage, model of 18n7 475
12-1ncb disappearing carriage, model of lS0G______________________ 481
12-inch railway mount, model of 1018_____________________________ 4DG
12-lnch ]o-caliher mortar on railway carriage, model of 1fJl8________ 507
12-inch 2o-caliber howit~er carriage, model of 1018__________________ 51!)
10-inch disappearing carriage, II10llel of ]OOL_____________________ G27
10-illCh disappearing carriage, model of 180G r;31,045
lO-inch disn[l[learing carriage, model of ]8D4 1\[L_________________ 552
lO-inch barhette cnrriage, mo(lel of 1883__________________________ oM
8-lnch barbette carriage, model of ISn2___________________________ , 575
8-inch disappearing carriage, mOllel of ]8!)G_______________________ G82
8-incll rnilway mount, mo(lel of ]018_____________________________ 5nt
G-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1003 MIL_________________ G01
G-inch disappearing carriage, model of 1905 1\[L___________________ Gll
(j-inch disappearing carriage, mo(lel of 1005_____________________ G~O
G-inch <1isappearing ca rrlage, mo(lel of ]003 G31
G-inch disappearing carriage, model of ]S88______________________ G38
G-inch harhette carriage, model of 1010__________________________ GtlO
G-Inch hal'hette carriage, model of 1000__________________________ GGO
G-inch ba rh£'tte carriage, Armstrong______________________________ G7-1
4.7-lnch railway carriage, model of 1017____________________________ GSG
3-IJI('h carriage, model of ]!)03__________________________________ C...flD
3-inch har"ett(~ cnrringe, lI1o(lel of ]n02__________________________ 718
3-inch harhette carriage, model of 18n8 1\[L_______________________ 735

Lock, detonntor_____________________________________________________ 178
Locks, mntch, wheel, nn(l flinL_______________________________________ 177
Long-range gun, Oerman____________________________________________ Dr)
Lug~ rotating_______________________________________________________ 92
Lyddite ~____________________________ 79

1\I.

Machined guns, enrllest Americnn_____________________________________ 3
Maclay, E(lgnr ~., History of the !\avy_______________________________ 3
Mammoth powder ----------_________________________________________ 43
Man IIradII re of black powder -----___________________________________ 33
~fnrco 1'010_________________________________________________________ 17

~[arclls Graecus_____________________________________________________ 7
Ifatch lock__________________________________________________________ 177
Maxim, Hudson, on black powder_____________________________________ 40

-
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Paragraph.

~lecca, siege of 2

Mech:mlsms of seacoast weapons------------------------------------- 24!)
Mechanisms of seaconst weapons, order of descrlptlon_________________ 251
I'llell lli te 7!)
Mendeleef on smokeless powder 4'{
Metal ca rriages 147
Mptal cartridges G2
Metal tulle fuse .L 71
Meta llic ni tra te 45

~fercury fulminate ,------------------------------- 78
Methyl alcohol in smokeless powder 48
Mdz, Chronicle of- ...:____________________________________________ 111
Molded powder 30
Mons Meg-, nelg-ian gun_~ _:- 85
'Moors, use of snltpeter in 1250_______________________________________ 7
Mortar. See Cannon.~fotar carriages 1fi4

Motor E..'<]ulpment:
1G.inch bnrbette cn rringe----------------------------------- .. 2i7
10.iTlC'hdisnppearing carringe, model of 1!)17------------------.---- :~30

1\Jo:-;cow,~Iortar of . 31
Moslem fleet, destruction of_________________________________________ 5
1\ful tip Ie bullets--------- !)1
Mu! tiple-charge con talners____________________________________________ 01
l\Jultiple shot ..; 101
Munroe on smokeless powder -_________________ 48
Muskets of 1812, accuracy of 1
Muzzle-loading- rifles, use in Navy____________________________________ 3
l\fuzzle flash 5!)

N.
NnIwleon, withdrawal of rifles --__________ 1
Naphthn, use of In wild flre___________________________________________ 2
Nash process of (lrylng----------------------------------------------- 57
Nn turnl Brhlge, sa ltpetcr cave________________________________________ 18
Naval nrmament, 1885________________________________________________ 3
Naval Gun Factory ~______ 3
Noll Ie 40
NItra te, Inetallic 45
Nitrn te, sodium and potnssiuDl________________________________________ 2G
Nit.rated \vood ~___________________________________________________ 45
Nit.rO!lenzene .:._____________________ 48
Nltrocellulose :___________________________ 42
Nitrocellulose, gelatinIzed 4-l
Nltro~lycerjn in smokeless powder 4G
Nitro hyd roca rbons 45

O.
()I,tu'rll tor pads -v-______________ 114
Oval-hore cannon___________________________________________ 03

P.
Panoramic ~~rt 186
Parrott guns, use of ~_____________________________________ 3
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Paragraph.
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